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INTRODUCTION.

As the following pages scarcely deserve the important appellation of travels, I am anxious to
prevent their being considered as such, by a
candid avowal of my intention in writing them.
If certain readers should take up the volumes
with the hope of finding a grave history of cities
and their people, a regular diary of journeys
through such a province, or visits to such a
pilace, o r such a tomb, they will be sadly d i s
appointed. If the name of the Himalaya Moun
tabs should attract others to turn over the
h e s in pursuit of scientific knowledge, and to
seek for experiments on the atmosphere, disserVOL.
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tations on the natural productions of this vast
range, or calculations on the heights of the
various peaks, they will look in vain for such
information.
Although, therefore, I may dissuade many
from becoming my readers, by a declaration of
what they will &t find, I am apprehensive that
it will not be so easy a matter to invite attention
by an announcement of what the book doecr contain. I shall, however, make the attempt.
On first arriving in India, I was struck with
the air of romance in which every thing seemed
to be decked :-the sparkling river, with its picturesque and various vessels, from the rude boat
with its roof of thatch, to the golden barge of
state ; the graceful palms, and the matted villages that they shadowed ; the stillness of the
pagodas; the men and animals, whose appearances were so new to me ; and the aromatic
d o u r shed around by the herbs and plants;indeed the merest trifle, for a time, was magnified into a most wonderful occurrence ; and
every scene through which I had to pass was
invested with as much consequence as it would
'
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have become Don Quixote to have attached to
i t I fancied, therefore, that my personal adventures, even to the " sayings and doings" of
those about me, would possess sufficient interest
to excuse me for making them public
But when familiarity had bred some degree
of contempt, and the "nothings" that my imagination had so " monstered" found their proper
level, I resolved to think no more about them.
m e n , however, I had been some time absent
fnnn the scenes that had made m much impres
6ion upon me at first, I found that they recurred to me, ''ever and anon," in all their
vivid reality. I could not resiat, therefore,
selecting from my manuscripts such portions as
I considered worthy of publication.
I have simply endeavoured to give, as correctly as I was able, a sketch of what every
European, in India, is likely to experience ; but
such as none unacquainted with that country
familiar with. I hope, however, the
pictures I have ventured to draw, if they should
not be considered skilful paintings, will at
least be esteemed tolerable likenesses.
can be
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INTRODUCTION.

With the exception of the mountain tour,
the '' Excursions in India " contain no very re
gular journal. The other journeys were taken
at different times, and for the accomplishment
of different objects ; so that, should my narrative possess no other recommendation, it may at
any rate claim that of variety.
As the researches of many able men within
the mountains whence the Jumna and the
Ganges take their rise are already familiar to
the public- to all at least who take any interest
in such details-I considered it quite unnecessary for me to make 'any scientific observations.
I am only desirous, from the great delight I
myself experienced from the contemplation of
the extraordinary and inconceivable beauties
that presented themselves to my attention, to
interest others, who are not likely to witness
their splendours.
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EXCURSIONS I N INDIA.

CHAPTER I.
\'oy.ge

of a %wtfrom Calcutta through tbe Sunderband8 to
Dingpore.

IN the early part of February 1826, we were
ordered up to Dinapore by the river. The
Hoogly at this season is too shallow in the
upper part of it to allow the passage of large
boats, and it was necessary to pass into the
Ganges through the Sunderbunds. The noise
and confusion upon the embarkation of a single
person for a river expedition in the regular
course, are beyond all belief; what must it be
when a regiment is undergoing a similar preparation? We were encamped on the Glacis of
Fort William to the Ghaut side, and were conveniently situated for superintending the operation. I t was a month after the order had been
B
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F L E E T O F BOATS.

given before the boats could be pl*ocured; the
officers were obliged to hire their own, but those
intended for the men were pressed by the commissariat ; and every day, vessels with most unwilling crews were swept up to the point of embarkation. A board of survey sat constantly,
to report upon them, and many boatnien were,
for the first time in their lives, well pleased at
their barks being declared unfit for sea : there
was no chance of re-considering the matter, they
were off the moment they heard an unfavourable opinion of their vessels.
When, at length, the boats were all rendy, the
crews were found to have deserted, and, an impressment was again to take place. With budgerows, horse boats, baggage boats, cook boats,
hospital and soldiers' boats, the 'scene was the
most extraordinary that can be conceived. Every
officer had a sort of Noah's ark attached to his
budgerow, and the uproar to fYl it with its various animals was terrible : unwilling horses,
and obstinate cows, with goats and sheep, running in all quarters ;men, women, and children,
of all colours and costumes; carriages, gigs,
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SCENE O F COXFUSION.

palanquins, coops of poultry, ducks, geese, and
turkeys, scattered abut, cackling and hissing
with all their might, were to be seen in every
direction. Until we were fairly launched, I do
not tbink any person seemed to be perfectly possessed of his judgment, for every thing in this
county appears to be devoted to the most irretrievable confusion, when a move, or a change of
any description, is about to take place.
I can easily conceive why a native army is
defeated by so much smaller a force than it is
always composed of; if among two or three
thousand men only the wildest tumult attends
a peaceable expedition, what a scene must a
retreat be, when the numbers are swelled to
hundreds of thousands! I have seen a dozen
natives standing round a cask, their eyes fiery
with passion, their voices heightened to a discordant yell, their arms waving about, and
every sinew stiffened with rage, because thcy
differed about the best way of shipping it. As
the water of the Sunderbunds are salt, and it is
not easy to land in any part of them, we were
obliged to lay in fresh water as if preparing for
B
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a voyage to sea. I t was with great pleasure,
indeed, that we received notice that all was
ready for departure.
Our fleet amounted to a t least three hundred
boats of all denominations, from a s i x t e e n 4
budgerow to the smallest that skims the river.
W e followed in the order of companies, each
squadron distinguished by a flag of its own, the
hospitnl bringing u p the rear with a broad black
pennant. A t Kidderpore we entered Tolley'r
Nullah, which was cut by Colonel Tolley, of
the engineers, to connect Calcutta with the
Ganges during the dry season of the year; its
great utility is amply proved by the revenue it
yields to the company, and the immense crowd
of b a t s upon its surface. I t was with great
diffic~iltythat our long line could pass through
it, for we were obliged to follow each other in
single boats. T h e banks are well inhabited on
each side; there are many European houses
near the canal, too, the gardens of which dope
down to its side, where the bamboo droops over
tlic water, with all the grace of the weeping
willows over our own streams ; the bamboo has,

A TEMPTING OPPOBTUNITY.
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however, a much darker leaf, and grows more
closely together, making, I think, a thicker shade
than willows nsually do. Nothing can be more
beautiful than a sail upon some of tlie rivers in
Ceylon on that account ; the one upon which
Ruanwclla stands winds for some distance among
hills which are covered to their summits with
wood, while near the bottom of them grows an
immense quantity of the most luxuriant bamboo,
which gives a dark shade to the stream, that can
only be justly appreciated by those who know
what the rays of a tropical sun are, when shinmg upon an unsheltered sheet of water.
A long string of vessels, laden with wood,
from the jungle of the Sunderbunds, was moored to one bank, and much the owners of it had
to do, to keep their cargoes from being pillaged
by the crews of our passing boats, who seemed
to think that this was a glorious opportunity for
laying in their stock of firing for the voyage.
We necessarily passed close to them, and our
dandies immediately sprung on board, and seized
what wood they liked; the woodmen struggled
to recover it, but each boat of the fleet, as it

gained the point of attack, sent forth a reinforoement, and a running fire was thus kept up during our progress through the canal ; the people
on the shore, who took great interest in the
scene, rushed to the banke, and abused or u y
held our people according to their own particular callings-the opposition, however, seemed
the strongest, and we sailed out of Tolley's
Nullah with the cry of " thief" in our ears, for
it ran like wildfire along the banks, and whatever point we gained still the shout of " thieves,
thieves," followed us. W e did all we could to
prevent the dishonour that was pursuing us, but
without effect, for the moment we entered our
cabins, the dandies, who had desisted awhile, sallied forth on their depredations with redoubled
vipur. If the wood boats are obliged to pay
an enforced tax of this description to every passing boat, they must have a great deal of their
labour and peril for nothing.
There is a considerable degree of danger attending the occupation of wood-cutting in the
wildest parts of the Sunderbunds, whence all the
wood comes. The jungle is infested with tigers,
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and many men, I have heard, are camed away

by them. W e formed so large a fleet that there
was Little chance of being disturbed by their
attacks, although every night we were serenaded
by their cries. The Sunderbunds are formed by
the deposits of mud made by the river during
the rainy season in its progress to the ocean,
towards which it runs by innumerable streams.
Although a dismal swamp in many respects, all
is exceedingly beautiful, and we appear to sail
through a f l d e d forest. There are no housesno inhabitants, but wild beasts ; but it is rich in
the most magnificent trees. T h e natives, who
are forbidden by their religion to cook any thing
on the water, are forced to dine off parched
gram, a description of pea, and used commonly
as food for horses ; for they dare not venture on
shore. Two dandies were reported as missing
at the hour of departure on the second morning
of our voyage through this dreary region ; they
were known to have landed, and as they had no
intention of wandering beyond the shore, their
comrades supposed that they had been carried
off by tigers; and indeed nothing is more pro-

8
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OF THE BOATS.

bable. This circulnstance has kept all the others
to their stations, as well as a superstitious n*
tion regarding the wilderness, which they imagine is the proper habitation of the devil upon
earth. I t is certainly well suited to his evil
purposes, but I fear the busy haunt of man
has more attraction for the prince of darkness
than even this wild, which should be so congenial to his soul.
I t is impossible to describe our course through
the labyrinth of creeks and lakes ; sometimes the
trees rising to a great height from the water,
rich in foliage and full in blossoms, render it
truly beautiful. Our progress through them is
very slow and dependent on the tides. The skill
of the Manjees by no means accelerates it ; we
not unfrequently find ourselves in the midst of
the wood dismasted by the branches. The pilots
seem to vie with each other in steering as close
as they can to the point of danger. I was this
morning literally whipt out of my bed; the
branches of the trees among which we had contrived to get, broke through the Venetian blinds
of my budgerow, and, as my boat still movtd
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on, tore the musquito curtains off my bed, and
flogged me out of my sleep. I rushed forth instantly, to resent the indignity, when the gelasies
on the opposite side, as we bumped from tree
to tree, played like the arms of a telegraph, and
nearly knocked me down. When I reached the
deck of the boat, the confusion was terrible ;
I found that almost the whole fleet had got entangled in the forest, the last boats having followed the leading ones, which, mistaking their
course, were now obliged to thread their way
out. T h e dandies were mounted on their roofs,
endeavouring to cut away some of the branches
which were tearing the choppers off them as fast
as possible; the vessels were running foul of
each other every instant, and many a crash of a
broken plank was heard; while the sound of
voices, English, Irish, and Bengalee, mingled
their discord. T h e wildness of the scene, the
intermixture of the boats, the ignorance of our
situation, and the quarrelling of all parties, made
really a savage picture. W e were at length
extricated, singularly enough, without an accident, although many vesstls bore the marks of
B 6
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BEYCALEE WAVIGATIOS.

hard service. T h e extent of these swamps
reaching to Chittagong from Comercolly, the
first point on the main river, is so great, and
their intricacies so bewildering, that it would be
impossible to trace our wurse but in a general
description :
*' Our nndemtmding trrcsa them in win,
Lost and bewildered in the frnitleas march,
Nor sees with how much art the winding0 run,
Nor where the regular confusion en&."

One of the most striking features in Bengalee
navigation is their indifference to running foul
of each other, that is to say, as to wnsequencesfor the fellows make a terrible uproar on the a p
poach ; they never look, after a collision, to see if
any accident has happened, but push on when
they have Gnished their scolding, taking it for
granted that all must be well. I had sonle
misgiving of this apathy at first, and examined,
as well as I could, the planks of my horse and
baggage boat when I perceived that they had
been bumped.
A t night we were all anchored in clusters, as
close together as possible, and at every sction of
the tide were huddled still closer. W e fortu-
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nately had very fine weather, and the moon
shone upon us each night. Our boats were so
entangled that we appeared to form a mass of
cottages that had been swept away in a flood, to
which the woods around, half buried in water,
added a stronger resemblance. With fewer trees.
such might a village of Egypt seem during the
inundation of the Nile. The passage was much
more tediousthan a sea-voyageof double the time.
I t was not till the thirteenth day that we were
able to land, as long a time as might have
carried us from England to Gibraltar. The
first habitations we reached were the salt-factories of the Company, salt being a most productive branch of their revenue. The country,
although clear, was still wild and dreary ; a few
huts were scattered about, whose" inhabitants
gained an uncomfortable support from their own
exertions. I observed no cattle, an4 the poor
cottages rather heightened the desolation of the
scene, as a single tree in the desert increases the
feeling of solitude. After passing the salt station,
we crossed a little stream by Gopaulgunje to
Colna, thence wound away past Mah~nudporeand

12

SILK FACTORY OF COMEBCOLLY.

Bosnah, till we arrived at Comercolly, the rivers
upon which those places stand are eo winding
that we often appeared to be sailing on a lake
perfectly land-locked : and on one occasion we
went literally round a basin formed by the
singular wanderings of a river. Their banks are
not very thickly inhabited, although they flow
across the Delta of the Ganges; the villages are
merely of mats, with a few palm and plantain
trees about them.
Comercolly is a very extensive silk factory,
and a great many people are employed at
the work ; the skeins were all spun and the
workmen were employed in winding them off.
Under a long roof was a line of coppers full of
hot water, in which the silk was placed with
reels attachcd to each, and the winding was managed with more celerity than I have seen it
either in Italy or Sicily. I n the village were a
few brick houses wl~itewashed,but the streets
generally were composed of huts of mat very
neatly thatcheti, and so clean, that I could
scarcely fancy they were really occupied. They
seemed to he placed there as models, and re-
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minded me of some scenes that I have witnessed
in the commencement of a pantomime before the
" conjuration diren takes lace, that changes their
whimsical inhabitants into clowns and harlequins.
Comercolly, however, is even superior in picturesque effect to such scenes.
Soon after we quitted this place we experienced
the first north-west gales, and were destined to
meet with a return of them every evening for at
least a fortnight; theyalwaysprevail in the minth
of March, at the 10th of which we had arrived
without seeing the Ganges. The hurricanes are
magnificent, both in their approach and retreat,
but somewhat uncomfortable during their operation. Our boats were moored on the first night
we experienced one beneath a high bank of soft
sand, that threatened every moment to fall upon
us ; wherever purchase could be found for a rope
one was fastened, so that the vessels were in a
line, and made fast from every possible quarter.
The sky had been some time darkening ; we were
prepared therefore for the onset. Clouds of
dust annoi~nced the approachc and filled our
budgerows and the thatched boats, which rocked
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THUNDER A N D LIGETWIXG.

up and down as if they had been at sea, and
bumped each other at a most alarming rate.
The boatmen and servants were all drawn up in
front cooking their food, " thinking no evil,"
when the storm burst ; their fires were soon extinguished, their cooking pots overthrown, and
their clothes and turbans cast down the wind :
every one rushed on board as well as he could.
It blew tremendously, and a violent storm of
hail accompanied the wipd ; the hailstones were
as large as hazel nuts, and rattled upon the roof
of my budgerow at a rate that made me fear it
would be beaten in ; heavy rain and the loudest
thundcr succeeded, while the lightning played
so vividly about our thatched boats, that they
appeared to be on fire. I t was dreadfully dark,
but the bursts of fire from all ides lit up our
situation splendidly. The lightning did not
appear to break from any one quarter of the
heavens, the whole firmament was flame! it
seemed to open every moment and disclose a
aheet of living fire. Many people were not
able to rcnch their boats, and were seen cling
ing to the posts to. which they were moored in
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perfect despair. Now and then the cracking of
a mpe and the breaking away of a boat from its
fastenings added to the confusion; several got
loose and drifted into the middle of the 'stream;
tbe natives screamed for assistance which could
not be granted, for no one could tell precisely
where they were driving to ; every description
of thing seemed to be travelling down the wind,
hats, turbans, loose straw, broken cooking pots,
lighted wood, aod even fragments of the cooked
messes. I t is a complete tragiocomic scene.
I t generally lasts in full force about half-anhour, and then dies gradually away, leaving the
lightning, which melt3 into a soft blue flame, to
dicker on the masts of the tossing boats for
some time longer.
In the neighbourhood of Comercolly I perceived a number of large birds, storks apparently, from which I fancy the feathers are obtained that are made into muffs and tippets,
and solti as Comercolly tippets in the bazaars
at Calcutta ; they are not unlike t h w we used
to call Paddy birds in Ceylon, from their
being always scen about rice fields, not, as an
Irish soldier once imagined, from any rela.

,
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TEDIOUS PASBAGE.

tionship to the Emerald Isle. As our boats
must now be towed, we find it extremely wearisome indeed. Sometimes we can only make
three or four miles a day, calculating from the
position of the leading boat at starting, and the
last when halted. What can be more '' melancholy, slow," than a string of three hundred ves
scls following each other round the windings of a
river, bumping constantly against the banks, at
the rate of half a mile an hour, the shores either
covered with reeds m high as to prevent the
possibility of seeing over them, or being shelving
banks of white sand, dazzling the eyes, and flying like powder before the lightest breeze, at
this season of the year, when the water is at its
very lowest ? Such are generally the varieties of
the scenery.
On entering the Ganges, which we did soon
after passing the village of Jellinghy, standing
upon the river of that name, I was not impressed with the grandeur of its nppearance,
for it was yet very narrow. I t ~tndergoesa
great change, however, in the space of a fen
months in this very spot: now the watcr is so
shallow that eveu our light vesscls arc frequently

aground. My budgerow, which is of the common size, draws two feet of water, and it, as well
as most others, stick in the mud at least once a
day : the dandies instantly jump out and push
them through it until they are afloat again. I
have seen, at least, five hundred boatmen in the
water at a time, struggling to get their b a t s
0%' a sand-bank ; they are indeed completely
amphibious, and such a circumstance, with their
shouting amd screaming, gives a degree of animation to the scene that is quite delightful.
The first place on the Ganges that we halted
at, was Bogwangola, a very pretty spot, where,
on a wide plain, there were a number of mat
huts, and a quantity of natives idling about
them ; its neighbourhood is thickly wooded, and
it is esteemed a very fine sporting country. On
the evening we arrived, we heard the sound of
the gun, and heard that some Europeans were
beating the jungle for deer, and probably for
tigers. This country is, I believe, considered
very famous for wild hogs, k.,as boar-hunting
is one of the favourite diversions of the East;
it is at this season of the year, " par excellence,"
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the cold season, very much frequented by the
lovers of this sport.
There are always a number of dull sailors in
our fleet: it is frequently, therefore, several
hours after the anchoring of the fleet, before
the whole regiment arrives at the station for the
night. The boats are moored in a line in their
proper places, and immediately afterwards all
parties scramble on shore, to reat themselves, by
walking about; for the accommodetion in the
soldier's boats is singularly circumscribed. I
do not think they have the breath of a foot
apiece, in any one of them; and the sick men
in the hospital are little better off. Tile situation of these last is very bad indeed. They
occupy the same description of boats as the
healthy, with a few inches more room. These
boats are similarly thatched, and enjoy the
same noise that others do. When the surgeons
attend, they cannot stand upright; neither are
they very well able to see, even in the daytime, so little light can gain admittance; and
what is still worse, so little air. I wonder the
Bvernment has not adopted a better transport

HOSPITAL BOATS.
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for the sick Europeans, who, indeed, in no place
that I have yet seen, are so well considered as
they deserve to be. Budgerowq properly armged as wards, where their cots might stand
as they do in an hospital, would not, I should
imagine, be more expensive than the close and
clumsy country boats. A budgerow of the
same draught and tonnage would contain double
the number that one of the present conveyances
does, and might always be clean and well
aired. I may be wrong, but I have never
visited a sick boat on the river, without being
deeply impressed with its great want of every
thing that in this country tends to alleviate the
sufferings of the mldiers.
One of the hospital boats, on the night of such
a storm as that I have described, broke from its
moorings, and drifted to the opposite bank of
the river, from which it could not be recovered
until next morning. I t had lost almost all its
thatch, and the rain poured through in torrents.
There were seventeen men very ill in it; and
eight at them died long before the passage was
finished, although at the time there was no cause

20

ACCIDENT T O ONE O F THE BOATS.

of apprehension. I do not think this would have
happened with a more suitable vessel.
I was much struck with the apathy of my
boatmen, this morning, when a smart breeze
was carrying us merrily up the river: it was a
pretty sight; we were all scattered about a
much wider surface than we had yet had an o p
portunity of sailing upon, when suddenly one
of the soldiers' boats upset: it was immediately
in front of mine, and there was quite room enough
to have taken in sail in time to have brought
me gently up to them. M y dandies sat quietly
on the deck, smoking, without either informing
me, or attempting to move towards them. I
was sitting in my cabin, and did not know their
state, till I prceived it through my windows.
T h e roof u7as floating above the water, and
men, women, and children were clinging to it.
As mine was the nearest vessel, they must have
been in despair on seeing me float carelessly by
them. I ran to the deck, and was obliged to
beat my people into action. Before we could
take in sail, however, and put about, we had
gone a great distance; and other boats coming

MOSLEM INDIFFEBENCE.
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quickly up, rendered my aid of no use. There
were seventeen Europeans, with four women
and a great crowd of children. Only two, however, were drowned, who had not the patience
to wait to be picked off the wreck. In attempt
ing to swim ashore, they were swept away by
the stream, which is exceedingly rapid, and lost.
I asked my boatmen why they had not endeavoured to save the party ; but with true Moslem
indifference, for they were all Mahometans, they
shrugged their shoulders, and answered, " What
is it to us?-it was God's will." I t was blowing
very fresh at the time of the accident, and an
order was given to take in sail, and continue
easily. The co~~struction
of the vessels is M,
awkward, that I wonder they are not more frequently capsized. I t makes one nervous to watch
them in their course while under sail; they seem
to have no seat on the water; and the sails are
m ftimsy, that they do not buoy them up in the
least : the unwieldy roof catches the wind, and
appears to sway all. From Bogwangola, until
the blue hills of Rajmahal appear in the horizon, the scenery is dull and uninteresting. We
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SAND BANXS.

were never able to choose the spot for halting at,
much were we dependent upon the shallows
and windings of the river. Sometimes we were
fastened to a bank, so soft and high, that it was
with difficulty we could climb up to its crest,
and then we found the ground covered with
reeds, that grew to such a height, as to render it
impossible to thread our way through them. A
worse situation, however, we were often doomed
to experience, by the edge of a low, sandy bank,
near which the water was too shallow to permit
us to come within one or two hundred yards
we were forced to wade through the water, or
be carried by the dandies, to their very great
diversion.
T h e sand was white and soft: it dazzled our
eyes in the day-time to look upon it ; and in the
evening, if we sought a walk, we sunk nearly to
the knees in the performance. These low banks,
along which our boats stretched for an amazing
distance, were intersected by creeks and bays,
which in a great measure prevented communication. Some one boat was often left forlorn
by the point of a peninsula, at the time the
so
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hot wind was blowing the sparkling sand about,
g, as to make it a service of danger to reach it.
We were in too great a crowd to have much
intercourse with dlages, or their inhabitants ;
a d indeed our anchoring in the neighbourhd
of one, was a signal for all its people to take to
w t . L6 Sauve qui peut," seemed to be the
universal cry; for men, women, and children,
were seen scampering, in all directions, from
our vicinity. I must confess that, in appearance, we were very formidable and appalling ;
but, in reality, I am happy to say, quite the reverse, The men of course would not be permitted tooffend in any way against the natives, even
were they disposed to do so, which I do not think
they are. After the panic has a little subsided,
the people return with great caution, surveying
our movements with as much jealousy as they
would the recreation of a herd of tigers; and it
requires a great deal of boldness in the women,
to bring their pitcbem to the streams, or a great
deal of curiosity ; for many a sidelong glance,
from the drapery that should conceal their faces,
declares their natural wish to see and to be seen.

.
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In the early part of our voyage, one afternoon, a little before dark, while we were standing in a group by the banks of the river, a
large deputation from the boatmen, with downcast eyes, and cringing features, their hands
joined in a supplicating position before them,
drew towards us, as if some most important representation were to be made: the great body
of the dandies, their constituents, followed at
a humble distance. An old man opened the
case, and complained, in bitter terms, how every
day their meals were destined to pollution !
" Whenever we sit down to eat our dinners,"
he continued, " the ' gorelogue' (the white men)
walk carelessly by ; not only cast their shadows
over them, but absolutely touch'them wit11 their
feet ! W e are defiled !" he exclaimed ; " Ghureeb pur war ! the poor man's provider ; we
are your slaves, your children; you are our
fathers and our mothers!" This oration was
taken up by all the men around him; and the
great body, which had now drawn closer to us,
listened with interest to the conversation. No
one, I hope, would be inclined to ridicule p r e
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judices, sincerely adopted, however absurd ; but
it was difficult to refrain from a smile at the
fear of starvation they so eloquently described,
from our oyn accidental contact with the rim of
a cooking pot. They were soon relieved from
their apprehensions, by an assurance that the
men shoultl be cautioned not to approach within
a defiling distance of their food. I do not think
the men very clearly understood the objection to
their baneful touch. " For sure !" I heard some
say, " I would not eat his nasty mess, if hi,
would pay me for it !" And when one of the
boatmen broke the dish which a soldier hat1
touched, and threw its contents, his only food,
into the river, they were indeed strlick with
wonder. "DO they put tricks upon us, with
monsters and with men of Ind?" seemed tt
riddle, that all were anxious to have solved.
These poor people dine under the same alarni
that the Trojans felt from the Harpies; thrg
know not when their meal will be taken frolll
them : to hesitate between sin and starvation is
a sad matter for a hungry man ! They generaUy prefer the latter alternative; and would,
VOL. I.
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I firmly believe, rather die than break one particle of the outworks of their creed : the main
p i n t s they are as prone as their Christian
brethren to overlook. A friend of mine paid a
visit to an acquaintance, on board a ship lying
at the Sandheads, and took his Sirdar with
him, a most scrupulous Hindoo. Very violent
weather came on soon after they had boarded
the vessel, and they were not able to leave it.
Intending only to remain a few hours, the
native servant had carried no food. Nothing,
however, would induce liim to touch a nlorsel
on board, nor would hc drink a drop of water.
The storm continued some days, and he was
nearly starved. H e lay on the deck, in the most
miserable plight. T h e sCa was too rough to
catch fish, the only food, of all they had, not
forbidden. At length the wind abated, and a
fish was caught: with all the good-nature of a
sailor, a midshipman ran to hini with it-alas !
his toiich had polluted it, and the Hindoo scorned
it ; and even if that difficulty had been overcome,
as he had no strength to cwk it himself, he could
not have touched it. H e was left, therefore, to

FARE O F TEE HINWOS.
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perish in his delusion : but, fortunately, before
be was quite gone, his master was able to leave
tbe ship, and he was carried, wretchedly ill, to
Crlcutta. The instant the boats are moored, tbe
boatmen and servants, amounting to seveml
hundreds, arrange themselves in groupg in one
general line, and light their fires, and cook their
dinwra Nothing can be more animated than tbe
aeeae; and as the night sets in-for we usually
take up our ground a little before dusk--our
position is plainly tmced, in all its wiodings,by
the blazing fires.
On the branches of some high tree in the
neighbourhood, the sacred animal is doomed to
fail, for our profane appetites. The butchers,
who are positively a frightful race, carry on
their operations by the flames of a large fire,
beneath the boughs on which the carcaws are
hung; while the jackals, who have been lured
from afar by the smell, yell with delight at the
prospect of a feast. Vultures, of two or three
descriptions, sit pondering their chances in the
distant trees; and dogs sneak up from tbe villages Never can the habits of the two nations
c2
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1)e more strongly contrasted :-the simple fare
of the Hindoos, by which they sit, trembling
lest we approach it too near, stretching their
hands over it, and warning us, with a most
imploring '' Sahib !" to let them feed in peace ;
and the really savage scene that is acting beneath the trees, the bright flames of a fire, that
from its size resembles a pile for sacrifice, casting their light upon the fierce countenances of
the butchers, who, stripped naked to a small
cloth about their loins and smeared with blood,
seem to take thorough pleasure in their office.
The beautiful scenery in the neighbourhood
of Rajmahal was delightful to us after the long
and dreary voyage to it. W e anchored close to
the ruins of its palace, the building of the Sultan Sujah, and took possession of a marble
chamber that overhung the river. W e had the
advantage of a moonlight night, and nothing
could surpass the beauty of the scene : I may say,
as Sir Walter Scott sings of Ifelrose Abbey:
" If thou wouldst view fair Rajmahal arigbt,

.

Go visit it by the pale mocnhgbt,"

" When buttress and buttresa alternately,
Seemed framed of ebon and ivory."

RUINS OF A PALACE.
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The room in which we witnessed the " cold
light$ uncertain shower," was of white marble,
inlaid with Arabic characters of black ; it was
of a good size and in a perfect state, standing
about fifty ffee above the river, and looking upon
the distant hills. This is the only part of what
must once have been a very large palace, now
remaining entire ; the rest is made up of ruined
halls and chambers, the latter, as they generally
are in native buildings, however grand, small
and low. Some of the band, inspired I silppose
by the scene, had carried their keyed bugles into
its deserted halls, and by their sound converted
it almost into a scene of romance. Theriver in
the rainy season sweeps close by the ruins, and
adds materially to their beauty. At this time
the water is low and quiet, the palace is within
3 wilderness-from
without it appears e m b
somed in trees. The town of Rajmahal is
situated at the foot of the pass of Temagully,
which leads over the mountains.
The next lace we anchored at was the base
of a hill called Parahatta ; many caves are excavated in its bosom, and near its summit stands a
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temple, to whi& a winding path leads through
a tolerable wood. From the summit of this
hill there is a very magnificent prospect ; to the
south are extensive plain6 covered with cattle,
and the north is bounded by the hills of Rajmahal; the river winds below ; at the foot of
the hills are deep and variegated woods, and
aome white bungalows, belonging to indigo
planters, shine from among them.
W e halted a night at the village of Siclygully and at Pattergotta, both delightful places ;
thence the river ai~lcls beautifully round a
wooded hill to Colgong. This is the 6rst part
of the river in which I have o h e d rocks,
which, in many places, particularly at Pattergotta, extend some way into the stream. We had
a gentle breeze to carry us past a rocky island
in the centre of the river opposite Colgong, and
as our various little vessels crept quietly from
behind it, as it were, one by one, and then
stretched over the surface of the stream, they
formed a scene of beauty not often met with in
the tame and nearly unvarying voyage of the
Ganges. We are geneidly apt to amxiate safety

FLOATING

KITCHENS.
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with river navigation, if there be no other advantsge attending it, but this is not a constant

companion here ; the cooking boats-ve ry essential wes by the bye-being the smallest, are
frequently in imminent peril, and two or three
have been completely lost. Our floating kitchens
indeed atford considerable inconvenience ; they
are much slower sailors than the budgerows, and
it is not unusual for a hungry party to wait in
anxious suspenseforhours before the lagging dinner can reach it. Our budgerows are sometimes
able to gain the northern side of a broad creek,
while the amk boats stick in the sand in the
southern ; the only consolation to be found is in
a view through a telescope of the curling smoke
which should be from the fire that is cooking your
dinner. I should be sorry indeed to be the captain
of one of these essential attendants. Their masters, whose anger is ¶ n i c k e d by hunger, are not
prone to listen patiently to the excuses that they
may make for not arriving in due time, and woe
betide the man who rules the roast of an epicure.
T h e hour of breakfast is an animatd time;
it happens usually when in progress, and when
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under sail the lihitmutgar of each vessel stands
on the poop and calls with a loud voice,
" Hazree lao !" while the soils are shortened :
the call is soon answered from the cook boats,
whose crews strain every nerve to reach the
destined point, cheering themselves with a wild
song, " Hazree lao;" the last word sustained
till the breath fails, echoes dong the banks as
loudly as the muezzins call to prayer, and frequently with as much sweetness.
I t is now the month of April, and we have
entered the province of Bahar, and have certainly left the greatest beauty behind. The villages of Bengal are more picturesque, and surrounded by a greater variety of oriental trees
and plants. I t is easy to perceive a change in
the people very soon after you quit Rajmahal ;
they are of larger stature and more manly in their
appearance, are to be seen tending their cattle
with large sticks, and preserve a gravity of manner that gives them an air of great superiority
over the Bengalees, among whom there is generally a fawning manner and effeminate figure,
to which the mode of dressing the hair, and the

FESTIVAL O F THE HOOLI.
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b e muslin robes of the men, give them additional title. The women have altered their
dresses too ; in Bahar they are more generally
clad in blue cotton, in Bengal almost always in
white ; the rings and bangles with which they
are decorated, are as numerous and as heavy in
appearance, however, as those of the former prrince. During the last month the festival of the
Hooli was performed, to celebrate the arrival of
spring ; and although by the banks of the river,
away from any town, its votaries were not the
less gay: the tom-toms which had been kept
close until then were dragged out, and very soon

announced their presence.
It seemed to be a period of universal licence,
and the great humour of the carnival consisted
in their pelting each other with red powder,
which was moistened for the occasion. Every
person who passed within reach of a handful
was sure to obtain it ; and towards the evening,
when a great many had forgotten the temperance of the Hindoo, parties bathed from head to
foot in blood, as it seemed, wandered about the
banks to sprinkle all who had not yet been sufc5
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HOT WINDS.

ficiently coloured; while others sat in groups
singing and drumming most vehemently. It
seemed as if they had a just right to scatter it
over all things as well as persons, and the
servants ventured to perform the ceremony to
their masters' boats, and to seek presents by offering the same courtesy to their clothes. The
European soldiera, who are always ready for
such amusement, were nothing loath to share in
it; and, for the few days it lasted, we appeared
to be a camp of savages.
In the beginning of April we began to feel
the hot winds. As we were completely novices
in the East, we had not prepared against them.
I t is impossible to conceive any visitation so
severe ; they generally begin about ten o'clock
in the day, and blow sometimes so violently,
that we are not able to advance, while moored
perhaps to a low bank of white sand. The heat
is so excessive, that it is n~iseryto move, yet the
budgerows rock so violently as to prevent the
possibility of beiug still a moment. Clouds of
sand drift a b u t and enter our rooms at all
quarters. The miserable natives sit without,

EXCESSIVE HEAT.
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quite overcome, to be powdered by them as they

fly. All has so withering an aspect -the earth
so dry, the trees so blasted, and the people, like
faquirs whitened for penance, seem to have no
life in them ; all natural moisture locked up, they
appear as if suddenly turned into stone like the
inhabitants of the enchanted town on the coast
of India, in the Thousand and One Tales. I t
sets the teeth on edge to look at them.
Without tatties to temper the air, the cabins
of our boats are like furnaces; through every
crevice the hot sand poure in ; my table would
a r v e for the desk of an Indian school, where
the scholars might find ample dust to trace their
letters in ; every thing I touch grates from the
sand. I f I venture to look out, the wind is like
the breath of a volcano ; my hair almost pricks
my fingers as I touch it, so dry that "each particular hair does seem to stand on end." Towards the end of this month these winds blow
strongest ; it is difficult to conceive the arid
aspect of the country during thejr prevalence;
we can fortunately not judge by any of the
changes that take place in our own green fields
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or '' good green woods." They cease about the
beginning of June, when the earth is relieved by
a slight fall of rain, which lasts ten days or a
fortnight ; an interval of most oppressive heat
then occurs, when the periodical rainsbegin their
course; beforethe first fall the earth is as parched
as the desert ; large fissures present themselves
at every thirty or forty yards ; the rivers are at
their very lowest, the tanks and lakes nearly
dried up, or choked with sand ; there seems to
be no vegetation, as if such a season of rest had
been purposely designed for nature, in order
that it might gain strength for its luxuriant p m
ductions through the remainder of the year.
This period is not unhealthy when prop& precautions are observed ; but situated as we were,
constantly exposed to its influence, it could
scarcely be otherwise; so before we had reaclled
Monghyr, where on the 20th of April we arrived, the cholera morbus broke out in our fleet
and reduced it terribly. Many of the Europeans died as well as the natives, and no evening passed without a funeral. The dandies were
either thrown overboard or deposited by the

NOT CONSIDERED CONTAGIOUS.
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banks of the rivers to feed the vultures and the
jackals; our own men were more decently hyied
in such graves as could quickly .be scooped in
the sand. Towards the end of April the disorder assumed a more alarming appearance, and
every hour somebody was seized. Each officer
was provided with a mixture, the principal ingredients of which were laudanum and brandy ;
and, in order that no time might be lost in
c;aLog for the hospital boats, every vessel on
board which a man might fall sick, was desired
to bear down upon the nearest budgerow for
assistance, when a wine-glass of the cholera
mixture was administered.
It was a melancholysight to see five or six boats
at a time draw out of the line and hasten towards
the nearest officers in their rear ! The moment
the draught was received the disease in some
measure seemed stayed, and the sick boat d r o p
ped quietly down to the hospital. I t never was
considered contagious, nor was any precaution
used to separate the affected from the healthy ;
and we did not find that the remainder of a
boat's crew w a s &zed in consequence of any
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one of them having been attacked by it. I t
committed its ravages indiscriminately through
the fleet. A native on board my budgerow died
of the coniplaint in the course of a few hours,
and although all the others were lying around
him, it was not communicated to any of them.
It has always seemed to me to be confined to
particular spots; during the month of October,
while we were in Fort IVilliam, the men who
mupied one end of a lower room in the
barracks were seized with it, while in every
other part of the building they were perfectly
healthy. This room had been undergoing repair, and was not properly flagged ; the upper
one of course was boarded : this circumstance
proves it to have been entirely local; for there
was a constant intercourse between all the parties, acd it was not conveyed to the other
quarters. I t at length became general in the
Fort, which at that season of the year, the
period of the breaking up of the rains, it usually
does.
A regiment of British soldiers on its march
from Berhampore to Calcutta, halted one morn-
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mg in the neighburhood of a morass, and in a
few hours afterwards several men were attacked

with the cholera morbus, a1ways the attendant
evil of such a place; the commanding officer
immediately struck the camp, and moved to
about seven miles further on ; here the ground
was drier and clearer ; the sick men recovered,
and there was no further appearance of the d i s
ease. I am not very certain what the opinions
of the faculty may be in the East, but as no
precautions are taken against contagion, I conjecture they do not consider them necessary.
I shall never forget the afternoon of our arrival at Patna ; the cholera had been raging
some time amongst the native population, and
all the dead bodies seemed to have been placed
on a clear spot without the city, and under the
walls of some rich man's palace.
T h e hot wind blew very violently, and we
were long within sight of this place without
being able to reach it; the water was very low,
and several dead bodies that had been washed
from the bank by the river were stranded on the
shallows in its centre. I t was the 1st of May,
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and corruption was most rapid; every breath
of the sirocco blew poison; the scene was indescribable ; bodies floated sometimes against
our boats, for they were all nearly aground, and
remained under the bows for on hour at a time,
while others swam uninterruptedly down the
stream, with flocks of birds upon them ; little
could be heard but the noise of the vultures
tearing off the flesh with their beaks, while the
crows jangled in their quarrels for the morsels
that fell from them.
About sunset we reached the shore, but alas!
could get nofurther than the burial-ground, along
the edge of which we were obliged to moor. I t
was strewed with skulls and "dead men's bones,"
and the air was pestilence itself. The jackals
and the wild dogsskulkedawayfrom the mangled
limbs as we approached, while the vultures, the
very sight of which speaks of the charnel-house,
rose from the half-eaten M y , and hovering for
a moment above it, like evil spirits, descended to
the conlpletion of their horrible repast. There
were a great number of the Hargila large storks,
known by the name of adjutants in Indir,

STORKS-JACKALS.
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from their measured step, stalking over the
ground ; they are always close attendants upon
Europeans, and had come from the station of
Dinapore to share in the feast that death had
prepared for them ;their "stealthy pacen seems
well suited to a churchyard, over which, to their
designs, they move like ghosts. There is m m s
thing truly harrowing in the appearance of
these gigantic birds in the twilight, or " the
pale moonlight," knowing, as we do, the object
of their ravishing strides.
All night, for we were forced to continue all
night in this spot, the howling of the jackals was
tremendous, and even the fires that were lit up
by our numerous followers did not seem to scare
them ; there must have been thousands collected.
So wild and so extraordinary a scene I never before beheld, and so uncomfortable-a one, to some
of the senses, I have no desire to see repeated.
In so large a population as that of Patna any
infectious disease must make great havoc, but
especially such a one as the cholera morbus,
against which there seenls to be so few human
remedies.
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BATHING.

A t daylight, on the 2nd May, we towed past
the city of Patna, at the time its crowds were
assembled on the Ghaut to bathe. The most
animated scene possible is a oative beach covered
with bathers, as well as people of all descriptions ; there were cattle, horses, and elephants ;
the latter, lying on their sides while their drivers
rubbed them all over, appeared to enjoy the
luxury beyond all around them. In the ahernoon, we had the good fortune to complete our
voyage on the Ganges, which occupied the very
worst season of the year for such a trip. During
the rains, when the water is higher, is certainly
the most agreeable time for the excursion, but
the most disagreeable event possible 1 shall ever
consider the necessity of passing the months of
April and May upon the river Ganges.

C H A P T E R 11.

I Trip to Delhi, with some Sketches of ite psssing Scenes.

I Ansxvrr, at Delhi in the spring' of 1828, and
dtbough it has been so frequently and so well
described by others, there is something so attractive in the royal city, that I should pay it
but an ill compliment if 1 quitted it without
saying something of its beauties. Having sent
my tents 011 the day before, I entered it at daylight by the Cashmere gate; the very name has
poetry in it, and would tempt me to speak of

the Mosque of Pearl and the Gardens of Shalimar, even if I had not an inclination to do so.
There is ao much in an eastern city to astonish

the eye and to excite the fancy, for it is impos-
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sible to pass through its streets without having
the Thousand and One Nights constantly in the
mind, that I despair of giving anything like a
matter-of-fact description. When I see a veiled
damsel passing through the bazaar with a porter
at her back, I long to be included in her train,
that I may hear adventures as singular as the
stories of the Calenders, and the Ladies with the
Two Black Dogs.
There is too much reality, however, in the
ruins of former magnificence scattered around, to
permit the imagination to enjoy too free a play.
Delhi presents but a sad skeleton of what it once
was. I t isstill worthseeing,and must pssessa
high interest for any traveller. It has been in
considerable bustle during the two last years at
this season, from the visits of the governor-gens
ral and the commander-in-chief. These circumstances, though apparently trifling, have been of
much importance, as they have given "the unkindest cut of alln to the poor representative of
the Great Mogul, in obliging him to forego some
arrangements of etiquette in his reception of the
former. Earl Amherst was the first British

THE GBEAT MOGUL.
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goveroor that had paid a visit to the emperor.
because he was the first to whom permission to
sit in the presence had been conceded. The last
of the Houseof Timour felt this indignity greatly,
and is said to have shed tears when he saw the
English ruler seat himself before him, and tremble for his throne, which he feared would certainly be invaded. I am not surprised that such
inconsiderable matters should have affected him
so much ; all his power being gone, he had but
the appearance of greatness to delude him with
the belief that he was still a king, and that taken
from him was enough to make him weep.
T h e Great Mogul has now no power but
within the walls of his own
and that
palace stands like a monument in the midst of
the city, to show where all the glory and splendour of the East lie buried. However advantageous to humanity the present occupation of the
East may be, it is a melancholy thing to see a
long li~ieof kings overthrown, and mosques,
tombs, and palaces, showing a determination, as
it were, not to survive it. Few countries have
undergone more revolution and invasion than
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India, and always from merciless conquerors
(except in the last instance). Many Mussulman
cities, formerly of great consequence, are now,
as if the living had abandoned them to the dead,
only discovered by the decaying tombs of their
former inhabitants Hindoo cities that have
dwindled away to little villages have not that
mark even of their original grandeur-their
burial ritc soon puts an end to all tales
I approached the city from the east bank of
the Jumna, and in crossing that river had a
magnificent view of mosques and lninaretl~
#littering' in the sun, and tombs embosomed
in trees, not unfrequently overrun with ivy, and
presenting more picturesque appearances, in a
state of decay. T h e domes of the moques and
many of the tombs are covered with gilded metal, and shine most brilliantly. I found my tent
pitched immediately under the castle walls, and
opposite the Chander~Choke, or principal street.
I was in the centre of bustle, but smothered by
dust and tortured by flies. I t is impossible to
convey an idea of the numbers of these insects,
and the intolerable nuisance attending them;

EASTERN LUXURY.
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they are quite enough to keep you in a perpetual
fever, and I have not yet arrived at that stateof
dignity or luxury to enjoy the con~tantattendance of an automaton, with a feather-fan, to keep
my august person from being offended by their
approach. I have frequently been amused by
tbe unconsciousness of the men whose duty it is
to procure a "gentle airn for their languid mas
ters, or to exercise the most exalted office of
controller of flies about the person ; they stand
like statues by your side, their arms waving the
fao up and down as if they had been set in
motion by machinery. They often fall asleep in
their office, but continue to perform its dutiesm
if they had been wound up for a certain time.
If you move from your position, though scarcely
awake, they continue to follow you, and it seems
as difficult to throw them off, as it was for Sinbad
to release himself from the old man of the sea.
These, and a few other miseries, have procured for the East the reproach of luxury. I
do not mean to vindicate it, but if it be true,
we may indeed exclaim, how wretched is a
life of luxury ! We might, I think, abstain
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from such enjoyment without assuming great
merit for self-denial.
T h e palace walls are very high and built o f
granite, the red colour of which give a singular
appearance to them. They are surrounded by a
deep ditch, and have two very magnificent gates.
T h e interior possesses many vestiges of its early
splendour, but mingled with so much shabbiness
and dirt, that they afford more melancholy than
agreeable reflections.

T h e space within is very

great, and has all the bustle of a little town.

I

had not the good fortune to be present at the
visits of state that occurred between the commander in chief and the emperor, but there was
in consequence an unusunl collection of great
men in the city, and as my position commanded
an admirable view of the principal thoroughfare,

I enjoyed the scene amazingly.

This street is

more than a mile i n length and very broad; it
is divided by what was once an aqueduct running through its crntrc. Herc are thc principal
sllops, and here is the principal throng of people.
T h e houses are two and so~netimesthree stories
high, and k i n g extremely well whitewashed,
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STREETS O F DELEI.

m e admirably to reflect the rays of the sun,
md punish those who venture to paas them a t
midday.

Generally in the towns of the East the streets
are very narrow, and little better than dark pas
I n GrandCairo, if you unfortunately meet
a siring of masked beauties upon donkies, you must
make a rapid retreat, or resign yourself to be
squeezed to a mummy against the wall, for daring
to stand in their course, if your curiosity should
tempt you to do so. T h e Chandy Choke, in
Delhi, is, however, a great exception to this
rule, and is perhaps the broadest street in any
aty in the East. T h e houses in it have occasiooally balconies in front of them, in which the
men sit, looeely arrayed in white muslin, smoking
their hookahs ; and women, who have forfeited
d pretensions to modesty, are sometimes seen
unveiled, similarly occupied. The din of so populous a place is very great, for every house seems
as well furnished as a hive of bees. T h e population is nearly 200,000 souls, in an area of seven
miles in circumference, which is the extent of
the w a l l of modern Delhi. T h e great peculiarity
VOL. I.
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NOISE I N THE STREETS.

of an Eastern town is, that every thing is done
in public : the people talk as loudly as they can,
and sometimes, when engaged in unimportant
matters, seem to be scolding each other in the
most outrageous manner : the neighingof horses,
the lowing of cattle, the creaking of cart wheels,
and the "clinking of pewterers' hammers," for
all occupations are carried on in a little open
space in front of each shop, are beyond all endurance. The trumpeting noises of the elephants,
with the groaning of the camels, varied occasionally by the roaring of a leopard or a cheator,
(which animalsare led about the streets hooded tq
sell for the purposes of hunting,) with the unceag
ing beat of the tom tom, the shrill pipe, and the
cracked sound of the viol, accompanied by the
worse voices of the singers, are enough to drive
a moderately nervous person to desperation.
Among the natives of Mahometan towns, there
seems to be a familiarity of manner that places
every one in a moment at his ease. If a stranger
enter the town and find a group engaged in any
amusement he will not scruple to join it instantly,
and take as much ir~terestin its pursuit as if he
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had known the members of it all his life; and
then, perhaps, tendering his pipe to one of the
party, or receiving one h m it--a sure sign of
intended hospitality-4t down and relate his
history with as much frankness as if he had met
a brother. The houses are generally irregular
in their construction, and not unfrequently
Niously decorated. Difirent-coloured curtains
hang before the doors; variegated screens serve
rrs blinds to the windows; and the custom of
banging clothes, particularly scarfs of every hue,
pink, blue, yellow, green, and white, on the
tops of the houses to dry, make them look as
gay as a ship on a galaday with all its colours
flingThe clouds of dust from the number of
equipages, with the insects that surround the.
pastry-cooks' s h o w are the most intolerable
plagues of all. The rancid smell of the nastylooking mixtures that are constantly in course of
manufacture before you, with the general stench
of the torn, is a sign that it is seldom indeed
that a musk caravan from Koten passes through
it." I thiqk, in the Arabian Nights' EntertainD2
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STORY O F A PBINCESS.

mentq there is a story 0f.a princess threatening
to have a confectioner beheaded, if he did not
put pepper in his tartlets. However despotic
it may appear in this lady, I cannot help thinking it a just satire upon the pasty of the East ;
for to wason it out of all taste of its own fundamental ingredients, is the only way to make it
palatable. This cook, I think, nearly fell a
martyr to the honour of his profession, and refused to be dictated to ; and I do not believe any
thing would induce his brethren of the present
day to improve their wnfectionary.
Riding through the town requires much management, and some skill. I t is necessary to
shout, push, and kick the whole way, to warn
the multitude to get out of the road. Occasionally you have to squeeze pest a string of
loaded camels, or start away from a train of elephants ; and if your horse be frightened at these
last animals, which is frequently the case, it
needs some ingenuity to avoid being plunged into
the cauldrons which simmer, on each side of the
way, in front of the cooks' shops. The fear is
mutual very often; and the elephants, in at-
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mpting to escape from the approach of a horseman, may well be supposed to throw the whole
street into a fine confusion. In one of my
st&
through the city on horseback, I was
nearly swept away by a species of simoom,
caused by the progress through the dusty town,
of some important personage travelling in state.
When overtaken by such a storm, it is a long
time before you can recover either your sight or
position. The idle cause of all this tumult was
reposing quietly in a shining yellow palanquin,
tricked out with gilt moulding in every possible
direction. He was preceded by a large retinue
of strange looking beings, mounted on horses
and dromedaries, and dressed in the most fantastic style. The animals were covered with
scarlet housings, bound by gold lace, their bridles
studded with shells; round their necks were
collars of gold or silver, with little drops hanging to them, that kept time most admirably with
their jogging measure. The camels were likewise adorned with bells.
T h e riders were in large cloth dresses, caftans,
reaching from their necks to their heels, open only
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on each side, from the hip downwards, for the
amveniewe of sitting on horseback. These were
fastened round the waist by a cotton shawl,
either of white or green, in several folds The
common colours of the coats were red and yellow. A scimetar hung by their sides, and they
bore matchlocks upon the right shoulders. A
helmet, sometimes of steel, and sometimes of
tin, pressed close to the head, in shape not u n
like a dish-cover; a pair of jack boots reaching
to the knee, and fitting quite tight to the leg;

the loose trowsers gathered above giving to the
thigh the appearance of being the seat of a
dropsy; and a pair of spurs, resembling two
rusty weathercocks, completed the equipment of
these splendid retainers. Then followed a mass
of servants on foot, aome naked, and some with
their limbs bare, and bodies covered. They
carried sheathed swords in their hands, and
shouted out the titles of their lord, at frequent
intervals, in their passage through the city.
They were followed by the stud, each horse
beautifully caparisoned, and led by a groom :
then came the elephants, with their showy t r a p
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pings, gilt howdahs, and umbrellas of gold or
silver tissue. The palanquin, bearing the owner
of these motley assemblages, at length appeared,
and he was followed by a guard similar to the
me that preceded him.
At a distance these processions look very
grand, particularly the elephants and their cas
tles; but when near, there is a great deal of
tawdry and ill-awrted tinsel.
The horsemen of the party add greatly to the
interest of the scene, by exhibiting their evolutions upon the line of their route. Some tilt at
each other with their spears ; and others affect
to pursue, with drawn swords, the runaways of
the party, who in their turn chase their followers back into the ranks. I n the management of
the horse, and the use of the spear, the natives
are generally very s k i l f ~ ~ lbut
; some of the
irregular cavalry ofthe country excel all belief
in these exercises. They will gallop at a tent
peg, stuck firmly into the ground, and divide
it with the point of the spear, not abating
their speed in the least; and I have seen a
troop of men, one after the other, break a bottle

with a ball from their matchlocks, while flying
past at a racing pace.
Tbe Mahometans of the neighbourhood of
Delhi ire, I think, a fine looking race of men ;
but have something so debauched in their a p
pearance and reckless in their manner, that a
stranger is not likely to be favourably impreseed
by them. The contrast between a Mussulman
and Hindoo village, which, in travelling, fre- quently present themselves alternately, is very
striking. The mildness of the one party, with the
impudent swagger of the other, show that they
never can, as indeed they never do, assimilate.
Where the same village is inhabited by people
of both religions, they occupy opposite portions
of it ; and the circumstance may always be
known by there being a well at each end of i t ;
for the Hindoos would not draw water from the
same fountain as the Mahoaetans, for all the
wealth of this world.
Delhi, ever rich in showy figures and prancing
horses, is particularly so at this time. Prince
and ambassadors, in their most magnificent state,
are constantly passing and repassing : and while
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I sit in t h e door of my tent, observing them, I
feel giddy with the confusion. A great
concourse of merchants is attracted to the
town b y its being so full; and their assiduity
m recommending their wares it is difficult to
overcome. As most laces are open, they invade you a t aU times ; and in the course of a few
hours, you may compare the ~roduceof every
quarter of the globe, as it lies spread before your

host

T h e labour of packing and unpacking
their goods seems to them to be a real pleasure ;
and it is in vain that you assure them that you
do not mean to buy, for they will not forego the
gratification of expatiating upon their excellence,
with t h e probable triumph over your resolution,
in at length persuading you to purchase.
T h e goldsmiths of Delhi are considered very

eyes

excellent, and its embroiderers are famous over
all t h e East. There is constant intercourse
between Cashmere and this city ; and the plain
shawls are often brought here to receive rich
borders of gold or silver; and I believe t h y
are highly esteemed by the natives when thus

adorned. I do not think, however,

to
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ropean taste, they are improved I could not
avoid regarding thoae men, who had just arrived
from Cashmere, with a considerable degree of
interest--albeit they plodded their way from that
delightful vale, without one thought beyond the
bales they carried. Any thing approeching t o
a real connexim with a land, that has always
seemed to me the creation of poetry or romance,
gives me the greatest delight ; particularly aa it
is, in some measure, put without the reach of an
European; the jealousy of the government of
Lahore rendering it extremely difficult for a servant of the East India Company to rross the
Sutleje, the boundary of the two states.
No description of buck is more entertaining,
or more vain, than a Mahometan one ; and, in
truth, they have much more in their outward
finery to he proud of, thm we have in the sombre-coloured dress of Europe : the caparisons
of tbeir horses, too, are so superb and various,
that they have a great field for exercising their
taste upon them.
When a youth of family is fully equipped
and xqounted for the course, he shows most
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plainly, by his air and manner, that he is, in his
m opinion, all in all ; the fashion0 f his turban
and the curl of his moustache, are evidently the
result of great pains. The horse is covered
with wstly trappings; and what little of his
uahd coat can be seen, is as sleek as possible.
His tail is long and sweeping, and his mane
plaited with the neatest art, having points of
silver to each length, to keep it in its place. He
is taught to caper, to turn, and to plunge; and
Ls constantly exercised in these accomplishments,
particularly when in a crowd ; for the great ambition seems to be, as with beaux of less showy
exterior, to attract attention, and create a sensation ; and, as the scattered footpassengers are
seen flying in all directions before him, he is certain to attain his object
I t would seem absurd, if a stranger were to
be set down in London, and describe the equip as they passed him. I find I am doing
ray much the same : but if the ordinary scenes
were like the processionson a coronation day, he
might be justified. Delhi, at this time, presents
rs grand a spectacle every moment ; and some
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stentorian voice, roaring out a string of highsounding titles, generally ending with the imposing one of Commander of ten thousand
horse !" constantly rings in the ears, while, probably, the sum total of his cavalry is prancing
about him at the time, two or three hundred a t
the utmost.
T h e great ceremony of a state visit consists in
an interchange of presents; the proper quantity
or expense of each being always settled previously, according to the rank of the visitor. T o
an individual, a royal introduction is rather an
extravagant affair. According to your rank,
you must present, on making your bow, a certain sum of gold, which, on being touched by
the king, as a token of acceptance, is borne away
by some attendant for the benefit of the " privy
purse." Pour gold mohurs, or eight pounds
sterling, were the price of such an exhibition to
me. I t gains the pleasure of a hasty view of the
court, and no more; and I hope it is no offence
to the majesty of Delhi to say, that it is ecarcely
W ~ th
I the money.
If a sovereign be too much
plagued by crowded IevCes, what an admirable
mode this would be to limit the attendance !

HAHOYETAN TOHBS.
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After the palace, the most magnificent building is the Jumma iMucljeed, or principal mosque.
I t stands upon a rock, and is ascended by two
fine flights of steps. The area is very great,
paved with marble, and has a fish-pond in the
centre, supplied with water from a well cut out
of the solid rock. Towards the east ia the place
of prayer. I t seems to be generally crowded by
beggars and travellers, and has many recesses
round it in which they can obtain shelter.
The tombs in Mahometan countries are generally devoted to the use of travellers, as sometimes the porches of the temples are. No other
nation, in the manner that theirs has done, has
contrived to combine charity to the living, with
a monument to the dead. The Mal~ometans,if
they can at all afford that compliment to the departed, erect tombs over every one of their relations ; from the simple white grave-stone,. with a
turban at the head of it, to the splendid mausoleums that now lie in ruins on the banks of the
Jumna. Some rich men generally bequeath a
legacy, to sink a well, form a tank, and plant a
cluster of treea, in the neighbourhood of their

burial grounds, as if to attract future generations
to visit them, that they may not fall into decay :
indeed, in considering the comforts of travellers,
the Mahometans are more essentially hospitable
than any people on earth. They deem it very
meritorious to bestow their wealth on useful
works for the benefit of their fellow-creatures ;
and, in their ideas, none can be of greater advantage than those that give shelter, ar~dsatisfy
thirst, in a scorching climate. The many excellent tanks about a city, and the wells throughout the country, are generally the result of private charity. On the right bank of the Jumna,
from Agra to Delhi, there is a well at every ten
or fifteen miles apart, made at the expense of a
beautiful princess, the celebrated Nour Jehan, I
believe, who was distressed to find that there
was so little comfort for poor travellers on the
route, when she was journeying, upon one occasion, between these two cities.
The great adorner of Delhi was the prince
who has left so splendid a trophy of his love on
the shores of the Jurnna at Agra, in the Tauje
Mahal, the celebrated Shah Jehan. He built

the principal mosque, and made the beautiful
gardens of Shalimar, and a great part of the
city, the wall of which he also erected, with its

seven gates. T h e gardens of Shalimar were the
mast splendid in the world, and are eaid to have
cost a million of money. If this magnificent
prince had left no other monument behind him
than the glorious one to the beauty of his wife,
he would have been sufficiently admired. T h e
effort of his love is never likely to be excelled,
and whether his Nour Jehan was the most
lovely creature in the world or not, his determination that her tomb should never be rivalled is
not likely to have been made in vain. I n every
direction within the limits of the city are visible, gardens, mosques, palaces, and tomb^, in
ruin, and falling to ruin ; for now that the glory
of the East has passed into other hands, the
posterity of those who consigned such superb
records to their care cannot afford to keep them
in repair.
T h e burial-grounds, a t a little distance from
the towns, are always romantically situated ;

sometima the tombs, overlooking a well-built
tank, afford shelter to those who c h m to
come and meditate on its banks; and sometimes
entirely covered by trees, give a deeper shade
and greater quiet. Mahometan devotees are
frequently found in their neighbourhooda I
met a man in the mosque today, who had earned
a subsistence by lifting the veil off the tomb of a
saint at Futtehpoor Sicra when any great person
came to visit it ; for this pious office he received
two rupees a month, but had begun to find out
it was a tiresome life, however meritorious, and
was anxious to become my moonshee.
Generally, there are no inscriptions upon the
stones, but when they do occur, they consist of
well-selected texts from the Koran, and in that
respect resemble our own churchyards, the moral
warnings of which, I have no doubt, are as
seldom attended with advantage. I have heard
of a very simple epitaph on a tomb to Ganah
Begum, a princess celebrated for her talents,
which stands in the midst of a garden laid
out by the Emperor Aurengzebe, at a village in
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the province of Agra. I t is equal to Sterne's
" Alas ! poor Yorick," and much before it ; it
may dispute precedence too with t l ~ e" Alas !
poor Yorick," of Hamlet ; it is simply this ;
" Alas ! alas ! Gonah Begum !"
The Mahometan conquerors seem to have preferred the shores of the Jumna to the Ganges for
their principal cities, and they have even erected
one on the most sacred spot, as at Allahabad.
The rites of the Hindoos, however, still go on,
and the towns are known to them by their holy
names, in spite of the high-sounding ones of the
faithful. The river, altliough not so easily navigated, is perhaps more convenient for the
purpose than the Ganges, from its beiug less
wide, and not so liable to overflow its banks.

CHAPTER 111.
Departure from Delhi-The Floating Wreath-Description
of beautiful Festival, with the rtory of it# origin.

ON the 1st of April, I struck my camp in the
royal city, and paaaing again through the Cashmere gate, proceeded to cross the river to the
left bank of it. The boats for such a purpose
are very convenient, and in some of them,
camels, horses, goats, sheep, servants, and baggage, were all huddled together. In travelling
in this country we make a most patriarchal a p
pearance ; and although the roads have but little
to interest us in our progress, with so numerous
and so motley a party we are never likely to be
at a loss for amusement. I t is singular how
soon you are in perfect retirement after quitting
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the walls of the city, and it is the same with regard to every town in the country. There ie
no suburb without the walls, and you might
fancy you were drawing towards a deserted
city till within the gates, when you are as suddenly in the midst of crowd and activity as if
you had dropped into a bee-hive.
On stepping out of the boat, I observed a
m t b of flowers that had been driven to the
bank by the current ; on attempting to pick it
up, I found that it was attached to a little raft
that had been upset. Remembering the custom
of the Hindoo women, when their lovers are
absent, which has been alluded to by Moore in
the proee part of his " Lalla Rookh," I conjectured immediately that some forlorn damsel had
been driven to despair by the shipwreck of all
her hopes, in the frail bark before me. I t is too
interesting an event, in the absence of other adomtures, to pass over quickly, and I have d s
termined to take advantage of it in describing a
ceremony,supposed tooriginate in such a custom,
which I witnessed not long ago near the city of
Moorshedabad. Cards of invitation were issued

by the Nuwaub to all the servants of the government in the neighbourhood of his palace, of
which the following, to myself, may serve as a
specimen :
" Most benevolent Sir; the delight of your friends; Mth
to you I

"The anxiour wish I feel to nee you aurpuvss all expreesions in writing.

The desire of my heart is, thst you will

come into the fort on the evening of Fridsy next, in the
month of Bufur Moosufur, m d partake of an entertainment
and supper it is my intention to give.

Make me hmppy l

"hlay your hopes J m y s be gmtibedk"

This invitation was written upon beautifully
glazed paper sprinkled with golden starhand well
perfumed with attarof roses. It does not often
fall to my lot to be invited in such flowery terms
and I place great store by the royal mandate. I
went up in the morning by the river, and passing
the city,visited the preparations for the ceremony
--a peep behind the curtain which, in matters of
oriental finery,had better be avoided. By night,
and at a distance, as every thing is constructed
for effect, such scenes have a most imposing a p
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pearaoce, and the person who can look at them
witbout thinking of fairies and genii must be wcttuny matter-of-fact indeed. I fancied I was enjoying m e festival in the best days of Bagdad or

l b m a s c u ~The pipes, the carpets, the ottomans,
tbe dancing girls, all combined to favour the
belief.
About eight o'clock at night I left my boat
at a ghaut in front of the palace. In a clear
space on one side of it several tents were
pitched, very gaily decorated and brilliantly illuminated Many of the company had assembled
here, and the dancing and singing had commeaced ;the Nuwaub himself was just descended
tmm an ivory litter, cushioned with crimson
velvet and fringed with gold; large golden
tassels hung from the comers of the pillows, and
the poles which rested on the shoulders of his
supporters were similarly adorned. A handrwnnely dressed srrvant bore a large umbrella of
silver tissue above his head ; its handle was of
gold and the stick was ivory and silver. Many
servants, bearing sticks of silver and gold, preceded him, among whom were some whose duty
it was to proclaim his titles, a ceremony that
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was performed at intervals throughout the entertainment. He took his seat in a handsome
chair at the head of the chamber, when he received a richly gemmed hookah, placed before
him on a green velvet carpet, splendidly em.broidered with gold. His mouth-piece glittered
with diamonds, and his fingers shone with amethysts and rubies. The person upon which all
this finery was lavished, was short, ill made, and
coal black ; he had the features of a negro, and
possessed neither dignity of manner nor an easy
address ; his expression was coarse and sensual ;
his eye without intelligence, and his whole a p
pearance denoted any thing but one of 'c gentle
blood."
'The floor was spread with a Turkey carpet,
and European couches and chairs were placed
around. The poles of the tent were dresaed
with flowers, and lights hung in festoons from
one to the other. The dancing girls, with their

, assistants, the musicians, (if I dare give them that
name,) were scattered in groups about the place.
In every direction was heard the tinkling of their
d v e r ornaments as they moved in slow and
graceful circles, and at every point were seen
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their variegated forms gently waving like a garden of tulips before the '' sweet south." They
were dressed in little jackets of white, open at
the bosom and hanging loosely over the hips,
with a pair of silken trowsers, red, or more frequently of plaid, of various bright colours, made
extremely wide and almost concealing their feet,
which, " like little mice peeped in and out," each
toe ornamented with a silver ring, hung round
with little sounding beads. Upon their ancles
were large circles of silver with the same pendents, which are generally attached to all their
decorations, and on which they exercise much
ingenuity to make them chime with their motions. A red gauze petticoat with a deep binding
of silver, made so large as to hang in many
folds, was fastened round the waist by a silver
cord with large tassels at the ends of it, and a
scarlet or green drapery or veil, with borders of
silver or golden fringe, passing over the head
and falling across the bosom, hung in a point to
the ground. From behind this screen they performed all the "coquetterie" of their dances,
which indeed is all the dance seems designed for ;
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covering the face with it at one moment, the
head turned with a languishing air on one side,
then drawing it away with an arch smile, and
darting the glances of their dark eyes full upon
you. After coming forward a little distance,
their arms moving gracefully in concord with
their feet in a species of " glissade," for all their
steps are sliding, they sink suddenly and make
the prettiest pirouette imaginable ; their loose
petticoat thrown by a quick turn out of its folds,
and borne down by the weight of its border, encircles them like a hoop; they gently round their
arms, Bffect to conceal their faces behind their
screens of gauze, and then rising, bridle up their
necks, as conscious that they had completely
overcome you; their eyelids are always touched
with antimony, which adds very much to the
languor of their expression. They have armlets
above the elbow, and bracelets from the wrist to
where the arm begins to swell; around their
necks are innumerable necklaces ;a golden clasp
with drops to it is fastened to a lock of hair
which hangs down the forehead and nearly joins
the brows; a small round piece of dark enamel

studded with spangles is pressed upon the division of the eyebrows ; a large ring with a small
jewel in i t hangs from one of their nostrils, reaching nearly to the chin ; they have rings in their
ears and on their fingers, and a m a l l mirror
about an inch in diameter attached to a thurnbring, completes their adornments Their nails,
both on the toes and fingers, are stained a pinkisb colour with the juice of the henna.
T h e musicians who accompany these dancing
girls are a debauched looking set of fellows, who
beat the tom-tom and play on the most common
Hindoo viol. They stand in a row behind the
dancers, and not content with their instrumental
noise, vociferate with all their might in concert
with if. T h e singing of the women was lamentable enough ; the great merit seemed to be who
could shout loudest, and so equal were their
talents that it would be difficult to adjudge the
prize. With the exception of the well known
Persian air, " Tauza bu Tauza, Nuo bu nu^,^
they have very few good songs. Tlrey possess
such admirable lungs that they are able to continue without diminution through a long night ;
VOL.
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FESTIVAL O F THE BHEABEB.

their screeching notes break in upon all convetsation, and come upon the sense with so little
harmony, tlrat it is difficult to avoid rushing into
the street with both your hands to your ears--an
action which I detected myself performing much
more frequently than my politeness justified.
About twelve o'clock it was announced that
the festival was to begin. that the Bhearer was
a b u t to be launched; we adjourned in consequence to the palace. I t is situated close to the
bank of the river Bhaghirathi, a very holy branch
of the Ganges, which breaks off from it at a place
called Cossy, about forty miles above Moorshedabad, and mixing with the Jellinghy, flows past
this city and Hoogly ; there adopting its name, it
runs by Calcutta to the sea.
T h e palace has two stories, and in the verandah of the upper one we assembled to witness
one of the prettiest sights I ever beheld. T h e
opposite side of the river was lined by a wall of
bamboo, having towers at its flanks, and, at intervals between tlrem, they were illuminated with
inany lamps of the talc, stained with a variety of
colours for the purpose ; it was illtended to re-
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prerrent a fortress, aod rockets were occasionally
thrown from it. The side on which the palace
stood was alao illuminated, and as the fireworks
were let off they threw their light upon many
t h u s a d spectators. The river is here about a
quuter of a mile broad.
-A loud shout suddenly drew our attention
to a spot above the stream, where the river
makes a graceful wind to the right hand, widenmg till i t approaches the palace. A number of
small lights covered the surface of the water,
in which the populace seemed to take great interest ; they were on little floats about a foot
square, and more numerous than can be ima-

giwd. W h e n they flowed near enough, we perceived they were decorated with flowers. At
length a large raft, nearly occupying the breath
of the stream, made its appearance, and was
hailed with a deafening acclamation; it was a
fairy palace, and I attributed its erection to the
genii Aladdin had been rubbing his wonderful

lamp The raft was composed of plantain trees
tied together; it formed a square surrounded
by a wall ; in the centre of each face was n
E
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magnificent gate made of various &red
talc,
and ao richly illuminated as to exhibit more hues
than the rainbow; at each angle were large
towers similarly made and lighted ; on the tops
of the wall were pale blue lights, and lamp of
all colours hung in festoons about it; in tbe
centre rose a splendid structure also of talc, resembling a Chinese pagoda in its shape, d so
brilliantly lit, that it would be impossible, unless all the colours of nature could be w r u ~ g h t
into one picture, to portray it. On passing the
palace many rockets were thrown from it, which
were returned by the fortress on the other side :
an interchange of fireworks was thus kept up
for some time, that might have passed for a mimic engagement. The tom-toms and the singing rose to the highest pitch, and almost drowned the loud huzzaing of the people.
A turn in the river in about ten minutea concealed the magic building from our view, and it
seemed to sink as suddenly as it had arisen. I
have heard several origins for the ceremony;
but as doctors differ, I may venture to adopt the
one that pleases me most. I t happened while
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some Hindon beauties were practising the pretty
mode of fortune-telling, the allusion to which
led me into the description I have just completed, that the king of Bengal was crossing the
river to hh palace, which was considerably below the position they had chosen to watch the
vessels of their destinies, his boat upset, and
bemg on expert swimmer, he was able for some
time to keep himself above water. I t was so
d d , however, that after many fruitless
searches
for their master, his attendants gave him up to
the Ganges. They could not see, and were returning home to lament the k ~ of
6 the king,
wben suddenly the river appeared illuminated,
a d the servants beheld him in the last efforts
of his strength. A number of little lights were
h&ng safely down the stream, promising h a p
pbwa, to all parties ; for the king was rescued,
a d the damsels received a favourable omen,
fmm the steady progress of their barks. In gratitude to the custom that thus saved his life, the
king established the beautiful ceremony of the
Bbearer, for that is the name which it has reoeived.

CHAPTER IV.
hleerut-The
Begum Sumroo-A
Nmtcb--FireworksPrepuing to march--Soenen in n Camp-The Sick Master
-A Cholerio TnreUer-Some w o r b of Thierw .Ild
Thieving-Elephants-H orredrnoking.

WITHOUTpassing any place of importance
worthy of notice, I arrived on the 2ndof April,
in Meerut, from which place I had set out for
Delhi, the largest military station in Upper India. Here every thing is too like England to require description. The houses are all excellent,
there is much agreeable society, and the climate, for six mouths, as delightful as can bedesired ; baUe, plays, and races, form the amusementa, and are always admirably managed, and
continue uninterruptedly throughout the cold
weather. The lovers of the drama are not always able to see feminine softness depicted in as
touching a manner as they may wish; for it
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often happens that Lydia Languish possesses

the dimensions of a grenadier, and the Romeo,
wbo must bear his gigantic Juliet from the
tomb, should have the strength of Hercules at
least.
The great advantage of this station over those
below it is in the excellence of its gardens. At
this eeason of the year strawberries, grapes and
peaches are ripe and in great plenty ; the former
grow here perhaps better than in any part of
India, and I think fully as well as in Europe.
The favourable season for them being but short,
it is not easy to have a succession, and as they
are all ripe within a few days of each other,
many of them must be lost.
The military cantonment is some distance
from the native city, and is spread over a large
extent of ground. All around the country is a
perfect plain. A very handsome church, the
bungalows of the odicers, surrounded by gardens, and occasionally shrubberies, with the barracks of the men, are the only objects that a p
pear on its surface.
The principal building between those occupied

.

EXTRAOBDINARY LADY.

by the troops and the city, is the residence of
the Begum Sumroo, a most celebrated and
extraordinary lady. She is, I believe, eighty
years of age, and in possession of more acuteness
of intellect, and readiness of action, than any
woman ever enjoyed. She was in her youth a
celebrated beauty, and a dancing girl at Pat*
when she captivated a Swiss adventurer in the
native service, whose name has been corrupted
into Sumroo. She has been the principal actress
in many a strange scene, and on more occasions
than one has placed hereself at the head of her
troops to lead them into action. Many of the
stories told of her are so terrible, that I hope
y
they may be, if not quite false, very M
exaggerated. She obtained so great an influence over her husband, that he swore he
would never survive her, and if any accident
should cause her death, the moment it was
reported to him should be his last, for he would
instantly put an end to himself. She determined
to take advantage of the oath her fascinations
had drawn from him, and being anxious to
get rid of him, drove him to commit suicide.
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In the courseof a march that they were making
together at the head of their army, her palanquin being some distance behind his, she desired
some of her people to surround her and burst
into loud lamentations, while she directed others
to rush in a frantic manner towards her husband,
waving a bloody scarf, and cry out, " The Begum is dead ! she has killed herself! The Begum is dead!" The unfortunate husband no
soowr heard it than he put his rash vow into execution. When the Begum learnt that he had
killed himaeif, she rose from her palanquin, ant1
mounting on horseback, galloped up to her troops
and desired them to obey her, for Sumroo was no
more !
She is a very diminutive figure, and does not
bear much of her commanding disposition in her
outward appearance. She mixes a great deal in
the mciety of the Europeans, and is indeed a
Christian. She has built a handsome church at
Sirdhana, the capital of her territory, and keeps
a Roman Catholic priest, an Italian, in her
bousehold. I do not think his situation likely
to be very agreeable; for I understand she
E 5

not long ago discharged his predecessor for
presuming to censure some crime that she had
committed.
On occasions of ceremony she is always pre
sent, and is handed down to dinner or to aupper
by the highest officer of the party ; and if one
might venture to caricature so august a prows
sion, it would afford no bad subject. A woman
of little more than four feet high, considerably
bent by age, with a plain white muslin wad
about her shoulders, and in a pair of silk trowsera, leaning on the arm of a splendidly dressed
figure, surrounded by his brilliant staff, forms
as ludicrous a contrast as can be imagined.
A few nights ago she gave a magnificent entertainment, at which a supper was laid out in
tents in her ground, and fireworks were exhibited while we sat at table. The amusements
within the house were the singing and dancing
of the native women ; they were in greater
number than I ever had the misfortune to set.
them before ; there were parties of them in
every room, and in one particularly, which was
not larger than twenty feet sqtlare, not less than
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fifty were collected at one time, singing in concert in a frightful manner. T h e music of a
farp with a thousand hammers at work would
be delightful harmony compared to these scenes.
The first burst of fireworks causes the greatest
confusion. T h e visitors generally leave their
equipages in charge of their servants, standing
in the compound, as an enclosed space is termed
in Bengal. The natives, always indifferent to the
future, fall asleep and leave thc horses to take
care of themselves. T h e first flash sets them o f
in every direction ; horses, gigs, and carriages,
with elephants and palanquins, are at once hurled
into the most inextricable mass; the horses, delighted with their liberty, show it in figi~ting,
their shrill neighs giving audible intelligence of
their warlike occupation.
T h e grooms, roused by the uproar, run half
mad about the grounds, bellowing to the utmost
of their strength. This din cannot fail to call
their masters to the scene, who rush forth scolding and beating every unfortunate fellow that
falls in their way. The fireworks still go on,
crackers, squibs and rockets shooting through
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the confusion. The ladies at leugth are drawn
into the riot, and while the whole scene is lit up
by the exhibition still in active play, instead of
meeting for amusement, it seems aa if some terrible calamity had called the inhabitants to one
spot to perish in the flames.
I t is a long time before order is restored, and
it frequently happens that some of the horses
have quietly returued home of their own accord,
leaving their masters to get out of the fire as
they can.
On the 3rd of April, having despatched my
tents previously to the city of Murzuffer-nuggur,
I set off towards the fair of Hurdwar. Asnothing can be done in the East without talking,
so from the violent manner in which that is
done, every thing appears to create confusion.
The simple matter of loading camels, which the
men engaged in have been exercising all their
lives, seems to give them as much difficulty in
the outset of a journey as if they had never before attempted it. One or two of my camels
were rather young, and required more attention
than usual perhaps, and by the uncomfortable
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sensations they displayed at their burthens, I
expected to see my goods strewing the path on
my way to the first day's encampment.
T h e beginning was attended with a disaster
that did not promise much better. I t was with
some trouble thilt the drivers succeeded in making the camel kneel to receive its load ; two large
asen were suspended on eacb side, and on their
top, across the animal's back, was a coop full of
poultry :as if that were not enough, the servants
had swung pots, pans, and gridirons around its
neck and about its flanks. When it arose, the
jingling motion of the kitchen affairs, with the
cackling of the poultry, seemed to astonish it not
a little. It thrust out its long neck, and looking piteously for assistance, set off at a canter,
with teu times the noise that had frightened it
before. The uproar might well have confounded
a more practised and discreet animal Endeavouring to pass under a tree, as I anticipated,
the whole load came to the ground, with the
exception of the hen-coop, which stuck in the
branches ; and having some of its bars broken,

liberated its prisoners. A general pursuit, with

the usual shouting upon such occasions, took
place immediately, and it was some time before

all the runaways were collected. Once more
arranged, however, they proceeded on their way,
and in the afternoon of the 3rd I arrived at the
camp, which was pitched in a fine clump of trees
on the right of the road, and within sight of the
town of Muazuffer-nuggur.
A large party were assembled here on their
way to the Hurdwar, and it presented a busy
scene, as such an encampment always does. At
the further end of the tope in which we halted,
is a tribe of native horsedealers, who have been
leading their animals through the country for
sale, and are now on their way to the annual
mart. They take advantage of our neiglibourhood to show off their cattle, but without any
success. I t is not an easy matter to make a good
bargain with these gentry ; they possess tricks
that our jockies would never devise. I remember
a pony being brought into our camp for d e , in
the neighbourhood of Cawnpre, and it appeared
w gentle that several were anxious to purchase
it : it was tried by every one, and in every way,
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and was pronounced the most tractable of big

race It was bought, and in two days &mards
there was not a man in the camp that could ride

I t had been drugged with opium, and altbougb the most wicked and obstinate creature
that I ever saw, the dose that had been d m i nistaed to it had perfectly subdued its vice for
tbe time. An encampment in India is so pi6
turesque a scene that it is impossible to refrain
from attempting to describe it.
On the &h we concluded our day's march
within sight of the city of Deobund, and the
spot we selected to pitch our tents upon was
by the side of a clear basin of water beneath the
shelter of aome very large peepul trees; at a little
distance from our ground are several avenues of
trees aa regularly planted as if they had formed
tbe walks of some garden whose beauty has now
passed away. In the branches are many birds,
among which the clattering of the parrot predominates; for in a wild state, as well as in a
avilized one, they seem to have mcre to say than
any of the company they bappen to be among.
Tbere are a few tombs, enclosed by a low wall,

it.
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d Mujy emcerled by traes rod the v6rious
Ipgiesuicffepersin9ower,tlliatrindinalldfrectianr about them. A few tquirs hating
th r d to Hurdru, ue sitting h w l a t e
rithin tbe d d o w , and aome of my followers,
rbo meditate dining in solitude, are Wg
their d e s d kiDdling tbeir fires close by their
sides; an operatioo that must be tolerably trying
to tbeir amstmq, if fasting should happen to
be in tbe atalogue of their d - m o r t i h t i o n s
The elephants and amels are in possession of
t
h avenues, tbe former engaged in whisking the
ftier fnm their bodies, n-ith b d e s that they
rave around tbem, with their trunks ;the latter,
as patient as possible, crouching on all fwrs in
the sinp+
positioo they generally lie in. Many
dres are blaring, md savourp messes are sending
tbeir steams through the air. From the great
&ety
of a s t e s md tribes into which our folare divided, the dinner parties are as
lon u m s .s in tbe detsnmn of a modern
d u h s e , .od without the cold formality of
the little tables Groups of three or four
or enjoying their
scr;tte& .bout, pre-
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simple meals; the Hindoos with their brass
vessels of water by their sides, their heads bare,
and their bodies naked, their constant mode of
dressing, or rather undressing, for dinner, are
beating out their dough with their fists, and
exerting themselves in the work as if the power
of eating their cakes depended upon the exercise they ta4e in the cookery.
I n the neighbourhood of the horses, which are
picqueted in lines beneath the shadows of the
distant trees, the grooms are engaged in their
repasts, while the Mahometan servants, whose
duty it is to attend to the meals of their masters,
are busily occupied in preparing more substantial
fare. What a striking contrast do the different
modes of life, now collected before me, afford !
and what a strange and unaccountable variety
of human chanrcter, and of human weakness !
Within sight of each other are the two extremes
of tpste--those who would rather perish than eat
meat, and those who would most probably
perish, if not permitted to do so. What a singular position must a reflecting Hindoo consider
himaelf placed in ! W e exact from them implicit
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obedience to our commands; and they render it
cheerfully at the very time we are doing what is
most odious to them--devouring the carcase of
the animal they venerate ! We must be in their
eyes unclean, beyond the powers of all the waters
of the East; and yet they are our humble slaves.
With all this too they will throw away their
meals, and hold it perdition to feed on them, if
we do but touch them, by accident, in passing.
On first arriving in India, the European,
who has never inquired into the customs of the
natives, must fancy that he has reached a shore
of madmen-for to perfect strangers they are
a little ultra in their prejudices, and affect Inany
scruples, for the sake of making an impression,
that are not exacted by their religion. On viiting a sick friend in Calcutta, who had not long
arrived in the country, I found him nearly exhausted on his bed, while a servant was bowing
and cringing at the opposite end of the room,
with the most grotesque assiduity. By the bedside was a little table with a tea-cup upon it.
"Help me, my dear fellow !" gasped the sick
man, as I entered, in the most ludicrous tone of
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despair ; '' can all this etiquette be necessary to
remove a t ~ u p ?Oh, the splendour of the
E t ! the splendo~uof the Eart !" I found
that his bearer had been endeavouring to make
him understand that he was not permitted to
touch any thing that his lips had polluted, and
hd therefore declined to take away the cup he
had just been drinking from.
Tbere is a policy in this affectation of rigour
before strangers, in -which I think they generally
overreach themselves They hope,by establishing
so many forbidden acts, to have less todo,andgain
themaelvesa high character for honesty by ahowingtbemselvesrigid intheirreligious duties. The
youths to whom these hypocritical gentlemen
f d , are seldom disposed to balance matters long,
aad without stopping to conjecture what may
give rise to the absurdities, confute them by a
speeies of argument that they are not often inclined to try the force of a second time. I am
alluding only to the worst description of marits,
rho hang about the Ghauts at Calcutta, and a t
tach themselves in such a manner to the new arrivals, that it is nearly impossible to shake them
,

HOSPSTY O F SERVANTS.

off.. When once established in the country, the
followers that a kind master has about him, are
honest, and I think much attached to his person
and his interests. I, at least, for we should all
speak from our experience, have found it so.
There are few people on the face of the earth
about whom strangers differ so much in opinion,
as the natives of the East. Doubtless our own
dispositions weigh much more in the scale than
we are ever likely to allow; and without showing
any very violent partiality, I may venture to say,
that in half of the cases where they are cow
demned, something wrong will be found to exist
in the tempers of the judges. Some men assume,
at once, that every native is a rogue; and I remember hearing of an officcr, who had a custom,
whenever he called upon his servant to render
the accounts of his housekeeping, to place a large
cudgel upon the table. I t proved, I have no
doubt, an admirable controller of his expenses:" What is the meaning of this?" pointing with
the finger of his left hand to the figures, with his
right resting upon the stick-was the question,
and accompanying action, at every item-" A
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error in the bill !" and the terrified
attendaot agreed, in trembling, to whatever
diminution his master desired. That person
could hardly be s u p p o d to allow any merit
to the servants over whom he thought himself
obliged to establish such a reign of terror. The
slight appearance of ill-humour-it
may permistake-an

haps
from their apathy, which the men
who are so treated display immediately afterapeaks highly in favour of their dispositions.
On sailing up the Ganges, my boat happened
to be moored by the side of a large budgerow,
in which a somewhat choleric gentleman was, as
I coaceived, at rest; all his boatmen andservants,
tothenumber,I dare say, of twenty-five or thirty,
were sleeping, rolled up in their white ~ahawls,
upon the roof of the apartment in which he was
lying, which rose like a poop above the deck.
I t was a beautiful night, and in the neighbourhood of Colgong, one of the most romantic parts
of the river. I was seated on the deck, althougll
it was past midnight, enjoying the wne, when
my contemplations were disturbed by an unusual
splrshing in the water. On turning in the direc-
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tion of the noise, I saw the unfortunate men
leaping and tumbling into the river from the
boat of my passionate neighbour, who was standing like a madman on the deck, brandishing a
stick over his head. Never shall I forget the
scene. He was not unlike Lieutenant Limahago in his appearance. The moon lit up his
bald head, for he had thrown his nightcap at
one of the people, in a rage at not being able to
reach him with his stick; and while he stood
in the midst of the wild scenery around, wit11
nothing on but his shirt, dispersing the sleepers,
I would have given the world for Sniollett's
pen to Lave perpetuated the scene.
Theboatmen, who are alwaysexpert swimmers,
and did not seem to lose their presence of mind by
thesudden transition, very soon reached the shore,
and gazed in astonishment, as well as myself, at
the comedy in which they had taken such unexpected and conspicuous parts. I conceived some
terrible offence must have beep given to have
called for such an uncompromising severity-for
every one was driven from his berth. I was soon
relieved from my suspense, however. The victor

EXPLANATION.

9d;

strutted two or three times over the deserted
field;then turning towards the routed enemy,
who seemed ready to rally ua the banks, shook
his stick at them, and cried out in Hindostanee,
" I'll teach you to snore, you scoundrels!"
This ludicrous explanation of the whole mystery
aEkied the crew, as it did myself, and a loud
laugh was the reply. So extravagant a punishment for so natural a fault they thought it absurd to think further about ; and with the
greatest good-humour, not willing however to
run the risk of a second flight, they kindled a
fire, and squatting round it, smoked their pipes,
and laughed at the event, till it was time to
prepare for sailing.
I t is not likely so touchy a traveller would
give a favourable account of the people he
travelled among-so
he was always one of
their most violent abusers. Poor man ! the recollection of bis fate almost rebukes me for
having written the above anecdote. He was
murdered a short time afterwards, on the banks
of the river, in his progress to Cawnpore. He
was alone, and his boat was moored to the shore,
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on the side of the kingdom of Oude. A party
of decoits (robbers) came down in the night,
and made an easy entrance to the place where
he was lying. His servants, with the exception
of one man, had deserted him, and his boatmen
were dispersed. The following day no traces
could be found of his body, but the deranged
state of his room showed what had happened.
The remaining servant, too, heard a struggle,
which was Boon followed by a splash in the
water. Some time afterwards, the vultures
were seen feeding on the flesh of a white man,
a little below the spot where the murder had
occurred, and all was confirmed. The robbers,
however, have never b e n discovered, nor is it
likely that they ever will be.
Although the natives of the East are frequently enough prone to robbery, 1 do wt
think they are often guilty of murder. There
is seldom occasion to conceal their deeds in the
silence of the grave ; for the immense extent of
the country, with the skilful manner in which
they are accomplished, render it nearly impos
bible to trace them. It is only in independent
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states, however, where the police is not so vigi-

h t as in o u r territory, nor so well organized,

that such bold attacks as the one I have related
above are ever made. They are said, upon that
occasion, t o have come down in great numbers,
armed with swords and bludgeons ; and one had
a spear, for the servant who had not forsaken

his master displayed a wound he had received
f ' a tbrust of the last-named weapon.
The bludgeon in general use is a formidable
instrument, and is calculated to do as much executioo as both the othersput together, if wielded
with moderate dexterity. It is a thick piece ef
bamboo, about four feet long, with iron rings at
tbe intervals of four or six inches apart, and at
the bottom it is loaded with a heavy piece of the
same metal. I have heard that it was usual,
when thieves broke into a room, for one of the
party to stand with his uplifted cudgel behind
the occupier of it, if he happened to be asleep,
ready to let it fall upon his head should his evil
genius move him to awake. If he slept on,
when the plunder vas r~mpleted,the " tender
merciesw of the sectinel allowed him to continue
VOL. I.

P
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in repose. If ever such a mode of robbery did
exist, the period when it flourished has fortunately pasaed away, curbed, with many other
uncomfortable systems, by "old Pather Antick,
the law."
I shall here take occasion to relate another
method that I have heard described, which the
thieves adopt to prevent being seized upon when
they are endeavouring to creep quietly through
the apartment. They fasten a bare knife, with
the edge uppermost, to the arm; and while
crouching by the aide of your bed, if you bear a
noise, and put out your hand to seize the cauae
of it, they take good care that it shall grasp the
blade of the weapon, from which, with great
reason, they reckon you will not be long in
withdrawing it.
I must endeavour to return to the peaceable
scene I left, when I entered upon these tales of
deadly peril. I d e r no apology for the transition ; for as change is the great charm of a journey, I hope a journalist may not be condemned
for making it also an ingredient in his narrative.
The scene around me is now con iderably altered.
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Dinner is over; and while the more precise and
scrupulous are undergoing their ablutions in as
picturesque parties as they formed during their
meals, the others, having satisfied their own appetites, are busily engaged in preparing for the
rnimals under their care; the camels are returning loaded with branches of the peepul for
themselves; while the elephants, who have just
received the call, are shuffling, with as much
liveliness as they can express by their action, to
a distant part of the ground, where their cakes
of meal, well baked, are spread out for them.
A certain number is allotted to each ; a fourth
of which is destined for the cooly, who assists
the mahout, or driver, in the care of him, and
whose duty it is to bake the cakes and administer
them, which is by no means a hasty operation.
Each moly puts the food into the elephant's
mouth with his own hands, and waits quietly by
his side till he has swallowed one mouthful,
ready to introduce the next. The portion intended for hi~nselfhe first shows to the animal,
and pretending to receive his assent to the a p
propriation, lays it aside; and such is the sagaF 2
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city of the elephant, that it is not too much to
say he seems to understand the arrangement.
One of the most striking features in the character
of the East Indian is, the great devotion each
person bestows upon his particular business.
This arises, no doubt, from the division into
castes, which having first introduced, now fosters
the belief in the necessity of hereditary occupatiolls. The Mahometans themselves, although
pivileged by their religion to be exempt from
such restrictions, are not entirely free from the
belief; and it is not uncommon to hear a lowborn and uneducated person assert the privilege
of his caste, when asked to do what he feels any
repugnance from obeying. Each member, therefore, of that mighty race which sprang from
Brrrhmah's foot-the race of mechanics-devotes
all his energies to that particular branch that
was followed and handed down to him, generally
unimproved, by a long line of fathers.
Those men who attend to the care of animals
are so identified with all their habits, that they
seem to think of nothing else, and their charges
appear so fully to understand them, that you may
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fancy they take part, particularly the elephants,
in the conversation of their keepers. Sometimes
the mahout gains such an influence over this
animal, that he may be suspected of having
compelled the dections by "spells and medicines bought of mountebanks." Some fault had
been found, rrot long ago, with the driver of a
baggage elephant belonging to my regiment,
and he was dismissed. T h e elephant had received his lesson, and would not suffer another
to awe near him. Several were procured one
after the other, with excellent characters for
kindness and management, but the gentlest
creature seemed suddenly transformed into the
most ungovernable. A month had prrssed without any return to rule, when the discharged
driver was again taken into service, and the
elephant, delighted to see him, became once
more fit to use.
I have known the same tricks played with
horses They generally are unable to feed themselves, so dependant are they upon their grooms,
when first bought from a native merchant, from
their being accustomed to be crammed from the
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hand. As the natives like to see a horse shaking
with fat and his coat shining like glass, they stuff
him three times a day with an extremely nasty
looking mixture of meal and oil, and several
sorts of spices, which they put into his mouth,
having previously kneaded it into little balls.
They assist the mastication with their fingers,
and the poor animals undergo the operation with
as little appearance of appetite as a well-gorged
epicure, who thinks it necessary to gratify his
palate, even when hi8 stomach is gone. A string
of horses at feeding-time presents rather a disagreeable than an interesting sight.
T o return from another excursion, however,
to the scene I set out from ; the last ceremony
being concluded, the washing of the cooking
vessels, and the purification of the persons that
had used them, the whole camp resounds with
the bubbling of the hookah. Every class in
India smokes tobacco; and the indulgence seems
as necessary to them as the meals that precede
it. The pipes are in as great variety too as the
parties that are using them; from the painted
cocoa nut with a small reed in it, to magnificent
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bells of crystal or metal with their variegated
d e s and gemmed mouth-pieces.
TheEuropeans are generally as much addicted
to tbe custom as the natives; and not always
considering the fitness of things, contrive that it
should be introduced very frequently at the
times it would be moat gladly dispensed with.
There is a degree of inconsistency, among which
this may be ranked, in the fashions adopted in
this country by the English.
It seems scarcely necessary, when fifty people
sit down to dinner in the month of July, that
tbe heat should be augmented by the addition of
nearly two hundred servant& When the cloth is
removed and this crowd no longer required, instead of benefiting by their dismissal, the hookahs
are introduced, that the hot air may be duly set
in motion by the fumes of tobacco. The habit
beannes at length ao confirmed that the person
indulging in it cannot give it over ; and if going
out to dinner even to the distance of several
miles, the pipebearer is seen creeping along the
road '' unwillingly to
with aU the heavy
apparatus at his back. I do not think either the
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noise or the d o u r in the least agreeable to one
that has not been initiated by some years enjoyment of the luxury at least. I have heard of a
gentleman, or old lady, I forget which, who,
when travelling in a palanquin, had, at every
stage where this personap changed bearers, a
fresh chillum in readiness, in order to smoke the
ennui of the journey away. I have frequently
the situation of a newly-arrived lady,
placed at her first dinner between the fire of two
hookahs, the smoke circling round her head and
the gurgling noise rendering it impossible to
hear a word. Sometimes those who do not h a p
pen to poasees appetites themselves, throw their
bodies back in their chairs and call for tlieir
pipes before many of the company have commenced their dinner. I know there is often a
neceesity for the practice, but where the members
of amiety are celebrated for every grace and accomplishment that can adorn it, I wonder they
have not been able to dismiss a custom, that
certainly neither adds to its elegance nor its
comfort.

CHAPTER V.
adthe desert-Continuation of the march, with an
attempt to fcnd a tiger-European
and native travelling
eontrpsted-b unfortunate collision-Amval at Hurdwar.

OIMntd csmp at nighGCmvan of camel+Mysterious
reatma in

ON a uloonlight night, (it is difficult to conceive
the beauty of a full moon in this country,) the
groups dispersed among the trees chatting and
smoking, with the picturesque appearance of the
teats, and the women drawing water from the
tank which shines like a lake of silver, afford a
delightful picture. T h e coolness of the night-air
after the parching day that has just gone-for
the hot winds have already begun-makes us all
anxious to continue the enjoymelit of it to the
latest moment ; and when at length it is time to
reek for rest, a veil is not drawn over the scene;
for, merely changing the arrangement of the
figures, all seems as full of interest as ever. T h e
P 5
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simple couch of the Eastern is soon prepared ;
rolling himself up in his shawl, he stretches his
limbs on the spot where he was sittingin company
a few moments before, and instantly falls asleep.
I t would be an easy matter to surprise a
camp so situated; and when no soldiers are of
the party, it is necessary to have several chuokedars, or watchmen, from the adjoining village.
They come to their p t a at nightfall, and sitting
on their haunches, shout out at intervals until
daylight an " All's well," that conveys little
notion of melody, and permits little indulgence
in sleep. The proprietyof setting a thief to catch
a thief is often acknowledged in these distributions of sentinels, for many of them are most
expert robbers, and when not bound by their
honours to protect your property, would in all
probability be engaged in transferring it to
themselves. So irregularly and thickly are the
deepers scattered about the ground, that it is
with some difficulty you can walk through the
camp in the night without stumbling over them.
In such a careless encampment it must have
been that Medoro and his friend, in " Orlando

Furiosqw slaughtered the sleeping Christians,
when in pursuit of their master's body. However deficient in chivalrous appearam by day
it may be, I always fancy some resemblance at
night to the arrangement of the heroes and be
mines of Tasso and Ariosto :

There is an air of fiction in every oriental
m e , that it is some years before an European
cnu quite shake of. I have not yet been able
to do it. I cannot see
wThebeaarawithpmintbeudmty nypume,'"

and not remember how

" In dent horror o'er the boundlsu rrute,
The driver Hsmm with hL camela psi&"

T h e mere appearance of a string of camels
conveys an idea of great heat ; and they not only
seem to pursue their own way with pain, but
communicate a similar feeling to all around
them. The choking noise they make when
being loaded, or when urged to rise with their
burdens on their backs, is beyond all endurance
when the number is great. Their sleepy appear-

-
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ance when in motion, with the drowsy drivers
nodding on their humps, is enough to try the

temper of the most patient traveller. Those who
are doomed to ride them without having been
well trained to the exercise, I pity from my
heart ; this can never happen to an European in
the East Indies, but I have a lively remembrance
of a day's journey in the desert on a tired dromedary, when travelling from the shores of the
Red Sea to the Nile. W e started, three in number, with a guide, from the wells of Hajie Solein~unto those of Hammamat, at daylight in
the morning. About ten o'clock my camel
began to show symptoms of fatigue, or obstinacy, I do not know which, and having nearly
dislocated my bones with the unsteadiness of its
action, refused to continue any longer in company with my companions, who, jogging on,
very soon left me out of sight.
I was for some hours perfectly alone, and
felt, for the first time, how truly I was in the
midst of a desert. T h e road, a defile among
barren mountains, was very narrow and winding. Instead of the boundless sands that we
imagine in a desert, it appeared to be the dried
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bed of a river, that had once flowed between
banks of dismal rocks, that were shining like jet
in the sun, and reflecting its rays immediately
upon us Down the faces of the rocks there were
frequently the' marks of water-courses, which
strengthened the belief that we were travelling
where ouce some river might have held its course.
My camel had a bell round its neck ; accustomed
to loiter, perhaps, it was necessary to use this
precaution, for it was the only one of the party
with such an appendage; its mournful sound
and the occasional echo of the lash of my whip,
when I endeavoured to urge it to a trot, were all
that broke the awful silence of the scene. I was
so tired that I wuld no longer sit upon its back,
and having learnt the Arab mode of making it
kneel down, I dismounted and attempted to lead
it along. With unwilling steps and slow, it followed me for about an hour, when we reached a
tree, the only one I had yet seen ;it was as green
as wuld be in such a situation, and looked
nearly as forlorn and uncomfortable as myself.
Here was a cross road, and I knew not which
to take ; my camel settled the point by refusing
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to take either; all the methods I could devise
were unavailing, I had nothing left but to sit
under " the sycamore tree," and sigh like H a s
san :
Sad WM the honr, and lncklear w u the day,
When drst from S h i m d l r I bent my way.''

I discovered a more ingenious plan, however,
and unbuckling the bell from the camel's throat,
rung it with all my might, bellowing at the same
time as if I had been mad. I had not long beem
engaged in this sensible pursuit, when a cloud
of dust seemed to rise in the most distant point
of view, and immediately a number of Bedouins,
mounted on the fleetest dromedaries, surrounded
me ; they were armed with matchlock4 pistols,
words, and spears, and amounted to twenty.
"The bell is answered, indeed," sighed I, " what
is to be done now ?" I was in hopes they had
witnessed my exertions in rinb.ing, for believing
fools and madmen to be under the special protection of Providence, they might have bowed
down and worshipped me ; but, alas, they were
too far off !
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I was sufficiently well armed to make an imposing appearance, and with as much careless
nesei as I could assume, examined the priming of
my pistols, and half drawing my sabre, seemed
to look with great satisfaction on the shining
blade, not doubting that my composure would
h v e due effect upon my future masters.
Tbey seemed, however, to trouble themselves
but little about the matter,and obliging my camel
to kneel down, gave me a hint that it was neces
sary to mount, by shaking a whip before me and
pointing to the crouching beast. I was soon on
his back again, and smiling and bowing, dected
to be highly pleased with the addition I had received to my society. My stock of Arabic was
w small, that I could not hope to be enlightened
upon their intentions regarding me ; rn my own
mind had it all its own way, and most woful
pictures it contrived to dxaw, The head, or
leader of the party, pointing towards me and
then extending his arm in the direction we were
to pursue, gave some hasty orders to about two.
thirds of the party, who set off at a gallop, as I
conjectured immediately, to take possession of
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my fellow travellers. T h e chief and six men remained with myself, quite enough to prevent any
great display of courage upon my part. I was
placed between two men, who amused themselves by whipping my camel, and laughing
heartily at the uncouth faces I could not conceal,
from the torture his trotting threw me into ; the
others used all their endeavours to examine my
arms, and continually shook the rifle that was
slung at my back. I was determined not to part
with one of my weapons, however, and, pretending to enjoy their curiosity, fastened them
more readily a b u t me.
I have no doubt I gave them good reason for
the frequent bursts of laughter they indulged in,
for my ludicrous efforts to appear comfortable,
joined to thegrimaces my situation extorted from
me, must have impressed them with a high idea
of my powers of pantomime.
A s they had not attempted to plunder me, I
began to hope they were generous thieves, who
might present me to some great man, and that
the worst of my occupations would be to draw
water, or tend his favourite camels; to be a
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naturalized Arab too, and train up a progeny of
robbers, with many other extravagant visions,
floated in my imagination, and I submitted, with

tolerable resignation, to my fate.
Revived by the company it had fallen into, and
the voices of the Arabs, with ita near approach
to water, my camel moved memly on ; and the
sun was just setting, when we aliglited opposite
a small tent, pitched by the side of a neat square,
in which lies the well of Hammamat. Four sentinels, with their matchlocks on their shoulders,
were standing at the door; and my worst suspicions were confirmed, when I saw my twocompaniws stretched on the ground within it. They
rere fast asleep ; and unwilling to deprive them
of the only agreeable moments they might have
fma long time, 1found a place for myself by their
side, and soon fell into a sound slumber also, so
great was my fatigue, undisturbed by dreams of
water skins, camels, the routing of caravans, or
even of Arab maids, with their eyes like antelopes, and their forms graceful as the dromedary.
It was midnight before I awoke, when I found
all my delightful adventures, " like the baseless

fabric of a vision," had "melted into air." T h e
party that had overtaken me had been sent by
the Bey of Khenah as an escort for us across the
desert, in consequence of some robbery that had
been lately committed by a party of Bedouins.
They had missed us, and passing by another
tract, had got into our rear: they were Bedouins
also, and had taken each of us in detail, in the
manner I have described; for my companions
had divided, and were led, like myself, into
a seeming captivity. We had the advantage,
therefore, of experiencing a marvellous adventure, without any of the ills that should attend it.
An encampment in the desert-for rising at
midnight, when the moon was shining clearly,
brought it more especially under my noti-is
not less beautiful than a similar scene in the more
fertile country of the East, I am now in. I t had
not the shadow of the wide trees to shelter the
sleepers, nor the addition of the elephants and
horses ; but its appearance of loneliness and intense silence, at that hour, was so appalling.
that it was not easy to witnrsa the scene, and
forget it. .The familiarity between the Arab and
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his a m e l is much greater that that I have noticed in India; for he applies it to a use that
has not yet occurred, I think, to the driver of
Hidostan. For sleeping, in a cold night, the
Arab places two camels abreast; and throwing
his blanket over them, as an awning, he lies between their bodies, receiving their warmth,
witbout the slightest risk of being overlain in
the course of his rest.
April 5th. We set off at daylight, and rode
to breakfast at a spot near the village of Lundour. I t ia the custom for travellers to take
good care to have all provided for their comfort.
A portion of the camp equipage, and a number
of the servants, were sent forward the evening
before, to arrange the ground, and prepare the
food; and it was not long before every thing
wan made as comfortable, in our moveable hotel, as it would be in the best inn in the world.
We had not long arrived, and were seated under
the few trees that were scattered about our
neighbourhood, when we were thrown into bustle
by the arrival of a husbandman and his son in
the camp. They came to inform us that a tiger
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had slain a bullock, while grazing in the h e r d
they were tending, the evening before; and ahe had not yet devoured him, he was likely t o
be near US. W e were not long in preparing for
the chase; and, mounting our elephants a b u t
midday, set out in pursuit, accompanied by the
man, who assured us he could lead us to the
very spot. We mustered four elephants with
howdahs; and a fifth, with a pad upon its back,
was destined to bring home the game, and to
carry the footmen of the party, when we became
engrboed with the enemy.
We took an easterly direction from our
position, and in about two hours entered a somewhat swampy ground, well covered with grass
and reeds, that were so long as to conceal the
bodies of the elephants. Many clumps of trees
were scattered over the plain we were beating,
like islets in a wide lake ; and to one of these,
in the centre of which was a dismal swamp, our
guide led us, and marching boldly into it, exclaimed, '' There is the bullock !" and made a
discreet retreat to the pad elephant in the rear.
We placed ourselves in a line, and stood up man-

fully, each in his own castle, his doublebarrelled
gun in band, ready for the foe : not a word was
spoken-all was breathless expectation. W e did
not leave a coroer of the little forest unsearched,
for it seemed the most likely spot to be selected
for the solitary lair of the tiger; and just as we

were quitting it in despair, we perceived the
bones of the bullock, spoken of by the countryman in the first instance; though from the
opposite direction that they were in, to that
which we had entered by, he could never have
seen them. They were so well picked, it was
evident the tiger had long abandoned them to
the jackals, or vultures, which are generally in
attendance to conlplete his work.
After beating every other likely place for some
hours, we retu~nedto our couch at night-fall
tolerably tired and disappointed. I n the early part
of the day w e disturbed many black partridges
and hog deer, but, resolved on the destruction
of the nobler game, we reserved our fire, and lost
the opportunityof trying ourskill upon the lesser.
We observed several herds of cattle grazing in
various directions, and attended, although there
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were sometimes two hundred head in each, by
only two or three men at the utmost. Scarcely
a night passes without the loss of one or more
animals, and the herdsmen have no other means
of scaring the tiger than by the voice, which I
suspect has no great effect. The tiger steals quietly
upon his prey, and knocking it down with his
paw, carries it off before the loss is perceived,
except from the sensation it causes among t h e
remainder of the cattle, which fly terrified in all
directions. Fortunately for these poor men, the
flesh of the cow has more attractions for tbe
tiger's palate than human flesh, and instances
of thdr being destroyed are consequently rare.
April Gth.-We were again on horseback at
daylight, and very soon found we were not the
only active travellers on the road : we overtook
crowds of people hastening to the fair at Hurdwar. W e had already exceeded the best time
by two or three days, and were as anxious as
the numerous strings of pilgrims to the sacred
river could be, to reach the object of their wisher.
I t is not usual to find ao much interest upon the
high-road, for, notwithstanding the great popu-
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lation of the country, travelling is not general
among any class of the natives. The grotesque
equipages we met with this day have given ample
cause for amusement ; and the various tribes ef
people who are journeying with ug give much
room for speculation and conjecture : there seem
to be collections of all the countries of the East.
We have not failed to add our share of entertainment to the scene, and have given, I fear, to
some classes more trouble and annoyance than
we felt the least disposed to do. There is a
striking contrast between the patient mode of
proceeding among the natives, and " the pace"
at which the Europeans proceed in their journeys.
We were cantering along at our usual rate, when
we overtook a drove of bullocks laden wi th goods
for the fair. Many of them were quite wild, and
apparently just taken from the pasture to carry
tbe burtbens that were swung upon their backs,
m hags balanced by their equal weight, for they
seldom use any girths. Our approach was t m
sudden for them, and they set off galloping in
every poseible direction ; the order of march
was soon irretrievably disturbed ;bales of goods
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and bags of grain strewed the road; and the
unfortunate merchants and their servants set off
ecrearning in pursuit of the runaway cattle, which
led them a weary dance; for, delighted at their
liberation from thraldom, they never stopped to
look behind them, but betook themaelves to the
course of the wood on each side of the road by
which we were passing.
Several herds were grazing around ; and, as if
to congratulate their fellows on their escape,
hastened to the scene, with their tails in the air,,
and in compact columns rushed by us, nearly
smothering us with the dust they raised; then
wheeling suddenly round, halted at the head of
a line of hackeries (bullock carriages) and seemed
determined to resist the passage ; the animals in
the hackeries were disposed to join in the frisk,
and it required all the groaning and twisting of
their tails the drivers were capable of, to prevent
them. They dragged their vehicles off the road,
I~hwever,some lodging in a ditch, and others, in
endeavouring to climb up a bank, discharging
their loads rather ~rernaturelyat the foot of it.
There were one or two little carriages drawn by
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posies, that went quietly over the ruin, neither
they, nor the parties who drove them, seeming to
rn about the matter. TWO
formidable looking
machines, in the shape of bee-hives, covered with
scarlet cloth, having curtains in front of them,
rod each drawn by a pair of very fine bullocks,
had been moving with aU the solemnity possible
in the front of the procession, when an offensive
movement on the part of the cattle, having
something the resemblance of a charge, involved
them in the general uproar, and the leading one
upsetting, completed the confusion.
The screaming of females from within, who
seemed to be crowded like bees in their hives,
did not tend to diminid the confusion that
ensued. Their voices, on t h e ' c o n t r ~ , "like
fiddles in a concert, ever the loudest, if not
tbe ahrillest instruments," rather contributing
to eweU the tumult. I t was difficult to discover
rhetber they were most alarmed or angry, from
the effect it had' upon the men ; however, I
think the latter feeling predominated, for they
abandoned all attempts to remedy the evils that
had crowded upon them, and tunling upon
VOL. I.
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the women with the most violent gestures,

-

deavoured to out-tongue them. The Impage
of the East, at all times figurative and e x t r r r v ~
gant, exceeds any thing that can be imin the metaphor of its abuse, and the torrent
of words that an enraged woman can pour
upon the ear of her opponent is frightful
indeed !
The skirmish that hadbeen confined in tbe fht
instance to the few who had suffered from the
overthrow, now became general ; the following
hackeries could not proceed until the m e that
interrupted their progress was righted. It was
necessary, therefore, that the drivers in the mar
should rush forward to abuse the men whoee
duty it was to make them a passage, and they
lost not one moment of their opportunity. The
plot continued thickening every minute, for the
roads are so narrow throughout the country,
that it is not an easy mutter for one cart to p
another; and as there is seldom any emulation
in either bullock or driver, it is not ~ e c e v ,
that they should be able to do sa
ks if the rainy season had totally destmyed all

appearance of a road, it seems to be the plan
for the first cart that passes after it, to fix the
trsck for all the others, and most scrupulously
do they adhere to the ruts that have been thus
laid down as a guide. The noise rose to such
a pitch, that we, who were, I hope, the innocent
causes of all, found our endeavours utterly unavailing to restore order. We cantered out of
it, a d were long before we had entirely escaped
fran the sound.
I shall never forget the shrill accent of one
old roman who seemed to be the matron of
the rest, and assumed the right, as she most
certainly had the power, of outHeroding all.
She thrust her lank figure, hastily covered
with a yellow scarf, through the opening of
tbe carriage sbe was driving in, and waving
her long shrivelled arm, harangued at the top
of her voice for more than five minutes without
drawing breath. We pitied the partner of so
much softness, who stood at the head of hie
bullocks with an indifference that nothing but
laag practice could have given him, and hastily
G
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human beings, were assembled here to take
their last rest before they made their entry to
the fair.
Kunkul is a very considerable village, and
the country around it extremely beautiful.
We were agreeably surprised, and the more so
from t h e transition being sudden, at the change
the scenery in its neighburhood presented
fnun the dreary sameness of that of the preceding days.
The streets are wide, and the houses remarkably good, built of brick, and whitened with
cement. A number of singular figures are
painted upon the walls and the fronts of the
houses-animals of every description, and men
and women that have, I hope, no resemblances
upon earth! and in positions in utter defiance
of the rules of either nature or art. These
paintings, " a1 fresco," are in colour closer imitations of reality. The human beings are of all
shades, and the tigers and leopards are striped
and spotted with admirable precision. A group
of European gentlemen, smoking, with their ladies by their sides, and surrounded by servants,

occupied nearly the whole f m t of one of the largest houses-and a most whimsid picture they
presented. Black people, it has been observed,
feel a greater degree of surprise, not unmixed
with horror, at first beholding a white person,
than we do at meeting one of their complexion.
Those, who first descending to the plains
through Hurdwar, to mix among the singular
looking beings pictured at Kunkul, if thin be
true, will have good cause to be disgusted at the
first representations they meet with of them.
We need not be mortified, however, at our
caricatures, while their own are fully 8s ludicrous. I was not able to discover to whose
brush this village was indebted for its uncommon decorations.
In the groves of trees around were many
monkeys, that appeared to occupy the houses in
common with their human inhabitants, whenever they felt disposed to change the scene;
they were to be seen by dozens playi~gon the
flat roofs, or perched with much gravity at the
open verandahs, to observe the passing crowds.
Continuing through a thickening forest, we rode
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into H d w a r by a narrow path across a gentle
hill that rose from the bank of the river. Among
the trees were two temples, not very far apart.

When the strings of travellers arrived opposite
them, each person exclaimed with a loud voice,
" Mahadeo Bol !" and " bol, bol," continued to
resound for some time along the sacred shores.
Emerging from this sheltered spot, we were in
a moment in the midst of bustle-in
the centre
of the fair o f Hurdwar !

CHAPTER VI.
'71efair of Hnrdwar-Digression in pursuit of Tigers. ritb
many other digreasioneIll+ffecta of not keeping to the
letter-Return to Neerut.

ITis not an easy matter to describe the singular
scene that is exhibited at the fair of Hurdwar,
where the Hindoos assemble in countless multitudes, to combine, as they every where contrive so admirably to do, their spiritual and
temporal pursuits. For several miles h f o m
we reached it, we had passed thousands of
ple in every description of vehicle hastening
towards it. They were of all ages, all costumes, and all complexions: no spot upon
earth can produce so great a variety of the
human race at one assemblage, and it would LK'
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impossible t o enumerate the articles of different
aorts, or even the countries that produce then],
offered for sale in the streets. T h e merchants
in their own languages praise their own commodities, and make a confusion of tongues
highly bewildering to a learned pundit, but to
a European, " mnfusion worse confounded."
There are horses from all parts of the globe,
elephants, camels, and buffalos, cows, and sheep
of every denomination, thickly crowded together;
dogs, cats, and monkeys, leopards, bears, and
cheaters; sometimes the cubs of a tigress, and
always from the elk to the mouse deer, every
species of that animal. Shawls from Cashmere,
and woollen cloths from England, are displayed
on the same stall; coral from the Red Sea, agate
from the Guzzerat, precious stones from Ceylon,
gumsand ~picesfrom Arabia, asafoetida and roserater from Persia, brought by the natives of
each country to the mart, lie by the side of
watches from France, pickles from China,
sauces h m England, and perfume from Bondstreet and the Rue St. Honor&. I have seen a
case of French rouge, and henna for the fingers
G
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of an eastern fair, selling in adjoining booths ;
antimony to give languor to an oriental eye, and
all the embellishments of a European toilet !
In roaming through the fair you are amused
by the tricks of the eastern jockeys: here o n e
is ambling on a richly caparisoned horse, with
necklaces of beads and bangles of silver, displaying his paces with the utmost dexterity; anther is galloping as hard as he can, to show how
admirably he can bring him on his haunches ;
w11ile a third lcts his home loose, and calls him
by a whistle, to prove his docility. Elephants
and camels are exhibiting at the same time their
several graces and accomplishments, while a
Persian, with a brood of the beautiful cats of
his country, stands quietly by to attract you
with his quadrupeds, if you should fail in
making a bargain for the larger ones.
T h e dcdcrs invariably ask ten times as much
as they mean to take, and vary thcir demands
as they gather from your coul~tennnceyour
anxiety or indifference for the purchase. It is
not uncommon for a horse-dealer to fall, in the
course of a few moments, in his demand, from
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ten to one thousand rupees. When the bargain
is about to be concluded,-the buyer and the
seller thmw a cloth over their hands, and

naming a price, ascertain by the pressure of certain joints how nearly they are making towards
its termination. By this means, in the midst of
a crowd they deal in secret ; and it is laughable
to see, through an afFected air of carelessness,
bow deeply they are interested.
During their great attention to worldly matters, they are not forgetful of the grand object
of the Hurdwar meeting: crowds succeeding
crowds, move all day towards the Ghaut, and no
minute of the twenty-four hours passes without
being marked by the cleanly rites of the worship
of Gunga: the devout bathers of all sexes, assemble in thousands, and perform their ablutions
with m perfect a sincerity and indifference to
appearance, that they seem nearly ignorant whether they are clad or not.
The Ghaut presents as singular and motley a
sight as the fair itself: Europeans lounging on
the backs of elephants to witness the bathingBrahmins busy in collecting the tribute--reli-
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gious mendicants displaying every species of indecency and distortion-and Christian ministers
anxiously and industriously distributing to the
pilgrims copies of the Scriptures, translated into
their various languages. Some of these excellent
men-for no difficulty or labour stays them in
their heavenward c o u r e s i t in the porches of
the temples, with baskets of tracts by their
sides, giving them to all who approach ; the
number so disseminated must be ver>-great, for
every person is attracted to the seat of the missionary as he passes from the river to complete
his devotion at the temple.
W e hear very little of Hindoo conversion,
and many who have not had the opportunity of
witnessing the zeal and perseverance of our
missionaries may imagine that they slumber
on their posts. But theirs is a silent way,
and their endeavours, though little seen or
heard, have, under the Divine assistance, p n r
duced some effect. I t would be enlarging on a
well-known tale to dwell upon the sorrows that
a Hindoo must bear, and the struggles he r n ~ ~ s t
wake, before lie can renounce his religion. The
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severest sacrifices, however, have been made,
aod as it has been often gravely asserted, that
such examples of sincerity have never occurred,
I cannot resist relating the following instance,
which fell under my own observation.
A soldier belonging to one of the native regiments had been baptized by the chaplain of the
station where it was quartered. He was a
great favourite with his comrades, and such a
circumstance made no inconsiderable stir among
them. T h e government, on hearing of the m a t
ter, ordered an investigation ioto it; the soldier's
story was simple, and his subsequent conduct
proved it to be true.
" From the first year I entered the service,"
he said, " I was struck with the difference of
the conduct of the British officers and the higher
men of my own country-the former I noticed
never told an untruth, and were never guilty of
a dishonest action-among the latter, truth was
little considered, and knavish tricks were far too
common. On the expedition to Java, while on
shipboard, I had an opportunity of observing the
manners of the Euglish more minutely, and was
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confirmed in my ideas regarding them. I was
struck with their mode of praying every Sunday,
and became anxious to be better informed in
their religious beliefs. I conversed whenever
I could with Europeans on the subject, and
never ceased to think of all they told me, till oa
my return to Calcutta, I obtained a translated
copy of the Bible. I studied it constantly, and
determined to become a Christian. I knew it
was necessary, before I could make this declaration. to take leave of every member of my
family, and I got a furlough for that purpose. I
had niuch to st~ugglewith. I put off the d i s
cltwtire to the last moment, and when at length
I nisdc it, all the opposition I anticipated wan
~ItTttml. When I combated their arguments,
they a\Gld uw with repmaches and tears. I
wniaint.il firm, however, and parted with them
as if I had ht.u ping to execution. I can never
h t ~ to
p ultVt thein apin. Judge if I am not
s ~ I \ ~ Y Aud
~ .
nun, gentlemen," continued he,
rildrw*ins the ~uilitavcourt of inquiry, are
v w ~INN ('hri~tiarrs and soldiers too? how then
~uui
I r w n i l ~a ~Christian
~
unfit nle for a

IYYOBALITY.
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d i e t ? or why, bemuse I believe in your God,
It
was considered proper to remove this man from
his regiment. A pension, the amount of his
pay, was settled upon him, and he now is free
to attend the Christian worship, and a man of
more exemplary manner, or more respectable
appearance, cannot be found in any church in
Europe.*
The lower classes of Hindoos have, I am
grieved to say, little encouragement to believe,
from the example of their equals among our own
countrymen. The self-indulgence that the heat
of the climate in some degree may excuse, sinks,
among the lower order of Europeans, into the
m
t immorality. Although the discipline of
the troops is as high as possible, there are few
services more irksome to the feelings of a British
oEcer, and none less appreciated, than a tour
of duty in the East Indies. I t is not a light oo
am I not capable of serving your king?"

I hcpe the Rev. H. F.. the gentleman from whom I h a r d
this story, should these pages ever fall under his notie,
d l excuse my having taken the liberty of making the
.bore ase of i t : it interested mc m much that I conld not

Mily forget it-
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cupation to hold constantly the bridle on licentiousness and crime.
The many classes of Hindoos who attend at
Hurdwar present the most interesting sight to
a European that can be imagined. I t is
I was
P school of manners and customs.
nished at the striking difference in complexion
and features of the inhabitants of thc same
couotry : the tall, fair fipres of the Sikhs, with
the slight and coal-black forms of the Bengalees, offered not a greater contrast than the
short and sturdy Ghorkas, with their gellow
Tartar-like faces,exhibited between both of these.
The men of Cabul and of Thibet are again
totally different ; and though last not least, the
Europeans, whose tents and equipages contrast
as widely with the strange display around them,
as they themselves differ in pemn and dress
The noises suit well with the grotesque scene.
From the sacred shell of the Brahmin to the
roaring of wild beasts, there is every variety of
vocal nnd instrumental music.
I had pitched my tent in the midst of the market-place, on a little hill, commanding a view of

HIXDOO THIEVES.

tbe whale scene.

1-37

I had soon reason to quarrel

with my position. On one side of me was tbe
asafetida bazaar-on the other the boothsof the
dectioners. The odour arising from the
fh,and the flies attracted by the last, were
more than human patience could eodure. T o
complete my disaster, I found that I was encamped over a cluster of ants' nests--an event
that very frequently occurs--so, when driven in
to shelter myself from the flies, I ran the risk of
being nearly being devoured by the ants. I soon
determined to change my position, and chose a
dear spot of grass, on the edge of a thick wood,
a little without the village.
Though I gained in comfort by daylight, I
found eo sequestered a spot was not calculated
for a dark night. The thieves of the East
are the most expert in the world; and as I
was travelling from curiosity, they were complaisant enough to show me some of their sleight
of hand. My tent was a very small one, calculated only for my mountain journey ; and there
was little more room in it than served to admit
my bed and table : they contrived, neverthelecc

while I was asleep within it, to carry every thing
I possessed away ; and when I rose at daylight
to commence my journey, I had the prospect of
making worse than a bare-footed pilgrimage.
My cauvass walls bad been cut through in two
places ;by one aperture, no doubt, they entered,
and escaped by the other. Fortunately for me,
they had been disturbed, and many of my clotbes
hung on the branches of the neighbouring trees.
I felt mortified at being robbed so easily, while
in the tent myself; but was much conmled, in
the morning, by learning that the knapsacks of
a piquet had been also stolen from the tent, in
which the men composing it were asleep.
I have heard so many instances of the skill
of these worthies, that I should never feel Mto
nished at any feats they might perform. A
traveller accustomed to be robbed in Europe
would scarcely think it possible that a sheet
should be stolen from under him without hi8
dincovering it ; but nothing is more simple to a
Hindoo thief ;-perfectly naked, he glides, like
a serpent, into the room, and sits on the floor, at
the fbot of the bed, watching his opportunity :
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d e n he thinks the sleeper fast as possible, he
gives the sheet agentle pull, and crouches under
the bed. If disturbed from his nap, seeing m
thing, the man yawns, stretches, turns round,
m d sleeps again.

This is natural, and on this
tbe thief reckons. By repeating the same opemion t w o or three times, the utmost that will be
wcessary, he gains the sheet, and makes off.
T o l a v e the people for the scenery : nothing
can exceed the change between the country of
Hurdwar and that only five milesbelow it. You
break from a desert to green fields-from a
dreary ocean to a tairy land. Travelling on the
plains of India, in the month of April, when the
breeees every day announce the approach, by
growing hotter and hotter, of the burning winds
of May, is little more than one degree better
than the desert. The land has not quite lost its
greenness, however ; but avapour (at midday)
hmgs over it, so like a mirage, that notwithstanding its cultivation, while your camels toil
patiently along, you may almost deem yourself
on the road to Mecca. How delightful, theref ~ r e ,is it to hail the wooded hills of the Hurd-
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war Pass, and the broad and rapid flow of the
Gangea as it breaks from the control of mountains, to pass more than twelve hundred miles to
the sea ! I t is the circumstance of Hurdwar being the first pass by which the sacred river enters
the plains, that has made it so holy a spot ; and
using it for 60 c l e d y a ceremony of devotion as
bathing, is a matter of high importance to many,
who seemed to have nourished their impurities
at least a year, to give Gunga the sole merit of
cleansing them-too jealous of the honour of
their god to suffer any other water to rival him.
April 10th.-As we did not feel discouraged
by the disappointment of our first attempt at
tiger-shooting, we resolved, instead of entering
the Valley of the Dhoon, to go in pursuit of such
sport once more, and beat through the jungle at
the foot of the range of hills that divide that
beautiful valley from the plains. We set out
about two o'clock, intending to pass the night in
a top of trees which we had observed in passing
near the village of Juallapore. The fair was
drawing to its close, as well as the period that is
considered most holy and efficacious for the
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bathers, which is determined by the motion of
the heavenly bodies.
The road was still more crowded than when
we entered it, for all classes were proceeding
h e w a r d , many in high spirits at the result
of their speculations, and many sufficiently sad,
at baving to drive their cattle, or drag their
ides, half through Hindostan before they could
stand any chance of getting rid of them. I observed many horses that had been " cried at four
tbousand pieces of gold " on the commencement
of the fair, that their owners would have been
well pleased to part with now for a few hundred
pieces of silver. They are often obliged to lead
them as low down as Allahabad, or Benares,
before they can meet with purchasers for them.
There is scarcely a Serai in any town of the
Doab that bas not at one period of the day,
during the spring of the year and the cold eeasoo, a string of horses resting in it, with all the
jockies of the neighbourhood moking in council
upon their respective qualities.
The visiters, whose devotion alone hrcs led
them to Hurdwar, may easily be known by the
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family groups they form, and their h a p p y faces,
in which it is easy to fancy you m a y read the
conviction of the good deed they have j u s t performed. I t is impossible to look at them, knoring the great distances they have come for the
purpose, and the weary way they have yet before them to their homeg without interestAlas ! that so much zeal and so great self-denial
should be bestowed upon such a cause !
Ln noticing the distribution of the Scriptures
by a missionary, who had posted himself war
the Ghaut, I forgot to mention the avidity with
',
which many, particularly of the Sikhs, crowded
around him to obtain copies. I stood for eome
time near the spot where he was sitting, without, I believe, being perceived by him, and was
astonished at the attention they all paid t o the
few words he was able to address to them. A
middle-aged man, with several of his family
about him, &me up to me with his book, and repeated the words the " Padre Sahib " had spoken
to 1Jm on presenting it, and, as if really anxious
to have them corroborated, asked with much
earnestness if it were true-" Sach bat?" I
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dhim it all was. " Then," said he, '' I
will read the book to my family whenever I get
home."
It was indeed a sad change to turn from this
plePsing picture to the naked and disgusting
devotees who glided like troubled virits, among
tbe crowd, their persons smeared with chalk or
amdung, and their heads personifying completely the imagined freak of Queen Mab,
" Wbo bakes the elf-loch in foul rluttish hairs,
Which, once antmgled, much misfortune bodes."

W e found it so difficult to get every body away
from the fair, that it was sunset before we
reached Juallapore ; and having with proper
foresight sent our cooks and dinners forward,
although the tents had not arrived, the " kitchen
range" was soon established, and all appeared to
be going merrily on. Under the shelter of a
high hedge were arranged spits with peacocks
and partridges, while soup, rice, and currie were
boiling as fast as they could around ;and, though
last not least, the oven, which had been formed
in a bank of clay close by, was "heatingn as well
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ns could be expected, when suddenly the hues of
sun-set were obscured, and a dark cloud rose in
the north-west ; a low murmur ushered the a p
proach of something destructive to our plans,
and in a moment after the tiphoon (hurricane)
was upon us.
T h e tents had arrived a few minutes before,
and were in the act of being pitched ; they were
scattered, however, in every direction. Dust
rolled in billows about us, and all was in the
direst confusion ! Our spits and cooking-pots
were soon thrown prostrate, and the flying fragments of burnt wood denoted a farewell to the
possibility of retrieving affairs for some time.
Every one being interested in their restoration,
flew to the rescue, and it was quite laughable to
see the schemes adopted to remedy the disaster.
T h e servants contented themselves with shouting
and scolding to the utmost of their strength,
while their masters, more concerned in the m a t
ter, scrambled after the dispersed feast I t was
now quite dark, but it would appear too like a
purposely-contrived confusion, if I were to continue the description of it. I do not think, how-
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ever, it would be possible to caricature it. In
such m e s it is not likely all people can keep
their tempem; I must not omit to celebrate,
therefore, the rage of one of our party, who
heightened the uproar by pursuing his servants,
with a horsewhip in his hand, to punish them
for some imaginary fault. They flew with the
utmost speed through the darkness, while their
pursuer roared to them in most unintelligible
Hindostanee to atop, and vented his rage upon
every object, animate or inanimate, that came in
Pagul hopya,"-he has gone mad,
his way.
was the general cry throughout the ground,
while each temfied native flew from his a p
proach. He still continued
" To ran a-muck, and tilt at aU he met,"

without any diminution of his anger, till, fairly
exhausted, he was obliged to sit down and gasp
for breath. We were able to read him a prc.
tical lesson on the disadvantages of giving way
to passion, for when he returned to his tent, disappointed and fatigued from the chase, we had
VOL. I.

H
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made ourselves comfortable, while the scattered
portions of his equipage were still to e k , and
no one to assist him in the pursuit. It was past
two in the morning before he succeeded in
getting his tent properly pitched.
The dialogues that take place between an
angry master, who has little knowledge of t h e
language, and his servants, is, although extremely entertaining to an uninterested listener,
sufficiently alarming to the weaker party, the
natives. They show a great deal of ingenuity
in discovering the meaning, sharpened, perbaps,
by their fears ; and although they are often accused of stupidity, I must declare that no E u m
pean peasant I ever met with could understand
directions delivered under similar disadvantages,
in the manner they do. I was acquainted with
a person on my first arrival in India, who
boasted of knowing ten or twelve words in Hindostanee, with which he found, to use his own
phrase, " he could get on famously." Quite
proud of the extent of his knowledge, he was
always exercising it, and in the most pompous
manner delivered his orders, never feeling the

least misgiving about being understood. I t is
no slight merit, surely, in the men to be able to
compress their verbose language to so limited a
vocabulary as my friend's. I have often been

reminded, in witnessing such scenes, of the diai
logue between Ancient Pistol and his French
prisoner, in Henry the Fifth.
F

d Sdd*r. Est il impoc&le d'6hpper la force de

Wmb?

PPd. Brasa, cur!
Thm damned md l a x u h r mantain goat,
OBsr'Icme b n a I

The abuse, and indeed the blow, that immediately follow any doubtful interpretation, would
" sort well with the fierceness" of that distin.
guished hero. ,
I am sorry to say, the observations I have
made apply generally to the military masters:
the civilians have the advantage of a greater
knowledge of the language, and the means of
better regulating their m h g e . Pew persons,
I hope, after a residence of some years, are
a2
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guilty of such conduct, and much perhaps may
Iw said in excuse of the "new comers," who f i n d
themselves suddenly transported, a t sixteen years
of age, from the discipline of school to be lords
over half-adozen obsequious lacqueys. A n d I
am not certain, however detestable the custom,
but the masters are the greatest sufferers in the
end, for as no respectable servants can be found
to engage with them, they are tolerably fleeced
for their tyranny. I t is a vice that cames its
own punishment with it.
Whatever beauties and luxuries the East may
possess, there is a proportionate difficulty in
overcoming the dragons that guard them. If
it were not for the happy mixture of tbe
ludicrous in every distress that occurs to the
novice, an arrival a t Calcutta would make
matter for a pathetic picture. Now long I
shall remember my passage up the Hoogly from
Saugor, in the middle of June! seven of us,
bag and baggage, in a small boat, (a Bauleah,)
with a cabin of about twelve feet by four. T w o
nights were we engaged in active war with
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musquitoe3, and two days did we sit, " men of
perpetual dissolution and thaw," gradually melting away.
How often have I pitied the poor youths, who,
just landed from shipboard, wander about Fort
n'illiam buttoned up to the throat in blue cloth
coats, w l d e the sun is vertical, their faces swelled
with musquito bites, and their persons in a high
fever ! And then the moms they are put into!
three or four of them in one, perhaps, without
light, and almost without air! There are few
places in this world so thoroughly uncomfortable as Fort William, even to the higher ranks,
but to the subalterns it is beyond all conception
tem%le.
April 11th.-We halted this day in the midst
of the forest at the base of the hills, and near a
little village so perfectly retired, that it was
almost necessary to seek for it among the trees.
I forget its name, but it was about twelve coss
from Hurdwar : on our route to it we had not
met with much to interest us; a few partridges,
black and grey, with a great abundance of quail,
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and now and then a hog deer, afEorded a little
diversion during the march. The grass was m
long that we found it necessary to enter our
howdahs in order to enjoy the sport. I t is sufficiently laughable to take the field against
quail with a string of elephants, and the gravity
of the animals is brought with a ludicrous force
to the mind when engaged in such a pursuit.
It is necessary, however, in following s m d
birds, to be protected from the probable attacks
of greater game. A tiger would materially i
a
terfere wit11the amusement. The elephants are
well accustomed to the sport, and almost seem
to stand at a bird.
We gathered from the village in the afternoon all the men and boys we could find to beat
the ground for us, a d made no inconsiderable
urn?. The quails are ao numerous in this
neighbourhood, that it is impossible to load
rrrpidly enough to be ready for them, even when
-~ing relays of guns. I met a sporting gen-

timan, r h o not long ago laid a wnger that he
would shoot seventy brace within the Dhow,

and ride a hundred miles, between daylight and

dinner at six o'clock in the evening, and he won
his bet easily.
I t is adonishmg how little consideration the
ditrmt classesof natives possess for each other.
I t seemed to give the Mahouts pleasure to drive
their elephants through the standing corn, and
when they twisted nearly whole sheaves out of
the ground in their trunks they never attempted
to prevent them. T h e Europeans do not often
set them a good example. Sometimes the 24
meendtars apply for remuneration for mischief
d m , but generally their apathy overcomes their
sufferings W e endeavoured, however, to avoid
doing injury as much as possible
On returning to our tents in the evening we
found a professional huntsman awaiting u s
He had heard of our being in the jungle, and
bad come to act as guide and gamekeeper. He
was a smart young man, about thirty years
of age, and carried a matchlock, and a triangular rest to fire it from, the limbs of which
closing together, served as a pole to walk
with. His was a dangerous office, to make him-
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self acquainted with the haunts and habits of
wild beasts. He and his brother were well
known to the sportsmen who visit these forests
aa being great adepts in their business He
offered to lead us to the very spot where a tiger
was ; " For," said he, " I saw him this morning as I was coming here." In his relation and
description of the country round, he showed so
perfect an intimacy with the pursuits of t h e
wild beast, that we were quite astonished. He
told us that his brother had been killed by a
tig'er during the last hot weather; " bu+
,t'
continued he, <' that is nothing, for so has his father, and so I suppose shall I be." Indeed he
seemed to take some pride in the prospect, and I
fear, poor fellow, he is not very likely to d i s
grace his ancestors by dying a less glorious death.
I t is proper to have a person with you well acquainted with the woods, if only to avoid falling
into the traps dug for the wild elephants. The
pits are so ingeniously covered that it is not
easy for strangers to detect them; and in the
heat of the chase to be suddenly dropped into
the shades would be too tantalizing an adventure
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to run any risk of.
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I have heard an anecdote

related of the sagacity of an elephant to which
such an accident happened, m extraordinary
that I feel some hesitation in repeating it.
The pit into which he fell was very deep, and it
was found impossible to draw him out. His
driver obtained two or three large bundles of
faggots, and throwing them in to him, succeeded
in teaching him to place them at the bottom,
which he at length learned. I t was only necessary, therefore, to add to the number until he
had raised himself near enough to the surface to
scramble out, which he soon accomplished.
There are a great many elephants in the
woods, in this part of India, but they are not so
much esteemed as those which come from a
warmer latitude; we have not met with any,
although mmetimes they are to be seen frequently enough, and have been known to come
down and attack the tame ones.
When they are met in herds they are not
prone to mischief, but a solitary one, driven
perhaps for some breach of law from its asdates, is generally ready to &end. I t is someH5
\

what appalling, when not quite p r e p r e d for the
onset, to hear the crackling of the wood, as a
wild herd rushes through it. I n travelling
through A~sam,I have heard tbat this is frequently experienced. And in the interior of Ceylon, I have listened myself with astonishment
to the tremendous sound. The elephants sometimes display a great deal of humour in their a t
tacks. After having routed the party, who generally leave their goods behind, they am us^
themselves by a most minute examination of
them, and take real pleasure in their destruction.
I remeniber a narrow pass in the kingdom of
Kandy being a long time guarded by m e elephant, who determined to allow no one to go
through it, without paying him tribute. On his
first appearing at the mouth of it he had frightened a cooly laden with jaggray, a preparation
of sugar; the fellow, throwing his burthm
down, ran away. T h e elephant picked it u p
and finding it excellent, resolved upon levying
a sinlilar tax upon all future travellers. As the
1uss was on the highway to Knndy, he could not
have chown a better position for his purpose;
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no trust," although not written upon his

gate, waa distinctly enough notified to all pas-

sengers The circumstance aoon became gened y known, and w cooly ventured to pass that
way without having prepared a sop for the Cerberus who guarded it.

Nothing can exceed the caution with which
tbe elephants move in doubtful ground. '' Take
beed, my child,--gently, my son," uttered in a
warning tone by the Mahouts, they perfectly
understand, and never make a false step, nor
lead you unawares into a scrape. I t is not an
easy matter either to force them into any situation contrary to their own judgments. The
most extraordinary gift of Providence to this
animal is its perfect knowledge of its own weight,
which mfers a power of reasoning little less than
that of the human race. How just, too, are the
distributions of the God of nature, for without
that faculty the elephant would move in continual danger !
May 12th. W e sent our camels this morning
at daylight to a space sufficiently large to contain our encampment, which had been described
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to US as situated within a wood, in the neighbourhood of a smdl tomb, about five coss from
the position we then occupied.
At seven o'clock we mounted our elephants,
resolved upon taking a wider range, and shoot
ing over the jungle we were to pass through.
In an hour we completely lost sight of cultivation, and had entered the thick Saul forest that
bounds the plain of Hindostan without the hills
Within the woods we found a great number of
beautiful peacocks, and killed several of them.
They were in fine feather, and gave a most ani-

mated appearance to the otherwise gloomy scene.

\\re frequently met them collected, in large
flocks, in the clear spaces within the forest, or
immediately on the skirts of it. They are very
\vild, and averse to rise on the wing; and run
so fast, that it is by no means an easy matter to
come within shot of them.
\Vc traversed four or five miles of the wood,
fillding much difficulty sometimes, from our
~ l - ~ *tlright,
at
to pass under tbe branches of the
tnu.s ;and at length issued upon a narrow @let,
IliI\ills rising ground upon each sideof it, thickly

wmded, with a small stream running through

it.

Here the hog deer were very numerons;
and though not easy to see them from the length
of the grass, we knew them immediately from
the suddenness with which they rise, and the
unsteadiness of their running. They keep their
heads down, and shuffle along with great speed,
affording a strong contrast to the grace and agility of the antelope, which we also met with.
W e had frequently killed some of the former,
and found their flesh of a very agreeable flavour ;
that of the latter is rather coarse.
The only appearance of any thing approaching to a tiger, was in a distant view of some
large animal of a similar colour, to which a portion of the party gave chase. It was most likely a hyena, or leopard, both of which are to be
found in plenty. They did not discover it, however. While they were in pursuit, another permn and myself became entangled in the wood,
for the guide had accompanied the chase, and
were soon in as hopeless a state as the babes ; for
the day had passed away before we could extricate ourselves, and "when we saw the darksome
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niglit," we still " went wandering up and down,"
with very little prospect of getting out o f it. W e
had nearly exhausted all our powder in firing
signals, when a native, engaged in carrying
wood, a t last shouted an answer to them. He had
fortunately seen our encampment in the day, at
the place we had directed it to-Bowanee Mutand agreed to guide us to it. I t was past ten a t
night before we reached it.
May 13th.-At daylight thismorning we found
ourselves encamped so pedectly in the midst of
the jungle, that we had some difficulty in moving
fifty yards without being lost in the long grasq
that surrounded us. A dark forest rose on each
side, and in its deepest shade stood the little tomb
that gave its name to the place. I t was erected
to the memory of some saint, who was marvellously fond of solitude; and about it were a
few sheds of leaves matted together, for the
shelter of those who loved his memory. A faquir, of a most unpromising figure, has long
pr&ded over it, and a few old women have e 5
tablished a little bazaar for gain. I could not
learn much of this saint from the guardian of

his remains, who ought to have been well versed
i n his history, for he declared he never quitted
the spot, nor thought of any thing else. He had
been a very good man, however, and possessed
the faculty of charming beasts as well aa men
by his sanctity ; for the faquir assured us, ,that
the tigers esteemed him so highly, that they had
dray3 a representative at his tomb.
'' It is no matter how many of the tigers may
be killed that come here," said he ; " for one
still appears every l'hursday night, to make a
s h a m : he stays till day-light, and then takes
his leave."
W e were well pleased to hear this, and r s
d v e d to waylay him on his journey. We had
p e d the whde of this day in a fruitless search
for one ; but it happened to be Wednesday.
T h e co~mtry we passed over was wild and
beautiful in the extreme. Many of the scenes in
tbe upper part of India may find parallels in Europe; but, fortunately, it would be impossible to
meet with one to which the magnificent solitudecr
we were now in could be compared. A few
deer, a great many black partridges, and a brace
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of Boricans, were the amount of our killed : the
latter is a very fine bird ; the cock has white
wings, and the plumage of its back is not unlike
a turkey's. Both birdsare about the same size.
Most of the ground we beat seemed so adapted
to the lair of the tiger, that we felt convinced d
finding some. W e were frequently, too, thrown
on the alert by the discovery of their foot-prints,
but we found them not. T h e guide proposed
leading us to a ruined tomb, that had been
erected, like the one I have noticed, to the m e
mory of a saint; for there, he said, we should
be certain of sport, for a tiger never left it, the
faquir having wisely abandoned the sanctuary
to their keeping. I t was indeed a most probable
place. I t stood on a little hillock, at the foot of
which ran a brook, concealed by rushes. The
crumbling monument was of brick, and it was
overgrown by creepers of several species, while
the grass was so high as to cover the elephants.
W e hunted for a long time, but the watchman
was off his guard. W'hen about to retire, the
elephants suddenly lxcame uneasy, and, curling
up their trunks, trumpeted the announcement of
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an enemy. Up rose a bear on his hind legs,
as if to reconnoitre our proceedings; and then
shuf8ed off so rapidly, that we could not get a
shot at him. I t was enough, however, to put
our chargers' courage to the test, and we soon became routed. One large female elephant was so
iiightenk, that .he bore down upon the bra&
ooes, (the phraseology of seamen may be properly
adopted towards such large creatures,) and hugging them quite close, could not be forced away.
Neither the soothing nor the beating of the
mahout had any effect upon her ; and, at length,

starting at something which sprung up before
ber, and which turned out to be a leveret, she
made all sail for the rear; her tail up in the air
and her trunk curled like a horn above her head.
I t was impossible to stop her. She entered a
wood, and the last we saw of her rider, he was
fighting with the branches of the trees. We
heard them crack around, as she dashed through
them, when he, squatting down at the bottom of
his howdah, submitted, as he best could, to his
fate, expecting, every moment, to be lodged in
one of the boughs, like a bird in his cage, where

be might have sung, with the starling, "I can't
get out,"for the rest of the day. He lost nothing
by his flight; for we soon returned to the amp
where we foood him d e l y bestowed. His elephant had never slackened her pace, nor turned
aside, from the moment she started, but made
directly through the forest to the place whence
we set out, being a distance, as we computed, of
nearly three miles. Her alarm was not removed
by the absence of danger,for, suspecting a similar
arrangement for the next day, she broke from
her fastenings, and endeavoured to make her escape during the night. She was, however, soon
brought back, and on taking the field again, was
disgraced from the castle to the baggage.
Thursday morning. W e set forth, at seven
o'clock, to intercept tbe tiger, on his visit of ceremony to Bowanee Mut, altbough with little
hope of success; for we had searched the gmund
well
notwithstanding we had been a s
sured by the faquir, that on no other day had a
tiger ever been found in the neighbourhood; and
strange enough, we had not left the place a quarter of an hour, when we came upon him. He

.
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busily engaged m devouring the carcase of
a hog deer, and sprung up so suddenly, that we
rere in a great measure taken by surprise. We
awld aot have interrupted him in a better occupation for making him angry; and he looked
magnificent, as with a roar, that made the woods
ecbq be plunged through the grass. A trer~

mendms battery was immediately opened upon
Bim, and a hot pursuit followed.
It was a most animating scene-" Chull,
&dl ? "forward, forward !" was the cry of
the sportsmen, every one standing up with his
gun ready, and following the animal's course
through the grass with most anxious eyes.
My child, my son !" " My beautiful, my
brave !" were uttered in various tones, by the
mabouts to the elephants, who trumpeted, and
stamped, and rushed on, as if they were mad.
Tbe tiger roared an6 dashed along, till at last,
arming to a stand, where the grass grew shorter,

he received a shot that drove him desperate;
tben making a beautiful spring towards the
aearest elephant, turned in the air, and fell.
We hastened up to him, and giving three cheers,
triumphed in his death. He measured nine feet.
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from the nose to the origin of the tail, a n d
had a most superb skin. So the fable of the
faquir was in one respect realized. W e did
not fail to bag our game, and handed it over
to a chumar, (skinner,) that accompanied us,
upon a pad elephant, for the purpose of
skinning whatever we plight kill. Our baggage, camels, and servants, were within view
at the time, and heightened the picture considerably.
About two o'clock we reached the spot we
had chosen for our encampment, on the road to
Saharunpore, from the Khhre pass, the westernmost opening to the valley of the Dhoon. We
found two " gaowallahs " (cowherds) waiting
our arrival, to inform us, that an hour or two
before, a tiger had destroyed one of their herd,
within shot of our tents. We went to look at it,
and found it lying dead. I t had no wound that
could have caused its death, but a small puncture
in the jugular vein, from which the animal had
drunk its blood. It bore the mark of a paw on
the left flank, for by that blow it must have
been knocked down. We had it moved to a
clearer space, in hopes of intercepting the tiger

oa his road to dinner, and at four o'clock set out
for that purpose. After beating about till sunset, we were returning homewards in despair,
when we perceived the beast a hundred yards or
so before us, stealing quietly to his food. We
made the same animated charge as before, till
we were stopped by a ravine, the sides of which
were well wooded. I crossed, while the others
hunted along the opposite side. In a short time,
my elephant became very violent, stamped, and
tore up the ground with its tuska, and refused
to move from the spot where it had stopped
I had a most uncomfortable ride, and had the
tiger sprung up, I could not have fired upon him,
I was so engaged in holding on. I was more
amused than ever by the coaxing expressions of
the mahout : they succeeded, after some minutes,
in making the elephant move on, when he became more quiet. I then had time to look
about me, and perceived the tiger crouching,
like a cat, about ten yards behind. He was lying
so close, that my elephant had stood within a
m p l e of feet of him, without my seeing him. I
WW, however, had a fine view, and for some
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moments was loth to fire, he looked so beautiful.
He seemed to know the disadvantage of rising,
and to be disposed to lie still as long as permitted. I fired one shot, which appeared to hit
him in the back, when he rose, with a tremendous roar, and instead of charging, as I anticipated, ran into the ravine. We were dl in pursuit immediately; but it was now nearly dark,
nnd we were soon forced to give it up. He
escaped instant death, to suffer a lingering one,

if I am right in my conjecture of having wounded
him. On passing the carcase of the bullock, we
had a pmof of the keenness of the vulture's scent.
An hour before not one was seen; nor was tho
place, being so wild and far removed from all
habitations, likely to be haunted by them: yet
now they thronged every tree in the neighbour-

hood, where they sat calmly enough, apparently
waiting for a signal to attack. There could
not have been less than four or five hundred.
I do not believe there is a more delightful
sport thau that we have been for a few days en-

& in.

If there be any danger in it, which I
cannot think there is, it is just enough to add to
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its interest. The first burst of a tiger, among
the mid scenery in which it is found, affords one
of the most animating and exciting moments that
can be enjoyed,not excepting even that of a fox.
When driven desperate by its wounds the animal
stands at bay, or springs upon the head of one
of the elephants and brings him to the ground
by its weight ; the general enthusiasm that ensues, with the wild and singular scene, is beyond all description.

On the banks of the Ganges I was one of a
party of twelve, m the month of May, when we
met with a very large tiger in long grass, that

gave us an almost unparalleled chase of four
houra He crouched so low in the grass that our
elephants frequently passed and re-passed him,
till some of them were driven nearly mad. I
wver shall forget the uproar-the wheeling of
the line--the fire that was kept up -the screaming d shouting;-all was tremendous. He
was a bold tiger, and attacked three different
elephants In dropping from the head of the
Isst, which he had brought to its knees, he received his death-wound. We had surrounded
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him in a small circle, and w i t n e d his dying
rage. I cannot say of him, " He died and made
no sign," for his desire of revenge was clearly
pictured on his countenance to the last gasp.
I have heard that lions afford even better
sport, and in the west of India they abound.
A gentleman, (Mr. Rae,) attached, I believe, as
surgeon to Skinner's Horse, assured me that be
had, in one season, killed forty-five in the province of Hissar alone. None of them was
large, but he mentioned having met with one of
uncomn~onbeauty ; its skin was of the usual
tawny colour, but its mane a rich glossy black,
as w a s also the tuft on the tail.
We had a singular adventure last night,
though not a very rare one. After we had beeo
some time in bed, and indeed asleep, a violent
storm of thunder and lightning, with heavy rain
and wind, amse so suddenly that it knocked
down every tent and nearly smothered the sleep
em. When I awoke I found myself so entangled in canvass that I feared I had got into my
winding-sheet. On escaping, I found our encampment the most ludicrous scene possible.
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Most of the servants, as they generally do, had
fled for shelter, while their masters, in their
shirts, were holding the weather-ropes of their

tents, with as many natives as they could collect, to prevent their being carried quite away.
Our passionate fellow-traveller, of whom I have
before spoken, was now of great use, for le
dashed after the skulkers, and sooo brought them
to the height of the fray. It thundered most
violently, and poured with rain, while the d d ness of the scene was heightened by the screammg of the hyaenas around, which seemed from
their clamour to be in great numbers. We were
at least two hours before we could get our tents
re-arranged, and then every thing was so wet,
we thought it better to bit upfor the rest of tbe
night, and laugh over the scene.
Prom the mouth of the Kbere Pass, where
we had concluded our excursion in the jungle,
instead of returning by Saharunpore, which had
nothing interesting in it but the Botanical
Garden, at this season of the year losing its high
beauty, we resolved to choose a shorter journey
across the country to Deobund, and sent for the
VOL. I.
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ROUTE TO PUNEEALA.

principal people of the next village ; and ques
tioning them about the route, learned that there
was a very beautiful tope of mango trees about
midway, that would suit us admirably to halt
in ; it waq close to a village called Puneeala.
T o this spot, therefore, we dispatched our breakfast equipage, and started on horseback for it
ourselves the next morning at day-light. Wegalloped quickly over the first half of the journey,
and found the horses we had sent on as relays
waiting for us beneath a lage peepul tree, on
the banks of the Calinuddy, which we crossed.
The party in advance consisted of three, including myself. W e had outridden the more
sober portion, who kept the guide with them,
and as they went forward, realized the fable of
the hare and the tortoise. In half an hour after
mounting our second horses, we found ourselves
in so wide a plain, bounded only by the horizon,
that we felt at sea, as it were, without a compass. Following something that resembled a
foot-path, we continued at a canter, till, o k r v ing a countryman in his field, I rode up and
asked him if we were going the right way to
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P d e e ; he replied that we were, and, little

. dreaming so much depended upon

a letter, we
hastened on. I t was growing very hot, and our
horses and their riders were tired and hungry.
I t was temble to look up, and still worse tolook
round. Noon had nearly approached, the sun
stood in a copper sky," and no tents appeared
to annfort us.
About twelve o'clock we reached a pretty village, with a magnificent clump of mango trees
beside it, in which there were crowds of pea&cke
and monkeya The name of it was Puneealo. I t
was 56 much out of the way that its quiet inhabitants were confounded by our appearance,
and, as it unfortunately fell, unuehered by.
either camel or servant: we knew not what to
do; but gathering from our questions that we
were astray, the most intelligent person that
could be procured, who turned out to be the
village barber, wae summoned to a conference.
He bustled up to us with all the importance the
only man of acience in the place had a right to
assume, and stropping his razor as he approached
upon the palm of his hand, announced himself
ready for the work. The whimsical, though c h t ~
12

''
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racteristic ideqthat we had come in such a hurry,
and so much out of our way, to be shaved by
him, it was impossible to resist, and bursting
into loud laughter, I fear we gave no very high
notion of our intellects to the assembled " great
ones of the city." The barber still stropped
on, however, as resolutely as if he had been
brought up in Doctor Beekerdyke's retreat, and
perceived the necessity of keeping our heads
cool. On informing him that it was his information we sought, and not his handy-work, he
grunted a pompous assent, and packing away
his materials, listened with a dignified mmposure to our demands. W e learnt from him that
there was a place about a coss from this called
Puneealee, which was probably the village we
sought ; we hoped that it might be so, mounted
once more, and setting off at a heavy canter,
reached it in half an hour.
Here again we were disappointed ; this was a
less frequented place than the other, and not a
tree to shelter it. We told our tale to the head
Inan of the place, who comforted us with
the assurance that it must be Puneeali we
were in pursuit of, which was three coss

I M P O H T A N C E O F PRECISION.
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further t o the eastward ; there was, to be sure,
he continued, a village called Puneeala nearly
fifteen coss or thirty miles to the westward, but
it never could be that. This was indeed a d i s
covery : it was now past one, and with t i r d
horses w e had to finish thirty miles. W e returned t o the first of the places that had so
puzzled us, and on entering the shade of the
mangoes, which we literally usurped from the
monkies, we saw one portion of our caravan
winding its melancholy way towards us.
I n hopes that we might find something to eat
and drink to refresh us, we hastily ordered an
examination : a sleeping tent, a bottle of blacking, and a crate of dirty cooking-pots, formed
the whole of our stray goods! W e had nothing
leh b u t to gather as much smoky milk as we
could find in the neighbourhood, and comforting
ourselves with that, fell fast asleep. Our horses
fared better; we obtained all we desired for
them, and setting out again at sunset, it was
nearly midnight before we reached the right
Puoeeala. Our companions had not been able
to cook a dinner, for though they had the meat,
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we had the means. W e adopted the plan the
next day of leaning not only the name of the
place we were to halt at, but that of all the surrounding and intervening villages on the routeThe villagers do not appear to be a very in-telligent race, when such an adventure as I have
related, obliges you to endeavour to draw them
a little from their own peculiar occupations and
thoughts. This may be a great deal owing to
their difficulty in understanding the Europeans
who speak to them; for, however fluently we
may converse in Hindostanee, there n~ustbe a
peculiarity in the accent that will puzzle the
natives, not conversant usually with any dialect
but their own. They cannot, however, assist
you in the least, if you go even within a letter
of the right word in asking a question. Although always dispoeed to be obliging, tbeir
vacant stare, when you find yourself thus at
fault, denotes no power of reflection. Sometimes, I fear, their want of ability is mistaken
for an unwillingness to serve, and they meet
the reward of such conduct undesewedly. A
ridiculous mistake occurred to myself when on

LUDICBOUS
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I lost my way in the Doab, going
from the Ganges to the Jumna I

cme occasion
across

reached a village about eight o'clock at night,
and intending to ask for a guide, which in Hindostawe is (Doum,) I applied hurriedly for a
river, (Derriou,) to show me on my way. Not
being attended to, I grew somewhat hasty, and
repeating in a louder tone the same unfortunate
word, insisted upon its being brought to me
directly. I t was a small village, and my clamour

brought all its inhabitants a b u t me. a A river
to run in that direction," cried I, pointing t+
wards the west with my hand, while the v i l l a
gers stood eyeing me with fear and astonishment.
A t lengtb the head man, mustering courage
to approach, made a profound salaam, while the
crowd gathered closely round him. &'Maharaja !" said be, " mighty Sir, the .Jumna flows
in that quarter, while behind is Gungagee, the
great Ganges. Our kia ? What else would
you desire? We have no river here--we are
poor people," continued he, as if imploring my
pardm for not having a stream of some sort to
accommodate me. At first this harangue was
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~ S r k thlp ~
r e h e a d b l e , and if it had not

f i r the ti =xlyurioal of my fellow-traveller,
rLm
I >ad kft behind, I do not know how I

'aree_~capedfrom my dilemma. On his
d k z g up the mystery, I must say that t h e
+-rs,
although thej could not perceive the
mijtalie, were not backward in findiug the joke.
Ther left us, with sbouts of laughter, to pcure a guide, and as he approached, I overhead
man!- witticisms at his expense, upon the new
character I had unintentionally given him. I
fear 1 have tamped a sobriquet upon him that
will continue as long as he holds his useful office
in the village.
Tbe arrangement of guides, as well as the
present police system of the country under the
British, is admirable. There is no delay or difficulty in the villages on the regular route, even
in the depth of the night. If travelling on
horseback, the guide that trots before you, on
nearing the post where he should be relieved,
calla out with a loud voice, " H o ! R guide !"
and instantly his successor comes from his hole,
and Ralaaniing to you, runs on, without uttering

&i
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a syllable, with a blanket twisted about his

shoulders, and sometimes over his head, and a
long pole in his hand. They are kept in such
admirable wind by their officers, that they keep
up with your horse at a trot for seven or eight
miles.

April 28th.-Puneeala, after all our difficulty
in finding it, was far from comfortable. The
tope of trees in which we had pitched our camp,
was so thick, that not a breath of air could reach
us. We were forced to remove our beds from
the shelter of the tents to the cooler one of the
branches of the trees. In this manner we passed
the night as agreeably as the stinging insects
that abounded would permit. The moon'was
full, aod the sky as clear as could be; it was

therefore no punishment to lie awake and contemplate the scene. The midnight serenade in
such a place is of the most terrible descriptionthe howling of innumerable jackals is never out
of your ears from the minute night falls to the
first dawn of day; for a feverish or restless
sleeper no worse torture can be devised. Until
I became familiar to the screaming sound, I
I

5
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used to start from my sleep, and fancy some a p
palling calamity h d driven the inhabitants of
a neighbouring town to rush forth in fear and
madness from their homes. Such frightful c k
mour might attend an earthquake or a deluge.
The animals come close up to your very doors in
large packs, and roar away without any apparent
object, frequently standing a long time in one
place, as a dog does when " baying the moon."
The hot winds are increasing in strength and
heat every day, so it is not pleasant to be out
after the sun has risen, for you breathe an air
as hot as the breath of a furnace. By a little
after seven we arrived at the town of Deobund,
and took up the same ground by the side of the
tank which we had occupied before, and which
I have already described.
T h e season is too far advanced to render
travelling any longer agreeable. Our party broke
up, therefore, at this place, and hurried into
Meerut, some on elephants, others in palanquins
and on horseback ; and on the 1st of May
reached it, when it is neceseary to commence n
confinement, to continue through the hot wea

Reversing the order of nature in most
animals, that become dormant during the winter,
we are forced to court a torpor for the body
throughout the summer season, and I fancy,
too frequently, the mind is also permitted to
share in it.
ther.

CHAPTER VII.
Another vieit to Hurdwar-The V d e y of the L)boob-Cmverted Servant-Ascent to the fint range of tbe Himrby.
-Eclipse of the Sun-A whimaid Breakfut-A Ibliatds
and n hIarriage-Landour-The
Dripping Rock-Preparing
to atart.

INthe height of the fair of 1828, I again arrived
at Hurdwar on my route to the Himalaya
mountains. I have given so long a description
of its singular exhibitions, in my first visit, that
I shall find little to say of it now. A scene that
offers such inexhaustible variety, however, is
never likely to grow tiresome to the traveller,
whatever it may do in his description of it. I
felt that I had become more familiar +th the
mysteries of the place, and thought that I d s
tected old acquaintances in the merchants, and
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i
d veneration in the pilgrims, many of
whom I had seen perform their devotions the
year before.
I n spite of the lesson I had received from the
robbers, I cbose the same shady spot without
the limits of the fair. I escaped from the viilainous odours of the baeaars, and the torments
of the 9ies that are attracted by them ;while the
noise and din came to me softened by the distance.
Tbe most secluded spots in the neighburhood,
however, are not free from the intrusion of the
merchants, who, although they have booths in
tbe fair, love to carry their goods about toattract
the wtice of those who are too indifferent to
reek them in the mart. When I did not move
from my tent, all the treasures of the East were
brought to me, and spread before my feet.
Faquira, in long strings, wound through the
trees among which I was placed, and muttered
the holy name in passing me ; and in some snug
retreat behind me were seated many merry parties, who whiled away the time with the tomtom and the song. The " Chubook Suwarb"
horsemen, who serve in the fair to ride the
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borses, and exhibit their paces to those who are
inclined to purchase, curveted before me as well
as the trees would permit ;so,although removed
from the great centre, I had a specimen of every
thing that was to be seen there in constant s u e
cession, without moving in pursuit of it. A bold
and hardy race of men, who would mount the
wildest horse that ever yet was seen, attend in
crowds about the fair to offer their services to
show off a steed ; and if you but look at one, in a
moment he is backed by one of these assiduous
jockeys. Their only badge of office is a whip
which they exercise with fearless power. T h e
fair was said not to be m good this year as it was
the last, and I resolved upon quitting it for tbe
Dhoon before its business was at an end.
On the opposite side of the river to Hurdwar
there is a range of hills, among which one bears
the name of the Silver Mountain, (Chandee
Pahar,) from its having a white altar to Mahadeva erected upon its summit. This shrine is a
place of pilgrimage, and being so closely situated
to the fair, receives many visiten, from amuse
ment as well as devotion. The slope of the hill

A L T A R TO MAHADEVA.
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is beautifully wooded, and the path to the goddess of rather difficult access. We crossed the
river by the common ferry-boat, into which were
m d e d an amazing number of men, women,
and children, proceeding to worship at its shrine.
The Ganges at this season of the year is here divided into three branches, the stony bed being left
dry in as many places by the shallowness of the
water ; the principal one is not more than one
hundred yards across-the other two are very
nurow. The point upon which Mahadeva's
altar stands is about six hundred feet high.
A scrambling ascent of something more than
two hundred feet, over ground that seemed to be
well trodden by the bare-footed pilgrims,brought
us to a small plain, over which we quickly
passed, then ascending to another level, found a
doping mad to the sacred goal. A few Ghorkahs,
with their wives and children, reached the spot
with ourselves ; they were an interesting party,
d belonged to the regiment of Hill-men stationed within the Dhoon. One of the girls was
about eleven years of age, and remarkably
pretty ; she was many sliades fairer than the

young ladies of the plains, who at her age are all
rfti.mxd wives There is an innocence and a
simplicity in the girls of the East that, notwithdurding their complexions, amount very nearly
to beauty. With them, bowever, that fleeting
ilower is even more transient than in the west :
before they are twenty they begin to decline in
.ppeuaoce, and in four or five years more are
really old women, and then they do indeed
become ugly.
A faquir attended the altar, and our fellowtravellers immediately commenced their adoration, They offered incense to the goddess,
which was burnt in a small earthen pot before
her image-a rude picture of the divine dame,
modelled in clay, and painted red. They repeated a short prayer, and walked three times
round the altar. One of the women, who had
lad3 lost a son, had come tooffer a propitiation
for his soul : this is a very pious office among
the Hindoos, and never neglected. However sad
the feeling their errors must give rise to, we
cannot but think they sometimes '' lean to virtue's side" Although we may lament the de-

IuJioos that induce the act, we cannot but view
with interest the sacrifice of a child, who has
wandered a weary pilgrimage to benefit his parents' souls, as he drops his simple oblqtion with
tbe most unfeigned veneration into the bosom of
the holy stream. One of the men then wrote the
names of the party upon the back of the altar,
for he said that Mahadeva came every day to
see who had prayed at her shrine, and copied
their names into her book. We proposed to
leave our names also for the recording angel's
volume, but they declared she could not read the
character. W e suggesied the possibility of her

having a pundit in her court, who would interpret our names to her. At this they smiled, and
replied, they had never thought of that, but
doubtless Mahadeva knew all.
\Ye found the descent a great deal more perplexing than the ascent: we returned, indeed,
by another road, and had to scramble, like
mookeys, down a precipice of sixty feet in height
at least ; at the bottom of it was a small lake,
within a hollow of the mountain : its precincts
were holy, for on the water's edge was a larger
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figure of the divinity, in the same coarse manner
as the one that presides over the summit, and
with as little of the goddess in it.
On the branches of the trees above this lake
were a number of bees1-nests : the insects a p
pearing to be swarming, and the natives made
signs to us to be quiet, lest our voices should
draw them upon US. I t was a sufficiently dangerous passage, and we passed it with the silence
and caution of travellers over the glaciers of the
Alps. Had we drawn an avalanche of bees
about our ears the consequences would have
been little less fatal. At the end of this pass
there was a small temple, in very uninterrupted
solitude. The Brahmin who presided at it might
have been the keeper of the bees, for we saw
no other living things about him that could be
turned to use: birds there were in plenty, but
they were far beyond his reach-the jungle
fowl, black partridge, and a few pheasants. It
was in all respects what Lord Byron calls " A
populous solitude of birds and bees"
On coming to the margin of the river again,
the fuir presented an animated and interesting
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spectacle.

W e had set out very early, and the
merchants and their goods wore still in repose ;
now, however, all were again collected.
A
great portion of the fair seemed to be held in the
bed of the river, as well as on the banks of it ;
and we had, in crossing, a grand display of
batbers, at the foot of the sacred ghnut. This
is a very 6ne flight of stone steps, built at the
expense of the Company. A small temple
stands on one side of a platform at the top of
them ;while on the other is a row of IittIe apartments, nearly level with the water, in which the
Brahmins usually reside : they are generally
white-washed, and decorated with red mouldings
or cornices within and without. Crowds of
these portly personages are seated at the doors,
to perform their mysterious rites; and I have
beard strange tales of the manner in which they
abuse their sacred officm. As I do not propose,
however, to propagate scandal against them, I
will pass them over in silence. The women oo
msionally deposit their ornaments with thew
priests when they descend to the river to bathe;

1
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C E X K Y O X Y O F BATHIYG.

a d the N a n e declsre, they often find difficulty

51m w r i n g them.
r3t-2 &e prernment constructed the ghaut

much facility to the pilgrims,
a +it to Hurdraf was attended with great
puticululj m every twelfth year, when
it b bd.i E,Jhl meritorious to bathe in this spot.
At a prrdre moment, calculated by astronomers,
t& pard &ell sounds, and all rush to the river,
t

h DO= gires so
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k
erq
:body they meet in their course

rith t b m . -It the last grand festival, several
rere crushed to death ;and the soldiers
hu&
=hO =ere placed at the ghaut to prevent CODfusion, were swept into the river, and drowned.
AArr the ablution is complete, the
rith their transparent scads about them, more
up the stairs to the temple, touching every step
vith the back of the right hand, and then placing
it on the forehead, and, possibly, muttering a
prayer at the time. Within the temple, a t the
top of the stairs, is a large bell, wbich is rung
continually while the ceremony of bathing lasts.
The Eumpean visiters, mounted upon elephants,
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frequently ride into the water, where they may
rrtaad above the scene, and gaze without interruption upon it.
The road into the valley of the Dhoon is a
very fine one, cut over the river in the bosom of
the hills, and built up with masonry on the outward side. Above it is a prettily-situated bungalow, which commands a magnificent view of
the winding river, and the hills around it. At
the end of this pass, and just beneath the hill,
s t m d s a large lake, by the banks of which there
is a small pagoda I t is very retired and pretty ;
and several English visiters had pitched their
tents near it, in order to be away from the dust
and tumult of the fair.
I observed a small door, cut in the rocky sum- .
mit of the hill, over the lake, and about twenty
feet above it, to which many people were ascending, by ladders fastened at its threshold.
Garlands of flowers hung round it, and an arematic smell on approaching it, gave intelligence
of some dark mystery being performed within it.
I t was the sanctuary of the god of fruitfulness ;
and many wives were engaged in imploring the
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blessing of a progeny. I did not venture to
intrude, on discovering to whom it was d;
and indeed my near approach seemed to cause
some uneasiness among those who waited
around it.
A regiment of Ghorkas, natives of Nepaul,
who have the reputation of being remarkably
brave soldiers, was marched into Hurdwar during
the fair, from Dehra, the capital of the valley
which is their principal station. They are veig
properly trained and dressed as riflemen, and
reminded me much of the Malay corps in the
ialand of Ceylon : their complexions and features
are perfectly like that people, and seem to me
to form a gradation betwecn the Chinese and the
Tartar. I never saw more really good-humoured
looking men, and I understand their countenances do not belie their dispositions. Many
instances of their courage were afforded by the
late Nepaul war; particularly in the surprise
of one or two of our posts at night, when they
rushed to the attack of superior parties to their
own, frequently pressing so close, aa to cut our
men over their firelocks with their singularly-
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shaped swords. The European dress becomes
them, I think, more than it does any other class
of natives. T o the handsome men of the Rajpod
caste it is a great disfigurement. I have often r e
gretted that some more suitsble costume had not
been introduced among them, than the ill-made
jacket, and scanty trowsers, that they are candemned to wear. When in their own loose
dress they have the most graceful figures pos
sible. When I see them in uniform, I am re
minded too much of the pictures'painted upon
targets, at which recruits are taught to fire.
They are as fine and welldisciplined a race of
men, forgetting their colour, as can be anywhere
found ; and if their uniforms were more suitable
to their habits and appearance, would be increased tenfold in value.
Deowallah, which is about eigbteen miles from
Hurdwar, was the name of the ground on which
r e encamped the first day of our halting within
the valley of the Dhoon. The road, after passing
tbe lake I have mentioned, was for some time
level; it then wound over a richly wooded hill,
making one of the most beautiful passes I ever
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beheld, not excepting even the magnificentlywild
one within a short distance of Kandy in Ceylon,
which I had always considered the most superb
piece of eastern scenery in the world. The view
from this pass, however, far exceeded it. I t
was bounded by the Himalaya mountains--the
snowy range, white and clear as possible. The
sun had not long risen, and I could gaze without being dazzled at all the beauties it illuminated. Below and above the road was thickly
wooded, and displayed a great variety of foliage ;
while the creepers, that are so numerous and so
rich in this country, wound about the rocks and
the trees in the loveliest manner. The great
contrast from the sameness of the plains gave the
scene a double charm. W e could easily understand why the green vales of Arabia are so precious to the Arab.
W e passed through a considerable jungle,
after we had quitted this passage, with now and
then some patches of cultivation, and about ten
o'clock found our tents pitched on a clear spot
near the road, not very far from a rest-house and
police-station (or chokee). Behind us was a
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rapid trout stream, from which we caught several
fish, and; though small, they were exceedingly

goodFrom this spot we enjoyed a very fine view of
the hills, and could perceive many tents perched
upon the different peaks, as if they had been
flying in the air. At night, the fires about them
burning like signal lights, with the blaze among
the long grass, which i s purposely fired, and
which runs at this season like a train along the

hills, had a beautiful effect. I have heard that
the burning of the grass is sometimes caused by
the friction of the dried reeds and leaves, which,
during the present parched period of the year,
never fails to kindle a flame. This may be the
case, but the mountains are seldom, I fancy,
without moisture enough to prevent it.
We found a string of mules just preparing to
start from the rest-house, when we amved this
morning. They belonged to an English clergymen, who was on his route to Kunawur, a prw
vince beyond the snowy range, and without the
Pass of Burunda; the crest of which is fifteen
thousand feet above the sea I t leads, through
VOL. I.

x
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the country of the shawl wool goat, (Oondest,)
to Chinese Tartary, at the frontier village of
which it is necessary to return, or run the risk
of being carried state prisoner to Pekin.
The reverend gelttleman had crossed the S u b
lege last year, and gave an amusing descriptim
of the manner of passing i t Sometimes the
guide rides over upom an inflated goat-skin, (a
bracha,) while the traveller sits quietly upon
his shoulders. The other method is adopted, I
think, in South America : the passenger sits in
a species of swing, which is suspended from a
rope that stretches across the stream, and is
thus towed over.
We were very much interested in the a p
pearance of the principal servant of tbe clergyman, who seemed to be more useful and in&
ligent than any native I had ever met with. He
was a remarkably handsome man, and had tbe
bearing of a high brahmin. He w a g however4
Christian,and not longsincehad been baptized by
his present master. H e was a sort of Haji Bah,
and before he offered himself for baptism, had experienced many strange adventures. I n his early
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days, (he seemed to be now about forty,) he had
been a soldier, and had served in Java, which is

always a matter of great pride to a native. When
be abtaiwd his discharge, he became a mendicant
priest and wandered about the country. He had
vkitedevery shrine of note for sanctityin the East,
from Thibet to Cape Cornorin, and found hia errant life, I have no doubt, a very delightful one.
One day, when performing his prayers in
the Ganges, an Englishman passing down the
river, happened to stop close by him, and entering into conversation, presented him with a
trPnslation of some portion of the Scriptures, or
a religious tmct, I do not remember which: be
was then journeying to Bhurtpore, where, for
some offence, he was cast into prison. The
perusal of his new book solaced him in his confintment, and by his own account wrought in him
a great change. On being liberated, h a r d by
his doubts, he went to the college of Benares to
consult the learned brahmins on the abject of
his newly-acquired knowledge. He could hardly
have gone to a worse place. They gave him the
d y reply he could have expected :-"Throw
K

a
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away the book, or y m will lose your caste."
H e was resolved, Iiowever, and applied to the
chaplain to baptize him. Unfortunately in such
applications there is always much to mistrust. I t
was necessary to make every inquiry about his
character, and it turned out that he bore the reputation of great piety as a brahain. T o prove
his determination to be one no longer, he took
the sacred thread from his shoulder, and tearing
it in pieces, brought it to the clergyman, and
said, '' Now I will no longer be a brahn~in,you
cannot refuse my wish." IIe was at length gratified, and has as yet given no cause for doubting
his sincerity. H e has undergone some little persecution, too ; he has had many taunts to bear,
and blows to submit to, since he has been in
service as a Christian. Upon one occasion, when
riding on a message for his master, he stopped a t
a Serai to bait his pony, and something in tiis
appearance exciting the suspicions of the people
belonging to it, they questioned him about his
caste ; he confessed himself a convert to a better
faith, and boldly denounced their infidelity. His
hearers were not disposed to a controversy, and
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a clarnour against him; the whole

d a g e was alarmed at the uproar, and, hastening
to the scene, took part in the sentence of expulsion, which was immediately pronounced upon
him. H e narrowly escaped with his life, and
was forced to abandon his pony to the mercy of
the champions of Brahma.
He had completely thrown aside all prejudices,
and seemed to be a perfect factotum, full of
bustle, and, I thought, no little self-importance.
As he had visited all the places of pilgrimage
within the mountains, he promised to be a good
guide to his master, if he answered no other

p u v .
There is a degree of ostentation among those
men who are L 6 dressed in a little brief authority"
in the East that is perfectly ludicrous; they
possess more than any other nation in the world
the pride of place ; and the fuss with which this
pntleman dispatched his mules and coolies,
looking under his eyelids at us for applause,
while he harangued those beneath him, showed
that he enjoyed his full share of it.
A great portion of our baggage was unfortu-
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nately carried in hackeries. We h d not been able
to obtain sufficient camels for the whole party,
and, as frequently happens, those things we most
required were packed in the slowest conveyance ;
our tents, therefore, were unfurnished until long
past midnight; for one of the leading carts having
met with an accident in the beginning of the
journey, delayed the others, and I have no doubt
the drivers sat quietly round the ruins for some
time, smoking all thoughts of our forlorn situation away. W e were obliged in consequence
to halt a second day at Deowallah.
The surrounding country is wild. and full of
black partridges (we have not seen any gray ones
since we entered the Dhoon) and jungle fowl ;
there are also many dwr, with tigers and leopards
in abundance. I heard this morning of an officer
having had a serious rencontre with one of the
former, while engagcd in shooting deer; he had
wounded one, and was pursuing it, as it limped
away from him, with his gun upon his shoulder:
in leapingover asmnll draia, heintern~ptcda tiger
at his meal, who immediately sprung upon him,
and endeavoured to seize him by the cheek. For-
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tunately the gun intervened and he was saved ;
=me of his people running up, screamed doud
and scared theanimal away. His shoulder I heard
was much torn, but his cheek escaped with a kiss;
tbe bards of his gun served to gag the tiger,
which left the marks of his teeth upon it, for
they were, I learnt, literally bitten through.
This morning we rode to Dehra, the capital
of the valley, which stands on a plain in the
centre of it. The houses are generally European ;bungalows with gardens round them, after
the m a 1 manner of cantonment8 in the upper
provinces This is the head-quarters of the
Gborka rifle corps, that I have noticed before.
All about it is well cultivated. W e are encamped in a tope, or grove of trees, beyond the
t o m , at the skirts of a field of very fine wheat,
m which stands a white pillar to the memory of
mme officers who were killed at Kullunga, which
hill stands immediately above it. The fort that
was erected upon it is now dismantled-scarcely
a stone remains. I t was sad to think that so
trifling a place should have cost so much blood.
General Gillespie, who was the commander of
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the expedition, fell here : a monument is erected

-.

to him in the churchyard of Meerut. Kullunga
is the first day's march from the valley to
Budrinath, by an entrance to the mountains,
\vhich is not so generally used, since the occupation of the range above Rajpoor by the
British.
T h e centre of the Dhoon, in which we are
now encamped, is considerably higher than
Iiurdwnr, one thousand three hur~dredfeet: we
have reached it without the appearance of
making any ascent. T h e mountains which bound
it, so effectually prevent the approach of the
hot south-mrest winds, that we have experienced
a delightful change in the climate already. A
rapid stream rushes by the side of the r o d near
us, which calls all the damsels of the neighh u r i n g villages to its margin, to exercise their
proper duties of drawing water for their household. Thcy are milch fairer than the women of
the plains, and less averse to display their beauties. Their villages are so sccludcd, that it is
difficult to conjecture whence they come: a
narrow road between two high banks leads to
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ooe of the nearest, and the women pass backwards and forwards in strings like ants, and are
fully as earnest in their business. There are a
great number of topes of trees in the neighbourbood, in one of which is the encampment of a
very high civil officer, superintendent of police
in the upper provinces, who is on his route to
Jumnoutri. Three hundred Hill-men are seated
on their haunches around his tent, looking wild
aod astonished at all they perceive. They arrived this morning from the interior of the
mountain districts to carry his baggage, and are
busily preparing to start-in which preparation,
with them, as with those of a lower region, talking seems to be the principal feature.
I t is not to be supposed that travellers in the
East sacrifice any portion of their comforts or
luxuries when they quit their houses to lead
wandering lives in tents-on the contrary, they
appear t o increase them. Men of p a t authority
and'large means-which terms, by-the-bye, are
nearly synonymous-move with a splendour that
cannot easily be conceived in the dull West. I
hope the gentleman of whom I write will excuse
n6
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my citing him as an example. H e had, among
other elegances, a piano in his tent; and each
hill cooly carries from thirty to forty pounds, I
think three hundred will be able to procure him
all tllat can be desired in his more arduous trip
over the mountains.
T h e valley of the Dhoon is, I believe, as quiet
and as happy as such a lovely and sequestered
spot should be. T h e magistrate, whom I saw
at Hurdwar, dressed, by-thebye, in something
between the English and native costume, is very
highly praised for the good he has effected since
he has been within the Hill districts; and Iie
seems, as far as I can yet judge, to have a
tractable people to deal with. He is averse, I
hare heard, and perhaps in some respects properly so, to too general a rage for visiting the
mountains
T h e English, who are at all times very p e
wmptory and capricious in their travelling habits, 11ave been sometimes a little rough and exacting towards the peaceable inhabitants of these
territories, which cannot b hr~fficientlylamented, for t h q are the most willing creatures ps-
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sible, and are not likely to be improved or fitted
for civilization by receiving unfavourable impressions of those who are destined to effect it.
W e rode in little more than an hour this
morning to Rajpoor, where we found every thing
in tbe greatest bustle. Since the arrival of the
invalid detachments at Laodour, a large bazaar
bas been eetabliahed in this place, and coolies
are constantly ascending the Hill with sacks of
meal and other matters. We sometimes gain a
view of l m g strings of them winding round magnificent crags, which appear to hang over deep
precipices Their diminutive figures, neen at
that distance, remind me of the moving pigmiee
that are occasionally introduced to heighten the
ncenery of a melodrama.
Within a thick forest beside Rajpoor we heard
there were a great many pheasants, and set forth
m pursuit of them. We went w foot, and after
paming the heat of the day in an arduous chase,
returned exhausted, without having had the satisfaction of seeing even one. The only living
things we disturbed were a few Guianas shed
tering themselves under detached fragments of
rock from the strength of the sun, which was so

great that not even the lizard tribe could tenture to bask in it.
Rajpoor is three thousand four hundred feet
above the sea, and six hundred above Dehra ;
being so clowly situated beneath the high mountains, on one side, while all the others are surrounded by thick forests, it is the closest and
least liable to be relieved by a current of air,
of any spot I ever had the ill-fortune to pas a
few hours in. Many of the trees in the adjoining woods are very large and beautiful, particularly some of the Toon. T h e Landour range
is five thousand feet above this village, and about
two hours' walk from it.
On the afternoon of the 12th of April, I
cluitted the Valley of the Dhoon, which in all
respects deserves the name of beautiful. I t lies
between the Himalaya mountains and a low
range that bounds it towards the plains, and
scxrvesas an outer wall to the formidable fastnesses that divide India from Tartary and Thibet. I t has every variety of scenery, and the
Ganges and Jumna flow through it.
Hajpoor, even if the proximity to the mountains had not made us impatient to ascend them

GHOONT, OR HILL PONY.

was in too
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p t a bustle to tempt us to linger
Felling of &X
blasting
I,
of rocks and
all the indications of new mads and a new settlement, made it a busy scene. I t is tlie first
season of the convalescent de@t for the European troops being established on the ridge of
Landour; as yet it is merely an experimental one,
a d all are anxious for its success, and active in
entleavouring to promote it.
I had borrowed a ghoont, or hill p n y , and
about four o'clock commenced my ascent to
Blissoura-ka-teeh, the name of the line of peaks
to the westward of Landour. The roads were
yet unfinished in many parts, but it was surprising how my pony contrived to scramble over.
every obstacle. I soon found the proper way
would be to leave all to him. These animals are
w sure-footed, that they never betray their rider's trust, though they may occasionally shake
his nerves; for creeping to the very edge of the
precipice, they show him upon how slight a
thread his safety hangs;-but one false step, and
where would the traveller be?
The roads are not well traced, which is a
there.
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great pity; for equal labour, the natural obstacles k i n g few, would make a pass to rival the
celebrated passes of the Alps I do not despair, however, of seeing a carriage road, some
day yet, to the de$t; and the source of the
Jumna may become a fashionable wateringplace, for one lady has already braved, and overcome its difficulties.
As we rose above the vale, and wound round
the hills, we changed the aspect delightfully ;
and every beauty that we lost was succeeded by
greater beauties still; at length, on reaching
Gerree Panee, a small plain about midway up,
the Dhoon was lost to our view. Here we found
ourselves in a new region, among raspberries
and cherry-trees, wild msea and blackberries!
On a little peak, above where a small mountainspring falls into a fountain, are a few huts ; and
the only clear spot round about is an area of two
or three acres, beneath the height on' which they
stnnd.
This ground is generally chosen as the first
day's halting-place for the invalids, who are as
cending the hills in pursuit of the health they

lust in the plains. Many, no doubt, will have
cause to bless it, for the air is pure and delicious. I t has already, however, been marked as
the last stage on earth for one whose race was
closed last night. There is something extremely
melancholy in the desolation of the spot, where
one, who hncl passed so many scenes of danger,
had come to die at last. H e had been in nearly
every battle from Talavera to Waterloo: and
but a sllort time ago had escaped Ron1 the most
appalling calamity,-for
he was on h a r d the
Kent East Indiaman, when she was burnt,to be buried where no Christian ever lived, and
none before him ever died ! When Napoleon,
however, lieson the rock of St. Helena, it is unnecesaq to moralize on the fate of a British
captain ! *
On quitting this spot, the road becomesmore

steep, and the scenery more wild. I t was evening when we reached Missoura. The height of
Captain Sir Cburles Farrington, 31st Regiment. I b o p
1 may be excused this parsing tribute to the memory of a
h tomb, if erected as it was intended, will,
in PI1 probability, give his name to the spot.
bmtber officer, u

'
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this range above Rajpoor is about five thousand
feet, and eight thousand above the level of the
sea The thermometer, at the foot of the h i l l s
stood, in my tent, at 900 : it was here only 520.
I t seemed like changing suddenly from summer
to winter, so iutense was the cold during the
night.
April 15th.--One of our first days on the
mountains was distinguished by an eclipse of the
sun, which I hope bodes no evil. I t was visible
for about an hour, ending, I think, at half-past
four P. M. I t did not seem to create any sensation among the Hill people, who were scattered
about at their work, as if the sun had been
shining as usual. In the plains, the Hindoos,
on the banks of the Ganges, hasten to the stream
u p n such an event, and standing in it, wait till
the eclipse is at its height, then dip their heads
in the water, and taking some in their hands,
throw it towards the sun, as if to purify him fmnl
the evil spirit that had cast a veil over his splendour. I have never observed the lllal~ometans
of Indin similarly occupied; but in ITpper
Egypt,some years ago, while enjoying myself, on
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a moonlight night, among the splendid ruins of
Luxor, a large mob of Arabs had collected round

the building, and seemed to be waiting, with
anxious expectation, for some great marvel that
was to occur in the heavens, for their eyes were
all turned upwards. There was an eclipse of the
moon; and the moment it commenced, a loud
murmur arose among the people, increasing till
it was at its height. The planet was but half
concealed, and then arose a tumult that perfectly
deafened me. I mixed among the people, who
were menacing the moon with frightful gestures,
shouting, to the utmost of their power to the
devil, to abandon his prey. cc Satan, avaunt !"
was the universal cry through the desolate colonnades of Thebes. Such a singular scene, acted
upon such a spot, could not easily be forgotten.
As the most ignorant are likely to be the most
fanciful, I expected to learn some additional absurdity from the behaviour of the Hill men;
but their philosophy disturbed itself little a b u t
a matter that occurred so far from them.
There were no houses completed yet on the
ridge; and the officers and soldiers, with all
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those who liad arrived for their health, were still
in tents. Every thing was very wild about them;
and a little specimen of the domestic arrangement of one, with whom I went to breakfast this
morning, will show that their m h y e was not
quite in high order. On preparing to sit down,
we found that the goats who were to give us
milk had run away to the highest crags, d
were browzing upon almost inaccessible places.
We decided upon a chace, and scrambled in pursuit of them. My host, I found, was well accustomed to the sport, for it had been his daily exercise since his arrival. I n an hour we succeeded
in driving them down, and had the mortification,
on our return, to see a greyhound scampering
away with the mly provision from the larder.
This, I learnt, as well as the goat-hunt, was a
daily occurrence : the whole establishment being
engaged in pursuit of milk, left the coast clear
to the dop, who were ever on the alert to take
advantage of their absence.
I must certainly commend my friend for his
hospitality, although I confess his intentions
were not so well fulfilled as a hungry traveller
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d d desire. His tent is placed beneath a high
peak, that shelters him from the north wind,
rbich, passing over the snowy mountains, blows
extremely cold. The trees on the nothern side
are bare and blasted, while d l to the south is
luxuriant and beautiful. The southern slop,
toq is covered with the rhalodendron, in flower,
with no intermixture of pines ; whilc, on the o p
poeite side, the firs are in great number, with
very few other trees.
Neither the expense nor trouble of building
is very great-there is abundance of timber
around, which it is only necessary to cut down
some time previously, and leave on the ground
to season. Bricks may be made close at hand,
or a house may spring at once from the quarry,
if stone be more desirable. Labour, I fancy, is
moderate, and plenty enough ; although the ingenious portion of the workmen must come from
the plains. A small village of thatched huts is
already established within the limits of the post,
where there is a sufficient bazaar for the use of
the soldiery.
The only unfortunate circumstance attending

the place is the difficulty of procuring water.
\Ve can hear it roaring around, but find no means
of drawing it towards us, but by the tedious carriage of mules. I hear there is a wide plain on
the summit of a range to the northeast of thi%
in the centre of which stands a good-sized lake.
Such a position would be admirable for the purpose, although, perhaps, adding another da_v t o
the journey from the plains would neutralize any
advantage to be derived from a 6ner situation.
" The hills are white over with sheep;" w e
have therefore abundance of mutton ; but consideration for the prejudices of the natives has
prevented the slaughter of beef: indeed the
butchers have refused to kill cattle, lest some
revengeful mountaineer should subject them to
the same death. This difficulty will wear away,
no doubt, and '' the divinity that dotb hedge" a
w w will at length be broken through in the
Himalaya, as it has long been in a more holy
vicinity-the city of Benarcs. Although the
venerated animal is not slain within the limit of
that sacred town, the cantonment of Secrole,
within twoor three miles, is, I fancy, frequently
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ewugh stained with the precious blood. I t
would be whimsical to uphold, that eating beef
would tend to the civilization of any class of
people; but when we consider that in doing so
we overcome some of the greatest prejudices of
a false religion, I think much advantage may be
gained by it: the outworks being carried, the
citadel will surrender the sooner. This is a motive for those who love the fare of old England
to continue their devotion to it, which, perhaps,
ma! not yet have occurred to them ; I am happy,
therefore, to suggest it.
The effect that the climate of the hills has already had upon the children is most astonishing.
Their rosy cheeks,'so rare gellerally in the plains,
would rival those of the healthiest country babes
in England. Already many families have arrived
since the snow hascleared away, and many have
chosen sites for houses to be built next spring.
This is done something after the manner of taking possession of a barren island-the first discoverer leaves a mark of some description to
warn a future visiter that the government of the

spot has been already assumed by a more hrtunate navigator.
In roaming among the hills to-day, I met with
the string of mules belonging to the clergyman I
had seen in the Dhoon. While winding round the
most precipitate spot, the leading one suddenly
disappeared ; and I sobn saw him rolling over
and over to the bottom of a deep precipice. His
panniers broke from his back, and went bounding
away before him, bursting open in their flight,
and spreading all their contents abroad. They
contnined not only the treasure of the gentleman, but some scientific instruments; and we
watched them with great interest, hoping tbat
every tree they rested against would stop their
course: they seemed, however, only to pause
for a good leap ; and we learnt, from an occt
sional faint echo, that they were continuing a
weary journey long after we lost sight of them.
The poor mule, disencumbered of its load, saved
iteelf before it had fallen more than half way
beyond ken, and escaped with a few bruisea
Although the Europelns had been so short a

time on the hills, there was d
l sanething for a
&gyman to do ; tbere were several children to
christen, and neither Hymen nor the Gal af
h e had tbought it too cold a region to take
beneath their w i n e
On my ascent from Rajpoor, I was overden
by a fine young man, a &ropean serjeant, superintending the roads, who " presuming," as be
said, " that I was a reverend gentleman," had to
beg my aid in joining his to the hand of some
sable, or to speak more poetically, aome n u t
brown maid, whoae charms had enlivened tbeae
bleak retreats, and whoae heart-" for stony
limits cannot keep love out +-h'ad
yielded even
among the cold, flinty rocks at Landour. I must
take his mistake as a campliment to my*,
although the church could scarcely have a p
proved of such a eon ; a broad-brimmed strawhat with s pair of mustacbioa sbould not have
suggested such an application to the serjeant
Half-castewomen are frequeetly chosen by tbe
British soldiem for their w i v q and I b e h e

they make extremely good onen In habits and
morals, I am borry to say, they are far before
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our own countrywomen of the same class in the
East, and the domestic comforts of the two families are not to be compared. Soldiers are sometimes allowed to select them from the Government School in Calcutta, without, I have understood, auy previous acquaintance. The blushing
maids are drawn out in a favourable light, and
formed into " a line of beauty," when the Cmlebs
are introduced; and a tantalizing position, I
dare say, they dnd themselves in : they an? not
long, however, in fixing upon their mates, and
the marriages turn out generally very well.
They reap the advantage, in sirch matches, of
Mrs. Malaprop's consolatory scheme, for, like
that erudite lady, their governors think that
''preference and aversion do not become a young
woman," and give them no opportunity of beginning their career with either.
Such unsentimental wooing, however, is little
worse than the custom that has long prevailed
in the land of music and of song-romantic
Italy ;their courtships are nearly as abrupt, and,
in justice to those of whom I particularly write,
I must say, their marriages arenbt half so com-
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mendable, for the half-caste women generally
behave with great propriety.
During the mornings I fancied, when roaming
over the hills, that I had been transported by
nome good genii from India to Europe. I recognized with pleasure, as old acquaintances,
daisies, cowslips, primroses, and violets -rasp
berries, strawberries, chemes and peaches-walnut-trees, figs and mulberries. I t was a luxury,
woe who have not experienced can appreciate,
t o be able to wander about all day long without
a shelter from the sun, or without feeling
fatigue from the exertion. T h e resident of
Bengal, who gallops to his home the moment the
sun rises the least above the horizon-as if
Phaeton were whipping the steeds of Apollo in
pursuit of him,-finds himdf, after a few days'
enjoyment of mountain air, quite a different
being; and the poor soldiers, who would have
pined in the hospital till past all hope of benefit,
have in the thriving establishment at Landour
an opportunity of regaining their strength before it is so utterly gone as to render the words
' invalided ' and ' buried ' nearly synonymous.
VOL. I.

L
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The country-for saving lives is conferring a benefit-is mainly indebted to the late commanderin-chief, Lord Combermere, for the Convalescent
De@t at Landour ; and the army of the East
will have reason to be grateful to his lordship
for his exertions in so humane a c a u e f o r
founding a temple to health, where the ravages
of sickness are so keenly felt. No spirit of
nomy, I hope, will invade its precincts This
remorseless demon, I know, is hovering over
the luxurious East, but may its craving be satis
fied by some trifling privations; and may the
advantages gained to the service by the timely
saving of valuable lives, and the consideration
that where many important functionaries would
have returned for several years to England,a few
months may now suffice to restore them to their
duties,-not only weigh with the Government
to maintain, but to improve and increase it.
In a part of the world so wild, and some
years q o 80 little known, it is an object of high
interest to see an English colony arising. The
progress of the British arms has been so rapid,
and the addition of territory so extraordinary
within the last thirty years in the East, that we
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cease to

view any new acquisition with surprise.
Where our dwellings, however, rise to the skies,
and we creep gradually into the bosom of '' the
mng Imaus which roving Tartar bounds," we
cannot fail to notice the progress of civilization
without pride.
Landour and Missoura form the first line of
mountains ; the first-named point being some
degrees higher than the latter. I t is a range of
succeseive peaks, so irregularly placed, that if
you stand upon nny one of them you appear to
be the centre of a circle of others. Mr. F m ,
in his "Tour of the Himalayah," published
about ten years ago, likens them to pointed waves
just on the eve of breaking ; and a better simile
a u l d not be found. The summits of those
peaks are the sites of the newly-commenced
buildings; they are generally abrupt and rugged,
and tbeir sides descending nearly perpendicularly into gloomy chasms that appear to have no
bottom. The sides of these precipices, however,
are rendered less sombre by thick woods of
the spear-leaved oak, enlivened by the arborescent rhododendm, now in full flower.
L2

The
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new houses crown the tops ; and each in appearance a little island surrounded by a deep ravine,
its farm-yard about it affords, particularly at
night, whw all are lit up, a most picturesque
scene.
There are many inconveniences in these new
abodes yet to overcome. Water, from their
peaked shapes, is not to be found above ; it flows
only in the glens below. And as the labour of
a visit to a higher neighbour will to an invalid
be very great, he must rcckon upon being many
minutes before he can even my " HOWd'ye do ?-'
after having gained the castle above him. A barmck is to stand the lowest; the commandant's
house the highest, and some hundred feet the
difference between them. The snowy range is
visible from the north-east point of Landour, and
magnificent it is; the sight of it every day kept
alive my impatience to approach it. I hastened
my preparations, and on the 1st of May was fortunate enough to assemble my guides and
coolies, all apparently as anxious as myself, to
make a pilgrimage to Gungoutri.
IVe experienced two or three violent storms
while remaining on this range. During one in
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which a heavy shower of hail fell, the thermometer sunk nine degrees in fewer minutes-from
seventy-five to sixty-six degrees, it rose again as
mpidly. Although it was not more than four
o'clock in theafternoon when the hail fell, it was
d on the ground the following morning; a

plnot of the coldness of the night-air.

There
little probability of our rest being interrupted either by the heat or musquitoes.
While my baggage was undergoing an alter&
tim for its novel journey, I descended the hill
to Rajpoor, thence crossed several ravines, and
pssned along the beds of others to visit " Sansadhara," or the dripping rock, a singular phenomenon, situated at the head of a dell, through
which a rapid stream runs, between two lines of
hills towards the valley of the Dhoon. I t is an
overhanging rock, about fifty feet high, through
which water pours from above, in innumerable
little streams, like a perpetual shower of rain'!
The never-abating action of the water has worn
the rock into many fantastic shapes; and, crusting round the moss and fibres of the roots of
trees, has given to it almost the appearance of a
opar cavern. I n several places the water has
was

worn little reservoirs for itself, which are always
full. I t is cool, clear, and pleasant to'the taste.
As all things out of the common course of mature are endowed by the Hindoos with someL
thing of a sacred character, Sansadhara is the
resort of pilgrims who are on their way to spots
of higher veneration, both from their character
and situation. They offer their prayers to Mahadeo, 'to whom it is dedicated, and perform
their ablutions in the holy cisterns, and, though
last, not the least essential of their duties,
leave their mite with the brahmin who p m
tects it.
The 2nd of May was passed in the greatest
activity, and among a most extraordinary race
of beings. I had s u d e d , after much trouble,
in getting sixty bearers for my baggage and
tents, and had more difficulty to load them, than
I should have had with so many wild elephants
The weight they usually carry is from fifty to
sixty pounds : some can bear as much as eighty.
The burthen is supported on the back, and kept
on by a strap passing over the points of the
shoulders, nothing crossing the breaet. I t never
falls lower than the hips, but it frequently rises
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to two or three feet above the head. I t is neces
~

r that
y it should be very narrow, never extend-

ing beyond the shoulders; for the paths are
barely wide enough to allow the men to pass;
and the smallest projection, by coming in contact
with a pointedrock, or even a tuftof heather,may
precipitate the bearer and his luad to the bottom
of some fathomless precipice, so fearful are the
places over which it is necessary to scramble.
I had had many basketa made, of about four
feet high, and one fwtbroad,into which I packed
my food and clothes. My tents were divided into
ten parts. I endeavoured to allot my baggage in
the most even manner amoog thebearers,but that
attempt alone induced them to object to carry it.
Many would leave lighter loads to take up heavier ones, merely to show that they must have a
choice of their own. If I insisted upon their
moving, they would sit coolly down on the
groud, and declare they would not lift so great
a weight for any consideration. One or two
took up either a chair or a tea-kettle, and insisting upon it they were heavy enough, set off
with them.

2.24
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I had been threatening and coaxing for three
or four hours without effect, and almost abandoned the expedition in despair, at its outset ;
when I overheard one of my servants praising
the shoulders and limbs of a stout, naked fellow,
who was sulking by his load, and saying, he wondered so fine a figure should not be able to move
what a little man like him could lift so easily. He
had discovered h e secret spring; and the moun.taineer rising with a smile, took up his burthen,
and pronounced himself ready to proceed. I
took the hint, and commend an assault once
inore under that powerful engineer, flattery. I
praised their forms, and admired their strength,
with as much show of rapture as a connoisseur
would display in behalf of the Apollo or Herculea They assunled the greatest good-humour,
seeing, however, into my meaning, and soon
stood ready for departure. T o any thing like
severity they are intractable--violent if you irritatmbstinate, to the utmost degree, if you
abuse them. T o good-humour they yield every
thing; and I considered myself very fortunate
in making so timely a discovery.

CHAPTER VIII.
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Spriog-Lying in weit for an Unicorn.

MAY3rd.-Yesterday's

labour being merely intended as a rehearsal, this day,about two o'clock,
the piece was acted with great success ; and our
journey commenced to the sourceof the Jumna.
W e formed a large party, and not a very common
S----, of the
one. My brother, Lieut. JBengal army, and myself, with guns on our
shoulders, and long sticks in our hands, led the
L6

van ; our sewants, Mahometans and Hindooq
carrying their cooking vessels, followed--the
coolies, 'moving one by one, apparently bent
double, their usual mode of walking when
loaded, divided into three bodies, each headed
by its tindal, or guide, carrying a long spear in
his hand. We formed a most picturesque and
novel scene, as thus, in a long string, we wound
round the hills or through the woods. A flock
of sheep and goats completed the picture-our shepherd, bearing a crook in his hand, and
a pipe too-but, alas ! it was for tobacco ! of
which the natives of the hills are so fond, that
they will thank you for such a present, more
than for " golden store."
W e passed through a rough and difficult
path, along the crest of a ridge to the north of
Missouri; and when about six miles from it,
descended, by a succession of terraces, to a
streamlet below, on the bank of which, and not
very far from a little village, we encamped.
As we had commenced the first day's journey
in heavy rain, we had not the opportunity of
gazing much on the beaaty of the scenery.
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I lost no time in paying a visit to the first
mountain habitation we had niet with. I t is
situated on a narrow causeway, between two
deep dells, and at the foot of a high range of
mountains, called Kandoa. Up the faces of the
bills, in terraces rising one above the other, each
supported by a stone wall, appears the cultivated ground. The corn is ripe, and the amphitbeatres, at the foot of which the cultivators
dwell, look beautiful. The houses are constructed of loose stone, and thatched with grass.
They consist of two stories-the one above
being occupied by the family, and the lower
m e inhabited by their cattle.
T h e people being accustomed, from their vicinity to the new settlement, to meet white faces,
are not averse to show themselves: they have
learned, too, the advantage of money, and offer
what little they possess for sale--a most unusual event among the mountaineers ; for as if
ashamed of trade, they require great pressing
to induce them to part with any thing, even for
a sum above its value.

May 4th.-We this morning passed over the
Kandos range of hills, and descended to a mountain stream at their foot, which having forded, we
rose to the summit of the Budraj chain, and after
a diilicult ascent of about two hours, reached it a
little after noon. One of the Hindoos, who had
the highest part, stopped suddenly, and
making a low salaam, called out as loudly as he
could, Jumoona ! Jumoona ! upon hearing which
every one ran to catch the first glimpse of the
J umna among the mountains ; the coolies threw
down their loads, and the servants their cooking
pots, and thought of nothing but the beautiful
river beneath, winding with the utmost swiftness
round the bases of the high-peaked hills. The
sight restored my followers to the strength and
spirit that many of them were fast losing. M y
Hindoo servants, unaccustomed to such hard
labour, could scarcely bend their knees ; and I
was afraid that my filahommedans, not being
encouraged by the hopes of advantage from a
holy pilgrimage, might desert, for they also
seemed to repent of having followed me even
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two days "in search of the picturesque." The
Jumna, however, p a m b cornponere magna,
acted as a Moscow to my dispirited army.
After dwelling for an hour on the beautiful
prospect, we descended by a winding path of
loose stone, to a dark and thickly-wooded dell,
through which " roared and ran " a furious torrent, over which with some difficulty we passed.
After we had crossed, it was tremendous to look
up to the summit of the ridge we had left.
The descent occupied more than an hour, and
seemed nearly perpendicular. In another hour
we arrived at a village called Butolee, and
pitched our tents.
During the walk we saw not a living thing ;
not a bird of the most common note, to break
the silence of the journey; and the place we
had reached appeared to be totally deserted :
the men had been taken away to assist in the
new buildings at Landour, and the women
had thought it necessary to hide themselves.
They were not long in regaining confidence,
and towards sunset ventured to come out to the
neighbouring spring for water. They are much

BBAWDY, AN INFALLIBLE YEDICINE.

fairer than the women of the plains, but do not
differ very materially from them in features. W e
hare evidently not yet come among the mountain habitations. Butolee is similar to our village
of yesterday, and that approaches in many re
spats to some of the places on the plains.
I began to fear that my encampment after so
long a journey would have been converted into an
hospital ; it was laughable, although sufficiently
pitiable, to see my poor Hindoos crawl, at long
intervals from each other, up to my tent, and
declare it was impossible to move. I suggested
many plans for their relief, but brandy was the
only one on which they would rely; and it was
by promising that their joints should be rubbed
every day with this panacea that I succeeded in
comforting them. The natives of the East, although they shun all intemperance, have an idea
that brandy is an infallible medicine ; and I fear
the devotion some of our countrymen pay to it
has been the means of spreading such a belief.
One of my coolies was also taken ill. I administered a gentle dose to him, and soon, to his
great astonishment, restored him to health. I

gained much repute in consequence, and found
I was likely to get into good practice.
May 6th.-We

again set forth towards the

north, and passed over a steep mountain, well

covered with trees of many descriptions. I have
found every village situated between such high
ranges of hills, that its inhabitants must be completely cut off from communication with their
neighbours, of whom indeed they never seem to
think. T h e population of Butolee is about
forty souls, and whether the natives of such
pigmy cities be happier or better than those of
larger ones, I know not; they are more free, at
my rate, from the sins of ambition, and cannot
often suffer from the evils of war. They are
perfectly ignorant of all that passes in the
plains, and armies might shake the valley of the
Dhoon without disturbing the quiet of Luckwarie, where we now are. Their's seemsindeed to
be the bliss of ignorance. After a long descent,
in which we were very often forced to fight our
way through wild roses that in full flower were
growing across our path, we reached the banks
of the Jumna.

I t was past twelve o'clock, and
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the sun was scorching hot; the prospect of a
ford, therefore, was not an unpleasant one. We
chose a comparatively still spot between two
rapids, to pass over; and when I had reached
to nearly breasthigh, I found the stream so
strong I could not stem it. With some difficulty I returned, and recommenced in a more
methodical manner; we entered the river twelve
at a time, linked arm in arm, the coolies carrying their loads upon their heads, and we bearing our clothes in the same manner. My companions, in the affair of dressing, had much the
advantage of me; they only carry a blanket,
which they use at night; in the day they go naked.
The river was about fifty yards wide ; it was some
time, therefore, before we had, baggage and all,
safely transferred ourselves to the opposite side.
The consequence of our descent was the immediate necessity of climbing to a very hqtt
ridge, as h r e as possible, and exposed to the
full force of the sun. It was three hours before
we were able to encamp at Luckwarie. I t is a
very neat village, built near the summit of a hill,
at the base of which, and about one thousand
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feet below it, flows the Jumna I t winds in a
most irregular manner, and appears quite to insulate some of the mountains. At one time in
our walk this morning it was foaming on every
aide of us. Luckwarie is the first place I have
seen built of stone, and the houses are regularly
constructed, having stairs within them, and
being generally roofed with slate; some however are thatched, and where that is the case,
the grass and laths are tied together with split
bamboo, the ends of which reach nearly to the
ground, with weights hanging from them-a
h p l e mode of preventing the house from being
unroofed by the violent gales of wind which ao
hquently occur. The village is remarkably
clean, and all around well cultivated. The
women are busy reaping, for that and drawing
water seem to form their regular occupations.
They nre fair and good-looking, with small and
strong but neat figures ; their dress consists of a
coarse linen petticoat drawn round the waist,
with a little jacket, and abundance of rings from
the nose to the toes. The manner of dressing
the hair is most picturesque; they allow it to
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grow very long, and add plaited wool to it, dyed
red. When this tail reaches the ground, they
weave a large tassel at the end of it ; sometimes
it hangs loose, and at others they twist it round
the head, the tassel resting on the crown, when
it serves the purpose of a turban.
In this village I have seen the prettiest
women I have met with in the East ; their
charms, however, are not properly appreciated
by the Himalaya gallants, one wife being the
property of a family of brothers ; four seems to
be the mystical number, for all I have questioned
on the subject answer, " W e are four, and have
one wife between us." This is a custom still
common in other parts of the East ; among some
tribes on the Malabar coast, and in the kingdom
of Kandy in Ceylon, it is generally practised.
I t is a usage, however, scarcely fit to be t o l e
rated, and in the abolition of which I shollld
think all parties concerned would be glad to
join; but that all-powerful word, " Dustour,"
reconciles every thing in the East ; it is the c u 6
tom, and " bus," that is enough-is the usual
reply to all objections to an existing habit. I n
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this village there is a temple, and the first we
have met with; it is built of wood, and of
similar shape to the pagodas of the plains. Its
doors are covered with plates of brass, and the
figures of Hindoo mjthology about it are too
well sculptured to be the work of the mountain
artists Some birds and beasts, however, hang
in the p r c h like votive offerings, that are evidently the work of unpolished chissels. An old
man with whom I was conversing seemed a little
piqued at my laughing at the strange animal intended to represent an elephant, and declared
that he thought it remarkably well cut for a
man who had never seen one. I could not deny
the justice of this remark.
My coolies thought that their hard labour
entitled them to a more substantial meal than
their us~lalone, and begged me to give them a
goat. I consented, and they made an active
search, but could not prevail on their owners to
sell them one; they did not approve of my
scruples, when I desired them not to insist upon
it, and were anxious to force the villager to part
with the one they had pitched upon. These
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men, being natives of Sirlnoor, and bordering
on the plains, considered themselves far superior
to the people of the mountain district in which
we are.
May 7th.-This morning about nine o'clock
we left the pretty village of Luckwarie, and
passing over a higher ridge, arrived at Luxar;
thence, mounting still, at another village called
Dooarie. This is inhabited solely by brahming
and it is from here that the Temple of Luckwarie is provided with its high-priest. The
brahmins of the hills differ in no way from the
people a b u t them. They are neither distin
guished by greater cleanliness, nor more scruples
against what the Hindw religion deems unclean
or sinful ; indeed, the distinction of castes seems
to be unknown among them, or if known, never
considered : they wear the w r e d thread, and by
that only are they discovered. In India generally the brahmins have a marked difference of
appearance from every other class ; indeed, the
preservation of castes has made their present
generations as distinct from one another as if
they belonged to different nations. In the same
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district of the mountains all men are alike.
Idleness is the great privilege of the priest-order.
They d o not work themselves, but fag their
women without much mercy ; and at the period
of harvest, hire from the adjoining villages as
many servants as they may need. A s no one in
this village could read or write, I did not gain
much information regarding their religious ceremonies " Oh," said the brahmin I spoke to,
we have no particular manner of praying ; we
put some ghie on a fire, and go round it repeating some words till it is melted, and ' bus,'
that's all."
W e were not long at Dooarie, but still ascending, reached the village of Nonano. W e
passed a great number of fruit trees-fig and
plantains, with plenty of white raspberries. I
usually, on entering a village, make for the
spring, which has ever been the signal for the
women to come forth wit11 their pitchers ; and
while my tent is erecting, I nlways find a
shelter beneath the trees that overhang it. I
learn a great deal of the village news, too. I
found that we were the first white men-.-
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" Sahib loguCn-that

Nonano had ever &eltered We became objects of great curiosity,
and finding that we were rather disposed
to encourage it, we soon had a drawingroom (for ladies formed the principal part
of our visitors) at the waters of Nonano. I
asked a pretty woman, of about eighteen years
of age, who had come out to present us with a
bowl of raspberries, how many l~usbandsshe
had. " Only four," was the reply. '' And all
alive ?" " Why not ?" She questioned me in
return, and asked where my country was.
When I told her it was several months' joumey
from this, there was a general murmur of incredulity : I t is not possible," they all answered.
'<And where is your wife?" was the next iuquiry. On my declaring I had none, an universal cry of " Bab, bah ! Djoot, djoot !"-A
lie, s lie !-showed how little they believed me.
Where such beings as bachelors and spinsters
&r fourteen or fifteen years of age are unknown, no wonder they should receive with
doubt such a declaratioa. I found it impassible
to convince them of my veracity, and I fear I

CHILDREN--CUSTOM
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lost a little in the estimation of my mountain

f r i d s , by asserting so palpable an absurdity as
any man being without a wife appears to them.
A rapid torrent fell from the mountains a little to the left of the village, and near it I encamped. High hills so surrounded my position,
that I found it very close during the day, and
at night the thermometer was at 74. I w a j
an object of inexhaustible amusement and speculation to the children : they squatted round
my tent like monkiea, and seemed to possess
their power of mimicry to a high degree. W e
were frequently amused with the exhibition of
our own peculiarities, none of which confounded
them more than our manner of eating and dressing. The young population is not very great,
but the likeness that prevails in a village from
the singular intermixture that occurs from the
mode of marriage is so strong, that it seems
pucxling to discover the different children. The
eldest brother is the father, " par excellence," of
each family, and on his death, that office devolves on the next, and so on, till if all die in
the course of nature, there can be no orphan&
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Such an institution of marriage is for the purpose of keeping property as much in one family
as possible, an equal division of it being the
nurtom of inheritance; and where so much labour is necessary to cultivate the soil, and good
soil so difficult to obtain, it seems important to
prevent its being broken into portions so small
as not to be able to afford food for their posses
sors. Their crops being the only subsistence of
the mountaineers, and their land so limited, it
was necessary, too, to devise a means of preventing an overgrown population. I t is not surprising, therefore, that people who are still
buried in the most hopeless darkness, should
have fallen upon such a plan.
May 8th.-We ascended the mountain under
which we were encamped last night, till in
three hours we arrived at a little village called
Buswua We did not see a tree or a bird in
the walk. The sun was extremely hot, and the
climbing very severe. We are amply rewarded,
however, by our present situation. We have a
magnificent view of the snowy range beariryl
to the eastward, and running nearly north and
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south. The Peak of Jountghur, about one
day's journey, lies to the N. E. between us
and the snow, and about N. N. W. the Peak
of Bairal stands within an hour's walk. On
both these points, the Ghorkas, the natives of
Nepaul, had fortresses. Their names are still
heard with terror among these hills, and the
people point with pleasure to the ruined holds
of their tyranny, which may be traced on many
commanding heights : their cruelties were as
great as any other invasion on record can produce. Among these solitary glens-for every
hour leads to scenes silent and terrible as Glenco
-they had too much facility in executing them.
Many villages that had been abandoned during
their "reign of terror," have not been replanted
more than six or seven years. They have not
yct, therefore, recovered from the visit of their
warlike neighbours, who are as unlike the inhabitants of the northern Himalaya, as people
occupying the most distant parts of the globe
could be.
Behind the mountain on the south side, and
many feet below it, winds the Jumna
VOL. I.

M

There

are villages and terraces of corn all the way to
its bank. Our p i t i o n , and we have frequently
happened to be similarly situated, is on the bend
of an inner circle of mountains, overtopped by
higher ones, in their turn surrounded again, and
so on ad in$dtum. The slopes are enlivened
by herds of cattle; and flocks of sheep bronze
in every place, and in every positioo. I think
I have already said that the shepherds carry
crooks, but this is the first time that I have heard
the sound of the pipe. I hastened to the spot to
see the instrument, and found a boy lying under
the shadow of a tree, playing upon a reed; it
was a double one, the vents not unlike those of a
flageolet ; the notes were sweet and &upleyand,
in such a situation, among such scenes, could not
fail to bring to the mind an Arcadian picture.
May 9th.oAgain we set forth, and making a
steep descent to a narrow river, c
d and
climbed up to Kathee, a small place most villain.
ously situated in a cleft in the mountains, a d
surrounded by liills in a very close circle. The
thermometer stood at ninety-eight degrees by
day, and by night at eighty-two. The sudden

MEDICAL ADVICE.
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changes of temperature were occasionally very
trying; as it happened sometimes in the course
of a journey that we could not avoid halting in
a valley, after having passed the previolis day
on the summit of the hill; in descending, for
instance, from a temperature of forty-five to
ninety degrees in the course of a few hours. I
frequently set out in winter costume in the
mocoing, and was glad to have a cold-bath and
a lhrea jacket in the evening,
There was something very oppressive in the
air of Katbee, and before I had been long there,
I found that the natives experienced it aa well ar
myself. 1had many applications for advice and
for medicine. Some told me that they had been
suffering under their complaints for several years,
and looked confidently to me for relief. I did
dl I could for those who applied to me, and
when I bad left my tent to roam about the hills
with my gun in my hand, I thought I should
have got rid of further importunity ; but my a p
peuroce seemed to be the signal for the opening
of Paodora's box ;every person I met had m e
a&tian

to complain of. I endeavoured to sup.
M 2

port my fame by the prescriptions I gave; but
at length, as a climax to my troubles, I was requested to attend a woman who was dangerously
i l in the village. I declared I knew little of
physic, but it would not do; I was carried to the
invalid's house-another mtdecin malgd luiin spite of nll my excuses. I thought I might
possibly shelter myself under the simple regimen
of Sangradqand was prepared to act accordingly.
I was puzzled indeed when I found Dr. Slop
would have been more required-I was called in
as an accoucheur ! N y exit was as hasty as my
progress had been slow; and I determined to
limit my practicein futureas much as humanity
would permit.
These simple people have a most exalted idea
of the talents of the '' Sahib Logue," and their
faith in our medical knowledge was confirmed by
what appeared to them little less than a miracle,
during the passage of an officer of artillery last
year through a mountain village; he was called
to administer to an old man supposed to be dying.
On visiting him, he found him suffering from a
fever, stretclled on a nmt in a narrow low.mm,

A GBEAT MARVEL.
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'orrather hole in his house; the people had all

flocked into the place, as they invariably do on
such an occasion, to witness the last struggle of
their fellow-villager, for every one dies a public
death among them, and were literally suffocating
him ; the '' Sahibw turned them all away, and
had the sick man carried into the open air.
With a gentle dose, and the power of breathing,
tbe patient soon recovered.
A native of Kathee, who chanced to be at the
scene of such a wonder, related it to his astonished countrymen ; and long, from the manner in which they told the tale to me, will the
conjuration dire" of this clever Englishman
be remembered among them, and the greater
marvel still, of his having refused to accept a
ptesent, for they assured me, the man who was
thus cured had offered him " flocks and herdsw
to prove his gratitude.
May 10th.-We were too happy, on the a p
pearance of day-light, to quit Kathee, and a
cending the mountain to the north of it, by a
steep and rugged path, we reached Chitar. We
took from thence an easterly direction, having
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the snowy range to bound our view. We did
not long keep posseasion of so magnificent a prospect, but lost it in our passage through a thick
and beautiful wood of pines, interspersed witb
the richest and most various fruit-trees. We
seemed to have entered an enchanted garden,
where the produce of Europe and Asia-indeed
of every quarter of the world-was blended together. Apples, p a r s and pomegranatesplantains, figs and apricots-limes and citrons
-walnut
and mulberry trees, grew in the
greatest quantity, and with the most luxurious
hue. Blackberries and raspberries hung temptingly from the brows of the broken crags, while
our path was strewed with strawberries. Io e v e
direction were bloomiag heather-violets and
jasmine, with innumerable "rose trees in full
bearing." I t was a most lovely day, and birds
sang from every branch ; the common dove, and
the kokila-the nightingale of Hindw poets-cooed around, and for the first time for many a
-year, I heard the notes of the blackbird !
The description of such a scene may tire the
patience, ns the enjoyment of it exhausted the

SNOWY BEGIONS.
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senses. As my deaire, however, is not to give
a scientific account of the phenomena of these
mgims, but to convey, aa truly as I can, a
picture of the most delightful scenery, and most
lovely spots on the face of the earth, I hope
I may be excused for now and then " babbling,"
a little too much perhaps, of "green fields."

When from a distance we see only the cold and
barren "range of eternal snow," we think of
these hills with terror, and wonder how human
beings can exist in m desolate a region; and
while in our weary progress over trackless
mountains, our thoughts engrossed alone by the
awful grandeur of the 0cene, we fall, as it were
by accident, into bowers where Armida might
have bound Rinaldo for ever ! it will be difficult
to avoid running the risk of proving tedious to
those who have no admiration for the pencil of
nature. Even at such a hazard, I must still
venture to paint.
Through the openings among the trees, we
occasionally saw the Jumna winding at the foot
of the mountain, sometimes disappearirig suddenly, and again as suddenly breaking forth in
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an opposite direction-terraces

of corn stretch-

ing down to its banks. In every aspect, from
little orchards of the choicest fruit,--each an
epitome of the vegetable creation,-rose pretty
villages of stone, roofed with slate. W e reached
one of them soon after parting from the beautiful
wood I have described ; Moolor was its name ;
it stood abore a river that divided the hill (on
which we determined to encamp) from it. \Ye
forded it immediately, and, after a distressing rrscent, gained the place we are now in. Although
it stands high, its situation is so much confined
that it is extremely hot. The thermometer in
my tent is now at ninety-four degrees. The
people do not improve in appearance or manner
as we advance; they have shown themselves
averse to sell grain to us, an indispensable necessary, as it is the only food of my followers.
W e stopped at one or two villages, where the
natives assured us they had never seen Europeans
before, and certainly evinced, by their curiosity
and astonishment, the truth of their assertion.
I overheard many remarks regarding our complcxion that were not perfectly flattering; they
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admired highly, however, a slight colour that the
labour of climbing brought into our cheeks, and
we became the objects of constant observation
during our stay. The children, as usual, were
very keen noticen of all our motions, and we
were followed by the population of every village
as we left it. Now my tent is surrounded by a
wondering crowd, but I have become so used to
be the "observed of all observers," that I bear
my " blushing honours" with tolerable meekness.
In inore civilized parts of the world, the same
curiosity exists without the same escuse: and I
remember once seeing the grave sheikh of a village in Upper Egypt, not very far from Carnac,
whither I was then going from Rosier, more
cmfounded by a pair of steel snuffers, than the
simplest child in the mountains has been by any
article that 1 have displayed to it. This worthy
Arab took a boot-hook for a toothdrawing instrument, nnd applying it to the teeth of nearly
all the village, was quite disconcerted when he
found none that it would fit. He clapped
his hands with joy, however, when he saw
his own bearded countenance reflected in the
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snuffers, and telling me that he wanted a lookingglass to carry in his belt, begged me tn give it
to him.
May l%h.-Yesterday being Sunday, we did
not proceed, but gave the inhabitants of Mateea
full opportunity of suwe$ng us in every action ;
the toilet seemed to be the most striking to
them of all our oddities, and well it might, to
those who know not what dreesing or undressing
means. This morning we moved, and after
another high scramble, descended to the banks
of a river, which ran rapidly over a bed of large
stones, placed so unaccommodatingly, that we
found much difficulty in fording. The water
was deep in some parts, and about fifty feet
wide. I t was called the Coolna, but flows for a
very little distance. I t rises in the hills close to
us, and is soon lost in the Jumna.
Siay, where we were glad to halt, after a laborious walk of five hours, stands upon the bank
of the river. This village, which is built at the
edge of a jungle, has not been long planted
there. On some of the surrounding heights the
Ghorkas had posts; and the vicinity of Siay to

the water, was

too tempting to suffer it to re-

main unmolested. The people who survived the
cruelty of their enemies, abandoned it, and have
aot long returned.
The nativa of every part of the Himalaya
through which we have yet passed, form the
most striking exception to the general character
of mountaineers that can be conceived ; and to
tbeir neighbours in particular. They seem to be
totally devoid of courage or of enterprise: the
Ghorkas, on the contrary, possess both in an
eminent degree. The men of these hills are
stout aod hardy, and frequently tall and hank
somely formed; but indolent, and indifferent to
every thing. The Nepaulese are short and ugly,
but active and intelligent. The firat give too
much reason to the Hindooe of the plains for
adopting into their vocabulary of contempt, the
word Pariah, or mountaineer. The latter, were
it mt for the British, might c h a m one day to
give a new construction to the term, and teach
their neighbours of the flat country to respect
the outcasts they now loathe.
A8 great a plague as the Ghorkas has got
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of this valley-armies

of the most

tormenting insects ! I t is impossible to guard
against them; and we were happy when day
light gave us an opportunity of once more moving forward.
May 13th.-Soon after leaving our village,by the banks of the Coolna--determined never
to place ourselves in a similar situation-we
passed over the hills on which are the remainsof
the Ghorka fortresses, now merely heaps of
stone. The natural position was too strong to
render any work likely to last necessary ; m,
soon after they were abandoned, they must haw
fallen to ruin.
Below the ridge, and above a stream, not
~iluchunlike Siay, stood Rampore. \Ve hastened
past it, and threading a thick jungle, soon forded
the stream, and commenced another ascent. The
face of the mountain we climbed was laid out in
terraces ; and the corn was ripe, and the reap
ers were actively engaged upon it. I t was a
merry, as well as a busy scene ; for the women
were singing with all their strength, and with a~
much sweetness as their " native wood notes

ABBIVAL AT COTHA.
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wild" would permit, which is, to say truth, no
great praise. I was anxious to learn the nature
of their songs, but could not persuade any of
them to repeat what, while they chaunted, no
ear but their own could comprehend. They told

me it was all about myself, too-each verse was
an extempore compliment to the travellers, and
the composition seemed to be highly approved ;
while occasional shouts of laughter showed that
the mountain damsels were not devoid of humour.
I observed that they did not tie their corn in
sheaves, and leave it in the field ; but the moment a woman had cut as much as she herself
could carry,sbe bore it to the village, and placing
it in a granary, returned to reap another load.
In a few hours we arrived at Cotha, pleasantly situated above the Jumna, and in the midst of
a p v e of mulberries, the fruit of which was
ripe, and of exceedingly good flavour. Cotha is
a place of great thoroughfare. I t is the direct
route from the plains, through Calsi, to Jumw u t r i ; and a track passes by it to Teok and
Koteghur : the people are consequently more
wnversant with the manners of the flat country,
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The village is very neat, and uncommonly clean;
the crops are finer, and the cattle more numerous, than in any we have passed.
May 14th.-We
were not able to remain
longer in it, however, pretty and clean as it was;
m at daylight we again bent our bodies to the
task of climbing. We reached the summit of a
high ridge in about two hours, and descended immediately to a village of brahniing but we did
not find that it was in the least better than any
other belonging to that order that we had pass
ed ; indeed their places of abode are marked by
the very reverse of what their sacred calling
would lead you to suppose--cleanliness of every
description being so much inculcated by the religion they should teach. Sterne says, by way
of heightening his description of the monk's venerable appearance, in his Sentimental Journey,
" Had I met him on the plains of Hindostan,
I would have fallen at his feet and worshipped
him." I have met mr.ny brahmins in the
plains, who, if they did not command rra much
veneration, at least from their appearance merited the most perfect respect. The priests of

tbe hills, however, are as far beneath them as
tbeir comhy is above the sacred city of Benam;
they have not kept their caste unmixed by lower
ones, while the marked difference between the
brahmms and the other castes of Hindostan
generally show how strictly they have adhered
to tbe enjoined division.
We continued our descent, and fording a narrow river, mounted again, and in a little more
than an hour reached a hill that projected from
a high rocky range, and hung over the Jumna,
though several hundred feet above it. The river
winds beneath like a dark blue snake.
The
country is peculiarly wild and bare ; the only
trees to be seen surround our tents, aud the
nearest water is a quarter of n mile off,
dribbling so slowly that it takes half an hour to
fill a pitcher. I t is no wonder that the people
of the next village, Meeoonda, should be averse
to our remaining; for this is the first place
where we have met with any serious objection to
supply us with food. They declared that they
had no grain for themselves, and providing us
was out of the question. I t is toolate, however,
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to go further ; and indeed there is every p m s
pect that if we do, we shall fare worse, so I
have determined to remain here, and have sent
in pursuit of corn.
I t is not surprising that the natives of such
places should be averse to sell their grain, the
only thing likely to be required from them.
Their ground yields merely a sufficiency for
their own use, and if it could produce moE,
their idleness would prevent their cultivating it.
In the higher parts they are forced to grind it
between two stones; below, where a stream
runs, they can erect a mill. The inhabitants
of mountain summits, therefore, have many d i s
advantages; they have but one harvest, while
in some of the valleys there are two in the year.
The land of the upper places is covered with
stones, which they endeavour to pick off before
the sowing season, which takes place immec
diately before the commencement of the rain.
The fall is so heavy, however, that at its conclusion there are as many stones on the surface
of the earth as if it had never been cleared ; and
through them tlie corn struggles in the best way

it can. Every village has a circle of stone at
its entrance, with a low wall round it, for treading out the corn. Sometimes the bullocks are
driven round unyoked, and always muzzled, but
in rather a novel way ; a whisp of grass is twisted round their jaws, the tail of it frequently
hanging in the most tantalizing manner over
their noses.
These mountaineers have the same objection
to part with any other of their possessions.
They do not understand any thing of commerce,
and care little about money. They make every
thing they require themselves, and are dependent
on no mart beyond the walls of their own villages ; many do not even know the name of the
second place from their own, and the most common answer to an inquiry for the name of such
a range or such a peak is, " I have never heard ;"
and if you observe that ignorance is strange
among those who have lived all their lives under
it, the reply is, " I am a mountaineer, how
should I know?" the worst apparently that
could be given.
My resolution to have my people fed, I was
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happy to find, overcame their scruples to seU,
and a bazaar is at length established in my
camp. I am obliged to fix the price to be paid
for the corn at every fresh place I come; and
I am not unfrequently much puzzled to please
both the seller and buyer. T o d a y I have been
disturbed by an unusual uproar upon the sub.
ject, an altercation having take place between
one of my coolies and a villager about the price
of the meal; the first threw the quantum in
dispute in the hillman's face, who immediately
retorted ;the skirmish became general forthwith,
and when I ran out to pacify them, I found both
sides whitened like faquirs, and the ground
vered with flour.
I was long before I could make myself heard,
but was forced to take a more active part in the
fray than I intended, and not till I had seined
the leading combatants, was I able to restore
order. My judgment upon the subject so grati-

-

fied the villagers of Meeoonda, that they could
not resist praising my ingenuity, and would
have thought me a " Justice Midas" at I d ,
if they had ever heard of that worthy. I dei
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aded that the meal should be left upon the
ground for the coolies to make the most of, and
its owners should be paid for the whole quantity
they had brought to the camp. This pleased
them so ~r~uch,
that they sat down at a little digtance, watching, with great glee, the enemy endeavouring to scrape up sutTicient to feed them.
As I had their wages in my own possession, I
was easily able to enforce my sentence u p the
coolies, and they seemed to enjoy the joke
against themselves with the greatest g o d -

humour. They are a very hardy, active race of
meo, and I never met any more willing to
please. They only carry a blanket a piece, and
the moment their day's labour is over, seek a
amvenient spot to cook their cakes and eat them
in. They generally choose the shelter of an
overhanging rock near which a rivulet runs, for
such scenes constantly occur, and after their
food, sit in a circle round a blazing fire, singing,
till they fairly exhaust themselves to slecp.
May 15th.-We have this day reached one of
the fairy scenes I have already alluded to, and its
beauties are more likely than most of the last
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to lead me to describe them, on account of

the sudden change from the barren rocks of
Meeoonda to the fruit and flower of Lakkha
Mundul. After passing through forests of magnificent pinetrees, varied by oak and rhododendron, we came suddenly upon the Jumna, where
it makes a sweep round the base of a highpeaked mountain covered with wood to its summit; from its opposite bank rise gentler hills
cultivated to their tops, and the corn quite ripe.
In a valley just large enough to contain it, and
a little above the river, in a grove of fruit-trees,
stands a pagoda ; a cascade falls from the moun
tab of snow visible between two hills, the division of which leads to a fertile valley ; its
terraces are bounded by hedges, as neatly kept
as they would be in England ; a little higher
than the temple stand a few huts inhabited by
the brahmins who protect it. I have pitched

my tent under the shadow of a large apricot tree,
with raspberries and blackberries all around me.
No more beautiful Bite for a solemn temple could
be chosen : all that is grand and awful is mixed
with every thing mild and soothing; and it

would not be difficult, nor I hope sinful, to sympathize with the feelings of the poor Hindoo,
rho rests awhile on his painful pilgrimage at
this lovely spot, and learns that the temple was
placed there by a god. The brahmins who reside
near it declare that such was its origin, and the
pilgrims are not likely to dispute the matter
w i t h them. I t has altars to, and emblems of, all
the
and has been considerably larger, for
many ruins lie around, and throughout the
neighbourhood are scattered images of every
mythological description. At the entrance to
the temple, on each side of the porch, is a
bullock, couchant, of black marble, as large as.
life, and extremely well executed, as indeed are
all the figures we met with. The brahmins assert that they are the descendants of the original
priests of the place, and probably may be so;
they have not, however, preserved their learning
ammg them, for we found not one at Lakkha
Mundul who could read.
May 16th, 1'7th.-I am afraid of saying too
much about " lovely spots" and " magnificent
pines," no I shall hasten over this day's journey

in description, as I should have been glad to
have done in reality. After having got wet
thmugh, in fording rivers. I had an opportunity
of growing dry again while toiling up tbe face
d a rocky hill, with not a tree to shelter me
from tbe sun, and not a blade of grass to aohen
the effect of its reflection from the white stone.
In a few houra, however, I reached Bunkoulee, and resolved to forget it : and this m o m
ing on our route to Tuu, r e were amply rewaded for all our labour ; when on reaching the
summit of a mu& and rugged mountain, looking perpemlicularly to the Jumna below, we
beheld tbe hills of Ghurdwall on our right,
thickly wooded to their tops ; the river at their
base widening towards its source, and winding
round meadows feoced with fruit-trees; wmetimes it disappeared, and then extended in a
different direction between banks of poplars,
willows, and alders ; till, lost altogether in tbt
stupendous barrier of snow, which, in all its
grandeur, with the beams of the morning sun
upon it, bounded the view.
We begin to find our travelling the mort
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l.borious and novel that can be imagined. After
scrambling up the face of a rocky hill this morning, r e were forced to slide down a polished
surface of stone with not a place to rest the foot
on, as well as tbe comfortable prospect of an
uninterrupted fall of many feet, should we
swerve in our course.
No description could convey an idea of the
usual styleof a day's journey over theHimalaya
Lines of irregular peaks towering one above the
other, and in every relatisn possible to each
other, oblige you to be constantly climbingup or
&ding down. In every depth we find a roaring
tarrent to pass, and on every height an almost
i d b l e rock to scale.
On arriving at Tulli, tired to death, I was
surprised to observe, as I looked down upon the
rillage ha hill above it, that all the people
who had assembled to gaze upon us were j u m p
ing and skipping with the greatest activity, and
in tbe most grotesque manner, striking their
bodies on several parts, and performing such
mange antics, that I conjectured it was a national
dance got up in celebration of our arrival, not
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supposing it likely that a stray sect of jumping
dervishes muld have established themselves in
so out of the way a spot.
As I approached the village, however, I found
that not only my servants, but my brother and
myself, in spite of our fatigues, were unconsciously joining the dance, and striking ourselves
in good earnest. I thought of the electric eels
in some river in South America, and fancied a
similar phenomenon hung over Tulli. T h e
mystery was too soon cleared up; we had entered
the precinct of the most venomous little insect
I had ever met with ; it is a miniature wasp,
scarcely larger than a wd-fly, with a green
M y , and a pair of forceps that inflict its wounds
unmercifully.
\Ire have lost all chance of rest, and it is
ludicrous in the highest degree to observe the
effectsof the bite upon the people. They break
suddenly off, in whatever occupation they may
be engaged, and after jumping and beating
themselves for a few moments, resume their
work, in which, however, thcy are soon interrupted for further exercise. They are covered
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over with black spots, in which I am bidding fair
to rival them, for these little insects never fail
to leave their marks. W e are situate on the
slope of a hill surrounded on all sides by pine
trees, and I imagine that that circumstance may
be the cause of eo many insects, for the heat is
mt particularly great ; the thermometer stands
at seventy-four degrees.
M a y 18th.-We were absolutely driven from
Tulli by the " plagues" of the place-our feet
d legs m swollen we found it difficult to walk.
My servants presented the most miserable
figurea I was obliged to divide my trowsers
among them, although they did not seem to
b d t much by theadditional covering. I was
afraid I should have had a fever in my camp,
too, for they wemed m wounded and tormented
that I anticipated great trouble; their spirits
were fast declining, and their bodies sadly emaciated. E v e j day they implored me to tell
them bow much further I was going, but I found
secrecy most essential: the only plan was to
place them in the predicament of Mac beth" For I am in blood sdr~ncedKI far,
Tbat to go on ia easier than return."
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Our &j's labour, too, was greater than ever.
The faat of piws through which we passed
ra sv s
l
i
m fom tbe fallen leaves, tbat we
rae mrstmtly on tbe ground, or mtber tbe

bud

ruck.

So even and flat was the surfice,

h t it appeared to have been carefully paved

No h&
on g?pmastics eter yet penned will teach tbc
right use of tbe limbs so well as a few hours'
journey m tbe midst of tbese mountains : there
n not a part of tbe body that does not occad
p come into use, and in amanner, too, not
bkeI_uto occur even to Captain Clias himsell.
we prssed a river--the Gudnoo was itsname
--br a bridge tbat is very common, though not
r q agreeable nor safe. I t is narrow, and made
dtrigs,well twisted together : it rests g d y
on a m e , on each bank of the stream; .nd
whm woe large enough are to be found for the
purpose, then a pile of loose stones serves for its
s u p p o r ~A few are laid carelessly upon each ead
af the bridge, to prevent its tilting up; a d
while tbe water foams beneath, you are remided,
in your passage across, by the falling pebbles of

for tbe anwni4oce of sliding down.

the foundation announcing, every freah footstep
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you take, that there is every probability of your
trying the force of the torrent.
From the Gudnoo, we soon reached the Jumrunning rapidly over a rocky bed, its banks
beautifully wooded. On a pleasant meadow, not
tu fiwm a village named Bugas- we ordered
our tents to be pitched. W e were tempted, by
the river, to remain here, but have found it
dreadfully hot. The thermometer, at noon, was
at 920. T h e sky has become s u d d d y overcast,
bowever, and threatens a storm.
May 19th.-In the afternoon of yesterday, and
thts morning, I tried the temperature of the
rater. The thermometer fell seven degreea each
time-from 630 to 560, and from 690 to 620. I t
rained very heavily all night, and obliged us to
remain several hours after sunrise, that our
tents might dry. When able to proceed, we continued by the banks of the river, over a comparatively flat road, till we reached h a l e e ,
and then encamped on the Jumna.
W e are now placed opposite a strange-looking
village, named Burkotee, perched upon the
summit of a high rock, overhanging the stream.
N 2
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SUBLIME PBOSPECTS.

I t seems unconnected with the mountains a b u t
it, as if tom from them by mme convulsion of
nature. Behind it rises a rood; and, below,
the Jumna flows round several islands; and
among the tall trees of some of them, bmrse
many deer-they form, in fact, many miniature parks, and I regret that such beautiful
scenes could not be removed to a country where
they could be more frequently visited. The
Rajah of Tirhee has a palace here, indeed ; but
such a palace, and such a Rajah, are sadly out of
character witin the sublime and lovely prospects,
he, and some hundreds as ignorant as himself,
alone are doomed to contemplate.
I have beheld nearly all the celebrated scenery
of Europe, which poets and painters have immortalized, and of which all the tourists in the world
are enmouled ; but I have seen it surpassed in
these unfrequented and almost unknown regions.
The youth who, just emerged from college,
gazes for the first time on Mont Blanc, may a p
preciate my feelings when I enjoy the glories of
the Himalaya Although I have seen the Alpsalthough I have witnessed the sun rise from the

PROVINCE

OF REWAEEN.
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summit of Mount Xtna--certainly one of the
grandest objects in Europe-my awe and astonishment, so far from being diminished by such
sceneg exceed all I felt when I first saw
' I

Hills peep o'er hills, and Alps on Alp. arise !"

I was almost sorry that I could not cast off the
ties of another world, as it were, and remain in

these mountains for ever !
W e are now in the province of Rewaeen;
and I think there is a slight superiority in the
people and their villages. T h e idhabitants arc
taller, and have something of a Tartar countenance; and in this valley they have supplied our
wants without much pressing. Their grain, too,
is not the only thing they are disposed to sell ;
for had I been a Turk, I might have made at least
two additions to my harem. An old man, whom
I met soon after leaving Tulli, offered me the
fairest of his daughters for sixty rupees, and
seemed considerably mortified on my declining
the bargain: and this morning a respectableboking man came from some distance on the
same errand '' I have something to sell," said

he, taking me on one side with an air of my*
tery. This is no uncommon thing, by-the-bye,
for as if ashamed of trade, they conceal the
smallest articles under their cloaks, and even a
pot of honey is displayed with as much caution
as a smuggling pedlar shows his contraband ware
-" I have something to sell," said he; "and as
I am a poor man, I hope you will buy-very
cheap-a little girl, so big," measuring about
four feet from the ground, "and only eighty
rupees. She is my daughter, and my only child."
'' What !" inlerrupted I, "sell the ohly child
you have?" " I must live," was his lacon~c
answer, given with the most perfect e a n g f d .
"She is the prettiest girl in the village," continued he, urging the bargain, " and as I cannot
afFord to have her married, I must sell her."
H e said in excuse, that it was the custom, for
they had more women in their villages than t h q
knew what to do with--certainly more than they
seemed to care about.
My servants have tried to buy a lamb, while
many are frisking about, but the villagers refuse
to part with them. " T h e sheep give us cloth-

DRESS OF T H E WOMEN.
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ing," say they. "And the women, I suppose,
reu it out?" said I, "Sach batn-very true,
ras the reply.
T b e fair sex is indeed but little appreciated,
or probably I should say, too much esteemed,
for each hm four husbands at her beck, although
tbe gallant that submits to a quarter of a heart
can &y
value the possession. S o wonder,
however, they should have a superfluity of
women; yet I cannot think that the cost of
maintaining them can be very burthenimme, for
I notice that after they prepare the food for their
lords they a t quietly on one side till their husbands' appetites are appeased, and then receive
the remains, which come to them sometimes
fearfully reduced. Their clothes, too, are the
most whimsical contrivances-too light indeed
for canfort -tbey are mrcely enough for decency. They seem to wear them till they
literally drop from them, never washed and
never mended : they are most completely things
of ''shreds and patches." W e should be puzzled
to k w w bow they could get into them, were it
not evident that they never get out of. them:
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MAID.

they hang about in such singular tangles and
eccentric festoons, that it would seem a more
simple process, as well as a more modest urangement, to convert a net into a cloak or p e t
ticoat. A sultan of the East once censured his
daughter for being indelicately dressed : she was
covered from head to foot with forty folds of
Dacca muslin. What would he have said bad
his empire extended to Rewaeen ?
T o conclude my story of the father, I found
that he had kept his daughter in reserve at a
short distance from the seat of conference, and
on finding his persuasions not so powerful as he
anticipated, suddenly, to overwhelm me at once
with the '' stage effect," brought her blushing
to my presence. With the best grace I could,
I begged her to excuse me, and praying tbat she
might find many mountain youths in her own
village more calculated to make her happy, bade
farewell to the merchant, who would barter his
blood for gold, and the lady, who, to say truth,
seemed so little struck by the interview, that she
went smilingaway, " nor cast one lingering look
behind."

WOODEN BRIDGE.

May %)&.-While
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in the valley of the Jumna

we have been visited by heavy rain every night,
and from the additional weight given by the
our t w t s we are forced to lose the cool
air of the morning, and make our journey after
the sun has been long enough up to dry the
saturated canvass. I n the narrow vales to which
our route is now confined, we are too glad to
encape from the rays of a noonday sun to be
induced, even by the fresh beauties that present
themselves at every etep; to pursue our walk
for more than seven or eight miles.
We sauntered by the banks of the river till we
reached a wooden bridge, the substantial construction of which surprised us a great deal : it
r a a the firat effort of the Rajah of Triha, and
seeme$ to be, as indeed it merited, a subject of
pride to his highness's people. Frames of wood
placed ooe above the other, with stones between
them, each overlapping from the lowest, till the
upper extended a third of the way across, these
buttresses formed the supports upon which the
bridge rested, that was made of three thin
p b k e but indifferently fastened together, having
N 5
wet to
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a railing on each side of nearly four feet hi& to
protect the passengers. The planks were thin,
and their action so great as to send you springing over with the utmost elasticity. I t is n o r
new and perfectly safe, but when time, the
destroyer, has laid his fangs upon it, unless hia
highness be public-spirited enough to erect snother, I foresee the fall of many a weary pilgrim,
who perhaps may deem himself favoured in
meeting with such a fate.
W e have pitched our tents in a grove of 6rtrees at the foot of a mountain, and close to the
water's edge, for the valley has now narrowed
to a glen, closed by the snows of B u d e r Pucb,
which rise like a marble pillar to bound the
scene. The village of Nanguan stands on the
opposite shore, and the mountain behind divider
the Jumna from the Ganges, and its summit
commands a view of both : they are only eigbt
miles asunder, and happy is the Hindw who
gazes on each from that elevated position. Tbe
village of Cunda stands near the highest point,
and gives its name to the mountain, at the foot
of which rises a spring of clear water, the ~ U N X

WISH O F A SAINT.
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cboked up with lilies. The Hindoos imagine
it to be the sacred river itself, that flows under
the hill to this point, and we found two brahmins
bathing and praying in it, under that bappy
delusion-for bappy it certainly is to the pilgrim
wbose strength will not permit him to traverse
the hill for that praiseworthy purpose.
Nanguan waa blessed in the golden age by
being the residence of a most devout man--a
ootMious saint-whose name it is scarcely worth
remembering. Every day of his life he was in
the habit, after having performed his ablutions
in the Jumna, of traversing the steep mountain,
to repeat his devotions in the Ganges or
Bhagirathi. As at length he grew old, as even
Hindoo saints will do, he found that although
his faith continued unflinching, his limbs could
m l y bear him over the accustomed ground.
Ow scorching day, eo the story goes, he had
just strength sufficient to bring him to the spot
where this holy pool now is. He threw himself
an the ground, and said with a sigh, "Alas !
that the Ganges sbould be so far off. 0 that
it could come to me, for I fear I never shall see
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A MIRACLE.

its sacred stream again !" Immediately, to reward such long aud exemplary service, this
water pilgrim, though far different the cause,
it performed its subterranean journey like
ther Alpheus, rushed from under the mor~ntain,
like the saint, no doubt, averse to pass over it,
and addressing the old man, told him that his

prayers and ablutions would be as efficacious
when performed here as in the highest of the
five Prayags; and that he wo~lldcontinue to
flow, for his sake, to benefit future generations.
My followers, two of wl~omcame from the
province of Orissa, and not very far from Juggernaut, were evidently unprepared for such a
miracle, but their faith on its discovery was
worthy of the most self-torturing Yogee. They
forgot their sorrows and their sufferings in their
delight at meeting the adored Ganges, and
bathed, and prayed, and drank, till they were
fairly exhausted ; and although we were not to
quit the neighbourhood of the dumna for several
days, they carried bottles of the water with them,
declaring that no river or spring in the world
could produce such a draught. Whether it be
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srcred or not, however, I must add my testimony in its favour-it was the most cool and
delicious water I ever tasted.
In tbis holy spot-for what is so pure that it
haa not some alloy !-we have been assailed by
the furious little insecte I have already mentioned,with even greater virulence than at Tulli.
The villagers have persuaded my servants, who
are positively wasting away with their tortures,
to plaster themselves over with turpentine and
hooey, and they have adopted the prescription
with such zeal, that they appear perfectly coated
with the unsavoury compound. I am obliged to
bear it with all the firmness I can collect, and have
this consolation, that if we lose ourselves in the
mountains, we shall be easily scented to our lair.
T h e corn is ripe around us, and the reapers
are making their harvest. They are frequently
obliged to throw down the sickle, while they
dance about in agony from the stings of their
indefatigable tormentor% The legs of the
women are bare, while the men wear pantaloons; but both sexes have a large cloth folded
round their faces, merely leaving room for the
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ASCENT T O COOTNOOB.

They expose as little of
the person as possible while working in the
6eldq for there the insects are most numerous ;
yet, with every precaution, they find it impossible
to escape. A s for myself, I am nearly mad with
the torment ; though clothed from head to fwt,
I cannot rest a moment. T h e misery of a first
landing in Calcutta, in the height of the summer,
with all the bloom of youth about you, with no
c u r t a i n s 4 talk of the army only-and a hard
couch in a barrack-room in Fort William,
where the hum of the musquitoes is more appalling than the roaring of the tiger, is luxury
compared with the sufferings of those wbo
pause a t Tulli and its neighbouring woods.
May 2lst.-At
daylight we left the miraculous pool, and soon commenced the ascent to
Cootnoor, which in less than four hours r e
reached, having climbed u p a steep and rugged
hill. I t is a neat and clean village, placed in
a little vale above the Jumna, e n c l d by
mountains, and so closely bounded by them,
that its inbabitsnts need not know there is a
world beyond, for they can acarcely get to it.

eyes to peep through.

DEE88 OF THE PICASANTBY.

The valley is animated and gay ; the women
are reaping and the men ploughing; for the
plough follows the sickle immediately, and the
sower the plough ; and at this moment all these
occupations are busily carried on.
The people have a less picturesque appearance
than in tbe firat ranges of the hills ; the men and
m e n are dressed nearly alike, and always in a
dark grey mixture; the latter do not wear the
long plaited tail of hair, but cut it close, and cover
it with a dirty cloth-for I never yet have had
the good fortune to meet with a clean one; a frock
reaching down to the knees, and open at the
bosom is their only garment ; its sleeves are
~ the inside just below the
long, with a C U on
b u l d e r , through which they thrust their arms
when they work, the sleeve hanging loosely behind ; a rope forms the girdle, into whicb they
stick a curved kuife, which answers for cutting
my thing-wood,
or corn, or the throat of a
p a t . The men are attired exactly in the same
manner, with the addition of a pair of pantaloons. I n the villages above this, their clothes
are principally made; my guide of this
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morning begged me to give him a great deal of
money, as he termed it, to buy his wife a dress.
He tiaid that be must bring her one; for if he
returned without it, she had threatened to run
away and live with some swain who would be
more attentive to her wardrobe. He smiled
when he told us his dilemma, nnd did not seem
very much appalled at the prospect of the elopement. I t would be a pity that such a holy tie
should be dissolved for want of a petticoat, and
we did all we could towards strengthening the
knot.
We met with a great many black partridges;
and although the labour was severe, we were fortunate enough to give a few to our larder. I
do not talk very like a sportsman, but every miss
was a more serious matter than the mortificatiw
of a bad shot. Our sheep had become skeletons,
and our poultry were all dead. I was almost
obliged to seize fiom the natives what I wanted
to buy, and force the money into their hands;
a few brace of partridges, therefore, as fat
as possible were no mean addition to the
table. We halted a day for the purpose of en-

WILD ~ O U N T A I N PASSES.

as I

joying the sport again, and all the men and boys
in tbe village assembled to beat the woods for
us. T o them it was the finest sport in the world.
and the fall of a bird was hailed with a shout
tbat made the mountains echo.
May 23rd.-We have found ourselves so completely among wild and nearly impracticable
passes today, that it is very obvious the source
of the Jumna is not far from us. W e have four
arduous journeys yet in prospect, however, and
.U, I am mured, worse than the scramble of
this morning. After crossing the Jumna by one
of the wicker bridges, we climbed up a hill by a
path of loose stone, the river foaming a little
below us. I t is exceedingly rapid, and its rise
very perceptible ;it dashes over large rocks with
a tremendous noise, making a fall sometimes of
several feet; and close to where we are encamped is a beautiful cascade of at least ten
yards in height. The space which we occupy is
bounded on one side by a thick jungle, and on
every other by high mountains. Khonsala was
nearly the most distant spot to which the Ghorkas
reached.
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COUBSE OF THE JUHNA.

An action was fought on the plain we are in,
though I fancy, from the different nature of the
combatants, not a very desperate one; aud near
it are still the remains of a fortress. For the first
time for many days we have escaped the stinging
insects ; and we find it so much cooler, although
still on the banks of the river, that our ascent
must be as great as it has been sudden. Yesterday the thermometer at noon was 82" ; to-day,
in a much more confined situation, it is 76'.
May 24th.-It is very fortunate, that as our
labours increase, so do our spirits. The prospect
of gaining the source of a river must ever be an
exciting one, and throughout my life I have felt
a sort of veneration for the fountains that give
birth to them. I t would k vain to endeavour
to paint my feelings on seeing the Jumna now
narrowing into a little streamlet, that a few
months before I had admired sweeping past the
cities of Delhi, of Agra, and of Allahabad ! I
am not surprised that the simple superstition of
the Hindoo should give to it a sacred character,
and deem it a meritorious pilgrimage, when I
remember how a prouder nation toils over de-
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serts to worship at a buman shrine, and a Chris
tian country place implicit faith in the efficacy
of a journey to our

" Lady of Loretto."
After quitting Khonsala we crossed over a high
stony mountain, covered with a thick wood. W e
descended occnsionally to pass over the Jumna,
and then proceeded by its banks : it rises most
apparently, and grows always more rapid and
more noisy. W e passed a village named Rana,
ao extremely neat one; the houses of stone,
roofed with shingles; and about a mile further
finisbed our day's journey at Barree. This also
is a neat place, and the great difference in the
state of the crops gives a proof of the sudden
ascent from our last day's resting place. In Khonsala the corn was cut, and here it is quite green.
The faces of the hills are covered with a quantity of red spinach, (chuar,) which gives a pretty
an well as singular appearance to the mountains.
We found also some potatoes ; they were small,
but ofgood tlavour. Some natives had learned
the use of this vegetable in Simla, bordering on
the plains, and had endeavoured to cultivate it
here. I t was a happy day to my poor servants,
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who had been long without vegetables, and the
chuar was soon thinned by them, while we ag
sisted in consuming the potatoes.
At Rana and this village a great deal of cloth
is made. The women are not employed in this
work, and every man makes for himself as much
as his own sheep will give him, in the simplest
way, in front of his own door. A villager never
moves without his distaff, and a little basket on
his arm, which contains his wool ; and as he
walks along, he spins his thread; even when
carrying loads they are thus accompanied, and
appear in consequence never to be idle. I t is
strange to meet, in these wild passes, with men,
each sturdy enough to make a Hercules, armed
with a distaff and a work-basket. We find the
thermometer reduced at noon tb 660, the weather still continuing remarkably fine.
May 96th.-We p a d a stream this moming that runs into the Jumna, and falls from a
neighbouring mountain, and soon after fording
it, ascended a high hill, by what I might call a
ladder of stone; it was a severe struggle, and
led through a wood of pines, with a great quan-

FBAGILE BBIDGES.
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tity of rhododendron in flower. We again
c
d the Jumna where it is very rapid, indeed where it may be termed a cataract, by a
wicker bridge. W e had to scramble up a slip
pery rock and slide down again before we reached
the bridge, and to repeat the same process
after having passed it. The natives invariably
erect their bridges over a torrent, where a fall
would ensure destruction ; for this reason, that
they can only in such parts get sufficient clear
space from side to side. I t behoves the traveller
to have steady nerves who crosses these torrents,
almost " by the unsteadfast footing of a spear,"
for the bridges are sometimes scarcely much
better.
W e have snow to day before and behind us ;
that before is perpetual, the other will melt, but
is now very thick. We frequently pass, in our
daily journeys, torrents of water rushing through
clefts in the rocks or mountains in great force
to feed the Jumna At Khonsala the t h a m a
meter fell thirteen degrees below the temperature of the air in the bed of the river, from 64
to 51°.
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HOT SPBINGS.

We are encamped to day on the banks of the
river, and below a village called Bunassa. T h e
river spreads a great deal in this spot, and is not
therefore so rapid. The scenery around is of
the wildest description. A sort of basin is formed between two mountains, about a hundred
yards hehind my tent, and from a cleft in one
of them, from a height of eighty feet, falls a b
mendous body of water without any thing to
break it; the river which it forms runs with
great rapidity into the Jumna Thousands of
pigeons build their nests in the rocks around.
This is the most mapifient spot imaginable :
were it placed in any kingdom of Eumpe, what
crowds would flock to see it ! From the baae of
the opposite mountain flows a stream of hot
water which mixes with the little river ; the
quantity is small, but the heat of it is very
p e a t ; I could not keep my hand in it a moment. It has nothing particular in the taste,
but I observe that it has discoloured the stows.
changing them from white to a deep yellor.
The Hindoos worship in this spot ;and certainly,
to keep the hand or foot any time immersed in

it, would be a very satisfactory trial of fortitude
and faith. The thermometer stood at 1440 when
placed in the nearest part of the hot spriig to
its issue from the rock.
As unicorns have been supposed, if they really
do exist, to have their habitations among t h e
hills, either on the Indian aide or on the opposite
ow, we could not be indifferent to the circumstance, nor cold about the possibility of gaining
a peep at such an extraordinary phenomenon.
Whenever we found intelligent people we queetioned them minutely upon the probability of
such a piece of good fortune, but nothing satib
futory were we able to elicit from our inquiries.
At lmgth, at this place we met a villager whose
replies to our crosgexamination gave so much
hopes, that we felt quite elated at the prospect
of beholding the long-looked-for animal.

A
big beast," said he, "quite mad with wickedness, comes very often at night out of the woods,
and rushing into the fields, tears up the grain,
and roars in such a manner, that hemakes us all
tremble." " Has he horns ?" we both exclaimed,
" A tremendous one !" was the reply. '* One
1L
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A NIGHT IN THE WOODS.

only ?" " Only one? continued the man, quite
delighted with the interest we seemed to take in
his narrative, " and that, 0 ! a terrible ow;"
stretching out his arms to show the length of it.
He is sure to come into such a field before midnight. W e resolved to watch for him, and epgaged our informant to keep us company.
I t was a fine rainy night, and the wind was
bowling through the woods in a manner fearful
enough to have tempted the heroine of a m
mance abroad. Before nine o'clock we were at
our posts, and planting ourselves beneath an
overhanging crag of great height and wildness,
within sight of the destined arena, and within
sound of a mighty cataract, we sat with our guns
by our sides, and a couple of flasks to fortify us
against the cold and the rain, like bandits waiting for their prey. I t was just light enough to
give double size to every object, and the waving
of the trees never failed to make us startle,
while the crackling of the branches that yielded
to the storm, threw us into the most feverish
excitement. " How shall we secure the mima1 ? or if we kill him, how get him stuffed and
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bear his bones to E n g l a ~ d ?were
~ the ques
tions w e continually asked each other; then,
like the milk-maid in the fable, revelled in the
fields of fancy, till quite lost in speculation upon
the advantages that would attend so glorious a
discovery.
Midnight at length amved, and our patience
was not exhausted : still the wind and the rain
continued. At length, just a little before daylight, we heard a heavy racing above us; for
the rock beneath which we were sitting projected from an abutment, as it were, to a wide ternce. We rose in agony almost, from expectation ; and stood ready to confront the monster,
that through our endeavours was no longer to
live in fable alone ! I t was pitch dark and blowiog a hurricane; the underwood above us was
crackling before the pressure of some large animal, which evidently approached us. With our
eyes rivetted upon the brow of the crag we had
been sitting under, we stood, with cocked guns
and beating hearts, when-" Ho !"--a loud cry
from our native companion-" there he goes !"
VOL. I.

0
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THE ELK.

was fol!owed

by a heavy sound, as of the spring
of tl horse-and there he went, most assuredly,
without even giving us the gratification that the
traveller received from the disappearance of the
" Stout Gentleman," after having, like him,
passed a night of restless curiosity. T h e hillman had seen little more than ourselves, and
could not say whether it was the very beast we
were in wait for, or some other less formidable
and less desirable. I have uo doubt myself that
it was one of the large elks, (the mohr of these
mountains,)of which we had already seen several.
they are magnificent creatures, and so big, that
they .appear, when rushing across your path,
fully as krrible as an unicorn itself could-very
timid, however, like other wild deer, they turn
round and gaze on you, in fear and trembling, the
moment they have passed. 1t seemed too wanton
to shoot so beautiful an animal ; so, although we
Iad many opportunities, we preferred admiring
them from a little distance, to gaining a nearer
examination at the expense of their lives.
Such gigantic inhabitants are proper to so tre-
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mendous a region ; and it is difficult to describe
the grand effect of meeting with them in the
glorious woods they inhabit.
Not over well-pleased with our night's entertainment, we returned, wet and fatigued, to our
tents; and, I think, a little ashamed at some
cockney simplicity that may be detected in our
adventure, if it deserve that name. The mountaineer who had been the cause and partaker of
it, was very well pleased with a small reward for
his assistance ; and, although marvelling much
at the whim of our proceedings, as I guessed
from the manner in which he related it to his
brother-villagers, would have had no objection
to share in such nocturnal amusement very frequently. His companions were assembled round
him, near our tent, and every now and then, in
the midst of his narration, looked up to us with
unfeigned astonishment. '' What does it all
mean ?" was written plainly in every eye; and
we gained much, in their estimation, by the
mystery in which our doings were wrapped.

CHAPTER IX.
Curedi-Mr. Frazer and the Brahmin-Pilgrimage to Jumnolltri-Goitre-Departure
for Gungoutri-Finger-postb
Dogs-Hall of the Seaaons-Mountnin road-maken-Their
Cattle-Their Religion-Magnificent View from the summit
of a hlountain--Stinging Insects-Natives smoking.

M A T26th -We are now -at Cursali, the first
human habitation past which the Jumna flows.
I t is situated in a delightful and extensive valley,
and our camp is pitched among apricot trees.
Yesterday, at Banassa, it rained almost all day
long, and we found it the coldest place we had
been in. By day the thermometer varied from
56" to 600, and at night it fell blow 600. With
such a climate, we had an agreeable walk to this
" Ultima Thule :" here we are more confined,
and it is considerably warmer. The vale is sur-

MOONLIGHT SCENE.
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rounded by mountains covered with snow. Bunderpuch and Dootie, where the Jumna rises,
bound it on the north ; and on the south, east,
and west, are peaks of snow. I write this by
moonlight, on the brightest and most lovely
night poct could imagine. If I were to attempt
to paint the scene, I should run the risk of soon
being lost in " King Cambyses' vein." Let any
one imagine the most beautiful garden in his
recollection, and surround it, in his fancy, with
every variety of hill, cavered with every variety
of tree ; encircle the whole with the highest and
whitest of the Alps ; and let a river, bounding
over rocks, run through it: let him cl~oosethe
night of a full moon, and go and sit in the midst
of this garden--alone-not a sound but the roaring of the water-no sight but heaven above,
and the small space which he only seems to inhabit-the anow that encompasses it polished
like pearl in the moonbeams-then, if he arise
and give no better description of it than I have
ventured to do, he will, perhaps, like me, pronounce it indescribable.
To-morrow we ascend to Jumnoutri, and I

have had a long conference upon the subject with
the brahmin of the place : he is a handsome, intelligent man, and hss been many years in the
habit of attending the Sahib Logui: in their
ascent. He bears a number of coins, and other
gifts, tied round his neck, thnt were presented
to him by the several travellers. Some have
names inscribed upon them ; and the names of
the donors of the others are impressed on his memory and his heart, particularly that of " Furruzzun Sahib :"-this
does not look very like
an English name ; but it is, and means to imply
every thing that in their estimation merits admiration and respect; for I never heard the
name of Frazer mentioned-and every one who
remembers him speaks of him-without them.
Mr. Frazer gave this brahmin an eighteenpennypiece, to hang round his neck, which he never
is without, and shows it with greater pride than
all the rest; valuing it additionally because it
has a picture of '' Furruzzun Sahib's" king.
W e have seen, on the hills around this valley,
several beautiful pheasants, (the moonal,) and
during the afternoon made many attempts to

PHEASANT-SHOOTING.
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boot some, one of which nearly placed me hors
de combat. I had started a bird from some
distance; and as it flew heavily, I thought I
should intercept it, by posting myself on a projecting crag. With great difficulty I gained the
position; and resting my foot on the stump of a
tree, stood ready for a shot. The pheasant, as
I guessed, alighted above me ; and, on turning
round, my rest gave way, and down I rolletl,
dragging the man who attended me in my fall.
T h e bird, astonished, as well he might have been,
ran to the point of the crag, to ascertain what,
bcofall the birds in the air," could have made so
sudden an apparition. I t was a fatal curiosity ;
for the gun went off, and depositing some grains
of shot in the hillman's leg, who was rolling
after me, sealed the doom of the poor pheasant.
I t was a lucky accident, too, for me; for the
man, who was close above me at the time, had
just contrived to stop himself; and catching, suddenly at the muzzle of the gun, on feeling the
shot, stayed me also in my course. He was not
much hurt ; and, on bearing the prize into the
camp, in relating the story, seemed to forget his

s
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rcident entirely, and, I doubt not, gave me a
fie-rate character for a " flying shot-"
I xmn di-scorered that our fare would be prea r i o u s indeed, if we trusted to pheasants and

parwid,-;-re

had met with two descriptions of

both--the mocmal and the horned pheasan t,asucll
u the black and red-legged partridge;-so, in
clt+r,
stacked the harmless piawns that cooed
&ut the trees onder which w e acre: it was
too much like the caricatures of West India
planter shooting ; but we were not displeased
at k i n g able to transfer many of them to pies,
such commodities becoming highly necessary-.

'' Sothing for

dinner to-day, sir," was the frequent comnlencement of my maitre d'hdel-e
application for advice upon his culinary p m
d i n g s . " Follow me !" was the well-known
answer; and in very little more than an hour,
the p-,i%
then flutteringabout the cliffs, were
brought roasted to my table.
JInj 27th.-Abol~t seven o'clock this morning
we corumenced our pilgrimage to the source of
the Junlnn, which lies nearly north from Cursala \Ye were follo~veclby every male in tho
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village, with many fuquirs, who had arrived in
time to take advantage of the brahmin's attendance upon us. Our own train of sixty or seventy, joined to the number, made no inconsiderable addition. Behold us, then, setting forth,
the brahmin in front, and the coolies, for the
first time without their loads, " right glad to
miss" the lumbering of the tents, playing like
children behind us. Curiosity and devotion
seemed to form the inducements of the partywhich predominated I will not say ; they both
had an opportunity of being amply gratified.
Our road, if I may so call it, was indeed a proper climax to our performances hitherto: we
crossed the river nearly a dozen times, sr, great
were its windings, sometimes by wading through
it-and bitterly cold it was-and occasionally
by trunks of trees with flat stones laid upon
them serving for bridges.
Our first scramble was up a '' hill perpendicular," which was not long in presenting itself
t o our notice. A great part of it was effected
upon hands and knees, and by taking advantage
of steps formed by the accidental protrusion
o5

thruugh the earth of the roots of trees and the
points of stones On reaching its summit
.FT found it was deemed the outer barrier to
6le sacrcd spot, and a small altar was e n ~ t e d
upon it. It was indifferently arranged of loose
stiiw, and a few miserably carved gods were
dt.pm4ted within it, to whom each Hindoo made
his o'xisance. \\*e were glad of the opportunity
of p i n i n g h a t h that an even space around
affL~drd; and so exhausted was every o w with
the scramble, that balf an hour had elapsed before the htxvp panting of the party subsided.
Tbe faquirs plucked the flowers from the surnwnding rhododendron, and hying them with
a d s m l upon the altar, prepared to set fortb
L5:lL-e mow.
\-e dcxended the other side of this hill by
siuulsr step to those we bad ascended by ; and,
when a b u t thirty feet from the bed of the
ri\rr, we found a novel batb in the trunk of a
t n u with notches in it. I t was most advantageously situated for a shower-hth, being i m
1i:tdiatr.l~under a waterfall, which poured in
cooling st~vslnsupon u s We climbed up rocks

BBIDGES O F SXOW.
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by the same ingenious contrivance, over which
we had much difficulty in walking, and similar
plans brought us to the h t t o m of them again.
In many parts the snow was very thick ; and,
stretching across the river, formed marble arches
for it to flow under. By these beautiful bridges
we frequently passed, and found no little amusement in the sliding and tumbling they gave rise
to. The astonishment of my Bengal servants,
who had never seen snow but on the high peaks
many thousand feet a h v e them, was beyond all
description when they first placed their feet
upon it.
The channel of the river is the grandest possible, but from its being so narrow, and the
mountains that form it so high, we could see
but little of the snowy range. An occasional
peep of Dootie to the south, a little of Bunderpuch, whence the Jumna flows, was all of that
tremendous line that we were able to obtain sight
of. Many streams fall from the hills around,
and one i a particular, from a peak on the left
bank, called Dummer Kunter, runs over the
face of a nearly perpendicular rock, from a
height of full two hundred feet.
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A t length we reached the summit of our l a
bours ; we had tracked the river to its covert.
and lost all further trace of it, as well as p a e r
of proceeding, by tlie snow that choked the
way.

Here then we a t last stood on the thresh

old of eternal snow ! W e had come unto " that
bourne whence no traveller returns ;" where n a
ture has written for ever with a death-cold hand,

" thus far shalt thou go, and no further !"

I t is

not often that man has an opportunity of reaching the very verge of human power, and on such
an event I hope I may be pardoned for displaying some exultation. T h e consciousness of having endured a little to accomplish it may heighten the feeling; and although I have to boast
that in common with several. I must feel proud,
as I have no doubt they did, at having gained
the source of the Jumna.
The first and greatest object of curiosity, both
to the pilgrim and the traveller, is the hot spring.

It rushes through an aperture in the rock of
ahout four inches in circumference, with very
great force and heat. I n the vent the therlliolneter stood at 1800: about a foot further,
and wherc the water Lubbled from the ground,

HOT SPBINQS.
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and was a little more exposed to the air, the
temperature was 1600. There is a constant
smoke rising to a considerable height. So wonderful a phenomenon as b i l i n g water on the
edge of perpetual snow, was very likely to attract the devotion of the Hindoos. They dip
their hands in it, and perform the necessary
prayers and evolutions a b u t it, and make offeri n g ~of money, the perquisite of the brahmin,
if they can afford it. I propitiated the divinity of the spring in the most orthodox manner,
and had so011 an opportunity of seeing it trans
ferred to the custody of the high-priest.
Close to the bed of the Jumna, and a few
feet from where it first appears from beneath
the snow, another small stream of hot water
issues from the rock, and, mixing with the river,
makes a delightful tepid bath, in which the
devout never fail to indulge. During their ablt~tionsthe officiating brahmin mutters prayers
for their salvation, and congratulations for their
baving reached so holy a spot. I joined in the
bathing, and was included in the prayer. The
water was exceedingly cold, for I first jumped

into the river itself ; it was about four feet deep,
and running with the utmost rapidity. I thought
I had been divided in two when I made my first
plunge, and was not long in hastening to the
warm-bath. So great an advantage as this happy
mixture, is attributed, like the miracle of the
well near Nanguan, to the efficacy of the piety
of some saint, and I verily believe the same one
for whom the Ganges took so eccentric a course.
He was very zealous in performing his ablutions
in all the most sacred rivers and fountains among
the hills, and had frequently to complain of their
intense cold as he had of the height of Cunda,
when the Bh~girathirose at its base to indulge
him. The presiding deity of one part of these
icy waters, in consideration of hia infirmities,
and in reward of his faith, gave him the power
of causing a hot spring to flow from whatever
rock he happened to lean against, when about
to perform l ~ i sholy rites. Although he seems
to have used the gift sparingly, he has exercised
it judiciously, for it is a singular feature i n
these phenomena, thnt where they do occur,
they are hottest in the coldest and most elevated

WATEB OF THE JUYNA.
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situations. Thus between the springs of B a
n a s a a n d Jumnootri there is a difference in the
temperature of 40 degrees; the former k i n g
amsiderably lower in its position as well as in
its warmth. I tasted the water, but could d i s
cem n o particular flavour in i t ; and I regret
very much that a bottle I wss having carried up
for the purpose of bringing some away, suffered in the scrambling journey, and I am consequently prevented from submitting it to be analyzed ;though, in so doing, I should do nothing
more than what I believe has been already done.
I n the bed of the river the mercury sank to 370;
in the air, and placed against a rock exposed to
the sun, it stood at E 2 O .
It was some time before all the party were
to descend from these devout regions,
to undergo the fatigue of a return, which, alas !
proved much more aevere than the ascent ; the
perpetual sliding down the snowy bridges we
had before crawled up, with every other difficulty reversed, by no means made more simple
by the repetition ; and, indeed, what can be rcn-

dered easier by reading it backwards ?-proved
that it is necessary for a traveller to these mjsterious spots to be as perfectly master of equilibrium as a ropedancer, to be able to poize himself with skill on the point of a stone on one
foot, while the other must be ready to spring to
the root of a tree, round the trunk of which he
must cling like a monkey, lest an unfortunate
tremor should plunge him headlong into some
yawning gulph. He should be endowed with
the activity of a kangaroo and the adhesion of a
lizard ; occasionally tripping over frail and tottering bridges with the lightness of Crmlilla, and
then steadying himself upon liis staff with the
weight of Hercules !
I n these regions every thing that is imposing
and magnificent is united with the simplest objects ; while we gaze with wonder at the stupendous crags around, we roam over beds of
pale blue violets ; and strawberries in blossoa~,
thick as dnisies on an English mcadow, cover
every spot of grass we meet with.
I t was wening before we reached Ctlrsali

again, and we are lucky in having as lovely a
night as the last. During the past three or four
days I have observed the swelling of the throat,
(the pitre,) so common to all elevated positions,
very general in the higher part of these hills.
1 do not think I have seen a man or woman
without some little of it since I left Khonsala,
and in many it is much larger than I ever remember observing it in the Alps. I do not know
whether the possessors of it consider it a beauty,
but the women decorate themselves with as
great a variety of necklaces as in any other part
of the East, and seem at any rate perfectly unconscious of any striking defect. They attribute
it to drinking the snow-water, and it is strange
that it ehould only be found in places where such
water alone can be obtained, and that children
never exhibit the slightest appearance of it. Of
snow the people are so fond, that they loaded
themselves, on returning from Jumnoutri, with
large masses of it, for the purpose of eating ;
and, in winding down the steep paths, the leading men could hardly keep their followers from
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pilfering, although likewise loaded-they seemed
to have quite a childish fondness for it.
From whatever cause the goitre may arise, it
is a pity that the inhabitants of Cursali shohld
have such an addition to their ugliness; they
want not that. for they are the plainest as wen
as dirtiest, that we have met with. I must not
include my brahmin guide in this condemnation,
for he is a grand exception. I have added to
his string of medals, by flattening a bullet and
scratching my name upon it ; and as it is his
greatest pride to accumulate these remembrancers, it already hangs round his neck.
May 28th, 29th.-The
morning after our
descent from Jumnoutri, we returned to Banas
say to commence a new route across the intervening mountains, to the more celebrated source
of the Ganges. I meditated, when I began my
interesting tour, to pass from the Jumna to the
shores of the Sutlege, traversing the valleys of
the Pauber and the Tonse; then crossing the
snowy pass of Burunda into Kunawar, continue
my track till the jealousy of the guardians of

A GENERAL
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the ceIestia1 empire should turn me back from
the confines of Chinese Tartary . I wavered between two equally attractive points: Gungoutri,
with the probability of being able to reach Kedar Nath and Badri Nath-the scenes of the
naddest of all the fatal delusions which lead their
victims, with a nobleness worthy a better cause,
to perish miserably-weighed with me, from the
gratification 1 had just enjoyed in viewing the
source of the minor river, and I determined to
visit it. The season being yet early, and the
snow still lying in great depth upon the higher
ridges, I was obliged to forego the difficult passage of the range nearest the mighty barrier of
everlasting snow.
T h e rumour of my intention to attempt it
caused a mutiny in my camp that threatened to
leave me to pursue my way with my knapsack
on my back ; a general " strike" was declared
on the moment I had fixed for departure. It
was some time before I could persuade my mutineers to follow me even to the next highest
range; they brought me pitiful tales of avalanches, and torrents that had burst their bounds,
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and villagers to corroborate them. Threats were
in vain ; and I endeavoured to win them by promises, that whenever they could find a goat to
sell, I would give it them, provided they did not
leave me in the lurch; and I set out at last
under the uncomfortable apprehension of finding
myself deserted in my utmost need-left perhaps
to build a hut of snow on the summit of some
barren hill, while all my worldly wealth wa.
left at the bottom, to the mercy of an unruly
river. I do not know that tbis little dilemma
would have heightened my admiration of the
sublime and beautiful about me; for although,
like other knights errant, I have no objection
to adventures, I should prefer to meet with them
like the heroes of story books, who are generallg
made happy in the last chapter. Xieritorious
as a death among snow is to the Hindoo, it held

forth but a dreary prospect to me.
I did not lament, therefore, abandoning the
most difficult way; for although among these
mountains it is impossible to travel but a short
distance and find ''all barren," I did not anti
+ate much from that desolate region ; even if

POISONOUS WINDS.
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qualified, I am not prepared to make scientific
researches or observations ; as I seek to report
only the external appearance, and leave the
depths to others to fathom, I am not much to
blame for choosing the least of two evils.
The " bis-ka-huwa," or poisonous wind, I
found gave the greatest alarm to the natives of
all they dreaded to meet on the highest ridge ;
it blows, they imagine, over noxious plants, and
carries certain death along with it. The difficulty of respiration at so great a height is, I
fancy, the secret of the poisonous wind; and
I remember Mr. Frazer gives some account of
its effect upon his followers on that very ridge.
At Banassa we again were deluged with rain,
for it fell on our first visit without mercy; and
the natives declare it is almost constantly pouring. I t seems to be precisely placed for every
passing cloud to deposit its burthen in, at the
bottom of a deep funnel formed by the surrounding peaks of high hills. The stories of " hairbreadth 'stapes," and " moving accidents by
flood and field," which these people had collected
in the village, gave me abundance of employ-
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ment, and not a little entertainment; the reporters of these sad tales, who had evidently
invented them for the purpose of gratifying the
servants, were not very skilful in the arrangement ; although persuaded to invent the lies, it
must be said in their favour that they were too
honest to maintain them. Whenever they were
detected in any inconsistency, they laughed, and,
shrugging their shoulders, said, perhaps it was
not so bad as they represented-'' Sahib" would
doubtless know better. Although there was an
air of irony in the delivery of this compliment to
my sagacity, I was resolved to take the merit of
it, and this morning we set forth upon our route
to Suchi, the first point we p r o m to make on
the line to Gungoutri. W e took a southeast
direction, and crossing a high hill, descended
d l'mdinaire to a stream on its opposite side.
W e found bridga in several places, and the
river, for it deserves to be so called, rushes d t h
tremendoutj din beneath them. I could not learn
its name, for it is large enough to merit one.
"Why give it a name?" quoth the guide, " we
all know it comes from the mountains, and is

SPIBIT OF INQC'IBY.
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not that enough ?" I remember a similar answer
at Lakha Mundul from a villager, when I asked
him the name of a high peak in the neighbourhood. " I t has got no name that I know of," said
he; '' what is the use of giving a name to a
place that one sees every day ?" " The spirit of
inquiry" is certainly not yet abroad among these
simple people; and if it serve to make them less
civil or less honest, (for more they caunot be)
when it does arise among them, I fear it will not
substitute better qualities in their stead.
From the bank of the river we soon reached a
small village called Neechnee, beneath the snowy
peak of Oonchul ; here we were again deluged
with rain, and the thermometer is at sixty-four
degrees.
I n the course of our walk from Banam, we
wound through a thick jungle, where there was
great probability of some of the stragglers of the
party mistaking the road ; to guard against this,
the guide cut the branch of a tree, and threw it
as a barrier across the wrong road, wbere two
occurred ; and where the windings of the path
seemed doubtful, he cut a notch on the side of a
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tree that pointed in a proper direction. These
simple finger-posts were perfectly understood,
and although the path was extremely dark and
intricate in many places, we arrived, without a
stray sheep, in Neechnee.
I am again in an unfrequented tract, aud ercite an eren greater share of observation than I
did at Nonano.
Some years ago two white gentlemen crossed
these hills, and the natives remember them like
some brightexhalationsin the evening, never to be
seen more, as they thought ; they were pleased
to see the meteors once again in us. Our approach to a village is the signal for every description of clamour. The dogs, who, by the way,
are more numerous than the people, immediately
sally forth to defend the entrance, the mountains
echoing to their yell. " Tie up your dogs," is
the war-cry of my party, as every one waves his
staff over his head. "Tie up your dogs," is
responded by the older men of the village, when
forth sally the young population,and after a brisk
engagement with sticks and stones, send them
howling to their kennels. The poor animals,

EXPRESSIONS
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though large and fiercslooking, and certainly
opposed to our invasion, do not evince much
disposition to bite. However, a canine insurreo
tion, like a human one, had better be crushed in
its commencement. This '' puny war" gives an
klat to our entke, and calls the old and the
young abroad to gaze upon us.
I t is a glorious feeling to enter for the first
time within the magic circle of immortal Rome,
and forget the present in the restless dream of all
that has gone! and I can conceive the giddy
whirl* of the stranger who makes his first plunge
into London in the fashionable height of a day;
but to be in the midst of a few remnants of the
human race, where all around is as awful and
magnificent as in the wildest romance, who never
before saw a bring like me, and who know not
whence I come, but marvel a t my simplest action
-is to me the most indefinable sensation of all.
I seem to be wandering on fairy ground ; I expect to hear music in the air, and be wiled to
some Prospero's cell. I can scarcely hope to meet
a Miranda, and have '' woods and wildsn and
I know not what to encounter tamorrow, under
cb
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the guidaoce of a perfect Caliban, who has just
bowed to me, and seems fully prepred to make
me his god ; he has beseeched, even on his knees,
to follow me to G u n g ~ ~ t r i .
May 31s~-lresterday morning, about seven,
r e set out from Neechnee for the village of NODgong. The day before, the people of the village
asked if they should prepare the mad for us; as
I was anxious to know what a few hours only
could do over so high a hill, I desired that they
might be despatched. The path, in the first instance, led up a deep forest of pine-trees, intersjwrsed occasionally with walnuts and hazel. The
withered leaves of the pines were m thickly strewed over the gmund, that I might have fancid
rusheshad been spread tohonourme. I could have
dlliagly dispensed with the courtesy,for the mad
bcillg nearly perpendicular, and as nothing is so
slippery as the long loose leaves of the fir-t
I L~lownot how often I measured my length upon
them. There was a fine tree. at one time in my
struggle, about twenty feet above me, the roots
of which ran across the track, and where I wuntcd
~
r a momentary
p
stay if I could but reach them,
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every third step I took I slipped down five. With
Sisyphus and his rock it was pastime, compared
to my labour to p i n this goal. I at one time fell
upon my face, and in endeavoi~ringto recover,
rolled down thirty or forty feet. I tried every
M b l e method, sometimes the measurtd psce
of a tragic hero, then " like a wounded snake
dragged my slow length along." The Indian
fanatics who crawl their pilgrimages, would not
be such blockheads, if they confined their experiments to the mountain penances, for that is certainly the safest plan. When at last I reached
my tree, I looked above for another to conclude
a new task at, and thus by short stages, and io
a few hours, gained the height of the wood. W e
burst upon a beautiful lawn, perfectly level, and
enamelled with every description of simple
flower--daisies, cowslips, primroses, violets, and
m u s e s of every hue.
I t was surrounded by a fence of pale rhododendron; in all other parts we had met this
p h t as a large tree-here it had dwindled to
a shrub. Above was a line of rugged peaks
capped with snow, which in many parts deP2
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scended to the borders of the meadow. Nature
never appeared so frolicsome. This spot seemed
to be the rendezvous of all seasona There was
winter in his coat of snow ; summer reposing in
a strawberry-bed, or smiling from the branches of
an apricot-tree ; spring couched in a " cowslrp
bell ;" and of autumn we experienced enough in
the fallen leaves, which, still to concentrate the
various periods of the year, fell from the branches
of the trees that stood among the snow.
As I looked round with a glass, I could discern, on one side of the mountains, fields of
grain quite green, and but just above the earth ;
on the other it was harvest-home, and the yartridges were busy in the stubble. I would hare
given any thing to have remained some days
here, but there was no water, and I could not
persuade my servants that the snow was equallly
good ; they should die, they declared, if they
touched it, and trembled at the bare idea. I\'e
could have made strawberry ice in a most delightful manner-collected the snow with one
hand, and pickedthe fruit with the other. In vain
did I represent its comforts, and its beauties

PE-4X O F BUNDUEPUCH.
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I swallowed snow
till I was as cold as ice, to convince them, but
they were still inexorable.
The peak of Bundurpuch, towering above us
like a rock of alabaster, was quite close-one
ridge only intervening-the one I had abandoned, and the snow upon it seemed very deep indeed; the sky was clear and blue as Italy's,
md not a speck appeared upon the snow-white
mountain. I saw an eagle soaring above it.
We had disturbed several, for he had towered
to "their pride of place." They flew within
shot, but I learnt from the " ancient mariner,"
how sad it is to kill the spirit of the place, and
kt them fly in peace. Many of the same species
of pheasant that we had before met with, ran
about the steepest parts of the hills, but we never
could get near enough to fire at them. They
possessed too much the vantage of the g r ~ u n d . ~
To return for a moment to our road-makerstheir labour consisted in throwing the trunk of
a tree across a torrent, or a gap in the path,
made perhaps by some large stone rolling from
above-a constant occurrence-and dreadful is
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the crash of trees below upon such an a~alanche,
and the thunder of its sound is beyond all belief.
A pine had fallen in some places across the way,
and many others were nodding to their fall.
So large were the trunks of those that stopped
the path, for age had overthrown them, that it
was necessary to have one step a t least cut
each side, to save the trouble of a scramble.
This had been also done by the pioneers, whose
ingenious contrivances are sometimes more difiicult to overcome than the obstacles they are
meant to remove. They had a l l assembled by a
torrent a b u t midway up, and hailed our a p
proach with a cry of " Buxeee ! Buxees !" the
first time I had ever heard such a shout in the
mountains. " Buxees for making the d."
" And what have you done to it ?" I inquired.
" Made it quite easy," replied a sturdy fellow,
as if smiling a t my exhausted appearance, for I
sat p n t i n g on a stone scarcely able to bend
my limbs under me; while another cried,
" Look what a good step I've made," pointing
to a small chip in a rock of about an inch
deep. As I had just fullen from this identical

step, and dragged half of the wall I was attempting to escalade with me, and sat gathering breath to renew the attack upon my hands
and knees, it looked a little too like a joke to
make me particularly anxious to employ pioneers
again, and I determined in future to take the
road " in the rough."
These road-makers are a strange race of beings,
and when they wish to get money, try every
means but those that appear the simplest. They
will watch all day to snare a pheasant for a few
pence, but will not sell one of their own chickens,
though abundance strut about. They refuse to
dispose of a sheep or goat, when the pasture is
scarcely sufficient for them ; but toil all night to
catch an antelope or young elk. I have had srveral of the 1atte.r brought to me since I have
been in the hills, but hnve not been able to keep
them alive more than a few days. I was anxious
to deceive my goats into adopting them, but
without success ; and spoon-meat-for they were
not old enough to lap-had no temptation for
them. Their sheep, which are very numerous,
are small, and generally have black heads. They
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seldom kill them, for, throughout the year, in tbe
higher parts, they wear woollen clothes, and
keep them for the purpose of supplying them
only. The goats, when age has rendered them
unfit for other use, and, to our tastes, very unfit
indeed for the last to which they are applied,
afford the only flesh they care about eating,
The cattle are esteemed fully as much as on
the plains ; and although they would consider it
extremely sinful to slay a cow or a bull, I do
not find that the poor animals benefit much by
the scruples, for they are beaten most unmercifully upon all occasions.
I have often wondered at the inconsistency .of
people, (and it is much the case all over India,)
who hold the animal in the highest veneration,
and beat it with the utmost inhumanity at the
same time. If I were a cow, and could choose
my lot, I should prefer the profane country of
"Beef-eaters," to the one where I might be
adored in precept, but in practice most cruelly
treated. Although I do not anticipate much
improvement to the cattle by a further intercourse with the plains, yet the people must be-
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d t materially ; the greater communication
likely to ensue from the late establishment in
the hills, and the increasing taste for travelling
among them, must eventually spread a degree
of civilization througllout. At present they are
sunk in a wretched state of degradation, and,
save in the gift of speech, are little higher in
the scale of humanity than the monkeys that
infest their woods.
Their religion, if it can be so called, consists
in listening to the muttering of one, whom they
term a Brahmin, ragged and illiterate as themselves; in venerating streams and fountains,
because they know not whence they spring ; in
deeming sacred any phenomenon of nature they
cannot account for; in adoring a mountain beautse it looks like a buffalo ; and in worship
ping the cavity of a rock because they fancy it
resembles a cow's mouth. Social ties or dectimq they can have no notion of. Their marriages are infamous, and a father offers his only
child for sale. In dirtiness the men are only
surpassed by the wornell. I have already described the dress of these remarkable specimens
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of the softer sex, with their hair. hanging in
savage irregularity round their countenances.
Although carrying water for the use of the
house is one of their principal occupations,
they are so chary of their labour that they take
care never to consume a drop of it even on
their own persous.
They have similar ideas of lnxury to the peasants of more civilized nations : their work at an
end, they bask in groups in the sun, playing
with the tangles of each other's hair, and cautiously laying on one side of the object of their
search, when they have taken it. The ground
a b u t their villages is literally teeming with
vermin ; and their abodes present too filthy an
exterior to tempt me to pass the threshold. The
children are not quite so dirty as their elders,
merely because they are not m old; but give
great promiw of rivalling them, for they grow in
dirt as they advance in years. I t is melancholy
that such
A
wilderneaa of aweebFor Natare here wintoned PP in her prime,
And played at will her rkgin fancies,"
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Pouring forth more meet, wild above rale or art,
Enormous b b s I"

should be so inhabited.
To return to my journey. As I was obliged
to quit my " Hall of the Seasons," I climbed up
to t h e top of the high ridge above it, over which
lay the track ; and from its summit beheld one
of the most magnificent scenes, the sublimest
imagination could conceive. I had passed over
about a mile of snow, four or five feet deep,
but bard enough to bear me, without much
sinking; and was glad to have something to
draw my thoughts from the fatigue, for such the
natives even consider it ; and many of the most
devout have raised a species of altar to commemorate the feat, consisting of a heap of stones,
surrounding a high one placed upright in the
middle. They fringe the crest of the mountain ;
and to each in succession, as they reached them,
my guides made their salaams, and returned
thanks to whatever divinity they were dedicated,
for having assisted them to reach such a heightBehind me, to the north-west, were the snows
of Bundurpuch and Dootie, whence the Jumno
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flows: thence, towards the east, rose the high
peaks which mark the source of the holy river,
the Ganges-the Rudru Himaleh, like a white
cloud, in the horizon-Kedar Nath and Badri
Nath, those mighty objects of Hindoo superstition, mixing with the skies ; so far out-topping
other heights that I had almost considered them
illusory, I began to doubt, as I gazed on them,
whether there was any interval between heaven
and earth ! When I remembered that I was
standing, on the 30th of May, on a mountain
covered with snow, not ten degrees from the
tropics, and that the peaks I was looking at were
higher above me than Mont Blanc from the
plain, and Mount A t n a from the sea, I was
breathless with astonishment.
'' T h e Alps, the Apennines, the Pyrenean,
and the river Po," though they may excel in
exquisite beauty, and the charm a consciousness
of civilization casts over scenery, must yield, in
grandeur and sublimity, to the " snowy Imauq"
and the mysterious rivers which rise in them:
scenes over which superstition has cast a halo,
that invests them with something like a sacred
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character, even in the eyes of those who are free
from its influence.
Before me, towards the south, were less grand,
but more varied prospects :-at the foot of the
hill where I stood, but far below, stretched yellow fields in terraces, to the edge of a winding
stream ; as well as wooded ridges, and peaks,
cmwned with pines, their sides blooming with
Lilac and rhododendron. All around, far as the
eye could reach-and that was far indeed-were
mountains, interminable mountains, of every
shape and every liue : the clefts on the edges of
some were masses of snow, shining through the
open trees: rough and rugged rocks, opposing
their barrenness to gently-rising hills, as carefully and tastily planted, as if by the hand of
art : dark, impenetrable forests, with torrents of
water roaring through them ; and little clusters
of fruit-trees, with birds of sweetest notes singingwithin them. T h e summit of Oonchal was,
for a time, ecstacy. M y descent to the village
of Nongong was pure matter-of-fact indeed. I t
occupied about three hours : such slipping, sliding, and scrambling, no mortal, that has not
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made the attempt, can form any idea of. I r e
hul to creep down by the uneven surface of t h e
stony hill, for a long distance, where the ledges
upon which we placed our feet were scarcely
broad enough to admit them. Several times I
was nearly falling a victim to love of the p i c
t q u e . If I looked round for a moment,
whicb 1could scarcely resist doing. I was soon
restored to attention by rolling down ten o r
twenty feet.
I t was six o'clock in the afternoon when we
reached Xongmg : we had been out from seven
in the morniug. My tent did not arrive t i l l it
was quite dark : and I had wandered to a mass
of large stows, that I fancied bore some resemblance to an English churchyard, and upon one
of them--

.* For

exercise will soom upon the flint,
\\'hi)e sloth finds the do.rn.pillor hard-"

I. fell fast asleep. I t was not till a hue and cry
had been raised about me, that I was disturbed
from niy nap.

SLIOKING CLUB.

3
z

U'e are obliged to halt this day, as evbody is tired with yesterday'sjourney. We hare
found our situation extremely hot ; and the
sudden change to so high a temperature-for
the thermometer is 92O-is not the least of our
calamitie : the accompaniments of heat, innumerable flies, have kept me at war all day; and
the renewal of a stinging torture has driven
us nearly frantic. The insect, upoo this occasion, is larger than a wasp; they fly about in
hundreds, and add to the torment of the former
small insects, by the constant apprehension of a
bite; for we can see them approach too plainly,
and find it impossible to guard against them.
I n the course of our ascent, the guides and
coolies stopped frequently to rest, and on each
occasion established a smoking club, that for
sociability far exceeds any that the good taste of
the " picked men of countries" has beeu able to
confer upon England. The natives are remarkably fond of tobacco, and always carry a wellsupplied pouch, with a flint and steel. Their
pipee are to be found on every hill : they make

two holes in the earth with the thumb, connecting them below by passing the little finger
through the interval ; in one they stick a reed,
and in the other the tobacco: the weed is soon
kindled, and a circle formed round it. Each
man takes his turn in smoking and supplying
the pipe, which is left standing when they have
all been satisfied, for the next passengers to take
advantage of, if they please. I became quite an
adept in manufacturing pipes, and found the
flavour of the earth rather an improvement even
to Persian tobacco.
I have heard that mcn of high fashion are
accustomed to smoke cigars through the streets
of London, and in the park, at all hours of the
day. Should such an elegant accomplishment
continue in vogiie, I will not presume to condemn it, but beg to suggest the above new and
sociable mode in preference to it. Groups may
sit round their pipes in Kensington Gardens, or
the park, and smoke and converse with all thc
decorum of a Turkish divan, without in the
least annoying the fastidious, who affect to dislike so ngreesble an d o u r .
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I gained the reputation of a magician in one
of our smoking societies, by drawing fire from
the sky, as they termed it, to light my p i p .
I made a burning-glass answer the purpose of a
flint and steel, and the Genii of the Ring
would not have been looked upon with greater
veneration. I was forced, however, to endure
these scenes a little too often, for if we paused
but for a moment to gain breath, the pouch was
drawn forth, and the knot formed around the
broken reed. I could have wished that their
ingenuity had devised n pipe more calculated
for travellers, for this primitive arrangement is
only suitable for loungers, and perfect idleness;
it delayed us sadly, but it was a luxury no persuasion could induce them to forego; and the
deliberate manner they set about its preparation,
as if every thing on earth was subservient to it,
added fuel to my impatience. Whenever I
chafed at the loss of so muchtime, they remained,
however, as immoveable as Turks. " Qui vive
8 a m tabac eat indigne de viure." Although
they could not express it, their looks implied a
VOL. I.
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GLOBIOUS MAXIM.

most perfect belief in this glorious maxim,
which I have always thought seemed written on
the brow of every subject of the Sublime Porte,
when his kaleeon was at his lips.
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EXCURSIONS I N INDIA.

CHAPTER I.
Jnngle fowl-Awkward reneontre-Mountain8 on &+Killing P goat-Hindoo reput-Romantic scenery-Delighttul
s p o b S n o ridge-h
~
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Tearoo-Honesty of the Hindooa--Anecdote of an old village-Rarpect paid to age.

JUNE 1st.-By

our day's rest we had acquired
vigour enough to make another clamber to the
opposite side of a high mountain, which appeared thickly wooded, and divided from us by a
rapid stream, when we found the village of
Bukoulie. We met in our route every variety
of road, and the necessity for every manner of
moving. I n some parts of the forest we saw
several jungle fowl : they have exactly the same
VOL. 11.
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J U N G L E FOWL.

habits as the domestic poultry. T h e cock
struts at the head of his hens, and keepsa strict
watch over their safety. Whenever they were
disturbed by our attempts upon them, he flew
to the highest branch of some tree beyond our
reach, and crowed with all his might, while
his dames ran into holes and corners to escape
our attacks: they are so cunning that we found
it impossible to get within shot of them, with
all the caution we could use. While intent
upon capturing at least one, as we were creeping
after them upon our breasts, lying occasionally
like riflemen under cover of the unevenness of
the ground to catch them en passant, we came
suddenly upon an ambuscade that very soon put
an end to our sport.
W e were about midway up the face of a hill
that was thickly covered by trees, and much
clogged by shrubs and creepers that wound in
all directions. On reaching the foot of the enemy's position, still advancing upon our breasts,
and bending a keen eye upon the birds strutting
before us, up rose, with a growl that denoted m
offended spirit, (for we had literally touched his

.
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tail,) a large black bear; and turning round,
looked us in the face with the most undisguised
astonishment. I t was the most unsought, aa
well as unpromising introduction I had ever met
with. There was no time for parley; and,
getting upon our legs, we at once stood on the
defensive. This sudden metamorphosis completed his surprise, and, yelling louder than
before, he set off as fast as he could shuffle
from the extraordinary animals that had so unaccountably sprung up before him.
W e determined that discretion was the better
part of valour, and began to retrace our stepg
letting the jungle fowl benefit by the interruption. Having much faith in proverbs, and
in none more than in that which declares that
" familiarity breeds contempt," we resolved
that the bear should not learn to despise us
by a repetition of the intercourse : we continued
our journey, and in a few hours arrived at Bukoulie. I t is situated similarly to the one in
which we had passed the last two days, a valley
confined by high mountains.
Immediately opposite to where our tents were
B 2
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MOUNTAIN ON FIRE.

pitched, the grass had been set on fire, and
smoked the whole day long. There was no wind
to carry away the vapur, which, hanging about
the vale, added very much to its heat: it felt
exactly like the atmosphere in a hot climate,
when an oppressive stillness indicates the a p
proach of a storm.
I did not at first perceive the cause of this
mountain sirocco, but almost apprehended an
earthquake. At night, however, it displayed
itself in the most splendid manner: the flames
that the " garish day" had eclipsed, blazed
forth with the brightest beauty, and in the most
fantastic manner. Had a Tivoli been established on the face of the opposite mountain, its f e s
toons of light could not have been more tastefully arranged. I t was a long and high ridge,
covered to its summit with pine-trees, and here
and there jagged with clefts of stone, the bottoms of which were furzed with bushes; a
stream flowed at its base, and its sides curved
gradually fiom the top to the water below. The
flame first stole gently up the sides, and met on
the summit; another line of fire ran from its

CONPLACBATION.
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bast., in circles and semicircles in every direction,
communicating with the sides in several places,
till all seemed arranged for some great festival
with the utmost precision.
These regular lines of light did not long continue ; for it suddenly burst forth into one universal blaze, with an effect as startling, but far
more brilliant, than the St. Peter's, dome, when
the clock strikes eight upon the celebration of
that saint's day. Now the fire crept along the
ground, and then rushed to the top of towering
pines, which in a few moments, nodding and
crackling, fell to the earth, with a noise that
might have passed for the beginning of an e r u p
tion of Vesuvius : large fragments of rock, that
lost their support by the falling of the trees,
rolled to the bottom with a din that told what
the height of a volcano is. For a moment a
line of fire was lost in one of the clefts, and,
fed by the wood within it, came rushing forth
with tremendous fury, " a giant refreshed ;"
while a continual and steady light illuminated
the top, from the numerous gummy firs that
capped it. No rain had fallen for a long time,

6

CONFLAGEATION.

and the communication was as rapid as possible: sparks flew to the opposite side and the
mountains round, which were soon ignited.
In a few hours I seemed the centre of a world
in flames, and felt some slight apprehension of
being roasted. I was like the scorpion within
his circle of fire, and seemed to have no chance
of escaping the ordeal, but by proving myself
a Cato: for the crackling sound drew nearer
and nearer, and the heat wss quickly becoming
greater and greater. I t seemed like the burning of a desolate city ; and I had only to people it in my imagination with shrieking inhabitants, to makt: it as striking a picture of a
'fire as any on record, for the general outline
was sketched with a bold and powerful hand.
However, the element was under control, for I
live to tell the tale and to describe a more domestic blaze that took place in my own little circle.
There is great authority for this transition
from the sublime downwards, to what may deserve to be deemed, perhaps, the ridiculousMy coolies, imagining that their long journey
merited a reward, claimed my promise of the

KILLING A GOAT.
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goat. They discovered one for sale in the village, and with petitioning looks brought it before me. I t was very large, with fine horns and
long hair, and might have been about ten years
old. The circ~~mstance
of its being the acknowledged father of most of the flock in the
village, did not seem to dismay them in the
least ; and on my granting the feast, they as.
sembled round it, chanting something that may
have been meant for a thanksgiving. They
then prepared the pile as if for a sacrifice ; and,
leading the animal up to it, severed his head
from his body at o w blow, and allowed him to
bleed over the faggots. I t is deemed most unfartunate to be obliged to inflict a second stroke ;
and a shout of joy hails the headsman who completes the execution at the first. T o facilitate
as much as possible the operation while the executioner stands ready, with uplifted sword, by
the animal's side, another tempts him with his
favourite herbs to stretch his neck, realieing to
the letter the beautiful lines of Pope :
R e d to the IML he crops the flow'ry food,
And l i c h the hand j u t rabed to shed hb blood !

8

HIND00 XEPAST.

The bloody figgots were thrown upon the fire,
that had been kindled a t a little distance, and
the charm aeemed wound up : the skin was torn
otF in a few minutes, and the carcase cooked
and divided. In less than an hour the baoquet was spread; and loud singing, with the
gentle accompaniment of a tom-tom which they
had picked up in the village, gave sufficient
pmof that they were pleaaed with the repast.
As I witnessed the preparation with great i n
terest, they were anxious nothing should escape
mc, and brought me the bead of the poor ram
that had just undergcme a singeing with a burnt
stick before it was plunged into the soup I
was curious to learn if a baggess would s u d
tbe cc singed head ;" but Scotland may still
boast undivided right to the " chieftain of the
pudding race," as far as my mountain cooks'
art goes: it must no longer, however, &use to
hare the glory of sheephead broth, which may
be now considered, in spite of the fastidiouswss
of the south, the taste of Nature ; for surely the
inhabitants of the Himalaya have never learnt
the art from any other mi-

I
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ROMANTIC BCENBBY.

June 2nd and 3 r d . W e left Bukoulie, still
smoking, at daylight in the morning; and passing the small village of Egamo, down to a rapid river, we skirted the ruins of the imaginary
city we had seen in flamea Many a goodly tree
lay prostrate, and the hill was blackened from
top to bottom. W e soon ascended to a great
height by a dark and dreary forest, where a
German novelist would lay the scene of a m
mance. None but the Spirit of the Waters
could inhabit such a place ; and when passing
the bed of a torrent which roared through a
gloomy channel with no light to guide us from
its dangers but the white sheet that the spray
had formed over them, we expected to see Undine arise and welcome us to her favourite haunt.
The magnificent trees, that shut out the day
from these places, were generally chesnuts, and
thia waa the first time we had met with them.
They grow to a great height, and some of them
measured nearly thirty feet in circumference.
The woods were fill1 of pheasants: the moonal
and the horned pheasant-the beautiful plumage
of the latter, its grey coat with a white spot
B
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DELIGHTFUL SPOT.

upon every feather, its golden breast and neck
with its purple horns-while it hung calmly
over the bounding cataract, gazing on us with
its quiet black eye--seemed singularly out of character with the wildneas of the scenery around.
When we quitted this forest we reached a
lawn of great richness, through which trickled
a clear stream, where we were glad to pause
awhile and refresh after our labour. Mow was
the name the natives gave to this spot. Beautiful as it was, we decided that it was not quite
high enough, and soon recommended our exertions ; and, after another ascent through a di+
ma1 forest, reached a clear space on its summit,
similar to, but smaller than, the one below.
This was named Chatterlong; and here we determined to set up our rest for the remainder of
the day. I t was wildly situated-just room
for our little camp on a green covered with
strawberries, and all the flowers that we love to
see in England : how delightful must such a
meeting be here ! Those only who have toiled
over the desert know how to value the charms
of the first green spot they reach ; and will not

SNOW BBIDOIG.
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be surprised at my joy in plucking a cowdip,
after having been several years on the plains of
India !
We were surrounded by wood on every side
but one, that was open to the view of Bundurpuch. No village was within sight, and the
trees around were so thick that we could make no
way through them : we were confined in our o b
servations to the space on which we stood. I t
was delightfully cool ; the thermometer at w o n
was 70°, and at night and in the morning W and
n o . W e w3re generally too glad to rest to care
about exploring our neighbourhood, unless
something very promising invited ; we never
failed, however, in falling upon beauties, when
we did move in pursuit of them.
After a night's rest on this beautiful little
spot, we toiled up the hill that rose above it, and
in an hour reached its summit, where we found
a clear space immediately below a ridge of peaks
covered with snow : over one of them we crossed, and from it had a very fine view, less extensive than the former from Oonchul, but still
magnificent. We seemed to have penetrated to

the very regions of snow, and almost to be
transported to a polar ocean. W e were level
with the lowest apparent range of wngelation, and the peaks that bounded our frozen sea
rose like icebergs above it. The general livery
of perpetual snow was visible for a great dis
tance.
Chumora was the common name of the ridge
on which we stood, but Deahra the particular
peak we were passing over. On descending from
it, we found a meadow of great extent with flocks
of goats and sheep browsing upon it : the pasturc appeared to be rich and plentiful, but in
many parts it was still under snow, in which
the sheep seemed to take particular pleasure
in standing in crowds closely packed together :
they belonged principally to the villages on the
banks of the Ganges.
The life of a shepherd is by no means a light
one : he has to drive his flocks a great distance
for food, and often to travel far in pursuit of a
stray lamb. Not very far from where the pasture was, were two small lakes ; one of them
prettily surrounded by wood. The situation

ERECTING A N ALTAR.
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seemed made for flocks and herds. On the tops
of the peaks around, and on the brow of the
mountain, I observed pany of the same descrip
tion of piles of stone I have before mentioned.
This seemed a more essential duty here than
even on the last height where I had met them ;
and my guide besought me to allow him to erect
a memento of my passage across, and assured
me it would be of essential service to me to
have a representative so close to the divinity
of the Jumna-for we were quitting his precincts for those of the Ganges. He pointed
out the pillars of many " Sahib Logue," whom
he had d s t e d to elevate them; but they are
destined to be nameless, or at least to have
their names so altered in the pronunciation,
that it will be impossible to discover them. I
chose a peak where Bundurpuch could overlook
me most admirably, and after a little labour
erected my testimony of respect for his aanctity; and if the snowy god surveys the abode
of my spirit, which my guide assured me it
would become, with half the pleasure that I
have done his, I shall be perfectly satisfied.
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FIRST VIEW OF THE GANGES.

We were not long in commencing our descent :
it was as scrambling and sliding a one as usual.
After emerging from a grove of reeds, (many of
them broken and strewed on the gmund, which
gave a variety to the cause of our slipping,
though the effect was much the same,) we
found ourselves on the point of a projecting
crag that cc beetled o'er its base," and gave us
the first glimpse of the Ganges, which was rapid
and broad, but dark and sandy as it flows
through the plains. If the sound of J u m m
excited my followers to a high pitch, at merely
the commencement of their pilgrimage, how
much more so -would the thrice welcome shout
of Gunga Jee ! when they had at length gained
it, after s painful journey of more than thirty
days. Gunga Jee ! was the universal cry for
some minutes; and Gtcnga Jee ! was echoed by
the w d s and hills around, till it reached the
ears of the slowest of my stragglers, when, calling upon its name long before they saw it, they
endeavoured to rush forward, and enjoy the
sight they had been so long toiling to obtain.
The Hindoos salaam'd and muttered its name

MOUNTAIN SPRINGS.
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over and over again ; and even the unbending
Mahometan seemed in some way softened by the
scene. I sat on one side to allow full scope to
their feelings, affected by the beauty of the p i c
ture as much as they were by the veneration of
the river.
The coolies were resolved that it should prove
a day of jubilee, and assured me that the goatherd they had p d declared there was a ram to
be sold in the village of Barsoo, whither we were
going. I promised, if that were the case, they
should feast upon it, and gave my servants leave
to rest an hour to expatiate on the magnificence
of the scene, and luxuriate in anticipation on
the prospect of a pure draught of water at last.
" What do you think of the Ganges now 1" I
asked of one of lny hearers. " I shall have a
drink of good water," was his reply. Faith
goes a great way ; but, from the distant view
we were taking of it, I did not expect any greater
purity than I find in the mountain springs. The
villages that rose above the banks of the river,
(and we could see many of them,) were very
neat; and the cultivation extended over the
whole face of the country, from below us to the

still green. We left thin
c trwr,bowever, md kept to the northeast,
; tbe corn .ria

M

d m not -1

m arriving at Barsoo.

It

rrs c m d e d d r above tbe river; so we w e r e
f
d to be amtent mth tbc prospect still, and
quench our thirst 6
t
h rhat appetite we could
on the fiU3 that ran Emm tbe hills h u t us.
June *-We
are disappointed again in not
bring able to r t d tbe
~ Hdy River : our journey
this day was up tbe sides OF a rocky mountain
ex@
to the erstern sun, with w t a single tree
to shelter ur I n .bout four hours r e gained the
hamlet of Tearoo, and pitched on a little pin-

e .bow it

rbewe ve can aee the Ganges, to
d to-morrow. Sri Kanrhich re bope to d
ta, a rugged peak, that rises so abruptly as
d
y to atford rest for the snow, through
rhich the black edges of its furrows shine, and
make a striking cuntrast to the unstained white
of all uound, is immediately opposite ua The
rPd spinach, that coloured the hills at Barree,
'' making the green one red," grows in great
quantity h u t Tearoo.
We met here a person of some authority from
the Rajah of Tirhee, having a spear and a formid
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dable sword, which hung in a broad belt of scarlet cloth from his slloulder : he was attended by
several followers, and had come to collect the
revenue of this and the higher villages. Tearoo
was rated at twenty-five rupees a year; and as
all beyond have about the same advantages, I
suppose that is the general stipend paid to the
government of Sirinagur. The visits of this
important personage are the only communications that take place between his master and subjects ; for they never feel disposed to venture to
his court : even for justice it was not worth while
to make so long a journey ; a native of a village
only a few days' distance from the Dhoon, told
me, when I asked him, how he would obtain
justice if he were injured. They cannot have
much occasion to apply for it ; for no crimes, ar,
cording to their code of morality, can take place
among them : they are the most perfectly honest
people in the world; although they had every
opportunity of pilfering, from the careless manner in which my things were allowed to lie about,
I never lost an article.
When the members of a village are as one family, it would require no great vigilance to de-
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A N OLD VILLAGER.

tect any misdemeanour, if such were likely tooccur. I never could hear, however, of a eriminal of the slightest degree in any part of the
mountains. The same deference is yielded to
age among them, as is generally in savage
tribes Although the young men do not rise on
the approach of an old one, they obey him with
great readiness ; and the most aged is generally
the ruler or head man of a village.
I was obliged to hire a person some days ago
to carry a portion of my tent ; and the only ow
that could be spared was an old man. He willingly took up the burden ; and the moment he
had shouldered it, a murmur arose that he was
too old for such a weight, and even women were
anxious to spare him the labour. His pride,
perhaps, was hurt, for he refused all assistance,
and trudged briskly away.
As the path was dangerous, his fellow-villagers begged the party to take care of him, and
watch that he did not stumble : he laughed at
their care, and assured me that he could travel
with any man in the hills. He had not gone
very far, when a scream from the village, which
overhung a deep precipice, (the opposite side

I
I
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BESPECT P A I D TO AGE.
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of which we were winding down by a stony and
nearly perpendicular track,) intimated that
something had happened. I ran to the edge of
the abyss, and saw my poor old man with his
load still sticking to his back, rolling away to the
bottom of it. He had been too confident, and
his pride was doomed to have a severe fall.
There was an immediate pursuit from both
sides : the people of the village gained the race ;
and just as the old man had disengaged himself
from the load, which went bounding away,
a youth interposed, and saved him. " He is
too old," was the only comment made by the
lookeraon, which was murmured in every variety
of tone. They carried him to the road again, and
insisted upon his returning to the village, where,
from the loi~dvoices I soon heard, the women
took the liberty of rating him soundly for his
folly. I t is only for civilized countries to display the scandal of neglected old age. I t should
be a mortifying reflection, that among savages
alone can those who have fallen ' into the sere'
look with certainty to command that respect
which should accompany old age.

CHAPTER 11.
Arrival at the Bhagirathi-Water of tbe Gangea-MonkeysVillage of Yuchi-Difficult journey-Ancent of pyramid*
" Giant'e causeway"-Rocky pass--Ingenious excuGrandeur of mountain ecenery-A female pilgrim-Religioua mendicants-Asking charity-Village
of DfookbnWant of supplie+Mountain priests-Substitute for writingpaper-Deaf and dumb children--Sop@ i d i o t d i b
tion of Dordi-Froten region.

JUNE
6th.-At last we are seated by the banks
of the Bhagirathi : this is the sacred name of the
Ganges, and is generally applied by Hindoos to
that part of it within the mountains and theholp
branch that flows past Moorshedabad, and
changes afterwards into the Hoogly. This B h e
girathi was the choleric saint who drank the river
dry, when it once impeded his course, and gave
it up again at the earnest intercession of another
saint, a greater friend to his fellow-creatures.
Descending from T e a m , we passed over the
rocky aid- of high mountains to a large stream
that ran into the river, from the snowy summit of
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a neighbouring mount. I t was not an easy way
by any means that brought us to the shore
of this long-expected object. My servants,
who seemed to have practised a rigorous selfdenial till they could meet with their reward,
rushed forward to seizeit, in a draughtof water
from the Ganges ; and revelled in its filth, I may
say: for when one of them hastened to p a tify me, as he imagined, with the divine element,
I was forced to put it from my lips, so great was
the sediment.
We had been out six hours, and I chose a spot,
(the only clear space we could find) on the
banks of the river to encamp on. There was a
high rock behind it, from which a cataract fell :
both the profane and devout therefore could be
satisfiedby slaking their thirst in their own way,
for I persisted in belonging to the former class,
in spite of the contempt and astonishment my
taste gave rise to. The river is about eighty
yards wide, and flows rapidly over a bed of stone
with so great a noise, that frequently during the
night 1 fancied there was a violent storm. The
water has the same appearance as it possesses in
the plains-of the colour of sand, and much im-

.
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MONKEYS-VILLAGE

O F SUCHI.

pregnated with it when skimmed even from the
surface. The river is very deep in some places,
and passes smoothly over its bed, but with great
rapidity ; for when intercepted by the slightest
obstacles, it chafes with tremendous uproar.
Opposite us, on the other side of the river, is
a steep crag, on which play innumerable monkeys, with black faces and grey beards, bearing
the strongest resemblance to the old men of the
mountains. They seem confounded with our
establishment, and we are evidently objects of
much speculation to them. T h e rock on whichthey gambol is as high as Dover Cliff; and some
hang half way down, not engaged in the dreadful trade of gathering samphire, but in watching
all our 11;ovementqfrom as fearful poeitions. A
black bear of very good size (I say black be
cause there are many white ones in the mountains) came down to the water to drink ; but on
seeing us, he thought it prudent to retire.
June 6th.-Suchi, where we are now arrived,
is the second village on the Ganges ; and from
the nearly impassable barrier that divides it from
those below, it secins to belong to the inyste
rious regions that evcry fresh footstep shows

DIFFICULT JOURNEY.
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us we are fast approaching; for a gate of difficulty and danger is placed beneath it, to warn
the traveller that it is no light labour to attain
even an earthly shrine. Much is to be siiffered
and overcome, before this boundary can be
passed ; and a hard task it was to persuade my
followers to rlttempt it.
I can never hope to convey a description of our
struggles to win the precincts of Gungoutri, yet
must endeavour to give some little idea of them.
On leaving our former abode. we passed over a
brittle bridge of wattle to the left bank of the
river. I t was a hundred yards broad-rather a
long distance for the trembling contrivances
used for passing. For Inore than a mile, (or, to
compute more certainly, for half an hour,) we
hopped over a path of loose pointed stones, their
sharpest parts turned up, as though they had
been placed there on purpose, as a trial of fortitude to the pilgrims who go barefooted to the
source of the river. The penance is not unlike the
infliction of a shoe full of peas ; but with this additional disadvantage, that it would be impossible
to " aoften rocksv-at least by boiling them.
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ASCENT OF PYRAMIDS.

The same sort of overhanging cliffs of great
height, between which we were encamped yesterday, rose above the river; and we were
obliged to pass up their faces by the unevenness
in them. The ascent of the great Pyramid of
Ghizeh, with much less room and regularity than
its angle, presents the nearest comparison I can
find for i t ; but it was a frequent recurrence
of such a feat. W e had no sooner crossed one
pyramid, than another offered itself to our escalade. Where two projecting parts were too far
asunder to allow of their being taken at a step,
the branch of a tree was thrown across, and
made so doubtful a footing, it was impossible
to pause on the spring. Ladders, similar to
those of Jumnoutri, were placed against the
slippery surfaces of rocks where there was no
rest for the feet. Sometimes they were fas.
tened above by ropes of twisted grass, yet green,
and sometimes left to be steadied by the weight
of the body that was ascending.
I estimated the height of two or three at thirty
feet ; and while the water was foaming below, and
the trunk of the tree trembled in the grasp, it was
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not surprising that no sound was heard but the
heavy beating of the hearts around. Convulsions
had occasionally riven the rock, end the intervals were filled up by the steps of wood so singularly contrived,that it was as difficult to mount
from one to another, as it would have been to
spring up the space. I t seemed to be the intention of theartisans of Suchi, (for to their ingenuity
we were indebted for our passage,) to afford as
much variety as they could : to assist us to slide
down the faces of rocks, they formed a channel
between two trees, in the middle of which we
placed ourselves, and slipped with the suddenness of a sledge to the bottom. I t required no
practice to excel in this "f d h c&mmuw;"the
great lesson to learn was when and where to stop,
for the attainment of which we were too often
justified in apprehending a -hopeless incapacity.
W e nevertheless passed this '' Giant's Causeway" in safety, and soon entered a country that
struck us with as much surprise as the enchanted
kingdom of the Prince of the Black Isles had
inspired the king with in the Arabian Nights' Entertainments, when it sprung up on the skirts of
VOL. 11.
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ROCKY PASS.

his own territory We never bqxd to walk by
tbe bPnLs of a river of three or four hundred
,-ads broad, with large islands, some of them
d,
in tbe midst of i t Yet for more than
an hour re roamed thmgb such a scene, aod
in tro pLces the mom& t d a circular form,
that gave to tbe river the appeaiance of a lake.
nieamld nd,while walking m d it, perceive
its outlet: it r r s a picture, altbougb in miniature,
that migbt have been placed by the side of Loch
Lomood. I t was noon before we arrived at Suchi, vbere r e were g M to find the shelter of an
oveihanging rock, to wait the arrival of our tent
beneath. The bearers, although hillmen, trembled at the hazard of carrying their burdens over
the pas; and wben we approached it, we found
many of them sitting in despair at the bottom.
We shall be killed,"
we are dying," were
the speeches that assailed us. We were obliged
to cooceal our own astonishment at the height
before us ; and affected to laugh at their fears.
\Ire were afraid to recommend any plan to facilitate their pnssage, lest they might seize upon it
as an admission of the danger, and ovenxnne our
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purpose by their clamour. W e passed on, therefore, without seeming to notice them, further than
by smiling at their thinking it necessary to rest;
and left them to " screw their courage to the
sticking-point" as they best might; feeling certain, that as we had gone before, the things would
in some way be stire to follow. W e were not disappointed-they did arrive; but night had nearly
set in upon us first.
The Tindal thought it necessary to excuse his
delay by a long catalogue of sensations, delivered
with all the hyperbole of an eastern story-teller:
" This one's heart burst ;" and " that one's head
split ;"-" one trembled at the bottom ;" and
" the other tottered on the top."
No accident,
however, occurred, and we were not sorry to
witness the preparations making for our first meal
at seven o'clock in the evening.
" How romantic!" I think I hear you exclaim,
to lie all day in a cave, where the Seven Sleepers
might have remained still undiscovered-gazing
upon woods and wilds, thundering cataracts, and
ruahingrivers ! But alas! the romanceof even such
acenes soon dies away before the unpoetical spirit
c2
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GRANDEUR O P M O U X T A I N SCENERY.

of hunger that had accompanied us to our rs
treat. I began to be sadly weary of my uninterrupted seclusion. La sditude tiit une hide
c h e ; but it requires, after all, something more
even than being able to say to a responsive
quelqu'un : 'I La mlitude eet une be& c k . "
I am not ashamed to say that a picnic heightens
such a scene considerably.
There is something, however, in the stillness,
the awful stillness of a mountain summit, where,
as in the ~ i ' m a l a ~ aabove
,
all human associk
tions, it exceeds even the deepst feelings ever
yet excited by the regions of romance. Though
a mind were perfectly incapable before of solemn
contemplation, it could hardly mist rising to it
in such a situation : there is a monotony-a harrowing waste, in the solitary desert, that withers
the spirit as the soil is parched. I t is not easy
to conceive the rapture that the refugee Frenchman declared it gave him to gallop over its dusty
sands. I should not find it difficult, however, to
sympathize with him, had he avowed such a
feeling from even the least towering of thin
mighty region. Mountaineers have ever been

A FEMALE PILGRIM.
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celebrated for their devotion to their native hills ;
and who can be surprised at such love, even where
it grows into contempt for the " Sassenach ?"
What naturalist can expect the eagle to nestle
with the wren 2 I can never restrain my enthusiasm, when I write of the grandeur of mountainscenery. But to return to the beauties of the
Ganges.
Fragments of cooking vessels and blackened
stones, by the water's side, showed that we had
fallen upon the track of pilgrims. We have met
many returning from Gungoutri, though we have
been only one day on the route thither ; several
had come from great distances, and were carrying
the holy water from the source of the river to
their respective abodes, even to Benares and to
Juggemnut. Among them was a woman of a p
parently eighteen or twenty years of age, who
had travelled from Mhow, and had been to Jumnoutri as well as Gungoutri, and was now on her
way to Kedar-Nath. She chose the longest,
though easiest way, and from the Jumna had
reached the Ganges at Barahat. She had lost her
husband not long ago, and was making a pilgrimage to them holy spots for the peace of his
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RELIGIOUS

MENDICANTS.

soul: her labour to attain this object was tremendous; for she was half-naked, and her feet
were bleeding from the pointed stones. I fancied
that she had adopted this mode in preference to
the Suttee, and looked with great interest upon
her ; but I could not learn her history : a11 she
possessed, her cooking-pots and food, she carried
in a bundle on her head. A roguish-looking
brahmin, who seemed to encourage her piety,
took something more, I suspect, than a fatherly
care of her.
In the plains, and particularly in the neigh
burhood of Allahabad, I had often observed
strings of religious mendicants, with bottles of
water balanced across their shoulders; and although I was then willing to accord them all
praise, I shall view them as much more meritorious, now that I have been able to witness their
difficulties in obtaining it. I t seems indeed an
absurdity, that so great a labour should be bestowed for a phial of dirty water; but it is explained satisfactorily enough, when we learn that
the rich men of the plains are glad to give large
prices for it : they take very good care, however,
never to go in pursuit of it themselves. I t can
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only be borne by men of the brahmin caste; and
to the poor of that order, who gain a livelihood
by the reputation of sanctity, and to whom one
place is as good as another, their trade obtaining
them fwd and drink wherever they go, perhaps
such a trip is little nlore than idleness. They
exact whatever they wish from every village ;
and the poor mountaineers, credulous and ignorant, think it sinful to refuse them.
A native of Egaroo begged charity from me, on
the plea of a faquir having taken all he poslsessed
from him some days before : " and because I had
no money to give him," said he, " he insisted on
havingmy ear-rings."-"Why
did you part with
them ?" I asked. " He was a faquir : what could
I do?" was the reply. I was amused by the manner in which this man colaured the indignity of
begging. He brought me a number of walnuts,
and, placing them before me, said his children liad
sent them as a present, and hoped I would eat
them for their sakes. He turned the conversation
with great ingenuity to faquirs, and told me the
tale of hia robbery with a careless air; then
cracking a walnut, and offering it tome, when he
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VILLAGE OF HOOKBA.

thought he had won my interest, hoped I would
give him something to replace his ear-rings,
without which he felt quite uncomfortable.
Suchi is situated in the midst of snowy hills :
it stands a great height above the river, and on
the lower end of the ridge, which runs nearest to
the outer barrier, between it and the Jumna;
Linga is the name of the hindermost range, and
Ralla the snow-capped peak in front.
June8th.-From Suchi, four hours brought us
to the first village on the Ganges, Mookba. I t is
on the right bank of the river, and immediately
opposite Dorali. We had passed over a good
road, for within the limits of the wall we conquered r ester day, we have found " a happy valley," compared with most that we have passed.
Between this village and Dorali, a few days ago,
there was a bridge ; but the water having suddenly rieen, it was swept away: it consisted
merely of planks passed from this side to an island
of sand in the centre, and thence to the opposite
shore. The bed of the river must be at least four
hundred yards broad : it has mnny islands in it,
round which the water rushes with great rapidity
%
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and apparent depth. The communication between these two villages being thus interrupted,
ha8 caused a great deal of trouble, and obliged
me to remain longer than I proposed, to obtain
supplies of grain for five or six days. The
brahmins of Mookha declare that they have
not meal enough in the village for ten men, and
have been shouting all day long to the opposite
side, for the zemindar to scud some over : as
they do not seem very anxious to serve us, and
the distance round is six miles, by a bridge
three miles higher up the stream, I must submit
with all the patience I can.
I am ussailed in the mean time with the cries
of hunger on one side, and the lies of hypocrisy
on the other. The brahmins, who are ever the
most difficult to deal with, pretend to serve me
with the utmost anxiety, and strive to avoid
parting with an ounceof flour. The appetites of
men who can devour a ram, are not easily controlled, and I have slipped them on the pursuit.
I t has had the desired effect, and much more
than requisite has h e n produced; while my
servants assure me there is yet abundance of
c 5
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" corn

in Egyptn-The addition of eighty
people to a small population, may however, h a r e
the effect of creating an apprehension of famine,
if it should not reduce them to that state it&;
so I cannot wholly blame them for withholding
a supply. I cannot give them credit either for
acting only from self-preservation ; for laziness,
I fear, is the first grand cause of their objection. I t is a little barefaced to answer, " We
are brahmins, and have no land : there is a ze
mindar a day's journey from us;" while the
corn is cutting down before our eyes, and the
water-mill turning with deafening noise within
our hearing.
I cannot, from my experience at Mookba,
withdraw my condemnation of the mountain
~riests.They are as dirty and ignorant as their
brothers whom I have already celebrated for
eminence in those qualities; and their women
cL out-Herod Herod."
There is one man, however, in this village, who can write and read :he
was educated at Barahat, where there once was
a school ; but I fear the schoolmaster found
himself too little appreciated to be tempted to
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continue his vocation. He is a shrewd knave,
and has had the advantage of travelling a
little : lie has been in the valley of the Dhoon
-a great event ! and I have begged him. to
guide us to Gungoutri. H e writes on the bark
of a tree, the Boji Putts, well known throughout India as the inner covering of Hookah snakes;
and it makes a capital substitute for paper.
The trees are in great quantity hereabouts;
and as the bark is peeled off in large sheets, it
requires no preparation, nor is it necessary to
have a peculiar pen to write with, as is the case
,with leaves that are still used for that purpose in
the East.
The natives of Ceylon as yet employ no paper :
they write on thin leaves of the Ola, and are
obliged to make use of an iron pen, which they
support in a notch cut in the thumb-nail of the
left hand, allowed to grow for such purpose : a
literary man is discovered by such a mark. A
quill or a reed serves my friend of Mookba, for
the pen runs as quickly over the skin of the
Boji as it would over the surface of a glazed
sheet. I know I am not relating any thing new

in mendoaing this truly natural paper; for I
believe the word Iibcr, a book, was derived from
tbe custan of using a similar one
I hare beea very mu& surprised to find several
deaf and dumb children in this village : I have
seen five boys and ooe man so &cted, and the
brahmin tells me there are as many more in
Dorali, in the salue state. They attribute it,
as they do every calamity out of the common
course, to drinking the mow-water. I t is not
easy to adopt such a conclusioa, if one may presume they were born so.
The manner of keeping infants asleep, by laying them under a trickling rill which falls gently
upon the head, common in the Sirmoor range of
hills, might possibly produce that effect, were it
p r a c t i d here: it is here, however, too cold for
such a method. A refract0ry pereon has frequently been restored to order in England by
the cooling discipline of a pqmp ; but I do not
know whether the restlessness of a babe could
be d e l y overcomeby cradling it under a spout.
In these mountains, children, so lulled to deep,
grow up to be stout and hardy men and women.
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I do not insinuate, however, that the penal code
of an English nursery would be improved by
such a p m c q notwithstanding the amusement
that might he derived from the perpetual play of
well-arranged shower-baths over the screaming
pets of a large family.
The parents of the dumb youths call them
idiots, and say they are good for nothing. The
exprhssions of their countenances helie that character : they appear to me to be lively and inquisitive to a degree-qualities that fools never
possess. The want of power in the parents to
express their wishes in any other way than by
speech, is rather the cause of their uselessness
than imbecility. " He is a fool-he cannot
speak," they say, with a shrug of contempt ; and
certainly they are right to set such store by
spepch, for it is the only thing that raises them
above the level of brutes The father of one of
the ladhandsome boy, with a large black
eye-complained that he could not even depend
on his tending the cattle; for he would frequently sit on the wildest crag, and seem to care
for nothing, watching the sun when it set, as the
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old man phrased it, " as if he expected it back
again," while the cattle wandered where they
pleased. I t is not usual to find '' a fool w
deep contemplative ;" and there may be more in
the poor youth's mind than is dreamt of in the
father's philosophy.
They die early; for it is singular that there
always have heen dumb children, while instances of such men are ram. This would p m
baMy be the case in Europe, were it not for the
institutions that place their minds on a level with
those who have the advantage of them in other
respects. No wonder that these helpless creatures, who meet with contempt because they are
unfortunate, shoi~ldpine in thought, and end
their lives before they become men ! I must not
forget to mention, without intending any r e f l s
tion, that I never could hear of a speechless
girl. No female had been born dumb within
the recollection of the oldest brahmin of Mookba
This place is held by all visitem as somewhat
holy. My guide Awn Suchi, the moment he obtained a sight of it, made a profound salaam, and
muttered a prayer. I t is indeed the key to the
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sacred spot, which none can dare to penetrate
without an attendant spirit from Mookba. Dorali, the opposite village, is situated on the banks
of tlie river, in a recess made by a cleft in the
mountain, down which a torrent of water falls,
apparently direct from the snows of Sri Kanta, the
peak of which rises like a marble pyramid above
it. Thick forestsof pine extend from the water
to the skirts of the frozen region, and water
ruahes down to the river from the height8
around, growing into large atreams before it
reaches it. As I have arranged my commissariat
to be supplied for as many days as we shall be
absent from the hum of mcn, to-morrow we mean
to reach the celebrated Cow's Mouth; and we
have a large tribe of pilgrims in our train.
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have at length gained the
the Holy River. Bhaim
Ghati, below which we are encamped, is three
houls' walk h m Mooliba: midway between it
and that village we crossed a bridge to the left
baok of the river, and by a tolerable path armysteriousp~cinctsof
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rived at this ghat, from which we descended to
another bridge about thirty yards long, and as
many in height above the stream. We are
placed on a little pinnacle, just large enough to
contain the party, and over-looking the confluence of the Jahnavi with the Bhagirathi.
Bhairo Ghati is a place of great sanctity, from
its being perhaps the last height a pilgrim had to
reach, ere he descended to the grand object of
adoration, the Cow's Mouth. T o me it proved
a place of great pleasure, for it introduced to
me the first goowberriee I have seen since I left
England : there are close to my present situation a great number of them, as well as currants.
I t is simple, perhaps, to turn from such a celebrated spot to contemplate a gooseberry-bush !
but the native of the northern hemisphere prefers his own little star to the bright constellation
of the southern cross !
Legends say, (so my brahmin guide informs
me,) that once there was no road beyond this,
and here concluded the toils of the pilgrim. The
rock, which has little more remarkable in it than
a cavity apparently worn by the water, once
joined a neighbour on the other side, and formed

an arch, very little above the surface of the
stream: then it resembled the mouth of a w w ,
and was worshipped from the opposite shore of
the Jahnavi. As nothing could be seen beyond
it, the river was supposed to issue from t h e
mouth ; and so great a miracle merited suitable
devotion : an earthquake probably divided it, if
ever it were joined, and, the veil being rent, a
more holy spot was discovered. The Bhagirathi
flows from the south, and the Jalinavi from the
east. T o a common observer, one has as much
claim to be the true Ganges as the other ; of the
same width and colour, and apparently the same
depth, and running with equal rapidity between
similar channels of rocky mountains.
I t is surprising to see rivers so great a size, so
near their probable sources. At the point of
their junction the bed is fully sixty yards broad,
and the Ganges, as far as visible, is between
twenty and thirty. So late as 1803,so little was
known of this place, that it was believed, from
the report of a native, to 1w narrow enough to
be leaped over :. it could be done by no commonlimbcd mortal.
The rivers rush towards each other with

mendotis noise and swiftness, meeting at right
angles, and sweeping away to the west ; receiving from the mountains around many tributary
streams. I passed over a deep chasm in a rock
this morning by a narrow plank, a t the bottom
of which ran R brook of eighteen or twenty feet
in width. T h e scenery around is wild : no hills
arevisible beyond thosewhich immediately bound
the river, save a snowy ridge called Mallorra, to
the north-west. T h e peaks of the nearest are of
rough and ragged rocks, with now and then a
patch of snow in their crevices. Their bases, for
about a hundred feet from the water, are formed
ofoverhangingcrags, worn into almost every shape
bythe friction of the river :magnificent pine-trees
grow on the brows of the hills, and shoot like
tall masts from the clefts of the projecting cliffs.
When large masses of stone are disunited from
the mountains, (for many lie scattered around,
as though placed there by the shock of an earthquake, for sometimes such convulsions do occur,)
pine-trees spring up to a great size upon them,
without the least appearance of earth to nourish
them. A mighty pyramid of stone stands behind my tent, that has evidently fallen from a
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great height ; for the space it occupied above is
visible, with the trees it brought with ir in its
descent, green and flourishing about it.
Soon after we quitted Mookba we began to
meet the cairns that the pilgrims have piled up in
comtuemoration of their labours. They are numberless beyond belief, and placed in the most
whimsical positions. Some are exposed with a
degree of ostentation in the midst of the path,
each carefully erected, and large ellough to pass
for the tomb of a hero ; while others are met unexpectedly in the deep shade of the woods, indifferently arranged, and unlikely to last.
You may trace the spirit of the pilgrim in the
manner of leaving this ailonymous chronicleof his
feat. Sometimes I have seen these pillars perched
on the branch- of trees, and concealed in the
hollow of a decayed trunk. They riee from tbe
almost inaccessible crags, where to place them
seems scarcely in the human power,'and rest in
aome fissure of a chasm, through which a cataract
tears, that to look at puts " toys of desperstion"
in the brain. However vain the memorial may
be to the labourer who erects it, it stamps the
spot with a holiness, in the eyes of those who
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follow, which fails not to have due effect on their
minds. The Hindoos were not able to contain
themselves; they had anticipated every thing
that was wonderful, but these countless tracesof
devout men confounded them indeed. "Wah !
Wah !" with their hands upraised, and them
eyes turned to heaven ; "Wah ! Wah!"was all
that they could find breath to utter.
No custom is more universal than that of travellers to distant regions or remarkable places,
leaving some proof of their performance behind
them ; and the least pompous and absurd is the
nameless method I have described. There is
something ludicrous in the extreme in the name
of" John Giles" on the apex of the pyramid. I
had the good fortune to see this illustrious individual, with his coat off, chiselling that sonorous
title upon the highest point of the great one of
Ghizeh. " I am determined it shall last," said
Mr. Giles,, as 'he dug the letters an inch deep
into the stone. What a glorious spirit ! When
many generations more shall have passed away,
and the pyramid looks over a new world, what
antiquarian will tolerate for a moment the uncertainty of Cheops, in the face of the recorded

eristeaceofJobnGiles! ~ r r a m r s n p m
sacred edificg gilluq mdstftps, maF&yj, them, to be sw;bat &at
t k
when m e fnture t
n
*
rill bc ta+t
that
they were visited by a Mister S n d d r Motp
hewasborn! Pilingupsbaespdmprouldbe
an inwnveoient substitute far such a mmba~,rlthough men of taste might devise mrny elegant
structures that would improve the s u d g
scenery : and no ooe cmki object to their writing
their names upon their own altars. I hare frequently lamented that m public-spirited people
have suggested a method of preserving mmumenta from injury, without depriving tbe world
of the means of learning who visited tbem !
When I visited Pompey's Pillar, without tbe
walls of Alexandria, some years ago, I was ansioue to see the inscription upon its pedestal, that
had transferred it to Diocletian as the pmper
owner, and sought for it in vain. Wbat I had
always been taught to consider granite, seemed
euddenly changed to marble. A British ship of
war had put into the bay a few days before, and
some of the officers were kind enough to aswrtain
the exact height of the pillar ; they painted the
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shaft and h e of it white,-and in black letters,
that reached from top to bottom of the coumn,
declared that the crew of His Majesty's shiphad fixed the altitude of the pillar at 94 feet some
inches ! Then followed the commander's name,
and much more in most legible English, that
made the Greek hide its diminished head. A
virtuoso would have gone distracted ; and had
it not been for laughter, we might also have
raged. I never expected to find myself at the
mouth of the Nile, while writing of the source
of the Ganges. I t is time indeed to return !
Bhairo, a saint after whom theGhat, which signifies a pass in a mountain, or the quay on a river,
is named, was a devoted follower of the Ganges,
and by his intercession with his master, many
miracles were performed : he is, therefore, worshipped as becomes a p e m n of such influence.
A little above the river, in a cluster of pines, and
on the road to Gungoutri, is a temple dedicated
to his service, at which all devout passengers
make their prostrations and circumambulations.
Immediately above the river, from the face of a
rock, trickles a little stream of a yellow colour,
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impregnated perhaps with iron : it flows for the
distance of a few yards only, dyeing the ground
and stones about it. I t is conaidered miraculous,
and every pilgrim takes a small quantity of the
earth away, deeming himself happy in having
about him two such precious talismans asBhairoqs
clay and the water of Gungoutri. Many of t h e
people bathed in this part of the river; but I
thought the water too cold to make the experiment. The thermometer, however, was much
higher than at Jumnoutri in the bed of the
stream : here it was 44 degrees.
June 10th.-At daylight we commenced our
long-looked-for expedition to the mysterious
object of so much extraordinary devotion-Gungoutri. I t is about six miles from Bhaim Ghati ;
and the road, for the first half of it, is extremely
good, winding round the mountains on the right
bank of the river, sometimes passing a plain
covered with fern, and through forests of pine.
The channel, till within two miles of the holy
q o t , is formed of rocky mountains; many of
their peaks covered with snow, and aome so rugged as not to retain it. They rise to a great
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height, and seem like detached rocks hanging
in the ~ k y their
,
summits are so little connected
with each other. In some places they approach
their banks so nearly, as to give a very narrow
vent for the river, through which it rushes with
immense force ; 60 large a body of water, compressed into a space of twenty feet, requires the
resistance of the giant boundary that confines it.
When about two miles from Gungoutri, the
channel widens considerably, and the bed of the
river at the reputed head itself must be at least
one hundred yards in breadth. The stream,
which is increasing every day, does not occupy
more than a third of it, leaving a large track of
gravel uncovered on its right bank. The water
not only preserves the sandy colour it has in the
plains, but darkens as we draw towards its
source. Many of the streams that fall into it,
from the peaks around, are as deep in their
colour, and appear rather to proceed from some
foul cavern than from such pure birth-places,
where the snow can scarcely yet be said to have
caught " one stain of earth !"
The noise with which the cataracts around
VOL. 11.
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rusll into the river, someof them leaping with one
spring over frightful precipices, and throwing a
thick mist from the spray above them, givesa perfect imitationof themusic of Niagara Fromabout
twenty miles below Gungoutri, the mountains a p
pear to vie with each other, which shall yield tbe
largest tribute to the master stream. I t made me
giddy to look upon the scene. In whatever direction I turned my eyes, they were met by a general
whirl of water ; and when passing over the bed
of a torrent by a narrow plank, I found myself
forced to bend my head down, lest the u n i v c d
vertigo should extend to it, and draw me, in sub
stance as well as feeling, into its wild career !
I received a lesson, soon after we left Bhairu
Ghati, that has made me thus cautious. A singular chasm is riven in the rock close to that
place, about twenty feet wide, and two hundred
deep-running perpendicularly to the strefm
which foams fearfully beneath it. The plank, of
about a foot broad, which was placed a c m it,
was wet with the dew; and one side of the rock
being higher than the other, there was a gentle
descent. When I had reached half way over,
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keeping a jealous eye on the rushing waters
below, (for however dangerous to look on them,
there is a fascination in the torrent that not only
fixes the gaze, but seems to draw you towardsit,)
my foot slipped, and I found myself clinging to
the plank. The nerves were too much braced by
the danger to fail, and I succeeded in sitting upon
it. I t would be difficult to picture my ludicmus situation, while debating how I should
get out of the scrape. There was nothing within
reach on either side-and nobody could come to
assist me. There I was, like Mahomet's coftin,
swinging between heaven and earth. The plank
barely fitted its position; aud if I had alidden
along, I might havedrawn it from its support,and
ridden upon it to the bottom. I t was positively
necessary to rise and walk across. With what
envy I thought of Madame Sacchi ! I fancied my
shoes were the cailse of my dilemma; and after
several attempts, succeeded in transferring them
to my pocketa I t then became an easier feat to
rise, and I gained terra$rma in safety. Many
a secure position is sufficiently uncomfortable. I
was very safe while bestriding my bridge ; but
D2
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it was impossible to remain there. I felt almost
inclined to let '' I dare not wait upon I would,"
like the poor cat in the adage, convinced that the
premier pas was to be also the demier.
The prospect of being some years hence, perhaps, exhibited as a ~etrefactionfound in the
Himalaya, was a posthumous fame that had no
temptation for me, and I screwed my courage to
the task. A river as wide as the Thames at
Windsor running over an uninterrupted bed
higher than the crater of Mount Xtna, (for
Gungoutri is nearly thirteen thousand feet above
the level of the sea,) would be an interesting o b
ject if it had no other claim upon the mind; but
the traveller must feel almost disposed to overlook that in the extraordinary scenes that he is
destined to witness acted on it. I t is impossible
to survey this fountain of credulity, to enter this
focus of human folly, without feeling aa much
wonder and astonishment, as the sight of it can
inspire devotion and awe, in the victims of its
superstition, who toil through so many hardships, to bathe in its dirty water.
Here every extravagance that the wcakneas of
the human race can be guilty of, seems to be con
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centrated :-some, who have been wandering for
months to fill their phials at the stream, overcome
by the presence of their God, lie prostrate on the
banks; others, up to their waists in the water,
performing, with the most unfeigned abstraction,
all the manaeuvres of a Hindoo worship. Under
the auspices of brahmins, groups were sitting on
several parts of the bank, kneading up balls of
sand, with holy grass twisted round their fingers,
intended as offerinp to the Ganges for the propitiation of their fathers' souls, which when ready
they drop into the st ream with the most profound
and religious gravity. Such faith is placed in its
power of performing miracles, that many haunt
it for the most ridiculous purposes, convinced
that what they ask will be accorded.
At this moment, a fanatic is up to his ~ d d l e
in the river, praying to bestow upon him the
gift of prophecy : he has travelled from a village
above Sirinagur, never doubting that the Ganges
will reward him for his journey, by opening the
book of futurity ;and if fools may be inspired to
foretell, there is some probability of this pilgrim
succeeding in his object, for he is simple indeed.
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He will return, he says, a prophet to his native
hill, where all will flock to him to have their
fortunes told, and he will soon grow rich.
The brahmin, who doesnot seem credulous cr
bigoted, but rather disposed to laugh at the devotion paid to the river, boldly declares his doubt
in its efficacy in this particular miracle at least.
Many men in the mountains have aimed at the
fame of soothsayers ; and although little can h a p
pen to vary the lives of the people, or disturb the
even tenor of their days, they are remarkably
anxious to learn the destinies that await them. It
is indeed the natural sin of man to seek to know
more than he is wisely permitted. It was necessary, my brahmin guide tells me-(being behind the curtain, perhaps, he knows too much ;
like the man who works the puppet, he can
scarcely be affected by its movements)-it was
necessary to check the wild confidence that was
placed in the raving of a prophet, who not long
ago possessed amazing fame in the vicinity of
Tirl~ee: and the Rajah, hoping to unmask him,
sent for him to the palace. On his assuming his
magical position, the najah desired him to Ln?
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asked if his wife, who was then pregnant, would
be delivered of a son or a daughter ? " A son,"
replied the seer, after due muttering and shaking:
-" Mighty Rajah ! a son."-" Good !" interrupted the prince : " now tell me what are in my
handh" taking them from behind his back, and
placing them clenched before the eyes of the prophet. After some deliberation, " There is gold
in one, and grain in the other," answered the
man. " Lo ! they are both empty," exclaimed the
Rajah. "Go, you fool-you who cannot tell
what my hand contains when close before your
eyes, how should you know what is concealed
within the womb Pn This proved a perfect coup
&;tat, and the future no longer draws the attention of the subjects of Tirhee from the present.
As I approached the holy shrine, a troop of
pallid spectres glided through the woods before
me, and vanished like the images in Banquo's
glass. I thought I had reached supernatural
regions indeed, till a few more yards brought
me to a train of naked faquirs whitened all over
with ashes : a rope was coiled round their waists,
and their hair hung down to their shoulders,
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twisted like serpents; their hands close t o their
sides, they glided along with measured steps,
repeating constantly in a hollow tone, &' R a m !
Ram ! R a m !"a Hindoo w o d for the deity. If
it required any thing to heighten the wildness
of the scene, these unearthly beings were admirably adapted for it. T h e firmest sceptic in
ghost stories, would have startled to behold one
of these inhuman figures rise suddenly before
him ; and the slightest shade of superstition
would be sufficient to blind the eyes of a hliever
to the reality of such a form, if in the glimmering
of the moon one were to be seen perched upon the
brow of a precipice, with an arm raisec1 above the
head incapable of motion, and the nails hanging
in long strings from the back of the clenched
hand. If the sightof such an apparition could give
rise to fear, the deep sepulchral voice with which
the words "Ram! Ram? fell upon the stillness of
the night, and resounded from the rocks around,
would indeed complete the scene of terror !
At Gungoutri there are several sheds erected
for the shelter of pilgrims; and as the evening was
far advanced, andastorm brewing,I went into one
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of them. I t was a long narrow building, and the
further end was so wrapped in darkness, that I
had been some moments in it before I perceived
any thing. I was attracted by a sullen murmur,
and went to the spot whence it proceeded. A
miserable wretch had just blown a few sticks into
a flame; and as the light burst upon his countenance, I unconsciously receded, and had to summon all my fortitude to return to him again. His
eyes started from his head, and his bones were
visible through his skin : his teeth chattered, and
his whole frame shook with cold : and I never
saw hair longer or more twisted than his was. I
spoke to him, but in vain : he did not even deign
to look at me-and made no motion, but to blow
the embers into a fresh blaze; the fitful glare
of which, falling on his skeleton form, made me
almost think that I had descended to the tomb.
I found that he had come for the purpose of ending his life by starvation at Gunputri. Many
faquirs have attempted this death, and have lingered on the banks of the river for several days
without food. The brahmin, however, assures
me that nobody can die in so holy a place ; and
D
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to preserve its character for being unconnected
with mortality, the inhabitants of the neighbouring villages take care they should not, and bear
them by force away, and feed them, or at any
rate give them the liberty to die elsewhere.
A small temple marks the sacred source of the
river ; and immediately opposite is the orthodox
spot for bathing in and filling the phials, which,
when ready, receive the stamp of authenticity
from the seal of the brahmin, who wears it us a
ring upon his finger : it bears the following insciiption engraved upon it-" The water of the
Bhagirathi, Gungoutri." Without such mark
the water would not be deemed holy by the
purchasere in the plains.
The brahrnins, or pundahs, as they are called
in the hills, of this river, drive a very profitable
trade. Every pilgrim, with the exception of the
mendicants, pay them something for their attendance; and the rich, who often send for the
water when they need a charm, send also handsome presents. I observed that these holy personages were much more active in collecting.
their contributions than in administering to the
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spiritual comfort of those about them. Some
of my servants, who promised to give them
money when they returned to their tents, could
hardly obtain a prayer upon credit: they came
to me in a body, with the brahmin at their
head, to beg my security for their fees ; and, on
my granting it, bargained with as much clamour
and earnestness as they would have done for a
temporal purchase, for the price they were
to pay for the services of the high-priest of
the Gan,pa I t was fixed at last according to
their situations and warn-, althpugh the brohmin exhorted them gravely to remember that
the great merit lay in self-denial, and giving
merely what they could afford was idle and
wicked.
I was not able to witness the mystery of their
worship, for they protested against my passing
beyond the porch of the temple. The sanctum
seemed close and unpromising, and I had no
desire to pollute it by my touch. I t was a busy
m e : and although I have always been deeply
impressed by the air of poetry that hangs about
every thing connected with Arabia, I must admit
that I view with greater interest the uncoutb,nay,
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unnatural objects that heighten the awe of this
place, than I did the patient caravan of pilgrims
toiling over the desert to Mecca : the silence of
the scenes, though the solitude may, cannot bear
comparison. In the mountains you can never be
wholly quiet : in the desert I have fancied that I
could hear the motion of the air ! and once on
an afternoon, while lying under the shelter of a
rock, no being within sight, I was startled by
the noise a vulture made in closing its beak,
when perched upon a crag many yards from me !
- The comfort my followers obtained, with the
advantage they hoped to reap, by their prayers
and ablutions at Gungoutri, put them in such
good spirits, that they would have followed me to
the snows of Kedar Nad~.The mention of that
place of suffering is enough to make the coldest
Christian shudder. A melancholy delusion leads
the naked and frequently innocent Hindoo to
brave the severest torture that the frame of man
can possibly be subject to, with t! fortitude that
would place him in a rank with the most illustrious of martyrs, were it exercised in a good cause.
They wandcr for miles with almost a light spirit
-overcoming hardships at every step that might
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entitle them to be canonised-to crown their labours and to close their days in hunger, and in
cold that early mortifies their limbs ! Crowds
have passed from Gungoutri to that mountain
(the journey is about four days,) and have never
more been heard of. Some have been known to
repent when yet near enough to return, and have
perished from their tortures beneath a jutting
rock, their extremities withered, and their pains
increased by the contempt and execration of all
who pass them, and the keener stings of their
consciences, which upbraid them with want of
faith, and prospect of damnation ! They have an
idea that none can find the path fo return by, unless rejected by Heaven. " A very great crime,"
said my brahmin guide, "will induce them to
encounter this death."-"
What crime do you
consider sufficient to need such an atonement ?"
I asked. '' Killing a brahmin or a cow," was
his immediate answer--a strange association ;
but they are both held in equal veneration, and
not unfrequently the cow is most deserving of it
of tlie two. She does not, at any rate, seek to
have such a doctrine believed.
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I t does not follow that a full pardon is accorded
to the selfdevoted victim. They imagine that
the elect are permitted to reach a highpeak called
Brigoo, from which they throw themselves down
to a bottomless abyss, across which a sharp stone,
projecti~~g
from the mountains, passes : should
they fall astride upon it, and be equally divided,
they are forgiven: other modes of being cut imply
a slight punidlment. As the frost so011 seizes
upon them, none who have reached any distance
in the snow ever return : thence the belief that
there is no road back for the accepted. Those
\rho tremble on the verge, perish, as I have said,
should they escape being stoned to death by the
nearest villagers, who believe such sinful beings
would bring curses on them.
Kedar Nath is fancied by the natives to have
some resemblance to a buffalo, and to thal circumstance I believe owes a great portion of its
character for sanctity. I t was once an animated
king, and unfortunately had a quarrel with a
powerful giant of the name of Bheen~Singh. T o
revenge itself upon him it assumed the shape of a
buffalo, of no ordinary dimensions, and rushed at

its enemy with its utmost violence. T h e wary
Bheem Singh, however, bestrode the narrow
hills like a Colossu~,and seemed to give the
beast an opportunity of running betwee11his legs;
but when midway, closed them upon it, and divided it in two : the head and shoulder became
Kedar Nath, while its hind quarters settled somewhere in the kingdom of Nepnul, and figure at
thia moment as one of the loftiest mountains in
it. So much for mountain legends. I t surely
was an easy matter to rule a race of people who
could believe such clumsy tales as these ! T h e
inventors of such fables had a most encouraging
credulity in those for whom they were conceived.
I do not know, however, that the freaks attributed to Krishna are a bit more absurd than the
more classical ones of which Apollo was the hero.
A calamba tree on the shore of the Jumna, near
Bunderbund, still bears the impression of Krishna's back ; for he leaned upon it when he played
his pipc to the milkmaids, with whom he passed
so merry a time ; and one of them, who bore the
pretty name of Toolsi, (another Daphne,) was
turned, while endeavouring to escape his pursuit,
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into that plant which is still cded from her the
Toolsi, Holy B a d
There is a hill in the neighbourhood of this
sacred place, which bears a holy character, and
is at times illuminated and visited from afar for
the purpose of worship I n a season of scarcity,
the people complained to Krishna, who recommended them to propitiate with offerings the god
of this mountain, "Goverdhana." They obeyed,
and he, assuming another figure, sat on the summit of it to receive their offerings, which must
have been of food; for he presently grew so
heavy, that the hill bent under him, and to the
present day retains the shape his sudden increase
gave to it.
The natives esteem the faquirs highly ; and
many are learned, and perfectly sincere. They
pass over the villages like a cloud of locusts, consuming every thing. I t is unlawful to injure, and
irreligious not to feed them. The hrahmin assurcs me, that once, no less a numbcr than ten
thousand arrived at Sirinagur on one day, and
claimed to be fed. Altl~oughhis assertion is a
little ttw, bolJ to be implicitly believed, I have no

doubt there were enough to cause, as he declares,
tlie apprehension of a famine. The Rajah, afraid
of his stores being exhausted, was anxious to get
rid of them, and offered each man a certain
quantity of grain if they would scatter themselves about the mountains, and not move in so
formidable a train. They refused the offer, and,
insisting upon being served according to their
appetites, established themselves in a body in
the town.
They are bound to have no pleasures, and to
close their ears and eyes to all gratifications.
The Rajah, pretending to tolerate them, as they
were assembled at their meal, ordered all the
musicians and dancing-girls that could be collected, to assail them with their blandishments,
and on no account to relax from the music and
the dance, till, scandaiised by the scene, they
were driven from the city. This m e had the
desired effect: fearing that their sanctity might
be impeached by witnessing so profane an exhibition, they fled with the utmost precipitation.
Some faquirs have been known to have performed miracles; '' but I do not believe much of
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that," continued the brahmin, for he is the most
persevering story-teller I ever listened to, and
sits in my tent as long as I please to allow him
to edify me. " I do not believe much in that, for
indeed I never witnessed a man but once, who
could work a miracle. A naked faquir came to
the village where I was born, and asked me to be
his guide to Gungoutri. He refused food, for
he said he could feed himself whenever he felt
hungry. ' Take your stick,' said he, 'and
leave the rest to me.' 'T o you ? I answered,
' why, you are a beggar! what can you give
me? He had nothing with him but the dried
gourd, from which he drank water. He looked
angry, and repeating, ' Ram ! Ram !' desired
me to set forth. When we reached Bhairo
Ghati, he bade me wait at the temple while he
bathed ; and on his coming up to it, asked if I
was hungry, and what I would like to have:
' Some cakes of flour,' I replied. In a few momentsafter he had prayed, the ground was spread
with cakes He performed the same miracle at
Gungoutri-n
that very spot," pointing to the
frout of the adjoining shed. " I do not lie, for
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I saw it with my own eyes, and eat the cakes ;
and very good they were."-"
I do not lie, like
Mr. Mathews' Longbow," was the invariable
summing-up of every story he told ; and it frequently offered a fair presumption why a verdict
of ' guilty ' should be recorded against him.
The situation of Gungoutri is sufficiently p m
voking. The river rather widens above it, and
nothing can be traced by the eye that will justify
a conjecture of its distance from the source.
There is no mad beyond ; and, with all the effort
pxsible, I question whether a traveller could
penetrate much more than a mile further. The
river about a quarter of a mile beyond Gungoutri
winds to the east, towards the high mountain of
the Rudru Himmaleh, in which it is believed to
have its source. One peak of this mountain is
visible from here; that which contains the fountain of the Ganges. The Hindoos suppose that
from each peak of the Rudru a river flows, and
consider it (for it has several peaks) the birthplace of the most esteemed ones in the Himalaya.
I t is a species of Olympus too ; and while looking at it through a telescope, I was interrupted
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to know if I could see the goddess Parbutti
standing in a flowing robe on its height
I delivered my glass to the brahmin, and he
passed it to others ; but their unpractised eyes
could not even see the mountain; and they marvelled at our different organization, in being able
to discern clearly objects which the same instrument made dark to them. Some former traveller
had, to amuse the brahmin, declared he could
see the goddess ; and so convinced is he of the
possibility, that I am sure he will not be staggered by my affirming she was not visible. " I t
was a dark day," he said; and indeed clouds
were gathering fast around the hills.
Although theGanges flows with equal rapidity
generally, and sometimes with much greater than
the Jumna, it forms no cataracts, but passes over
a wide bed, excepting at Bhaim Ghati, where it
is'compressed into a narrow bound; and, witliout
any other impediment, chafes with considerable
fury. From IIurdwar to the sea, the distance is,
in miles, thirteen hundred: what the height of
the former is in feet above the level of the latter.
The great fall of the G a n p therefore is from the
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source to the place of entering the plains ; from
Gungoutri it has to descend at least twelve thousand feet, in a comparatively short distance,
not more perhaps than sixty miles, estimating
by its winding& I t is fortunate therefore the
boundary is so formidable : m great a body of
water, running at such a rate, would soon sweep
light obstacles away.
When the pilgrims bathe, (and they stand in
the centre of the stream,) it reaches to the waist
of a common-sized man ; and the brahmin tells
me that it preserves the same depth as far as he
has been able to penetrate, about a mile higher.
The snowy range is not visible from this spo t
nor any very high mountains, with the exception of the Rudru, which is twenty-three thousand feet above the level of the sea: a ridge
slightly sprinkled with snow, called Deoghat,
which seems to meet the hills on the left bank,
at the point where the Rudru closes the scene, is
the only material one in sight.
After scrambling, with very little advantage,
up the precipitous banks that boilnd the river
above Gungoutri, I resolved to abandon any hopes
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of reaching beyond the imaginary and sacred
head of the Ganges. I t is indeed quite far
enough away to answer the devout purpose to
which it is consecrated : it requires no little labour to gain it, and possesses the appliances
of mystery in a sufficient degree to satisfy the
minds that are so predisposed to believe its marvels. As the world has grown more wicked, so
the trials have increased in difficulty. In the
golden age, it was a light and easy matter to
worship at the source; for it then, my bral~min
guide relates, rose at Benares. A more sinful
age had to follow it to Hurdwar. From the
vice of a third it receded to Rarahat; and the
fourth in doomed to trace it, through the Cow's
Mouth, to the heights of Gungoutri,.where I
hope it may be content to remain, for the sake
of those who propose to suffer in its cause.
On returning to our tent to dinner, after having been so deeply engaged, and so much initiated in the superstitions of the place, I could
scarcely avoid startling when I perceived we
were to eat the forbidden food-a piece of salt
beef smoked upon the board. Profaning Gun-
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goutri by devouring a part of the sacred aninla1 !
nothing could have been less in accordance with
the spirit of the place. I observed the brahmin
cast a curious eye towards the joint, and mutter
something with a horrid face as he left the tent.
We expected to see him return with his enraged
followers ; and, like harpies, pounce upon the
table. He could not, however, conceive any
thing so iniquitous as the deliberate slaughter
of a cow, and gave us the credit of having, like
himself, a taste for the flesh of a superannuated
ram. I overheard one of the Mahometans say,
" they are eating goats' flesh ;" which denoted
that some little doubt had been entertained regarding our propensities.
T h e holy water was not calculated to purify
our persons from such a pollution. I t requires
the fullest faith in its efficacy to be able even to
swallow it : the sediment is m great, that after
straining it five or six times, we were obliged to
abandon the trial, and gave additional cause to
those concerned in our welfare to despair, when
we writ a pitcher to the clearest brook that fell
from the nearest hills.
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11-e at length retraced our steps to Bhaim
Ghati, passing the tracks of several bears, and
occasionally obtaining a distant view of some of
them. They afforded us no adventure, hoaever ; and I did not think even scientific c u r b
sity would perfectly justify an intrusion upon
their privacy, at least to them. We ascertained
that they were white, and imagined they were
like other bears of the same colour. We caught
distant glimpses also of the musk deer I was
more anxious to have had a closer inspection of
them ; but it was too difficult to follow, to hope
to overtake. A man of Suchi undertook to snare
one ; but he had had no success when we left
that place. W e encamped on the same point
above the two rivers.
There is a road a little below Bhairo Ghati,
that breaks off from the right bank of the
Ganges to Nielung, a village on the frontier of
Oondesth, tlie country of the shawl-wool goat.
It is about four days' journey over a steep and
rugged way, at present much covered with snow,
which, with the prospect of heavy rains falling
immediately, must prevent our attempting to
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reach it. I met several merchants, natives of
the province of Bisehur, returning from it,
driving a flock of sheep, bearing loads from
thirty-five to forty pounds each. T h e burdens
were swung in bags over their backs, without
any cords to bind them on ; and they moved up
the steep crags, with the greatest nimbleness
and indifference to the weight. I t is very rare
to find a sheep a beast of burden ; it is not uncommon, however, here : in this case, they were
the bearers of their masters' food, and were natives of the northern part of the mountains ; a
larger race than the common animals of the hills.
They are used for trade, and are made to carry
grain from a fertile to a less happy quarter.
They travel with surprising quickness, and are
kept together without the least trouble. No
four-footed animals but goats and sheep could
be used for such a purpose in any part of the
mountains; and the former being too apt to
roam, perhaps the latter are the only ones that
could be safely turned to such account.
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JUNE
12th.-I had observed rain gathering
very fast for some days about the top of every
mountain,
On n b o w barren brcnrt
h b o o r i n g cloudr do oftem rsrt

and did not feel disposed, in consequence, to linger in the neighbourhood of avalanches and torrents longer than necessary ; so, having erected
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our remembrances at Bhairo Ghati, as we had
done at Gungoutri, with becoming solemnity,
set out for the village of Mookba.
On the most difficult part of the road, I had
too good a reason for discovering that the precincts of the holy place are not free from " the
ills that flesh is heir to," any more than a more
profane spot. My brother was seized with a
spasmodic attack, resembling the cholera morbus so nearly, that I was terrified lest I should
have to watch a sick bed in that desolate region.
My train was instantly thrown into consternation, and the brahmin affected to pray, and as
s u r d me there was high need, for no persons recovered from such a disease. His bed was
spread beneath the shadow of numberless pinetrees, on a sloping bank, and I had him covered
with as many blankets as could be collected,
and rubbed incessantly, till the medicine-chest
arrived: half a winsglass of brandy and laudanum, equally mixed, had the effect of restoring him to ease. I had seen this dose administered in the hospitals ; and as it was given very
few n~inutesafter the commencement of the atE2
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tack, I believe it had the effect of staying what
might, through delay, have proved fatal.
As the draught soon worked a reformation, I
had time to observe our situation : a circle was
formed round us, as perfect as the trees would
permit, of the most anxious faces I ever beheld ;-their expression divided between fear for
the patient, and astonishnlent at the doctor-the
bed, with a blanket supported on spears for a
canopy, in the c e n t r e a n d a little removed from
it, the brahmin telling his beads with alarming
gravity and importance. My servants held a
consultation by the pillow of the patient, in
which a goat and a game-cock had contrived to
be included ; Illany things were suggested by
the solemn conclave, and I think they were all
adopted in their turns
There are few scenes so sad as not to possess
somethingof theludicrous, andthe invalid himself
could not avoid smiling at the novel and whimsical discipline he was likely to be placed under.
A colic in the mountains would make no unentertaining subject for a caricature. We had no
-m for our tents near the hospital we had so
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hastily established, and were obliged to move
forward; a hammock was arranged in a very
few minutes, by fastening a shawl to a tent-pole,
and the patient was carried to a clear space
about a mile further on the road, where we remained a day and night.
June 13th.-At noon we began our walk to
Mookba, and reached it just in time to escape the
first fall of rain. I t promises, from the time it
has been brewing, to continue for several days ;
and the natives declare it will prevent our moving beyond Suchi for at least a week. I t will
be impossible indeed to cross that tremendous
pass until the rocks have lost the increased facility of slipping that the water is likely to give
them ; and our greatest apprehension of going
barefooted niay happen to be realised, when,
even in dry weather, we leave a portion of our
shoes upon the pointed stones of evcry day's
journey.
I found the fame of my cure had preceded
me, and all the b' malades inwginai~-es"of
Mookba assembled round my tent to beg a prescripticn. They recounted, with doleful faces,
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the sad stories of their sufferings : some had had
head-aches for years, and some had lost their a p
petites since they were children. I had to eramine fingers and feet, and to administer mething to each : for external complaints, I recommended the simple lotion of cold water, which
was too much neglected and too little esteemed ;
for, as in other parts, they preserved their predilection for dirt on the banks of the Holy River,
in spite of its power of purification. As the inward complaints seemed tometo be nearly alike, I
had one invariable panacea, and sent my patients
away congratulating themselves on meeting with
so able a ~ h ~ s i c i a nconvinced
,
of my skill, as
they appeared delighted with the uniformity of
my practice: for every man held his pill between his finger and thumb ; and comparing it
with his neighbour's before he swallowed it,
ch~lckledat the resemblance.
As we entered the village, a party of pilgrims,
among whom were a woman and several children,
drew up on a bank to the right of the pathway
and saluted us with groans. I could not conjecture what difference of opinion had made us

liable to such a public expression of unpopularity ; and approaching them, I found each person
pressing his hand on his stomach, and making
faces that soon explained to me the state of affairs.
They had been unaccustomed to such cold water
and coarse grain, and all stood in need of my assistance. I astonished these wanderers by my
ability, as I had confounded the residents. I hare
hecome very weary, however, of this fashionable
rage after my nostrums ; and for the purpose of
soon emptying my boxes, I distributed the medicine with a lavish hand. I shall be able to
sympathize with the doctor, whose celebrity plrvents his having a moment to himself, and whose
time is often consumed in cases as trifling and
ridiculous as mine. I am afraid also I can a p
proach too nearly to the feelings of the quack,
who, while he gulls the credulous fools who
attend him, is the only one aware of his own
ignorance. I trust, however, neither my lotion
nor my physic will be followed by mischief.
June 14th.-Within about an hour's walk
of nlookh are the remains of a temple. Many
fragments of sculptured stone are scattered
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about, and the country round bears t h e appearance of having been inhabited and cultivated, the
division of the terraces being still visible. I
could learn no clear tradition regarding it ; but
my brahmin friend attributed its erection to the
Chinese. I t has been very large, and was placed
in a most commanding position on the brow o f a
hill that overlooks the Ganges, and commands a
view of the snowy range : the stone of which it
was built was carefully prepared, and bears t h e
marks of having been formed by more skilful
artists than the present raceof mountaineers can
produce. When they talk of China, however.
they merely mean people on the other side of t h e
snowy boundary ; and as inscriptions in the Thibetian character have been found in the hills, that
nation may have been the builders of the temple
There is much m6m for speculation in the
study of uncouth figures and incomprehensible
letters, and much amusement is derived from its
exercise, although nolight may be thrown upon
them. W e are prone to admire most what we
least understand. W e too frequently lose our
enthusiasm as we gain ourknowledge ; and the
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traveller, who leaves it to his imagination to read
hieroglyphics and form hypotheses, passes his
time fully as agreeably, if not more so, than the
critic, who, satisfied he knows such things were
for such purposes, has no occasion for the aid of
conjecture, or the charms of fancy.
About midway between the temple and Mookbathe rain began to fall in torrents, and I found
we were too likely to bid adieu to the pleasant
scenes we had hitherto enjoyed, for the most uncomfortable of all mountain visitations. W e a p
peared to be riding on the bosoms of the clouds.
The road became so slippery as to render the
utmost caution necessary, and all around was
dark. T h e vivid lightning, that shot through
the mist, was the best light we had to depend
on; for the clouds hung so completely around

us, above, below, and on every side, that we
were at length obliged to abandon the continuation of our journey ; and taking shelter under
an overhanging rock, which rose from the bosom
of the hill above us, we remained about a couple
of hours. There was no hope of the storm's
cessation: and, afraid of being benighted, we
E 5
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set forth again. I t was dark when we reached
Suchi; and the tempest had so s c a t t e d my
party, that I despaired of being housed.
As is generally the case in such predicaments,
the things you least require are nearest at h a d
With the voice of an OtheUo I shouted for my
tent-for any thing that could be found-nay,
even a handkerchief if it could be d i m e r e d ;
but without success. The barking of the dags.
with the screaming of the people to still them-the clamour of the nearest coolies for guides sod
lights-and the uproar of my servants, with occasional claps of thunder, and the rushing of the
rain, made the most bewildering tumult that can
be conceived. I had been obliged to strip myself
of my wet clothes ; and, tying a table-cloth a b u t
my waist, (the only cover I could find,) sallied
forth with a white staff in my hand ; and, like a
maniac, as I exercised it upon the flying people,
or poked them out of the snug covers they had
ken to, added to the wildness of the scene.
Although accustomed from principle, and indeed from inclination, to be ns passive as +ble
under the annoyanceof Hindoo apathy, I found
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it difficultto control myself here. There was a
humour in the uproar, too, that it was not easy
to withstand. After calling till I was hoarse for
any portion of my baggage that had arrived, a p
prehending that all had been swept away, to
prove that I was not quite destitute, my friend
Booth Sing, the most attentive of my coolies, a
smart fellow, and a perfect beau in his way, flew
in pursuit,and in a few minutes returned, bearing
in triumph the trophies of his success-a broken
kettle and a frying pan ! 'LTliisis all," said he ;
" but I hope the rest will soon come."
I t was
impossible not to laugh ; and when one of the
hillmen suggested a use for the frying-pan, by
holding it over his head as an umbrella, and then,
transferring it to me, recommended me to apply
it to that purpose, the ludicrous appearance I
already made, with such a finish to my picture,
was enough to restore me to good-humour.
I was a match for any fanatic in the Eaststanding on a crag, surrounded by the villagers
squatting like monkeys at my feet-no covering
but the draggled table-cloth about me-a dirty
white wand in one hand, and the other holding a
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fryrng-pan over my head ! It was nearly twelve
at night before I had collected all that the storm
had disprrsed. Some of my bearers had fallen,
and bruised themselves a good deal ; and ooe,
with a side of my tent, had plumped to thebottom
of a pit, from which he contrived to crawl out
before midnight ; and, coming terrified to relate
his calamity to me, assured me his burden must
have by this time reached the centre of the earth,
for he had never h e a d it stop. A t length, with
three sides only to the tent, we contrived to get
under cover ; and sitting in the centreof it, with
our feet upon the pole to keep them out of the
wet, and apan of charcoal below, we were able,
(thanks to the war of elements!) to pass the night
without sleeping. T h e m v a m and the beds had
got so completely soaked, that it would not have
been either comfortable or safe to have endvoured to obtain repose.
Daylight brought no alteration in our affaim;
and on the evening of the third day of our be in^
weather-bound, every thing seemed as unpromising as the commencement. On sending in
search of the stray part of the tent, I found that
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the fear of the man had exaggerated the depth
of the pit, and it was not very difficult to
recover it.
The position in which we are encamped is the
usual choice of the pilgrims, and many are seated
about us. W e have placed the tent under the
branches of a very large walnuttree, from which,
the first night, we expected to gain a little shelter;
but being now well washed, it acts as a conduit to
pour the water more directly upon us ; a little behind is the tent of my servants, in which they sit,
as miserable as fowls,around a pool in themiddle,
which the rain, in dropping through the canvass,
has formed. Their wet blankets are wrapped
round them ;and, notwithstanding the reproaches
that their countenances express-for every man
seems to say, " Why have you done this?'-I
find it impossible to contemplate their situation
with the least appearance of gravity.
A small wooden shed, about the size of a wildbeast cage, erected for the use of the faquira,(three
or four men may squat in the middle of it,) is con
verted into a kitchen; and my Mahometans,
drenched to the skin, are endeavouring to cook
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my dinner at a little smoke in one corner of i t ;
for it is impossible to kindle a flame. The only
saucepan I have remaining, instead of a cover,
which, in all probability, like Gilpin'e wig, will
aoon be here-'' for why ? 'tis on the mad"-has
acane hat, thecrown of which just fits the mouth,
stuffed into it. A species of pottage is manufacturing in a broken pot, into which the rain will
intrude ; and water being the last ingredient i t
requires, promises to render it the most ultra
aoupmaigre. My cooks have petitioned to bring
it into my tent ; and it now boils under the table,
that being the driest situation to be found.
I defy the greatest humourist of the day to
contrive a more absurd scene than our encamp
ment presents. The faquirs are muttering round
their miserable fires, striving to protect their
meal from the wet with leaves : some Hindms
are cooking their cakes in the hollow of a tree,
which 1 expect to see rattle about them : and
one has just lost his dinner by the roof of his
kitchen-a cotton umbrella, flying up into the
air with a tin pot hanging from the stick, which
had been tied to it in hopes of giving weight.

A STORMY NIGHT.
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Every person is anxiously watching this balloon,
ill its eccentric flight, with his person stretched
over his mess, lest it should descend u p it and
scatter it to the winds.
What the thoughts of my Hindoos may be I
cannot conjecture, but I hope they view their
dilemmas as necessary and meritorious trials.
My Mahometans, I am convinced by their looks,
would sacrifice the chance of Paradise if it were
only to be attained through a repetition of such
scenes. For myself, I unconsciously break into
a whistle of appropriate airs, and detect myself
in humming, " Ye gentlemen of England, who
live at home at ease," too frequently, not to perceive that it breathes a epirit ill at ease. A t
night, when the ridiculous of the picture is loat
in darkness, every gust of wind threatens to
carry my flimsy roof to the clouds-while the
thunder echoes froin mountain to valley, and
valley to mountain, and the flashes of lightning
discover the grandeur of the peaks above me,
as they thrust their heads through the mist, then
shoot through the vapour that hangs over a fathomless abyss before me-masses of rock,
1
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EFFECTS OF THE RAINS.

loosened by the rain, fall with tremendous noise
down its sides-all
is, indeed, magnificent,
sublinie !
June 17th, 18th.-We had been three days at
Suchi, and took a fair opportunity on the fourth
to make our escape from the first village within
the magic circle of the Ganges' power : we began
to fear that we might be affected by its influence,
and, spell-bound, be forced to remain till we had
mingled with its dust ; for, as long as the rain
continued, it was impossible to cross the barrier,
the passage of which, in fine weather, had so
alarmed my people ; and unless we could learn to
relish rams, we had little chance of surviving a
season within it-for our flesh, a buck goat;
and for vegetables, thecrisped topsof the young
forest f e n ! The natives of the hills, in many
parts, use this as a vegetable; but on tasting it
once, I thought it too insipid and tough to induce me to adopt it.
On reaching the forniidable pass, we had all
the difficulty and labour we had apprehended.
The common road was so slippery, as to render
it dangerous ; and on gaining the summit of the

A R R I V A L AT DOUNTGUL.
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rocks we had ascended, we were forced to pause
on the brink, all seemed so altered by the rains
of the last few days. The trunks of trees were
swinging in the gaps, held only by one twig.
The planks had been swept down the chasms
they were placed across ; and at the bottom of
every rock, a pool of water was collected.
On shooting down these declivities, we generally
splashed into the reservoir below ; and when
crawling up the next, draggled and. miserable,
gave an apt representation of the cleanly though
uncomfortable punishment of keel-haulingnow, I hope, obsolete.
I t took us some time to fasten the ladders, and
prepare the bridges; and it was nearly dark
when we reached a clear space, on the right bank
of the Ganges, where we encamped : the natives
named it Dountgul. I t was used for the cultivation of red spinach, and stood under a high
hill, on which a little village was situated, and
many deer were browsing among the trees on its
summit. Not long before we came in sight of
it, fatigued with our scrambling, we had nearly
abandoned the chance of gaining it : in despair
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we arrived at the top of a rock almost perpendicular, and fifty feet deep. The only method
of descending was by a flat board, resting in a
niche at the bottom, and fastened to the root of
a tree by a few willow twigs at the top : steps,
about big enough for the feet of a monkey, were
scooped. at long intervals, in the plank.
We had climbed up by these means, but it
was a far different matter to descend. There is
an " alacrity in sinking," that made us hesitate
for sonic time to trust ourselves upon it. Our
baggage was rolled, as well as it could be, to
people who were placed at the bottom to receive
i t ; and we were obliged to take advantage of
that precaution for ourselves. When half-way
down the plank, we were forced (fbr we could
pick our steps no further) to launch our bodies,
stretched on their backs, to the foot, where we
were caught in safety, with a shout of applause
that would have encouraged a mountebank.
Dountgul can scarcely be seven miles from
Suchi ; but it is equal to a distance of at least
fifty, in any other part of the world.
June1 9th.-7Vithoutanyother adventurethan
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sticking for two or three hours up to our waists in
mud, while attempting to pass over a hill of clay,
that lay in our route to T e a m , we reached that
village, and pitched upon the same ground that
we had occupied when there before. The next
day we set off by daylight to traverse a rocky
ridge, that separated us from a range, on the
green cape of which stands a beautiful cluster of
cot t a p - j udging from a distance only- called
Paloo. Near it we encamped on a stubble-field,
where stood many apricottrees, the fruit nearly
ripe. We crossed over two bare and rocky mountains, or rather chains of mountains; and, d&
scendiog from the height of the latter nearly
perpendicularly, to a torrent that divided it from
the one we are now on, we found, on passing it,
that the temperature had suddenly changed to
that of summer: we left every thing bleak and
barren, and, in a few hours only, had been transported to a harvest home ! The first crop had
been reaped, and the second was sown, and in
some parts above the ground.
My followers attacked the apricottrees like
locusts; and it was fortunate that some of the
fruit was still unripe, or the natives and owners
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of the property would have had to lament our
passage through their country. Although a little
surprised at the attack, they bore it very goodhumouredly ; and the remonstrance of an old
man, when one of my coolies, too tired to pick
the fruit, broke a well-loaded branch off the tree,
delivered in the gentlest accent, and with a manner approaching to dignity, not intended for me
to hear, struck me very forcibly :-" If the children die, God may give the father others ;but if
the parent fall, there can be no more offspring:
take as much fruit as you please, it will grow
agnin, but do not break the tree."
Throughout all parts of the hills where the
apricot thrives, the natives extract an oil from
the kernel. A press of the simplest arrangement
stands a little without the village, and thither
the fruit is carrjed when ripe, and the stones separated from it. The oil is light-coloured and
clear, possessing very little consistency : it does
not therefore congeal so rapidly as might be expected in so cold a region. In most of the hills,
poppies grow in great number and strength. The
inhabitants distil opium, and say they are fond of
it, but I never met one in the least degree under
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its influence: they cannot send it to the plains,
from the positive restriction ; they must therefore
use it among themselves, but I should think very
sparingly indeed. They are very fond of the seed
of the poppy; and at the time it is in season,
you scarcely meet a person that is not ~rovided
with several pods-full.
June 20th.-We are so delighted with the
change of scenery, and comparatively level country, that we take very short journeys. Today
we remain at Reithal, which is little more than
an hour from Paloo. This village is the best we
have met with in the mountains, and the only one
in which the people have been anxious that we
should remain. I t was our intention to have continued to the next, about three miles further;
but on our approaching, we were met by the p
pulation of the place, with an address of welcome,
and a request that we should pitch our tents on a
pretty green spot above the village, on one side
of which stood a temple to Mahadeo. As the
rain still continues throughout the day, commencing a little before noon, we find it necessary
to complete our journey at an early hour.
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We encamped close to the porch of the temple,
where most of the natives have assembled to gaze
upon us. The women, too, have ventured to gratify their curiosity more than they have elsewhere
doue ; and, making their hospitality an excuse,
have brought milk and fruit to us; and, having
presented it, sit down in groups about us, with
silent wonder, observing all our motions. The
people are not much cleaner than the inhabitants
of other parts,although, living in acomparatively
warm climate, they might undergo the use of cold
water without much inconvenience. It is singular
that people, so dirty in their own persons and
abodes, should be so particular in all that relates
to their agriculture. Their fields are p r e p a d
for the grain with the utmost care, and kept as
clean as it is possible to keep them during the
progress of the crop. The paved area, on which
the corn is trodden out, would bear to be placed,
for cleanliness, by the side of an English threshing-barn. If the wind blows the smallest impurity upon it, it is immediately swept off, evea
though no corn be ready to be laid upon it.
The harvest is cmducted with great mirth ;
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singing and music resound in the valleys, and the
labour of carrying home the sheaves seems to be
perfectly delighted in. Superstition has its power
also; for it is necessary to propitiate an evil spirit, before they venture to put the cattle in to
tread out the grain. They pass round the area,
and sprinkle the edges of it with turmeric, and
the post in the centre to which the animals are
fastened. There are other enemies to the corn,
. that it would he well if they could keep in check
by any process so simple.
I n passing above a large tract of land, on which
the crop seemed ripe enough to reap, I was a s
tonished to see such universal activity as appeared to prevail. There was a person, apparently, at
every ear of corn, busily employed in picking
out the grain. I could not conjecture the cause
of such extraordinary labour; till, on looking
through my glass, I found the field was full of
monkeys,each standing on its hind legs, and h e l p
ing itself with the greatest assiduity. I was too
well aware of the difficulty of obtaining meal, not
to put an end to their repast. I fired a couple of
balls above their heads, and set them off, scamp
ering and screaming, to the adjoining trees, which
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T U R N I N G THE TABLES.

distressing, and his cries so pitiful, that, putting
his near approach in appearance to our own race
out of the question, it must be an inhuman spirit
that could find pleasure in such amusement. I
remember hearing an anecdote of a sportsman in
theEast havingbeen induced to fire at,and wound
a large monkey: one of the boldest of the pack
immediately approached him, and catching hold
of his gun, endeavoured to disarm him. A m u g gle took place, in which the man of the woods
proved the strongest, and bore away his prize.
T h e monkeys had observed the manner in which
it had been fired, and attempted to imitate it :
at length one succeeded in putting it to his
shoulder ; and the sportsman, not approving of
his own battery being turned against him, commenced making his retreat-when off went the
second barrel of the gun ! T h e recruits, frightened at the noise themselves had made, threw
down the cause of it, and flew to the trees;
while tlie intruder narrowly escaped being
wounded, and was obliged to abandon his fowling-piece to the future entertainment of the
wood-rangers. T h e natives do not venerate
VOL. 11.
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S C E I E P T O F THE GASGES.

them in any part of the hills ;but, nevertheless,
the! are as fat and sleek as the sacred broods
that are met with in the plains.
June e l s t rrnd Bnd.-T\re are now traversing
that fertile county we had seen sloping down to
the Ganges, from the first height from which re
gained a view of that river. From Paloo we h a ~ e
entered a different climate completely : villages
appear a t every two or three miles apart, and we
pass over comparatively lewd d s , thrwgtr
ternrces well cultivated and sheltered witb fruittrees of every description, the produce of which
is now generally ripe. At each village we ue
presented with apricots and figs, and sometimes
peaches ; but they are hard and insipid. It is a
matter af g r e ~emulation
t
among the p@e, who
shall bring most fruit to us; and it seems to be
some agusement to them to endeavour to outdo
each other in persuading us to eat.
A t Ghosali, which is not three miles from
Reithal, there is a neat temple, so covered by
trees that we were close upon it before we discovered it. Near to this, on a beautiful green
lawn, we encamped. The banks of the Ganges
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are superior in cultivation and in extent to those
of any part of the Jumna ; the villages are much
more populoug and the inhabitants appear more
civilized. We are now amply rewarded for
our toile in gaining the source of the river, by
the pleasant orchards and cleanly villages we
are able to encamp near, on its banks. We meet
frequently with travellers from the most distant
quarters of the mountains, and find ourselves so
completely on a high road, that we move merrily
along, and hear news of other worlds at every
new place we halt at. This has had a most enlivening effect upon our people ; for they bring
me with the utmost delight the simplest intelligence, as if it were necessary to have proof that
we had not left the limits of their own sphere-a W e f , that I was inclined to think more than
ane felt disposed to indulge in.
We still, in spite of the superior information
of the natives of these villages, retain our powers
ef attraction. We are beset by the curious and
the idle as much as we have ever been ; and in
one or two instances, when we have been pressed
to remain among them, it was that they might
F2
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gain a holiday by the event, and lounge in the
neighburhood of our tents to mimic our manners, and speculate on their meaning.
Although nature is a good scllool of breeding,
and art alone can never accomplish a gentleman,
I am disposed to admit that the ease of the former might be advantageously constrained b y the
curb of the latter. There were many freedoms
and breaches of decorum, not contrary to momtain etiquette, practised in my presence, that
put my forbearance severely to the test-to
mention nothing of certain eructations, held in
some countries of the East, and those famed for
natural politeness, as being in perfect conformity to good manners. I was not a little horrified, when two men, suddenly whipping off
their pantaloons, commenced an animated chase,
first through the legs of their trowsers, snd then
along the floor to the very foot of my throne,
slaughtering sometimes, and sometimes, with
scarcely commendable mercy, replacing the d s
serters that had ungratefully attempted to quit
the spots, perhaps, of their nativity. T h e Arabn,
I have heard, deem it unlucky to be without a

UNEXPECTED MEETING.
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living companion of the nature I allude to : the
Highlanders of Scotland have some superstition also regarding them ; and my Highlanders
of " Snowy Imausn are most decidedly averse
to their destruction, or their attempt to forsake
the natal soil.
We have quitted the country of pl~easantq
but we still meet with black partridges ; and in
my pursuit of the latter, I am ever doomed to
be interrupted by the untimely appearance of a
bear. I observed a bird at some little distance
run into a small clump of shrubs, and followed
it. I began most lustily to beat the bushes
with my gun; and crying " whist ! whist !"
boldly entered the midst of them. A bear stood
up on his hind legs, its snout nearly touching
my face, as I bent down to disentangle the
skirt of my mat from the briers. I started at
being brought face to face with the enemy ; and
not being able to effect a speedy retreat, took off'
my hat, and waved it before his eyes. \Ire
never lose by politeness; and, although I uncapped from a different motive, I was glad to
find it had its effect.
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HOW T O GET BID O F A BEAB.

T h e bear ran up the hill, round which ow of
my servants was winding, and came full upon
him. H e had a gun in his hand, unloaded, and
covered with a woollen bag, which, in his
anxiety to defend himself, he had thrust half
off: recollecting, however, it was uncharged, he
waved the dangling part of the bag in the bear's
eyes, as I had done the bat; and shouting " bo!
bo !" as loud as he could, scared the animal
away. The bear seemed perfectly satisfied at
the double ceremony he had met with; and,
escaping up the hill, did not venture to return.
I t seems surprising that we should be able to
get rid of a wild beast in M, simple a manner:
but 1 am convinced that such sudden surprises
are frequently more efficacious than open warfare. I t is not probable that you will kill at the
first shot ; and although you may wound mortally, I have no doubt the dying hug of a bear
would be as formidable as that of a healthy one.
There could be no edification, and not much
safety, in the death-bed of a tiger. I would
prefer therefore adopting some ruse, to placing
myself in the predicament of partaking in h i
dying throes.

FIELDS OF RICE.
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Some years ago, I was acquainted with an officer who got rid of a bear in a still more singular
manner. H e was pursued by one when in the
jungle of Ceylon, separated from his companions, and haviug no weapon with him. H e had
a bottle of brandy slung across his body, and on
finding the bear close in his rear, he drew it forth
like another Falstaff, and struck the enemy a
back-handed blow with it on the head. 'l'he
bottle broke; and the spirit streaming down his
face, got into his eyes, and effectually stopped
the pursuit. I have mentioned the great faith
placed by natives in the external use of brandy :
this application of it, however, could scarcely
have entered into their contemplation.
Our next step was to the village of Neithall.
I t is six miles from Ghosali, and a little above
the river, situated on a hill, at the foot of which
we encamped. W e passed through a populous
and merry country, well cultivated with rice.
In the present stage of that grain, it is far from
agreeable to roam through the fields ; and at no
time is the face of the country beautified by such
a crop ! The valleys seem now to be lakes : the
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rice is almost half grown, and nearly lost in
water ; the terraces are divided by narrow
ridges, over which it is necessary to creep cautiously one by o n e f o r woe to the clumsy traveller who steps into the bog beside him !
A t one period of its growth the rice crop is
transplanted, and the ground undergoes a species
of turning up, that presents a most singular scene.
A number of loose cattle are turned into the field,
and driven by the voice of the farmer in every
direction throughit. Someof them sink so deeply,
that it is difficultto recover them ; the splashing
of the animals, and the shouting of the men to
cheer them on, afford a contrast to the wild singing of the women, as they gather the plants.
The pipe and the tom-tom are unceasing ac,
companiments; and the vale resounds all day
with everyvariety of noiseand merriment. Then,
as before, the imprmisatrice were women, and we
were the themes of their songs. W e were able
to catch some of their ideas; and as they will
not always bear a literal interpretation, I have
ventured to arrange the purest in a free one.
The feats of the white men were the unchanging

COMPLIMENTABY
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and apparently inexhaustible subjects : the fancy
of one singer called forth the ideas of another,
and when each had afforded a line, they seized
upon the one they most approved of, and gave
it as a fearfully emphatic chorus. " Sahib
Logue," which properly signifies "gentlemen,"
I have translated by the term with which I
have no doubt it is constantly associated in the
minds of the singers.

THE WHITE MEN.
Lo ! the white men hare been to the mountains of snow.
And have seen the p

t Gunga flow over the plain :

Let us labour no more, for the rice crop will grow ;
l'be white men moat dwaya bring wealth in their train.
See, the white men u e miling ; the maids they adore

Are far, far away, in the realma of the west.

Do they emile upon ua ?-we

will labour no more ;

When the white men are happy, their lerrants are blest.
See, ;he tents ue all apread-they

hare kindled tbe fires,

And the travellers will rest in the valley *day.
\Ve will labour no more ; all the white mnn desires
\Ve will hasten to offer, and court him to stay.

Collins, in one of his Oriental Eclogues, makes
his hero stray through rice fieldaF
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A PICTURE.

u~tb.s.tsRecto'erCsM.ofricetastny."

Had be tried the experiment himself, I think
be m u l d hsrdly have sent him upon so unamfartable an expedition.
Tnrrelling is oftm sadly matter of fact: it is too
pn>w to remove the veil that poetry has thrown
oxer scenery. It is better, for the purposes of a
pwt, to view objects through the imagination :
and the traveller, who i s fortunate enough to he
able to see through the same medium, has sn
additional pleasure in his researches that the
more short-sighted one cannot know. Nothing
can be nlore stupid than a high road and a guidebook. It is ludicrous, though perhaps commendable el:ough, to see (as I doubt not many continental travellers have done) a fat elderly gentlrulan, with the drops of perspiration trickling
down his cl~eeks,crs be toils up a hill to enable
him to say he has been on its summit, pause in
the midst of the most beautiful scencry to fumble
about the leaves of his Tourist's Guide, and read
the description of some demolished windmill ;
and, having ascertained its "whereabouts," with
as much glee as if he had diecovered a land-
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mark in 8 dangerous voyage, pass on to the
critically laid down position of a lime-kih, and
reap from the correctness of his book, the pleasures 8 less precise traveller would draw from
the charms of the landscope, or the recollections
of the spot.
Thanks to the thin partitions that divide some
of Mr. Meurice's rooms, I once became privy to
the studies of a worthy pair, who occupied an
adjoining chamber to me, during their visit to the
well-explored city of Paris. At six o'clock every
morning, with the most praiseworthy perseverance, did the p o d easy man rcad a chapter from
his guide-book to his attentive spouse, and endeavour to arrange the labours for the day.
This was no easy matter ; for she, upholding a
privilege of choice, was for courts and camps ;
while he, deeming it dignified in a male traveller
to be something of a virtuoso, maintained the
superiority of statues and columna As the arguments were loud and long, it was not my
fault that I overheard them.
A French uaaant left unexplored the ruins of
Thebesbecausehe caught a glimpse of anEnglish
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maid-servant in a pink spencer, contemplating a
sphinx. I do not mean to justify his flight, b u t
positively such a spectre was enough to scare
his sublime sensations. I wish to uphold the
dignity of travel, and I have been led into these
remarks by that desire. Such mal-&propos
meetings can never tend to increase the mental
pleasure or extend the researches. T h e boldest
sportsman would fly if a lion entered a drawing-room : the keenest antiquary would w i t h
draw in despair if he saw an Abigail scratching
her name in the tomb of Osymandias : *tis the
fitness of things that constitutes the enjoyment.

CHAPTER V.
Reputed source of the G m g e t A miracle-A fnil fair-oneThe lord of Burkotee-The faqnir's festiral-Sscred temple
-Women, the source of evil-Agreeable repast-Simple
fare-ViUsge of Matlee--Diounf.in bnezes-Right
of
posseeoion-Route to Dhoondah-Creed of the HindoosReligious mnrtyn-Arrival
at Patthorn-Annoyances of
Biea- Agriculture- Uncomfortable hoes-Cedar
treeS s e d plan-Tyranny
over sewantaSituation of Barmhtee-faquir
tribute-Vdey
of Chinalli-The " happy
valley "-Venomous lerpents-Wild honey.

JUNE
eSrd.-We
passed for several miles
through rice, or more properly along the furrows
that divided the fields, and had a full opportunity of admiring the manner of irrigation followed by the natives; for we were too often
obliged not only to experience the breadth, but
the depth of their drains. They have the advnntage, from the many rills that descend from
the heights above them, of being able to draw
water down to their grounds; no great ingenuity,
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therefore, is requisite. Their channels are however, cut with great care, and arranged with
much skill; every terrace takes its turn of the
water from the upper one to the lowest. I n the
island of Ceylon the same mode of watering the
ground exists ; and there a law prevents the
owner keeping his land wet beyond a certain
time, and to the prejudice of his neighbour.
We found the valley as happy as ever, and
walked through it to the mund of music. W e
encamped a little beyond the village of Barahat,
which I have already named as the reputed
source of the Ganges in the second age of the
world. I t retains still its character for sanctity
in the estimation of the Hmdoos. I t lies so directly in the route to all tbe most holy places in
the mountains, that it is constantly haunted by
the miserable objects that toil their weary way to
the many shrines that lead to Indra's heaven.
A temple, in thc wooden porch of which a
number of faquirs were collected, stands in a
square spot within the village under the shadow
of a large pecpul-tree, within the hollow trunk of
which many emhlelns of mythology are heaped

A MIRACLE.
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up; and to this eanttum eanctorwn I must attribute a legend my guide to Gungoutri related to
me. The celebrated saint of Nanguan erected
this temple for his family worship. Soon after
it was completed he quarrelled with his mother,
and forbade her to enter it for prayer. She, by
virtue, I suppose, of her son's piety, has contrived to be immortal, and endeavours to penetrate every day to its mysteries. The moment
she appears, which is always at the dawn of
day, the.door closes and baffles all human power
to open it. The father of the saint, a pious and
deserving parent, who probably gained his son's
esteem by taking his part against hie mother,
has the privilege of breaking the spell. He
comes to his devotions every eveaing ; and at
his Open-Sesame,"
the door obeys, and
grants him free admimion. The natives of
Barahat did not seem aware of the great miracle so constantly wrought in their viUage ;
but I think it too ingenious a tale to omit, particularIy as my friend the brahmin concluded
it in his usual manner, by affirming he never
t d d lies. A mural, however, lurks in the
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story. I t would be unjust to the saint and
his miracle to suppress the conduct of the lady,
that induced him to exclude her from the
temple.
Nanguan is not far from the castle of Burktee, where, in the olden time, dwelt a formidable
chieftain ; his manner of living was so splendid,
that he excited the envy of the neighbouring
men, and (the truth must be told) the love of
the surrounding fair. Among his most devoted
admirers was the mother of our saint : she was
used in her own mind to contrast his riches and
luxurious fare with the simple diet and hard
labour of her own home. She was beautiful,
and had the gift to know it ; and she felt that
she had attracted the notice of the pwerful lord
of Burkotee. One day, while she filled her
pitcher at the banks of the Jumna, and within
sight of the castle she sighed to be mistress of,
she reasoned gravely within her mind what
course she should pursue. "Why should I
draw water," thought she, "when the ladies
of Burkotee have so many handmaids to attend upon them ? I am as delicate as they
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are;" and placing her earthen pitcher on her
head, in a fatal moment took her resolution to
submit to such drudgery no longer : mrcely was
the rebellious determination formed, when the
vessel broke, and the water streamed about her
figure. Now her husband was a poor man, and
could not aford to have pitchers broken by carelessnesg He scolded his wife severely, and would
not believe her when she said it burst of its own
accord while resting quietly on her head. Her
son, a more subtle personage, e~claimed,-'~ 0
mother ! what wicked thoughts must those have
been that even made the pitcher break !" She
resolutely swore that no vice had entered her
mind ; but her countenance belied the assertion,
and the saint charged her directly with the criminal intention of abandoning his father's house
for the castle of Burkotee ; then, taking her by
the hand, led her to the door, and vowed she
never should pollute its threshold more ! He
determined, however, that she should not pass
to the chief, whose gold bad won her heart, and
confined her in a cave within the mountains on
his own banks of the river.

"The bold bamn".was not to be intimidated by
a saint ;and,discovering her retreat, crossed rit h
8 large force, and bore her to his o m halL T h e
poor mn was obliged to adopt a ruse to recover
his nmther from her disgracef~ilpredicament ;
and, feigning to forgive her and her paramour.
invited them to a banquet in the valley of Snnguan. The villagers thought he was mad. H o w
could a faquir give a feast to the greatest man in
themountains? Thechief of Burkotee anticipatd
much fun, and the lady of his love was horrified
at the idea of his being fed with the coarse cakes
that had so materially assisted in estranging
her affections from the husband of her youthful
choice.
The day arrived, and a mighty host accompanied the chief to the faquir's festival. Theirlandlord stood alone in the valley, naked, and unconscious of the gathering company. No fires were
kindled, no meal was baked, and not a goat had
bled. The wrath of Burkotee's master was unbounded : he was on the point of sacrificing the
saint to his disappointment-when, lo ! a sudden
atom seemed to darken the vale, and the pious
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landlord moved forward to welcome his guests;
bande of spirits descended on the green, and
spread arich and plenteous feast upon it. It was
not to be enjoyed in peace, however; for the commissariat was followed by a numerous army that
attacked and beat the soldiers of the wicked lord.
He himself was slain, and the woman, the cause
of all, was recovered by her indignant son. He
soon after removed to Barahat, and built the
temple that subjects his mother to,such constant
mortification.
The brahmin was very precise in his narration,
even to the description of the food, and the men
and arms that the saint had so speedily mustered.
I confess to having visited the temple at the time
that it should close against the admission of the
lady, and watched in vain for some change in its
appearance. My profane prerience, I feared,
must have had the sad effect of giving her free
ingrese to the sanctuary; for no barrier presented
itself at the usual time. After due search, however, I was relieved to find a sufficient reason, at
least for an unbeliever --there was no door ! This
little dilemma would but increase the miracle in

the devout confidence of my friend the brabmin,
who seemed highly pleased at the punishment of
the woman ; for he partook largely in the o r t h
dox belief of the East, that no evil can talie p h
of which a woman is not the first cause.
"Who is she?" arajah was alwaysin the habit
of asking, whenever a calamity was related to
him, however severe or however trivial. His
attendants reported to him one morning that a
labourer had fallen from a scaffold when working at his palace, and had broken his neck"Who is sl~e?"immediately demmded the rajah.
" A man ; no womau, great prince !" was the
reply. " Who is she ?" repeated with increased
anger, was all the rajah deigned to utter. I n
vain did the servants assert the nlanhood of the
labourer. " Bring me instant intelligence what
woman caused this accident, or woe upon your
heads !" exclaimed the prince. In an hour the
active attendants returned ; and, prostrating
themselves, cried out, " 0 wise and powerful
prince !'-" Well, who is she ?" interrupted he.
" As the ill-fated labourer was working on the
scaffold, he was attracted by the beauty of one
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of your highness's damsells; and, gazing upon
her, lost his balance, and fell to the ground."" You hear, now," said the prince, " no accident
can happen, without a woman, in some way,
being an instrument."
Barahat is beautifully situated in an extensive
valley, bounded by high mountains, at the base
of the southern range of which flows the Ganges.
Their summits are crowned with pines, and a
great variety of fruit-trees adorn the sides.
Throughout the vale many are also scattered ;
and the bgs and barberries being quite ripe,
give a delicious treat, as we pluck them on our
way : we carry our mornil~gshare of wheaten
cakes in our pockets, and find the most agreeable breakfast waiting us, by the banks of every
running brook.
I have learned more of the kindly disposition
of my followers, by adopting this mode of breakfasting, than I should probably have had an o p
portunity of doing by a more substantial meal.
They never fail to pick the most tempting of the
fruit for us, as they pass the trees, declaring that
they must be the best judges of their own country
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productions ; and wbeneoer thore before us find
a plerurst shade a d deau fountain, they spread
our repast upon leaves by h a side I have seen
them, when the drops af pempbath were
coursing each other down their breasts, r e f u e
to touch a fig till we bad choeen fbr d v e s ,
and eaten ; indeed, they appeared so grieved
when we relaxed in our luscioue labour, that we
frequently r e r e loth to vex them by a p e e
I know no m ~ a gratification
l
equal to such a
scene.
We divided our banquet with the birds: there
was plenty, however,for all; for many a blaaning
fruittree is doomed 'to waste its sweetgess on
the desert air.' I would recommend the hutulious slave, who cannot coax an appetite with all
the means and appliances of the profound art of
cookery, to try our dmpie fare; let him sally
forth at daylight in the morniw, a piece of brown
bread in his pocket, and sit under a fig-tree, when
he feels fatigued, a fountain an clear as glass near
him-if he does not aeek to return to it again
rod again, he is only fit to sicken and to die !
The gtain, excepting the rice, had been cut

down: all the fields were every where full of
partridges ; and thousands of doves, of the most
various and beautiful hues, gave ua every means
of supplying our table, if we had the hearts to
kill them. W e did not feel disposed, however,
to rob the tuneful grove of one of its choir.
They almost approached near enough to take
food from us; and they looked upon us from
the lowest branches with so calm a confidence,
that we could not muster courage to pull the
trigger against them. T h e kokila, a large green
bird with a yellow breast, cooes in the sweetest
manner. There were many of them in the surrounding trees; and my servants (for they may
eat certain birds) assured me they made most
delicious food.
T h e village of Barahat, though a great thoroughfare, differs in no respect in its arrangement from those situated further up the country,
nor does its holiness promote its cleanliness.
June 24th, 25th.-We reached in a few hours,
having passed over a valley of rice similar to the
former ones, the village of Matlee. It lies to the
west of Barahat, and stands in the centre of a
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plain, a little removed from the banks of
the
I t is the remote corner of the vale,
d rhich B a d a t is the centre--which is ratber
tm much of a summer climate for the long walks
=e arc f
d to take, and we sigh to reach tbe
summits of tbe hills again. I t is not always
psi&, horeter, to make a choice: the bordering rid_ees are not h g enough to cmtinue
to nrrd upm tbem ;and the constant necessity
fiw rk-woding and ascending, is scarcely repaid
b r tbrf W feelings of pleasure imparted by
the r

k

k

T m t s k t ts it must be, however, there are
&rp l m r e s e q d to it. The air on the mourn
OLin bzi$ts is so esbilarating, that fatigue is
a t i d ! impassible ; and from the lightness of
n y +its immediately after a change from the
chw a t n m w of the valleys, I sometimes
fwr that I may commit extravagancies, likely
to &lie the opinioo the natives hold of our dignit! and importance. I t has a similar effect upon
them, however; and the moment they deposit
their burden% they fly like wild goats over the
crags in pursuit of berries, or in search of water.

\
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The arrival of our little party on its ground is
a most animating scene. After having performed
the duty of quarter-master-general, we retire to
the shadow of a neighbouring tree, and wait till
all is arranged: each coolie fixes his own particular part of the tent, or places in a suitable
spot his own load. I t is amusing to observe how
tenacious they are up011 this matter; no man
will suffer another to interfere with him, and it
has often happened that I have been obliged to
settle a dispute about the lacing my tent, when
the bearers of two adjoining portions differed,
with whom the duty lay of threading what they
were pleased to consider a neutral loop.
Being, as I have noticed, already divided into
parties, it was a matter of importance to the first
who arrived, to get rid of their duty, and secure
a place for their messmates. A race generally
takes place towards the most inviting spot ; and
the one who succeeds in fixing his blanket first
at the goal, wins it for his comrades : thirr right
of possession is never disputed ; and the losers of
the first-gained position make a race for the
next, and continue till all are properly arranged.
VOL. 11.
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This emulath is a m d d 6 t h tbe mod rigid
justiae ; and as every m must deliver his lad
befae be m-emtures to cbmse, tbey start f i r for
the chase: m nmn dare thror his Mrnket of
PObsesbo m pssing tbe m a t inviting borer
rith his burden oil his brk--no, be must Gnish
oor a n u y ~b e f e be entexs m udber.
Our sojouro at M e e bas been too bright md
*nu!, to dord any incident : m rosy bowers all
must be alm d sweet. ll-bere tbere is nothing
but delight, there a n be little intereat It is
indeed too true that, 'mm is made to mourn :'
for no mind (though it may look like a pnrador)
be happy in tbe midst of perpetual pleasure :

\Ye had the good fortune to have our route
xaritd a little to Dboondab : r e wound by the
h L s of the river, passing u c c a s i d y over
nrts; and gained the summit of. little hill, on
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which we are placed. T h e Ganges winds, from
a short distance beyond Matlee, suddenly to the
south. T h e neighbourhood of our present position is well cultivated, and the people improve,
particularly the fair sex, who really merit that
distinction, in appearance greatly. T h e besetting sin of dirtiness, however, still holds a firm
seat among their characteristic faults; and so
perfectly unused are they to the luxury of water,
or the use of it, beyond the one of drinking, that
it is sometimes difficult to ascertain the natural
mlour of the skin for tlie case that hides it.
Our wrvants, who are as ~nucbin the other
extreme, are horrified to a degree; and would
not take meat or drink from them to save their
lives, even if the hillmen were invested with
the brahminical thread. " I would not drink
water from a Pariah, if I were perishing on a
rock," says my Sirdar, who is a native of Orissa,
from the neiglibourhood of Juggernaut. Such
is the high feeling of a Hindoo : the devotion to
a false creed of such people, who will perish
rather than break the smallest of its commands,
even when &-preservation might suggest an
a 2
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excuse, is indeed the most difficult problem of
human nature.
T h e two lowest castes, the husbandmen and
mechanics, equally scrupulous as the priests
and the soldiers, are heroes in no other way.
From their possession of every quality opposed
to heroism in other respects, they are the last of
the human race I should select as capable of
such devotion. T h e true Rajpoot is a noble
creature, and the brahmin I am not disposed to
impeach. I t is indeed strange that a coward in
all matters, and a knave in most, will submit to
the extremest suffering with the highest fortitude. A weak woman, however, 6res the pile
with a serene countenance that is in a few
minutes to consume her. Happily for tbe
Christian world, the days when martyrdom was
necessary are gone by. Should any one of the
present age, however, be disposed to listen with
incredulity or ridicule to the tales of suffering
that have been handed down to us in the cause
of religion, they may draw too clear a c o m b
ration of the patient endurance the human mind
is capable of, under the severest torments,
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from the sad scenes acted every day in the
East.
Between Barahnt and Matlee we crossed over
a bridge that seemed, as we approached it, to be
suspended in the air. I t rested upon wooded
banks, on each side of the river; the crancs from
which it hung were so lost among the trees, as to
renderit doubtful what supported the flimsy structure. I t was a narrow chain of ropes, scarcely less
difficult than the bridge upon which the Xlahometans are doomed to skait into Paradise; a yawning
Phlegethon below to receive us, if our consciences
betrayed us on the passage. At the bottom,
about a yard asunder, were small pieces of wood
to step on, and necessary to prevent the bridge
gathering about you as a net, which, when the
wind blew strongly, (as it did on our passage,)
they even could not prevent. I t had the disadvantage of being fully one hundred yards long.
A herd of cattle were crossing a little below u s ;
and to avoid their being carried away by the
force of the current, a ropi was passed over the
river, and fastened to trees on each side. The
animals were driven in above it, and kept in their
course by the management of the line.
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June 2 6 t h . W e ascended from Dboondah tor
village called Patthorn, over a steep ridge covered
with fir-trees-a distance of nearly seven miles
I t is situated on the crest of a line of hills, wbere
there is very little wood, and all around is well
cultivated. The mountains form a large circle,
sloping p d u a l l y to a river at the bottom of the
mnge we are on. The Ganges, of which we just
catch a glimpse, flows to the south-east : on the
brows of the hills are a great many villages; and
the fields of corn, some being reaped, and o t h m
ploughed, give a picturesque and animated a p
pearance to the scene. Since the day we reached
Barahat, we have had no rain ; and it has been
this morning excessively hot. The thermometer
has been g e n e d l j from 980 to 1000.
We are fortunate in not being so much annoyed by stinging insects as we were in the closer
vales on the shores of the Jumna; but equal
piques assail us. The common fes assemble
such multitudes about us, that we find it imp&ble to keep them from the interior of the
tent with a11 the arrangemeats we are capable of

I am not certain but they are as an-

noying to the full as the w a s p and the m u s
quitoes : we have a respite, to be sure, at night ;
but during the day we cannot rest a moment.
W e undergo, in effect, the torments of Tantalus; for when we raise the cup to our lips,
some dozen unlucky flies tremble for a moment
in the steam, and drop into the tea before it can
reach them. I n wine, in water, it is equally the
same : we can never venture to drink without a
spoon in the hand, to skim the drowning insects
from the glass; and even then we must gratify
our thirst at the expense of a mouthful of flies.
T h e road we wound u p to Patthora being
excessively steep, we arrived a considerable time
before our baggage, and lay down upon the
grass beneath a group of walnut-trees that surrounded the ruins of a temple thickly overrun
by ivy. I t was a beautiful mound, and stood
below the village, the only green spot in a wide
circle of fallow fields. An old man and two
little children were driving the plough through
the one at our feet. T h e machine was SO light,
that they were obliged to stand upon a board
fixed above the share, to give it weight to cut
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The moment the old man observed
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something to the children, and

them to the rillage, while he drew near to
pl?- hi -5
to us. T h e boy and girl soon
r s u d bearing a bowl of milk and a branch
imt

which, r i t h the best grace in the
{fix the! had "learnt the luxury of doing
-xd.'l in the wbool of nature, they present4
of
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the^ dsufficientlj thanked by the
with which r e hailed it; for i t was
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hot, and the water-spring was

h d f a alile off. Sucli simple actions speak vcr
l u n in
~ f a ~ ~ of
u r the natives of this part of
the nmntains. I have found them much su~ w r i t u , w mlj to the inhabitants of the higher
n n g - but even to those aholive on a level with
t h r ~ ~ i b>d ~the
e margin of the J u m n a
Tuda>-our situation is much cooler than it has
k n . rlld we enjoy a temperature of 10 and 12
, l ~ ~ m1'5. s than we found in the vallcy below.
T h e severe journejs over rough and pointed
nw-L$ a-ith the frequent necessity of wading
thn>uslis \ ~ s n i ~ ~rivulets,
~ s n d havenearly reduced
us to a ban~footculpilgrimage. \Ye have for-
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tunately found shoes in these villages, to which
nothing but a last resource could reconcile us
The soles are composed of dried leather, several
folds of which are fastened together by thongs,
which, passing through them, are tied in knots at
the bottom; a knitting of common string, reaching to the ancle and fitting quite close to the foot,
serves the purpose of an upper-leather. T h e sole
is so hard, that it is no easy matter to walk any
distance in them without k i n g well bruised.
The natives very seldom use them ; and we have
scarcely met with a dozen pair in the hills.
They are made, I believe, in the kingdom of
Nepaul, from which every thing employed in
arts or arms seems also to come.
W e have seen some men supplied with cookeries, and the curved knife of the Ghorka ; but
such weapons are very rare. I n the higher regions, where wood is much used in building, I
have witnessed the progress of a house, in the
construction of which but one instrument was
employed-a very emall one-a hatchet, having
the head flat for the purposes of a hammer.
Where nails would be requisite, pegs of wood
G 5
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are substituted, although they are seldom
needed, the planks being always laid into each
other by grooves. The timber of the Deo Dhar
(Cedar), a sacred tree, is usually applied to
building. I t is very soft and easily worked,
and grows to a prodigious size. The shadow
of one of these trees is commonly chosen for
the 'site of a temple. I have seen them of thirty
feet and more in circumference, and towering
to a great height. This tree, I fancy, as the
Ganges and other rivers also must, owes its sanctity to its use.
There are throughout the mountains many of
the sacred shrubs of the Hindoos, which give
great delight, as my servants fall in with them.
They pick the leaves, and running with them to
me, cry, "See, Sir, see, our holy plants are here !'
and congratulate each other on havingfoundsome
indication of a better land than they are generally
inclined to consider the country of the Pariahr
The happiness these simple remembrances shed
over the whole party is so enlivening, that every
tlistl-ess and fatigue seems to be forgotten. Whm
we behold a servant approaching with a sprig of
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the Dona in his hand, we hail it aa the olivebranch, that denotes peace and good-will for the
rest of the day, if, as must sometimes be the
case, they have been in any way interrupted.
Even these little incidents speak so warmly in
favour of the Hindoo disposition, that, in spite
of much that may be uncongenial to an European
in their character, they cannot fail to inspire him
with esteem, if not affection. I wish that many
of my countrymen would learn to believe that the
natives are endowed with feelings, and surely
they may gather such an inference from Inany a
similar trait to the one I bave related. H d n e s s
of heart can never be allied to artless simplicity :
that mind must possess a higher degree of sensibility and refinement, that can unlock its longconfined recollections by so light a spring as a
wild flower.
I have often witnessed, with wonder and sorrow, an English gentleman stoop to the basest
tyranny over his servants, without even the poor
excuse of anger, and frequently from no other
reason than because he could not understand their
language. The question, from the answer being
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unintelligible, is instantly followed by a blow
Such scenes are becoming more rare, and indeed
are seldom acted but by the younger members of
society ; they are too frequent notwithstanding :
and should any thing that has fallen from me
here, induce the cruelly disposed to reflect a little
upon the impropriety and mischief of their conduct, when a b u t to raise their hand against a
native, and save one stripe to the passive people
who are so much at the mercy of their masters'
tempers, I shall indeed be proud.
June 27th.-From Patthora we made one long
descent to the banks of the Ganges: it was a
steep path, and occasionally wouud through a
wood of great richness. W e reached the river
just where it makes a sweep to the south ; and
on the bend, or a little above it, we found a neat
temple to Mahadeo : it was singularly clean;
and an old mau, who seemed to have the care
of it, sat like a statue at the gate, with his eFcs
fixed upon the sun: a large white beard hung
down to his breast, and his string of beads lay
u1mn his hand. He was the most vencral~lc,
but irnn~oveableperson I ever saw. We a e m

i
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not disposed to interrupt one who seemed so
perfectly indifferent to us, and left him, unmolested, to his reflections.
W e followed the right bank of the river,
among figs and apricot-trees, and along hedges
of barberries, till we reached the village of Barrehtee. I t was situated at the entrance of a rich
valley, which stretched for a long distance.before us, bounded by wild crags on one side, and
on the other by the holy stream, which washere
marked by one of the largest temples we have
met with. The interior of it formed a Dhurrurnsalah, or resting-place, that might contain
fifty people : it was a square, wooden platform,
supported on posts, and sheltered by a canopy
of the shape of a pagoda. I t hung over the
river ; and we were glad to take advantage of
the repose it offered, while our people pushed
further into the valley, to fix our little city.
There were a few faquirs in Barrehtee on
their way to Gungoutri, and they were busy in
collecting their tribute of food from the villagers.
'' Ram, Ram," is the only word they utter,
sometimes striking the hollow gourd they carry

.
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in tbeir hnds Each peraon, as they

arrive

opposite tbe c a b i i brings out his offering, a d
tbey u e not long in thus gathering a meal :
some per~oosgive sticks, and one produces a
Ligbt ; a d the devout are soon busy in the preparation of tbeir savouy messes.
W b a re pursued our route to Chinalli, where
r c plopoeed halting, I soon discovered, notwithstanding our delay at Barrehtee, that we were
likely to reach it before our carriers. The bag&,age was lying deserted on the ground a little
within the vale, and the bearers were amusiug
themselves in the branches of the mango-trees,
which, for tbe first time, we had met with in the
mountains The fruit was not ripe, but the
people found it too attractive to pass T h e
trees were very large, and the fruit promised to
be so likewise
In the valley of Chinalli, the mango thrives
very well indeed. I t was introduced by the
Sepaulese ; and an old mm in the village remembers the seed being put into the ground:
he may be about sixty yean, of age. Many
small plants are scattered about, that have
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sprung from the falling of the seed; and, in
course of time, this pretty valley promises to be
one large mango grove. It ie so enclosed by
mountains, that we have found it oppressively
hot ; the thermometer in the shade has been at
980 all day. The natives produce remarkably
good onions, for which the soil seems well
adapted ; they also have been introduced from
a foreign climate; but aa the people are very
fond of them, they are likely to be naturalized
in this part of the hills.
The vale is more extensive and more beautiful than any we have traversed within the
mountains; so like is it, in every respect, to the
" Happy Valleyn in which Rasselas was confined,
that there is scarcely a particular in that description that does not apply to the Valley of
Chinalli. The kid cind the monkey are to be
seen every where ;but here alone, as if to realise
the picture in all points, have we found "the
solemn elephant reposing in the shade." The
Rajah of Tirhee posseaaes four ; and finding the
climate of his own city too cold for them, sends
thcm into the neighbouring valleys to enjoy a
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more genial air.

Two are quartered oo Chinalli: they do not look very well ; and I fear
they fare but indifferently. They lead a n idle
life, however, passing the sunny hours (and all
the day is sunshine) beneath the branches of a
maptree.

We chose a spot to encamp on, that seemed
to have been cut on purpose near the s~lmmitof
the mountain that bounded the plain: it was
well sheltered; and beside it (which tempted us
to fix there) fell a large body of water, that,
crossing the plain, assisted in its irrigation, and
lost itself in the river. Our servants took possession of a spacious cave, the mouth of which
was overgrown by blackberries, ripe and tempting ; and from our position we could overlook
the happy valley : there were many small ~ i l ]ages in it. We had descended from a height
to its level, and there was no way of escaping
from it, but by ascending a greater one: like
land lakes, these unconnected spots stand, entirely surrounded by mountains Every thing
required by the inhabitants is found within
them : they seek no pleasures beyond what they
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produce, and know no sorrows that do not
spring directly from themselves.
" Though all the blessings of nature are collected," its evils are not quite " extracted and
excluded." W e disturbed, while they were
basking in the sun, two venomous serpents;
one I was able to kill, the other escaped : they
were both nearly four feet long. T h e one that
made off, we fancied was a cobra capella, and
watchcd its doubtful windings through the
grass, over which we were walking with much
apprehension : the dead one was of a light blue
colour, and very thin; our guide declared a
bite was fatal. I did not know its name ; and
the native one is of so unpronounceable a description, that I never could succeed in spelling it.
Among the sweets of the valley, we found an
abundance of very good honey ; it is made from
the wild jasmin, and has a peculiarly delicious
flavour. In every part of the hills we have met
with it in great perfection and quantity-indeed
alluring enough to seduce to luxury more hardy

wanderen d m d r a So excellent is it,
L&
re hare it mixed in our bred, and use it
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JUNE
98th.-On leaving the '' Happy Valley,"
we bid farewell to the sacred river ; and, passing
over a high ridge to the north-west, descended
through a dark wood to a stream that divided it
from a still higher one, on the summit of which
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stands Lalloorie. The village is perched upon a
peak that overhangs the centre of the hill, and
seeme to be perpendicularly above us. \Ye wound
round and round for two long hours, sometimes
out of sight of the muchdesired goal, and at
others so near, that it was mortifying in the estreme to turn again from it ; for, like the cup o n
the rainbow, the nearer we seemed to approach.
the more difficult was it to attain. We at length
reached it, and found but three miserable h o u m
by the side of a large tract of rice, so covered
with water, that we took it for a lake, and expected to find trout.
The hospitality and attention of the old Man of
the Mountain was beyond all we had elsewhere
experienced : he came a part of the way down to
meet us, and, seeing us considerably exhausted.
forced us to rest wherever he thought there was
an agreeable place; cutting the long grass that
grew around, and spreading it for a couch for us
to recline on. His companions were equally
anxious for our comfort ; and we had no occasion
to ask for anything. Milk and curds, with figs
and barberries, were immediately spread before
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us, and we soon forgot the hardships of the way.
The spot where the houses stand, with the rice
ground about, is the only level space within sight.
Higher mountains surround the one on which
this little plain stands, and lower hills follow
each other to the base of it.
I t was very late in the day before our baggage
made its appearance ;but beneath the shadow of
a tree with a bed of rushes, and the old man to
converse with, (for he would not leave us alone,)
we had no cause for impatience. He seemed to
consider it a high breach of manners to a h d o n
us for an instant to ourselves; and when any
mighty matter called him away, he brought a
substitute, and introduced him to our notice
with perfect ease, and directed him to watch our
movements, and attend to our comforts.
In the evening we were agreeably startled at
hearing a s hot at no great distance from us ; and
immediately returned it, hoping that some stray
sportsman might be in search of a shelter: a
second followed our own shot, and we made the
mountains echo with our voices. The people of
the village, pleased with the chance of seeing how
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the " Sahib Logue" meet, flew in pursuit, and oplr
little camp was instantly animated and happy.
But the search for the cause of our bustle proved
fruitless; and we passed the remainder of the
evening in vain speculation upon the author of
the report. Who could fire a gun, where guns
were never seen but in the hands of Europeans?
June 29th.-Soon after we had commenced
our journey this morning, it began to rain in the
most pitiless manner I had ever experienced.
We had to pass over three successive hills, the
ascents to which were remarkably steep : on their
summitswerelevel meadows,well planted around,
with many herds of deer browsing upon tbem.
The paths were so slippery, it was nearly impossible to move over them ; and we were so
enveloped in clouds that we could not seek more
widely for a surer footing.
On arriving at the point of a projecting crag,
that was well c o n d e d by brambles, I mi5-k
the path, not observing the termination of the
road from the many plants about it. I made a
sudden descent through them to a cave below,
that fortunately was not deeper than six or seven
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feet from the crest that overhung it. I thought
I had plunged through a trapdoor to the s u b
terranean habitation of some banditti. The storm
was howling along the glens; and the black
clouds were curling over the brow of the precipice on which the cavern hung. Nothing could
be wilder or more magnificent than the scenery;
and when a party of half-naked s w a p started
on their feet, one of them holding a gun in his
hand, I seemed so completely in the brigand's
cave, that I felt some disappointment that they
did not secure me, and seize upon my possessions.
In one corner of the cave sat a woman blowing
the fire through a reed : a little girl knelt near
her, kneading u p some cakes; while a boy, of
about six years of age, was engaged, at no great
distance from them, in polishing the cookingpots with the dust that lay beside him. The woman was tall and thin ; and so fair, that she might
have been a bandit's bride among the hills of
Europe. She had been out in the rain, and
her black hair was hanging loose about her
shoulders: a white robe was thrown, in the
graceful manner of the Hindoo women, over her
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person ; and she formed so picturesque a figure,
that an artist or a novelist would have been
glad to have seized her as rt model.
There were three men, who had been stretching their listless length along the ground, awaiting the completion of their meal, until my unexpected arrival had called them to their feet.
T h e one that bore the gun was lying near the
skin of a bear, which wan pegged into the earth
for the purpose of drying : this accounted for
the shot of the evening before. I learned from
them that they were a party of Ghorkas, who
had formerly been in the northern Himalaya ;
and, having connected themselves with some of
the inhabitants, had returned from Nepaul to
vieit them, and were now on their way h c k to
their own country, some village not very far
from Katmando. I sent one of them out to look
for my brother, who had lingered behind me in
the ascent ;and, on his reaching the cave, we determined to remain in it till the rain was abated.
This adventure (for I may call it so, although
the catastrophe was so tame) furnished some
thing more than an outline from which the ima-

gination might fill up any appalling or interesting picture that it pleased: I was as well satisfied that the conclusion was left to my fancy ;
for I do not seek either "to point a moral, or
adorn a tale."
My newly-acquired companions were merely
resting until it was fair enough to proceed; and
on the first glimpse of sun-shine we sallied forth
together. I perceived, when we began to move,
an addition to our party that I had not before
n o t i d : a little baby, that h d been fast asleep
in a corner during our stay in the cave, wrapped
up in its blanket, was hoisted upon its fathcr's
back ;and, well accustomed to that mode of travelling, seemed perfectly at its ease. The man
bore it aa he would have done a common bundle ;
and, tying the ends of the blanket across his
chest, took no further notice of his burden. The
little thing occasionally pushed its black head
through a hole in the top of its nest; and, looking good-humouredly around, appeared conacious that impatience was useless, quietly drew
it in again, and composed itself to sleep. When
the elder boy was tired, his mother jerked him
VOL. 11
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up, and placed him astride upon her hip. T h i s
latter is the most common way of carrying children throughout the East; and, however uncomfortable it may appear to us, they almost
seem to lounge in the position : the mother
throws out her hip for the child to rest upon,
and never even lends a hand to support it. It
is necessary for the child, in order to keep its
seat, to be perfectly upright; and this early
discipline is doubtless one of the causes of the
natives of the East being so straight.
I t is singular how easy the parents in warn1
climates find it to manage their offspring : h m
the time they are born they seem to care little
about them, bearing them with them through all
weather, and in all occupations. They throw
them indifferently on the grass, if they are working in the fields; and if travelling, they pack
them in a basket, and swing them from one end
of a bamboo, to balance a bundle of cooking-pots
hanging froin the other, which they carry over
their shoulders. I t is curious to see babes of a
few months old, bearing all these early vicissitudes with as much pllilmphy and apathy, as
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in after-life they do the more serious sufferings
that <'flesh is heir to." They are trained to Stoicism from the cradle.
W e nt length crossed all the high hills, and
gained the village of Moralie, which stands on the
southern side of the most elevated ridge, the
Morana We did not think it very promising;
and, finding no clear space about, we parted with
our friends, who seemed disposed to remain there,
and continued to s place called Bali, about a
couple of miles further on. We found a clear
green spot above the bank of a river, that flowed
from the Morana mountaills past this village;
and, tempted by a half-finished house where we
could repow till our baggage arrived, resolved
to remain on it. The rain was over, and the sun
shining brightly. We stripped ourselves of our
wet clothes; and, hanging them up to dry on
the branches s h u t , made ourselves as comfort
'able as nakedness and hunger could allow. The
little strip of land on which we are, lies on each
side of a river, flowing through a deep glen considerably below its level. I t is well cultivated,
a 2
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and there are many habitations within it ; but it
has nothing sufficiently wonderful to tempt me
to say any thing further about it.
June 30th.-We started this morning again in
the rain ; and, descending to the river, followed
its course through the dark glen, in which it runs
with great rapidity. It seemed as if it were necessary to trust ourselves to be washed out of the
dismal strait we were in, by placing o u ~ w l v ein
s
the middle of the stream: its current was the only
indication we had, that there was a mode of
escape; there was no path on either side, and
the water was up to the waist: I cannot therefore praise this day's journey.
T h e glen at length narrowed so much, that we
anticipated a subterrmeous pasage into day, if
we were doomed to see the sky once more. W e
turned round a rugged rock, beneath which the
river grew darker and deeper, and suddenly
broke upon a wide plain, or rather an extensive
marsh. Rain still continued, and it was covered
with o thick vapour. We had, like Satan,
though with a different spirit, I hope,
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In with the river sunk, and with it rose,
Involved in riaing mist ; then sought
Wbere to lie bid.

T h e river flowed over the marsh, and very
high mountains bounded it: there was no appearance of habitation, although it was richly
cttltivated with rice. A small temple stood in
tlie centre, beneath a very indifferent Deo Dhar ;
for in the lowest parts they do not grow to any
size or beauty. I t was dedicated to the goddess
Bowanee, and gave a name to the surrounding
peak, called from her Bowanee Ka Teeho. So
little wood was there within reach, that we foltntl
it difficult to obtain sufficient to kindle a fire for
our breakfasts : we at length spied a b y tending cattle on the hill, and called out to him to
get us milk and wood. H e placed himself
upon it high peak, arld called aloud, " Two gentlemen have arrived : bring them milk and woo<{
directly, and all they may require besides."
W e remembered the feast in the valley of Nanguan, and looked with wonder upon the naked
magician, who, we hoped, was to spread a banquet on the green before us. In less than an
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hour, our hopes were fulfilled; a train of villagers appeared with every thing that we desired.
I n most mountains sound travels very far and
fast, but these seemed to be most particularly
calculated for such communication. I n irregular
avenues of peaked hills, the voice bounded, as it
were, from one to another, increasing as it went.
The men have an intonation that none but mountaineers can catch; and, dwelling on the last
accent in a wild, and not unfrequently sweet
manner, prolong the sound till they are nearly
exhausted,and then abandon it to the echo, which
never fails to second them most admirably. I
was curious to know what idea the hillmen had
formed (if they had thought of the matter a t all)
of the reverberation of sound, and questioned the
villagers who brought our supplies, straining
my throat in the experiment, of what it was
that mocked my words. I t was long &fore I
could succeed in making them understand my
object : they had no term to express it by, and
were perfectly unacquainted with the Hindostan* word for echo. They were afraid, for some
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moments, to hazard an opinion ; till one, more
bold than the rest, stepped forth, and declared
it must be a wild beast in the mountain, that
was startled by our voices, and bellowed in rcturn.
Acha," (good,) with a murmur of a p
proval, ran through the party : this was a personification of the echo that might match the
celebrated conversational one of Killarney.
T h e plain on which we were assembled, did
not continue long deserted : about mid-day the
men and women came to the rice grounds, with
their music and their song : and we found ourselves more celebrated and more deafened than
ever. Of all uncomfortable occupations on this
earth, the culture of rice appears to me the
worst. The women were all the day long up
to their knees in mud, and their persons were
sprinkled with it most bountifully.
T h e little temple to Bowanee is the most desolate of all we have met with : not a brahmin,
not a village within sight of it. The pious
sages of former days had, in these holy precincts, abundant leisure and quiet for the profoundest contemplation. Now, no offering seems
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to be made at it, no incense burnt upon its altar,
and no prayer brcathed within it : it stands in
the wilderness, a proof of the sanctity of former
times, and a reproach perhaps for the indifference of the present. As the world has grown
older, its allurements, I suppose, have become
less fascinating ; for few people think i t nsary to banish themselves now to gain the reputation of piety. Tile march of intellect, however, may have fortified their minds against
temptation : or has the advance of lusury overthrown the virtue of self-denial? I'hateuer
may be the cause of such a change, India is not
the only country where deserted temples stand
to speak of what was, and what is not.
The forlorn appearance of a single tree in the
desert illcreases the feeling of solitude; and the
neglected ruin of Bowanee heightened the dlation of the scene, when we first emerged from
the bed of the river, and found ourselves in the
midst of a dismal swamp; for such a r i m
pound, in its present stage, must ever seem to
be. W e were glad when the merry cultivators
came to enliven the scene.

1
I
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July I st.-Continuing our route by the bank
of the river, we reached a spot opposite the
village of Tuttura, and had scarcely room to
pitch our tents for the quantity of rice in every
direction. We were forced to ascend the hill
to some height, before we could get a dry space.
The stream flowed between us and the village;
it was full of trout, which my servants caught
with a napkio tied like a landing-net to the end
of a stick.
There was little inducement to continue in
this neighbourhood; and, as we could not
ascend to the summits of the hillb with any
chance of completing our journey, we determined to proceed to Lugrassa on the top of a high
ridge, about three miles further from us: but
my guide, who was evidently afraid to go to it,
besought us not to stop there on any account,
for the cholera morbus had been committing sad
ravages among its inhabitants, and no stranger
had gone through it for ten days.
Finding that Landour was only five hours'
walk from this place, I agreed, to the delight of
all, (for the report of the " city of the plague"
H
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being so near a t hand bad spread a panic among
my followers,) to remain a t Tuttura. T h e r e
were no means of roaming about its neighbourhood, from the universal deluge that overwhelmed i t ; and we were glad when tbe morning gave us an opportunity of quitting it.
July 2nd.-By way of getting in good time
to Landour, (for we had a t length reached the
last day's journey,) we started from T u t t u r a
before daylight; and splashing for the first
hour through rice fields u p to our knees in
water, we gained the height on which the illfated Lugrassa stands. T h e sun had just risen,
and we caught a view of the new settlement
shining in its rays. T h e bungalows on the
peaks of Landour, peeping through the trees
that surrou~idedthem several hundred feet above
us, afforded a prospect of civilization that was
highly delightful to us, after an absence of two
months from such a scene. For the last ten
days we have had rain every day ; and have no
reason, in consequence, to lament our having a t
length reached more substantial habitations than
our tents have been able to afford. We have
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frequently been compelled to pass the night
sitting upon our bedding, which we had rolled
u p in a corner of the tent to prevent its getting
wet from the heavy rain which dropped, (filtered, to be sure,) through the canvass upon it.
T h e entertaining variety of our roof b,eing

carried like a balloon into the air, while me
were sleeping beneath it, bad occurred too often
to render it any longer amusing. The confusion such a catastrophe gives rise to, is too
ludicrous to be viewed with much feeling of
annoyance ; although the few minutes that are
necessary to struggle through the soaked canvass that pron~isesto overwhelm you in your
bed, are any thing but comfortable-there is
so much that is amusing in the adventure after
you have escaped, that the traveller who would
lament meeting with it, must have very little
taste for his occupation. Such scenes are nierelp
rough enough to prove how vile a life of luxury and ease is, compared to such enjoyment of
strength and hardihood.
The day was sonie time advanced, when \ve
arrived near the village of Lugrassa; and I
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thougbt there was an appearance of desolatioa
about it. I saw oo people within the village,
and observed merely a few stragglers about the
fields Four or five men had died during the
last week, and some before: such mortality
would depopulate a mountain city in a month.
Sothing can be more melancholy than a pestilence among these fragments of humanity ; cut
off from their fellow-mountaineers by high
ridges, these isolated little communities are left
to perish unknown and onmourned.
I bave learned fro111some natives, who have
lately been at Badri Nath, that that n e i g h h r hood also has been ravaged by the cholera morbus. They cannot check the disease: it seizes
them in all situations-in their houses-in the
fields; and in a very few hours they are its victims. As the most liardy fall first, the infants,
deprived of their protectors, should they escape
the infection, must die of starvation. The cattle
are abandoned, the crops neglected, and every
traveller shuns the " city of the plague:" and
even that precaution is no security. l'ilgrin~s die
in agony on the road : to enter one of tbese Little
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vales is indeed to enter " the valley 6f the shadow
of death."-The inhabitants resign themselves to
their destiny,: the same fate would await them in
a neighbouring village, perhaps, should they seek
refuge there. They cling to their homes to the
last gasp; and the survivor of a once happy
people, where all were gay but a few days before,
has to steal to his grave unnoticed, or roam elsewhere for human intercourse. Could the vision
of "the Last Man" be ever realized, it would
be in the highest habitations of the Himalaya
mountains; for there many a little world is left
for its last man to mourn over !
From the ridge where Lngrassa stands, we descended to a stream, on the banks of which were
many fine walnut-trees-the fruit was in great
abundance, and fit to luck: we had, from the
base of the mountain at which it flowed, to
make a most severe ascent to Landour, and in
about three hours reached its summit. During
the two months we had been absent from it, all
the difficulties attending the establishment of a
new colony had been skilfully overcome : the
roads were finished, the houses were inhabited,
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and the invalids had recovered, where recovery
was reasonably looked for. Many additional
visiters had amved, and many bungalows were
completed that had scarcely been thought of.
When we set out upon our ex@tion, the
crest -of the mountain, for nearly two miles,
presented a populous and lively scene. T h e region, that not long ago was an unfrequented
wilderness, is now charmed by society, and
graced by refinement : wild jungles, and rugged
rocks, have given way to flourislling gardeos and
col~lfortablebuildings. So sudden has been the
change, that Aladdin seems to have brought his
wonderful lamp to effect it.
During the early part of the month of July
it did not rain very much; the weather was
pleasant and cool, the thermometer seldom
varying from 700. A b u t the 20th, the rain
became more frequent, and fell more heavily ;
and on the 30th, commenced in p l earnest.
August 3rd.-A very violent storm of thunder and lightning came on yesterday about
eiglit in the evening, while I w s sitting in the
verandah of a house on the commencenlent of

TERRIFIC
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the Miasoura Ka Teeba range.
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T h e noise of

the thunder, as it pealed among the bills, was
tremendous; and the rain that accompanied it
fell in such torrents, that it threatened to overwhelm our bungalow and wash it down the rocky
steep, on the edge of which it stood. The
lightning was e;en more terrific-but so grand,
that it was impossible to draw our eyes from the
observation of its flashes of flame, as they shot
through the woods and into the precipices.

It

is difficult to conceive a spectacle more sul)lime,
or a tumult more appalling. From the closcness of the thundcr-claps and the incessant return of the forked fire, we were convinced that
we were in the midst of this fury, and frequently
thought that we could hear tlie falling of the
wood before the blasting stroke.

I t was a pr-

per night for evil spirits to be abroad in.

Not

a being of our party coi~lddare its violence : all
the servants, whose structures were so much
more flimsy than our own, had crept into the
bungalow, and crouched beneath its verandahs
wet and miserable.

I t seemed the only ark

likely to float above the waters that threatened

to deluge us, d for a time we tbought that it

also must bow to the storm. I t stood upaa the
crest of a rock, overlooking a deep valley, the

desce~tto which was thickly wooded : behind
was a similar abyss; and oo the lefi hand a still
more abrupt descent : oo the right w a s a dart
forest of aalis and rhododendron. Thus r e
stood in the midst of peril; and when loose
masses of stone rolled down the steeps within
sound, we were disposed for a moment to think
that we also might join the fall. T h e rain increased the rapidity of the few streams benesth
us, and made them rumble away with tenfold
noise. I do not think a lover of romance ceuld
have been placed in a more delightful situatim
for his excited fancy :
'Rmt

night a child might anderstand

The De'il had b a s i n e ~in b d .

We survived the storm, however ; and in the

morning found that our imagination re,&ing
the fall of the riven trees was correct enough :
several were scattered about and displayed the
lightning stroke. But the most material fall

EFFECTS OF THE LIGHTNING.
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was that of our goat-shed, which had been wm-

pletely demolished ; and six goats and ten sheep
lying dead beneath it, proved with what violence most of them had been killed by the fluid.
On our approaching the spot, we were attended by a host of hillmen, who watched our
proceedings with great anxiety; and when we
desired that the carcases of the animals should
be thrown away, hastily interceded to save them
for tbemselves, to have a feast Ilpon. W e very
willingly granted the favour ; for in truth we
could not envy them their food. Their swollen
bodies did not deter them, on nearer approach,
from attempting the meal, and they bore thein
off in triumph on their backs : tliey had been
well fattened for our table, and perhaps the
lightning stroke had sailctified them for theirs.
Neither the goats nor the sheep of the plains
bave thriven very well during the wet weather
in the hills : they all suffer from what is called,
I believe, the foot-rot ; and no means that we
can d o p t have any effect in restoring them.
T h e sheep are now blind too, without any
apparent cause-and consequently become use-
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less ; for they cannot be trusted to graze. The
natives attempt to cure this last malady by
chewing certain herbs, among which tobaccxl
and some hot spices are mixed, and spitting the
juice into the poor animals' eyes: it gives them

great pain at the time of the operation, rod
seems to me rather calculated to extinguish any
light that may yet remain, than restore that
which they have lost. The poultry too are lost
constantly from the same cause; but their fate
is more sudden. While running in perfect
health, they appear to be struck blind; a d .
staggering for an instant, fall dead. As it is an
affair of some difficulty to keep a plentiful
board, we cannot avoid being deeply interested
in the state of our stock.
A great portion of this morning was passed in
endeavouring to shoot some of the magnificent
eagles, that soared in great number over the high
~ e a k above
s
us, and the deep precipices below.
I have seen sometimes ten or twelve at a time,
performing their airy evolutions in most beautiful
style. A t length, one fell, but it was not one
of the largest: it measured nine feet from tip to
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tip of its wings, and seemed to me to resemble
very strongly the golden eagle of the Highlands
of Scotland, some of which have been killed
measuring eleven feet across their wings.
I t is not a very easy matter to find amusement
in so confined a spot as we are limited to ; for if
we make long excursions, we cannot, from the
severe labour, return in the sanie day ; we must
therefore look nearer home. If we had a bridge
to lounge upon, we should probably find the diversion of a recruiting-officer a very agreeable
one ; we have, however, invented a more manly
exercise, and meet in grotlps on the greatest
heights, to cast large stones down the precipices.
As we take the field well armed with crow-bars,
pick-axes, &c., we are fully prepared to launch
tren~endous weights; and, childish as it may
appear, it is impossible to describe the rapture
with which we hail the departure of our plaything, and watch its course as it bounds along,
with a noise like thunder, carrying trees with
it, or, if they be large enough to withstand its
force, breaking into a hundred pieces,and leaping
and rolling away in increasing fragments to the
bottom.
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I learned a curious instance this morning of
trying the truth, by a test of bodily fortitude,
which is not unwpmon among some classes in
the East. I t arose from a charge that one hillwoman had brought against another. They
were both wives of pioneer soldiers from the
province of Sirmmr : and one accused her companion to the officer who commanded them, of
having stolen several of her rings from her-the
accused as stoutly denied it ; and there was no circumstance on either side to direct the judgment.
The charged thief, however, boldly declared
that theother told a lie, and dared her to the
ordeal. The challenge was readily accepted,
and they were to hold their hands together in a
vessel of boiling hot ghie, and whichever shrunk
first was to be proclaimed foul and calumnious.
What an admirable punishment would this be
for slander in our own country !
There are some minor trials (the detail of
which I do not exactly know) adopted upon
these occasions : they increase in severity ; if
the lighter ones do not draw forth pain from the
hardened sinners, they ascend to the next in
gradation, till at length forced to cry out for
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quarter. The hot ghie is, I believe, the highest
proof; and these women, disdaining milder
ones, determined at once to stake their veracity
upon it. I believe the result was still unsatis
factory, for neither flinched; nothing more,
however, was heard about the matter: they
found it best to settle it out of court.
Quarrels are very frequent among the natives
of both sexes; but not being of revengeful dispositions, they seldom reach beyond loud and
angry words. In this mode of warfare, they are
invincible. They excel greatly likewise in a
spirit of detraction, and are prone to injure the
characters of those with whom they quarrel, by
exaggeration or invention. I have often witnessed this meanness among the lower classes ;
and whenever it is practised towards me, I
listen quietly to all that is said by the first who
gains my ear, against his enemy: taking an
opportunity soon afterwards to converse with
the abused one, I give him encouragement to
paint the character of the other, and he generally
reaches that drawn of himself. When I think
the balance of lies is equal, I confront the
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enemies; and rclating what each said of the
other, read them a lecture on their falsehoods,
and recommend them not to give me the optioo
of believing such tales against them.
T o change from one evil passion to anotber,
-I was astonished the other day by a v e q
handsome pioneer sepoy, who approached his
officer in the & s t soldier-like style, and, touch
ing his cap, begged permission to cut his wife*s
nose of. His respectful manner, joined to the
singular request, made it almost impossible to
attend to him gravely, however serious the
application seemed to be. He did not appear to
me to be very anxious to perform the operation ;
it was a sacrifice, I conceive, to his hooour.
His wife had been faithless with a man of low
caste, a Chumar, as he scornfully cmfesaed ;
for this gave him a deeper pang than the fact of
the dame's frailty-and he could not suffer her
to carry the charms that caused his dishonour,
uninjured, to draw him into fresh calamity.
A man, who asks his friend's advice about
committing suicide, ie not very likely to perform
the act : in the same manner, the jealous hub-
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band adopted the wisest plan of getting out of
his dilemma. He bore the disappointment of a
refusal with great firmness-although it was
sad, he said, after having been married to him
since she was twelve years of age, that she
should now forsake him for a base. Chumar.
b 6 Oh, what a faliing off was there !"
W e accompanied him to his tent to endeavour to reconcile the parties, and save the nose
of the offending wife. She was an extremely
pretty woman, and seemed to be dismayed at our
approach : she had been weeping, and was now
sitting in a disconsolate position, in a corner of
the room : she had no children, but an elderly
woman stood near her, who, from her concern,
we conjectured was her mother. Alas ! she had
good cause to be concerned ; for she had been
the source of all the mischief. The true Mercury of the East, she liad borne the tender me%
sages from the b b r n swain. The moment
this little denouement took place, the vengeance
of the husband was transferred from his wife to
her confidant; and bad we not been by, I do
not think he would have satisfied himself with
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her nose only : she would scarcely have escaped
with her head. Encouraged by our presence,
she wagged her tongue most skilfully against
him, while the poor wife seemed really to shed
tears of bitter sorrow. We were at length able
to reconcile the parties. The wife pmmised all
the deepest repentance could promise, and the
husband received her contrition, and restod
her to his heart, from which indeed she muld
scarcely have been banished ; for the delight
with which he seized upon the old woman's
conduct to exculpate his wife, proved how
ready he was to forgive and trust again. W e
promised, however, that the presumptuous Sudm and his wicked messenger should be both
banished from the mountains; and the officer
succeeded in obtaining their dismissal that very
day.
I met them on their descent, an evil and a
well-matched pair. The Lothario of the hills,
whose gallantry had driven him from his high
abode, was ''a fellow with a borrid face," and a
little crooked figure; while the old won~anwas
yellow and wrinkled to a degree. I should
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have been happy to have contrived a match between them: it would have been a good and
fitting punishment for the crimes that are now
sending them, '' with wandering steps and slow,"
to encounter the rains that are deluging the
plains.
Such instances of severity among the Hindare not, I think, common. T h e punishment the
soldier proposed would certainly have the effect
of preventing a continuance of the crime, if
beauty led to i t ; although, from what I have
read and heard of the women, there would be
no noses among them, if all met with their reward. I do not know how these judgments
have been formed; but I am inclined to come
to a very opposite one, and think those who
have accused the female peasantry of the country of general immorality, have been rather
hasty. I am disposed to be their champion for
more beauty, cleanliness, and good conduct,
than, under their great disadvantages, the most
liberal could expect. Their exclusive mode of
living among their own caste must prevent a
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F A T A L JEALOUSY.

the women is their voluntary sacrifice on thefuneral pile of their lords. I t is not very likely that
the wife, who would deem it disgraceful to survive her husband, would offend against him
while living.
A very appalling story of the madness of jealousy is related of an officer who was brought
up in the Mahratta service, and in mature nge
came over to ours. H e had three wives, and
conceived suspicions againat them all. Without
explaining his motives, he desired them to meet
him in his room one morning, attired in their
ricbest apparel and most costly jewels. On entering, he is supposed to have commanded them
to sink on their knees, and confess their wickednesa " Alas ! what ignorant sin have we
committed ?" like unhappy Desdemona, was all
that they could utter. Their furious Othello
was as determined, and, without listening to
their appeals to his mercy and hie love, drew
his sabre, and severed their heads from their
bodies. The report of a pistol drew Bome of hie
attendants to the room; and, on breaking it
open, they found the murderer and his miseraI

a
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ble victims dead and bathed in blood ! I never
heard that any grounds were discovered for his
horrible revenge; nor indeed could any of the
" trifles light as air," which grow so alarmingly
in the jealous mind, be traced. I question abether the annals of an; Turkish harem could
afford a more terrible picture. In Turkey the
husband slaughters from cruelty only ; however, he is not likely to sacrifice himself. Some
honour may be allowed (a miserable one) to
have moved this Indian murderer*
he did
add himself to the number of the slain.
The easy mode in which marriages are managed
in the hills, makes the chances of jealousy very
light indeed. The women, as I have before
observed, have all the advantage on their sidea plurality of husbands; for when so many men
are satisfied to share in their affections, it is wt
very likely that their lives will be disturbed by
'' the green-eyed monster."
I n some districts, or among some tribes in the
hills, the women are privileged to divorce their
husbands as often as they please : so a capricious
dame may enjoy the mortification of all themen
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of her village, if it could be possible to mortify
such cold-hearted gentlemen. I never met but
one husband who had really suffered under this
custom. T h e man, who begged something to
buy a petticoat for his wife, however, entertained serious apprehensions of such a fate, if we did
not relieve him. T h e villager, who accompanied
us as guide from Nongong to Burkotee, complained of his cruel fate, in having been married
to, and divorced from, three or four wives:
" And yet," he said, " I am young, have a
good house, and possess more land than any
other in the village." H e had evidently volunteered to accompany us, for the purpose of telling his sad tale. H e was a good-looking youth,
seemed to be about twenty, and, after expatiating at some length on the perverseness of his
fate, he besought my advice to teach him how
to woo: I was too little acquainted with the
feelings of the mountain maids to be a valuable
confidaot ; but gave him all the consolation I
could think of. When I told him, however,
that my own experience would not assist him
much, (for I had yet won no wife for myself,)
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throughout the twenty-four hours : so even
a climate is rarely met with in any part of the
world.
Although every thing is extremely damp, and
we cannot obtain a glance of the sun, I do not
4 n d that people complainof colds or rheumatism,
or any of the accompaniments of a moist atmsphere. On the contrary, every person h s t s
of his hkalth, and praises the climate. In the
morning, sometimes, we have a clear view of the
snowy range to the north-east : the early riser
may be rewarded by beholding the most beautiful sun-rise that the imagination can conceivea chain of snow, reaching nearly from Cabul to
Thibet, changing into all the colours that the
growing day can paint ! I t would be difficult
to match this scene in any other situation upon
earth.
Towards the middle of September, the rain
began to abate its force; a little still falling,
however, in some quantity every day, and the
temperature continuing still at 62O. The wet
appears to be confined to the range bunding the
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SEPT.22nd.-At

length the day arrived for
quitting these delightful regions, and descending
to the sultry plains once more.

I t had ceased
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to rain for some time on the hills, and we i m s
gined that it might have given over in the low
country also. W e descended about four o'clock
to Rajpoar, and reached it in an hour and a
quarter. The road is so steep, that it is neces
sary to keep at a run the whole time 3 and we
had been so long in training, that we were able
to effect it admirably ; the distance is computed
at eight miles.
Since the month of April we had not moved a
hundred yards on level ground. I did not find
in consequence that I was unfitted for a walk on
the plains. I hare read somewhere of a native
of the Tyrol, accustomed all his life to precipices and " hills perpendicular," being so nervous when on flat p u n d , that he was detected
by a friend in Grosvenor Square creeping close to
the area-railings, that he might save himself in
case of falling. I cannot pretend to any feeling
of this description; but I can well conceive how
" weary, stale, flat, and unprofitable" the plains
must appear to a native of the magnificent
mountains we are now leaving, almost as mttcll
wedtlcd to their charms as the most enthusiastic of their inhabitants could be.
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A t the foot of the hills we found our horses
and camels ; and, trying to forget the freedom
of the upper world, commenced our journey
this morning to Dehra at daylight, in order that
we might be under cover before the sun rose.
W e had no moner reached the tope of trees we
had pitched upon for our resting-ground than
the most heavy rain commenced, accompanied
by thunder and lighfning. Our tents were not
able to keep it out ; and we apprehended every
moment being unroofed. We now discovered
how premature we had been in our descent ;but
it was too late to retrieve the error, and we were
obliged to continue. I have before noticed how
melancholy a thing a rainy day is under canvass,
particularly such flimsy affairs as we are reduced
to, for we have not been able to replace our
mountain tents, and the water trickles through
them in every direction.
Our abodesresemblegood-sized shower-baths;
and we are forced to sit the best part of the day
with umbrellas over our heads. Wise people
never venture into tents until the rainy season is
completely at an end; for, independently of the
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want of comfort during the actual fall, all
around is a dismal swamp, and the smell from
the rank vegetation is enough to poison the
most indifferent to bad odours. Besides, the
humours that the sun draws from the earth
carry plague and pestilence in every breath. I n
the Dhoon, where there is ao much unreclaimed
jungle, it is not easy to spend a rainy day at
this season of the year, without perceiving the
danger of it.
We determined, therefore, to push on, and,
instead of remainiug the night at Debra, halt at
the entrance to the Khere Pass, (the opposite
one to that which we had entered by:) we arrived, about nightfall, at a clear spot by the side
of a small stream, the name of which I did not
learn, and had our tents pitched upon it. I t
was very wild around. On a rising ground behind us, prettily embosomed in trees, were a few
native huts: there was no regular road to them
but down the face of the hill on which they
stood, which seemed to have been made, not by
hands, but by the feet of those who come daily
for water to the stream below. I t was the first
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police station on the inner side of the valley ;
and an important-looking personage, with a
broad scarlet belt over his shoulders, and a
large brass breast-plate upon it, on which was
engraved his office, superintended the department.
Rough crags overhung the little river, in
which our servants caught a few fish; and all
seemed to indicate the pass by which a sortie
from the Dhoon was to be made : so narrow
was the mouth, that it might have been closed
with gates of iron, like the Happy Valley of
Rasselas. If, with all the blandishments that
were lavished upon him, however, he wished to
escape from it, it is no wonder that in the present
state of our valley, we were very loth to continue longer among its beauties; for with beauties it most undoubtedly abounds. The nearest
resemblance I can find to its general appearance in the East, is in some of the wildest scenes
in the interior of Ceylon. Its rough crags,
rapid streams, wooded hills, and long grass, all
remind, me of that island ; and there are in
that isle some of the loveliest scenes in nature :

bat, alas! there is ao meet in M e without a
luge portion of bitter- Tbe most berum
spots are dm the most unhealthy. I thinlr,
where the vegetable world is mast lorurkns
the human race is invariably the rewme.
At daylight we armmenced our depvhac
fmn the Wooo, and found the Kbere Pass little
more open tban if it h3d been a cavern t h t
passed under a rock. We rere riding over a
stony bed with the water up to our horses'
knees; high bills bung over us on each side,
their summits well wooded, and their rocky
sides occasionally relieved by dowering plants
Sometimes the way was very oarrow and dark,
while the water rushed rapidly over it ; at others
it widened considerably, and gave us the appearance of passing a lake with i s l e of s t o w in
the midst of it. A few cataracts fell from the
sides ; and it was altagetber most mmantic md
beautiful. W h e n winding through the numwest part of it, we were surprised by the
most uncouth sounds of sylvan revelry, as we
imagined, which ecl~oedalong the hills, Had
it not been daylight, we migbt have taken tbem
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for the cries of Comus and his crew; for with
such noises.
night by night,
He aad his monstrous rout are heard to bowl-''

and,
" Within the bosom of this hideom wood-"

he might have found a fitting cover for his evil
doings.
On emerging from our winding dell, however,
how were our fairy fancies put to flight, when
we perceived a string of three palanquins, from
the grunting bearers of which proceeded all the
" tumultuous mirth," that had come to
" Invade the deuce of there lonely shades."

There were about forty half-naked figures,
some under the poles of the palkees, while the
others were scattered wildly about, splashing
through the water, and howling with the perseverance of jackals. As it was very soon after
daylight, some of their torches were still alight,
and added to the singularity, and almost hrbarity of the scene.
We found acquaintances in the palanquins-
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an officer of the civil service, and his family, on
their way to Landour. There was no time far
long parley, and we soon lost sight of eacb
other. The noise of the bearers continued for
some time to resound among the hills, and r e
were loth to believe that we were w t still travelling upon enchanted ground.
On leaving the passage of the hills, we found
the water diminish, but the road continued .s
stony as ever. The sun was now up, and we
halted to breakfast, and spent the heat of the
day more in the jungle than we had even d m
the night before. We were without the hills
that close in the Dhoon, but in the midst of the
Saul forest, through which I had hunted some
time before. We could not move fifty yards
from our little tent without losing ourselves in
the midst of swampy ground and long gtass,
with the probability of furnishing a repast to
some tiger ; for this spot had all the appearme
of being thickly inhabited by them; and close
to us was a melancholy memorial of the death
of some traveller or huntsman by one-a loose
heap of stones, with a long bamboo rising fmm
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the centre of it, with a small white pennant
floating at its taper point. Such remembrancers
of mortality are sufficiently startling in the
midst of the forest ; and the solitary traveller, ae
night draws round him, suddenly coming upon
one, is not likely to have his meditations improved as he pursues his weary way.
W e found, towards the afternoon, that our
servants and beasts of burden were so tired, that
we must pass the night at this place, where we
had only meditated remaining during the heat
of the sun. The day had gone, and the night
soon passes in this country ; so we did not repine much at the calamity. Our people were
alarmed at the prospect of being disturbed by
tigers, and made every preparation for keeping
large fires, which blazed away during the whole
night. The cry of the jackal and the scream of
the hyena were all the disturbance we met with.
Again at daylight we mounted our horses,
and followed a narrow track through the jungle,
for above two hours: under foot it was soft
sand, and we got on famously. Upon emerging from the woods, we passed over a plain, in
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which several hundred peacocks at least were
feeding. I t is impossible to conceive amore beautiful scene : they were all in fine feather, and
many were strutting about with the greatest
vanity. Our appearance soon epoiled their
amusement, and dmve them scamperingin every
direction. None of them, I observed, took
to the wing; but they all ran so fast, that we
noon lost sight of them.
We had now completely reached the plains,
and found our tents pitched close to the village
of Khere, upon a bare field, with not a tree to
shield them from the hottest sun I ever felt. I t
was impossible to continue all day here; and
observing a large peepul-tree at a great distance,
we instantly emigrated towards it, and sat beneath the shadow of ita branches while our
equipage was moving. I t was near this village
that we had encamped when an our tiger excursion in the spring; and, nothing daunted
by the contretemps of the Puneeala's ee's, i's,
and 0'8, we resolved upon trying the same route
again: about eight o'clock at night, while the
moon was shining brightly, we'despatched two
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camels towards that place, meaning to set out
for i t ourselves the next morning at daylight.
T h e night was the nmst clear and lovely I
ever remember to have seen ; but, aa if doomed
to witness a storm in this neighbourhd, about
two in the morning the most violent hurricane
arose and nearly laid us flat: fortunately, however, the shelter of the tree preserved us. The
rain drove into our tents in every direction and
with the utmost fury : our baggage and the
poor servants' clothes were flying before the .
wind; and our hitherto peaceable little party
was scattered, like doves before the eagle. I
was obliged to rise from my bed, and fold up
my bedding, as I had before done; then sit
upon it, and hold an umbrella over me. The
storm lasted for more than an hour : it was impossible to rest after it, and we were up and
ready to start before daylight ; doubtful of the
mad, however, we thought it prudent to remain
until we could see perfectly.
At first, we found the path tolerably good
over the fields, among which we had encamped :
coming suddenly, however, into long grass, we

did not perceive the quantity of water on tbe
ground, till we had got so deeply involved in
it, we found it impossible to proceed with safety,
and difficult to retire. We urged our h
o
on ; the water soon reached their girths, and we
became almost lost in a wide sea There were
I
no landmarks, we may really say, to guide u s
W e waded up and down, and knew not which
way to stir: there were many copses that held
their heads higher than anything in the neighbourhqod ; and to these we rode, or almost
swam, in hopes that we might find dry ground
to rest on, in order to recover our strength
and collect our thoughts, but always without
effect.
The sun was now growing very hot, and still
we were in the midst of a waste of waters. Ifre
began to feel serious apprehensions : we had so
completely lost the path, that to return was as
impossible as to proceed ; we deternlined, t h e m
fore, upon coming to a halt, and exercising our
lungs for a rescue. W e had halloo'd, I am
sure, for half an hour, when we h a r d a sound
so faint, it resembled a distant echo of our own
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voices. W e repeated our shouts, however, and
at length were answered nlore distinctly: still
we could see nothing; yet our friend, or the
spirit of the waters, shrieked-we werenot very
clear which. Screaming with all our might,
however, we moved in the direction of the
voice; praying that there might be no vocal
Will-o'-the-wisp to plague us. W e had the
good fortune, as we approached, to find the
responsive shout grow louder and louder ; and
at length perceived a faquir with a long pole in
his hand, up to his waist in water. He told us
that he was on the right path, and that we
should never have reached our destination if we
had not fallen in with him. W e were willing
to believe this, for we found that we had wandered nearly half an hour from the proper
road, and were likely to continue in error all the
day, if we had not fallen in with this devout
personage, whose return from pilgrimage proved
a matter of great importance to us. H e had
been to Kedar Nath and Gungoutri, and we
looked upon him as a fellow-wanderer.
W e moved slowly behind him ; and, with the
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his long pole, and his great knowledge of the county, he was enabled to keep us
on the right path. W e were more than an hour
before we got completely out of the watery desert: we then entered upon a tract of land where
the water had been, and over which we found it
still more difficult to move. I t was a perfect
marsh, in which we sunk to the horses' knees
every step: in attempting to lead them we
found matters even worse ; for then both ourselves and horses stuck in the mud.
I made a resolution that this should be positively the last time of my visiting P u m d a :
this place was evidently not intended for me.
When we escaped from the marsh, and reached
the banks of the Callinuddy, a small stream
over which we expected easily to ford. we were
dismayed by seeing our camels lying d o n on
the near bank. They had been nearly drowned.
&e drivers assured me, during the night, aod
had reached that spot at daylight, and found
the river so swollen by the raio, tbat it was impossible tr, pass over.
I t was nearly eleven o'clock ; so we had been
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from daylight travelling five miles. The stream
was still m deep and so rapid, that I saw but
little prospect of getting through it. My goatherd had, some time before my arrival, camed
the goats to mme distance above the stream,
growing tired I suppose of waiting on this bank,
while there was a tempting village on the opposite
side. In a few minutes the poor animals came
down the river at a tremendous rate, bleating
most miserably. Their inconsiderate shepherd,
faocying that a wind in the river, which caused
the waters lo bear to the opposite h n k , would
have swept them across, entrusted them to their
fortune: they went crying down the stream,
however, with very little prospect of being saved.
There was a general pursuit : my brother and
myself, being the onlymounted ones of the party,
galloped our unhappy horses, almost dead with
fatigue, along the banks; while all the footmen
we could muster, flying with their utmost speed,
nearly kept up with us. They were armed with
long stickq which the natives generally carry
when travelling, and shouted loudly to encourage the poor goah to draw to the bank. I t waa
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a most animated scene, and might have psssed
for an otter hunt, or salmon-spearing party.
W e had gone fully a mile before we could
head the goats: and then, rushing into tbe
water, we endeavoured to stay them in their
course. I t was of no avail ; they were forced
by the current out of the people's hands, who
were nearly swept away with them W e fortunately perceived a bed of rushes a little below
us, reaching some way into the stream, thrvugh
which they would certainly be driven : we hastened on ; and, posting ourselves among them,
stood ready to seize the exhausted crentures
When they arrived, a sort of fight ensued, in
which we proved victorious, and our halfdrowned goats were safely landed.
I t had becomenow so hot, that we resolved to
make the experiment of passing the Callinuddy.
The side on which we were, had not a single
tree of any description; and where the rater
was not, all was white sand. The opposite dl a p was bare enough, too; but behind it I
knew there were many magnificent trees. Tbe
river reaches close to the wall of the village, (for
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it had a small one on the water-side,) and there
was a landing-place a little without it.
From the place we chose to start from (which
was considerably above the stream,) to this
ghaut, was about three hundred yards: we
found it was necessary to swim our horses across ;
and so great a struggle had we to gain the proposed point, that I began to despair of ever
getting the camels over. About the middle of
the stream was a capsized bullock hackery,
which had been laden with soda-water for the
refreshment of some gentleman in the Dhoon.
W e discovered a few stone bottles, that had
been saved from it, and were too thirsty to stand
upon ceremony with it. I t was a most timely
discovery ; and the popping of the corks served
as an amusement to the villagers, who had by
this time assembled in great numbers about us.
It was the first time, perhaps, they had ever
seen " bhiUathe panee," or English water, as I
may venture to call it ; for that word is generally applied to every thing that comes from
our country.
A native servant once asked me gravely, if
VOL. 11.
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all the wells in England bubbled and sparkled
in the same manner. The Hindoos, who, in all
parts of the world, think their holy Ganges the
purest and pleasantest, should have a higher
opinmn of us for carrying the water of our own

springs about with us: the Mahometans too
bave their zemzem. The head man of the village assured us, that before very long the river
would go down sufficiently to allow our baggage
to cross, and that he should find plenty of p o ple to assist in its passage. W e determined,
therefore, to wait quietly in the most sheltered
spot we could find, till it was cool enough to
superintend the ferry. He led us to the banks
of a small lake, above which stood a very pretty
pagoda, with a flight of steps from its porch to
the water, which seemed to be the common bath
of the whole village: behind it was a thick
grove of mango-trees, through which the sun
had never penetrated. All was so still and unfrequented during the heat of the day, that
Diana and her nymphs might have selected
this spot for their diversions ; and .we were so
tired, that we could scarcely have moved from
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our shady retreat to have interrupted them by
our curiosity.
A little before three o'clock, our servants began to creep in, and announced that the whole
of the camels had arrived on the opposite bank
of the river, which had fallen so much, that
there was every chance of their crossing it before six o'clock. We were not sorry to receive
this addition to our party, and commenced
active preparations for breakfast, which we had
not yet been able to effect. Between four and
five we made our appearance on the banks of
the river ; and, although it was still very rapid,
I thought it had subsided sufficiently to enable
all to get across. Camels are most helpless in
deep water, and it is not uncommon for them to
turn completely over on their sides-a feat they
had performed two or three times in the course
of their journey from Khere in the morning. All
my things were wet ; and a number of stuffed
birds, the Monal and horned pheasant of the
mountains, were so spoiled, I was obliged to
throw them away.
The passage of the river presented an active
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sw.W e had enlisted all the people of the
rillagw into the operations, making them carry
over the lighter things upon their heads ; while

three or four men were attached to the sides of
each camel, as guides and protectors After a
great deal of preliminary screaming and scolding, we got our little army fairly launched,
with the first division of baggage: in a little
more than an bour, we managed to get the
=hole of it over, without any loss or accident.
\Ye are about five miles from where we passed
last night, and we have been just two-and-twenty
b u r s in making the journey. Our tents were
pitched among the mango-trees beside the lake,
md the quiet retreat for the goddess of the chase
was soon mverted into a scene of bustle and
uproar ; fires blazed in every direction, and cakes
and curry were being moulded quicklyinto shape
The head man of the village, who had paid us
devoted attention through the whole of our difficulties, was resolved that we should be well
watched during the night. He posted a string of
Chuoliedars round our encampment, and one at
the door of each tent. Thieves were not likely

NIGHT ENCAMPMENT.
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to be favoured by the night in their researches,
for the moon was beautifully bright : however,
these croaking persons were, I have no doubt,
of great use.
I t was too hot to sleep; and as I kept the
curtain of my tent up, I was amused .by their
figures, and the loud grunts that proceerled from
them. They sat upon their hams in the same
spot all night, covered with blankets that concealed their bodies, and gave them the appearance of round jars, while their heads alone
seemed moveable ; and, indeed, covered with
large folds of cloth, they might have ~ a s s e dfor
the mouths of the jars. I f they had been drawn
u p in a line, they would have tempted the fate
of the "forty thieves," had any adventurous
Morgiana been by.
Sept. 8th.-Before
daylight we struck our
camp, and proceeded towards the now celebrated
Puneeala, at least to me. I t was distant twelve
coss ; and we proposed breakfasting midway,
and sending our caravan on, if we could find a
tope of trees to sit in. W e took great carc not
to wander in quest of the many villages we hat1

1%

EXTENSIVE PLAIN.

before become acquainted with, nor to ring the

changes upon the finite vowels in so incessant a
manner as that promised to be. We tra~ersed
a long and weary plain : there were few trees,
and no villages of importance enough to appear
more than small mounds of earth; for the
houses are generally of that colour, being built
of unbaked bricks, (cuteha, as they are termed
in Hindostanee,) and having walls of mud
round them.
When we had ridden about twelve miles, we
perceived, in the neighbourhood of a t d e r a b l ~
sized village, through the street of which r e
passed, a plantation of some extent : a portion
of it seemed to be a ,oarden of fruit-trees, with
a s~noothlawn beneath : there was a well in the
midst of it, and we breakfasted and passed the
heat of the day under the shelter of the branches.
There were a great many fine peeput-trees in
the neighbourhood, that gave food to the cuncl~,
which halted awhile to bait.
Nothing can e x d tbe tameness of a journey at this season of the year through the aide
plainsof Upper India; and to us, who had just

TOWNS A N D VILLAGES.
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left the most majestic and beautiful scenery in
the world, and who had passed through a region
of romance almost to reach it, the effect was sad
beyond description. There is nothing in one of
these tremendous plains to relieve the eye, either
by its verdure or its form ; and the villages
being, as I have before obwwed, of a clay
oolour, are more unpleasant to look upon than
even the long fields.
The husbandmen in these provinces were
obliged formerly to add the office of soldier to
their more peaceable one, and all the villages
were surrounded by high walls of mud, which
generally approached in shape to a square,
having a tower or bastion at each angle, with a
large gate in the centre of one of its faces.
Within, the streets are very narrow, and the
houses low and dark : the shops have a small
terrace or verandah in front, the floor of which
is kept rery clean ; and there the merchant sits
with his commodities about him. I do not think
the towns are generally conspicuous for cleanliness in their streets, although I believe the
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T H E V I L L A G E FORGE.

rooms (if such they may be called) are suscieotly neat and proper.
as
There is always enough to offend the nwell as the ears and the eyes. Miserable halfstarved dogs are to be seen at all times trying
to rake out some stinking food from the heaps
of dirt that are piled up at the end of a street;
d whea the wind blows, the chaff and the
dust are driven about at a temble rate ; and the
flies are beyood all number. In such villages as
the ow I am now nenr, the inhabitants are generally agriculturalists, and they do not carry on
any great tratfic ; their shops, therefore, are very
few. No place, however small, is without a
proportion of every trade : there is always a
smith, a carpenter, leatherdresser, barber, &c.,
and about the smiths' shops may be seen various
loungers, gossiping and watching the sparks, as
in more refined villages ; for I fancy the forge
has been the great rendezvous for village politicians
Tile smiths' apparatus is very simple : they
have no bellows, but use a snlall fan to kindle 8

1
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DEOBUND DESCBIBED.

flame ; and the whole smithy might be transported from house to house in the hands of the
blacksmith. I n paring the hoof of a horse,
the farriers use a weapon so blunt and so awkward, that you tremb\le while you witness the
operation. They always put the slloe on cold ;
but too often, instead of fitting it to the foot,
rasp it down to the size of the shoe, placing a
round piece of wood under it, and making the
animal rest his foot upon it. They sit under
his body with the foot between their legs ; anci
surveying it leisurely, rasp away until it is reduced to the wooden model, which, like the shoe
of one Chinese lady, must be able to fit the
whole nation. W e passed an undisturbed day
among the trees we had chosen for our retreat ;
and in the cool of the evening rode over to Puneeala, where we dined and passed the night.
This morning we pursued the same road that
we had done before, and reached the banks of
the Tank near Deobund. TVe rode through
the town, the principal street of which was very
long and narrow, with tolerably good shops on
each side. The houses were high, some having
K
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There was not a bird to be seen or heard, and
the very flies seemed to share in the general o p
pression : the restless motion and incessant h u n ~
of the musquitoes alone prevented the perfect
torpor we might otherwise have fallen into. All
the servants and followers were happily fast
asleep beneath the shadow of the surrounding
trees; and the melancholy face of a camel, as its
lower jaw moved slowly up and down in the act of
chewing the cud, its teeth sometimes grinding,
as if by accident it had missed the object of its
rumination, was the only proof (a most withering one) of life being still in the midst of our
little camp.
Never was the rising of the sun so prayed for
during a stormy night, as its setting is by us
through the glare of day ; and. most sudden
and delightful are tile effects of that moment
upon 11s. Then every one arises, and all creatures seem to grow alive again : fires are kindled and dinners cooked, and the various casts
assume their picturesque position and interesting
occupations.
The Hindoos have always been called ex-
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CAKES.

tremely temperate, and indeed are held u p as
models of abstinence; but I know no race of
men who enjoy their meals more, and think
more about them. Their food is simple enough,
hut the quantity they are able to consume at
one time is surprising.

T h e deliberate manner

in which a Hindoo feeds himself shows that he
considers the operation as one of first-rate importmce : his cakes all piled before him, with a
loto, or hrass veswl of water by his side, he
squats down ; and, thrusting large pieces into
his mouth in rapid succession, he never has it
empty a moment.

When his appetite flags, hc

still feeds on, so resolute is he to accomplish the
destruction of all the cakes he has prepared.
T h e business over, he washes his cooking-vessels,
drinks a good draught of water, and, throwing
himself down, stretches, as the boa is said to do
after gorging, and falls fast asleep, very frequently considerably swelled by the process
One of my bearers never makes less than twelve
large cakes for himself, each being nearly an
inch thick, and more than half a foot in diameter ; all of which he consumes with the most

FOOD O F THE BENGALESE.
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astonishing perseverance. These cakes are made
of coarse uncleansed flour, and baked upon a
tin plate; and are indeed not unlike the girdle
cakes of the highlands of Scotland, which
should be the classical food to one acquainted
with the legends of that country, and as fond of
them as I am.
Those who can afford a more expensive food,
generally live on rice mixed wit11 a yellow grain
called dhbl, and made savoury with srruces and
pickles. The Bengalese are much annoyed in
the upper provinces, where the price of rice is
too high for them to enjoy their favouritc food ;
and are a long time before they become perfectly
reconciled to the wheaten cake. Dining, with
these, is a more elaborate affair than with the
former; for they have to knead their food into
small round balls with their fingers and thumb,
before they can venture to taste it; and the
neatness with which they effect this, and the
dexterity with which they pop the little balls
into their mouths, is above all praise.
I looked with some interest at this ceremony
when I first observed it, from the remembrance
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A TURKISH DINNER.

of my complete failure, when dining ct la Twque
on the river Nile, in the same fea+ It was at
the table of the French Colonel SCve, Suleiman
Beh, who has since become well known as second
in command to Ibrahirn Pacha in the Morea.
H e was kind enough to invite us all to his k t ,
which had stopped for the night close to the
ruins of Thebes. H e had assembled all the
functionaries of his army; for he was on his
way to Assouan to bring a portion of the newlyorganized troops down towards Cairo, with a
view, it was rumoured, of having them ready
for an expedition against the Greeks. His btatmajor formed a singular group : there were two
or three elderly men, with fine black beards, as
grave and quiet as Turks ought to be ; while the
spirit of the party was centred in a middle-d,
florid-faced hero, with blue eyes and light h r o m
mustachios. H e was the drum-major-general
of the army, and annoyed us all night with
practising upon the table II rowdowdow, as
noisy, if not as correct, as any drummer in
Christendom could devise. ]Ire sat crosslegged
round o table, on which the first dish that a p

B E G U Y SUMROO'S TROOPS.
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peared was vermicelli soup; and, alas ! no
spoons : this was succeeded by a species of curry,
followed by spinach and eggs ; and our discomfiture was complete. W e were obliged to partake of it, and I shudder at the recollection,
how " the silver skin was laced with the golden"
stream !
September 26th.-At daylight, as usual, we
were on horseback, and had the advantage of a
rainy ride to Muzuffernugger, which place we
reached about seven o'clock. We found here an
encampment of the Begum Sun~rob'stroops from
Serdhana. She was not among them, but was
expected in a few days, on an excursion through
her province. Their tents were rather carelessly
arranged ; and their general slovenliness did not
speak much in favour of their commander's discipline. He was an Italian by birth, Signor
Raggolini, and had married an adopted daughter
of the Begum's : he had been some time in this
country, and entered her service very soon after
his arrival. He is not a very military-looking
person, and makes a poor picture by the side of
his troops, who are generally fine, stout-looking

T H E DISGRACED G E N E R A L .
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vain attempts to recover her favour, he estk
blished himself in one of her houses at Meerut,
where she usually resides. She was determined
to dislodge him; but he resolutely kept his
ground. A native prince, or princess, is never
at a loss for stratagem, and she had recourse to
it. T o draw the fox, she pretended to pardon
him, and expressed great anxiety to see him
once more. The general was too delighted at
the prospect of reconciliation, and readily embraced her proposal for an audience. At twelve
o'clock, the day after the message, by her a p
pointment, he presented himself at the palace
gate, when his entrance was opposed by her
p a r d , who told him her highness had resolved
never to see him again, and desired that he
should instantly retire. Disappointed and indignant, he returned to his former abode ; and
there, " unkindest cut of all !" he was met by
another party of the guard, who had been sent
round by a different road to take possession d
the house during his absence ! " The begum
desires never to see you more," was again thundered in his ears, and so he was ejected from hie

.
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FEMALE T n A N T

last hold. After having served her faithfully
all his life, he was driven forth, to reflect, in his
old age, on the vanity of putting trust in princes.
So resolute a dame as Begum S u m m is not
likely to be moved by pity or remorse. If all
the stories told of her be true, it is a strange
right to see the honour and attention she meets
with from a Christian society. Many of the
worst tales are currently believed, particularly
that sad one of her stretching a carpet over the
ground, beneath which two female slaves were
bilried alive. She smoked her p i p cmlly, it is
mid, until she thought they were dead ; afraid,
if she had moved from the spot, that more
tender-hearted people might have rescued them.
In the present age, when these horrors are s u p
posed to live in story alone, it is diffici~ltto believe such cruelty possible. When confronted
with the gay and smiling countenance of the perpetrator of them, we may really say, though
from a very different cause, " Look in her face,
and you forget them all," for a more lively old
dame is not to be found. I have heard many
instances of her bounty as well as of her cruelty ;

BAGGAGE-BEARERS.
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and I believe the Europeans about her person
have no cause to be dissatisfied with her genesity. She is, however, a female Djezzar Pacha,
and has all the caprice as well as the barbarity
of a tyrant.
T o descend to an inferior race of women :we had moved M, quickly, that it was necessary
to lighten our camels, by having a portion of
the baggage carried by bearers ; and men being
scarce, we were forced to enlist females into our
train. Although they were well loaded, we did
not consider it a reproach to our gallantry ; for
stouter or more masculine damsels were never
yet seen. They are tall and straight, with a
smooth skin of a bright chestnut wlour : a blue
cotton boddice, which just reached below their
bosoms, and a petticoat of the same fastened
above the hips, (a long brown interval between
the two garments,) formed their dress. They
carry their loads upon their heads; and, holding
themwlves perfectly upright, move with the
greatest quickness, swinging their bodies as the
Irish women do, who carry fruit into Covent
Garden market from the gardens in the neigh-
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b o u r h d of London. They are as good humoured and talkative as their western protatypes; and, following each other in a string,
laugh and jest with all their might. The male
bearers seldom utter any sound in the course of
their journeys, but a dismal grunt ; the women
have by far the advantage in lungs and spirits:
in complexion and features tbey resemble very
strongly the gipsies in our own country ; and
from their lively eyes and reckless expression,
they seem to bear a close affinity to that soothsaying race. Their pay for the day's journey is
very trifling; and, without waiting to rest, the
moment they received it, they tramped off again,
although they had travelled well laden for nearly
twenty miles.
Muz~lffernuggeris thirty-six miles from Meerut; and we determined to make the journey in
one day, leaving our followers to finish it at
their leisure. A gig was to meet us at Kutowlee, a walled town about sixteen miles 011 the
road ; and we could drive on, in defiance of the
sun. A t two in the morning, when the moon
was at its height, we mounted, and moved for

ROADS IN UPPER I R D ~ A .
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an hour along a very sandy track, with nothing
for the eye to rest on, nor (what was still worse)
to receive the rays of the moon. I t was like
riding over a desert.
There are no regularly defined roads tliroughout the upper provinces of India They all

appear to have been made by accident; and
even with the light that we had, it was necessary to be careful of the stepping of our horses.
The path was of soft sand, and the ruts made
by the bullock-carriages, (the only wheeled conveyances that pass over them,) were frequently
more than a foot deep. Before the day had
dawned, we rode into the gate of Kutowlee. As
in all native towns, the ~treetsare very narrow
and winding; and it behoves the traveller to
keep a careful watch upon the direction he takes
in passing through them, lest he be lost in the
labyrinth. Although as quiet as death, it by
no means had the appearance of a deserted village ; it seemed, nevertheless, like one that was
fast falling into depopulation. I t required no
great effort of imagination, to fancy that it had
been visited by the plague ; for human bodies,
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apparently lifeless, lay stretched in every direction through its lanes; and the only sound, besides the echo of our horses' feet, was an occasional snore, I think I must call it, which, aided
by the night and the scene, might vell have
been mistaken for a dying moan.
I t is the custom of the natives, at the warm
season of the year, to sleep very much in the
open air; and as they were scattered in all directions about, some on charpoys, (common cots,)
and some on mats spread upon the ground,
wrapped up in white cotton sheets, their v e v
heads covered as if in their shrouds, the ride
through their fallen ranks had something (coming suddenly upon them, as we had from a wide
waste) startling in it. W e found it necessary
to move with great care, lest we should unfortunately rouse them more roughly than ve
.would have wished.
The tatties, or mat frames, that generally
close in the fronts of the houses during the
night, were all open as they are by day, when,
of
propped up by poles, they serve the puverandahs. The goods which lay upon the

little terraces for sale, were moved to the inner
apartments; and the children and old men occupied their places. There is a small serai in
the town, at the door of which we found our
saees, or groom, just arisen from performing his
ablutions, and by his side a wrinkled old wo.
man, who had the charge of the establishment,
engaged in a similar occupation. She was
pouring water into her hand, from a brass
vessel ; and so washing her face, in the deliberate, though not quite in the graceful manner
of a cat. I was forcibly reminded, by the mode
in which she ' dighted her grunzie,' of a similar
allusion in one of Burns's songs :
Auld Baudron by tbe ingle sits,

And wi' her loof

her face a wasbin.

T h e groom had performed this part of the
ceremony, and was now sitting by the old crone,
who certainly might have rivalled ' Willie's
wife,' and was engaged in rubbing his teeth
with a small twig of lime, in the most lack-adaisical manner that can be conceived. I am

.frJd it is not quite delicate to introduce a
scew at the toilette, but this forms as striking a
picture of native manner, as either their cooking
or their sleeping.

W e soon disturbed the
grmm ;rod, eotering the buggy, drove towards
Yeerut, plunging, as we best could, through
tbe deep d,the saees running ligbtly by our
sides This part of tbeir occupation is a most
toilswK ow: they are expected to keep up
6 t h a horse at a good trot ; and generally
manage it very well by laying hold of some
portion of the carriage, contriving very dexterously to keep clear of the wheel in its motion,
in the manner I have seen n dog, fastened to
the ~ x l eof a cart, dodge about to avoid the
beels of the horse.
S o n &er we left Kutoalee, we saw the
arise--a sight by w means uncommon in the
h t , (as all are early risers,) but always striliinglv beautiful. From the bounds of these
ride plains it rises nearly as suddenly as at serq
and there is not a preceding or following tint
that is lost to the eye. The moment, however,
t h t it is fairly in the sky, there is an end

of
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beauty: no hills, nor even woods, to soften its
approach; it is too bright to look at, and a
great deal too hot to bear.
At seven o'clock we reached Doolah, and
found a horse waiting beneath a wide tree at the
entrance to the village : near was a large well,
at which all the damsels had assembled to draw
their morning supply of water. Nothing can
be more picturesque, and to our fancies more
thoroughly oriental, than the moment, when
" the daughters of the men of the city come out
to draw water." Their graceful robes and fine
straight figures, with the various positions in
which they are arranged, make the most interesting picture possible-some approaching with
their empty pitchers lying on the sides upon
their shoulders, while their children sit astride
their hips ;others return lden, with the pitchers
on their heds, supported by the right hand,
while the left is ready to draw the veil over the
face lest any stranger should approach.
Round the well the utmost activity prevails.
The one in this village is of brick, and from its
sides rise'several
of wood, like cranes, with
VOL.
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pullcys at the end of them, which are always
kept in tune by the constant drawing up and
down of the pitcher. The splashing and chattering are quite amusing : it seems aa if the
women had thrown off all restraint in this occupation, and there is seldom a man near tbem
to r e d l them to their usual bashful demeanour.
I can easily conceive the joy they must feel in
such a service, in the early part of the morning
or the cool of the evening, after either an o p
pressive night or scorching day. This is one of
the customs in the East that I contemplate with
most pleasure.
I felt very thirsty from my long drive ; and as
I h d no cup of my own, I feared I should find
nome difficulty in obtaining a draught of water.
In Bengal, when I asked for a drink on a similar
occasion, a man brought me a new earthen vessel,
which he dashed to the ground in a thousand
pieces the moment I had satisfied my thirst, lest
any Hindoo should be polluted by using it after
mc; I was agreeably surprised to find myself
better treated here, although all were Hiodclos
A woman sent me a brass vessel to drink from ;

and when I returned it, merely emptied out the
water I had left, and rubbed it over with sand,
deeming a purification of some sort still absolutely necessary.
We soon changed horse4 arid pushed on for
Meerut. Although approaching the largest military station in Upper India, the roads became
worse as we drew near; and after jolting over
the moat despicable track for nearly two hours,
we entered the broad plain on which that cantonment stands. I t sometimes happens that the
roads in the neighbourhood of a post are in tolerably good order, but these are exceptions ; for
no greater pains are taken by Europeans than by
the natives in the approaches to their stations
I t is now the month of October, and the cold
season has commenced, which is generally the
period of gaiety and amusement. We have dinners, plays, and balls, and a large society, (about
two hundred perhaps,) with, however, an overwhelming majority of men. The early complaint
of our settlers in India may still be reasonably
urged in the upper provinces-that there are no
means of becoming husbands : in Meerut, which,
L
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SCARCITY O F WOMEN.

as I have said,

is the largest station, there is but
one unmarried lady. " But one halfpenny-worth
of bread to this intolerable deal of sack !"-for
I fancy there are at least one hundred and 6hy
single men. I t too frequently happens that the
posts, in the upper provinces, are without even
that solitary temptation to a change of state;
and to this, doubtless, many of the unfortunate
connexions European officers have formed may
be ascribed. The desolate situations young men
are often reduced to, placed by themselves in
remote districts, with no family within many
miles, and no prospect of returning to England
till at least declined into the vale of years, are
almost enough to make them forget that they
have a " home beyond the sea," deeply as that
circumstance is generally inscribed upon the
heart. I have often been amused at half-caste
people, and those of a nearer approach to E u m
pean, who, I think, are styled country-born,
talking of England as their home. " I should
like to go home" sounds singularly enough from
the lips of one whose complexion might rival
ebony : it is well that it should be eo, however,
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while the half-caste population is so rapidly
increasing.
While writing of -ladies, I may venture, en
p e a & , to notice some of the customs of society, in which they are materially concerned.
I t is natural to suppose, that being in so small
a proportion they must receive great attention,
and it is but right that they should. I was much
amused, the first large assembly I was ever
present at, in the country, by the great sensation
that was created in the company on the arrival
of a camage of ladies. I went somewhat early,
and had scarcely time to look about me, when a
w ~ a n ran
t into the room, in breathless haste,
and, placing his hands together, muttered something to his master, who instantly rushed out of
the chamber, followed by a train of gentlemen.
The suddenness of the movement, and the important expression of the messenger's countenance, threw me into some alarm : if it had not
been the midst of summer, I should have fancied
fhe house had been on fire. I n a moment,however,
the fugitives returned, each bringing in a lady.
They had barely time to conduct them to the
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.Ilorted for them, when another summoos
& tbem forth omre more: the plot now
to thicken, and all took pryt in the race. Carafter arriag? arrived, a d gentlemen a d
m t s rere nmning mildly dong the hall,
hathless and intderabiy hot.
The Ldies sit quiedy in their carriages till the
pmper aoouocement has called the gentlemen
to their r;sishace. Although tbe society is unqw&oddy ve? delightful, I think the strict
cdqoette premed erar in the houses of private
ikiriduals might be very advantrrgeously d i s
p d with. I t is a great n t k n c e to hare your
lot so firmly fined m society as wt to be able to
change it even fmm i d n a t i o n or inadvertency,
without giving oEknce. Although these precise
v
t
s are very much confined to those
of the highest nftices, pet stiU the spirit of plare
pemdes all ranks a great deal t w much. I was
a nlember of a cnmmittee to regulate a large ball
on a particular occasion, when it occupied the
greater put of a day to settle the order of our
going into supper: we fbund ourselves sitting as

a Committee of Privileges. At length, a regular
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tableof precedence was made out, and delivered
to those gentlemen whose good fortune had cast
them in a parallel rank with the ladies who were
to grace the assembly, and who, to say truth,
must very frequently have found themselves most
u n ~ n ~ e n i a l suited.
ly
Nothing can exceed the
style in which such entertainments are given,
even in situations so distant from the capital as
Meerut. Native ingenuity, however, is not called
forth to assist in the decorations, as it is with so
much effect in the more southern parts of the
East.
The most beautiful festival I ever witnessed
was given some time ago near Columbo, by Sir
Edward Barnes, then pvernor of the island of
Ceylon. The Cinjplese are famous for the manner of their light and ornamental buildings : in
the course of twenty-four hours they garnish a
palace that may remind you of the genii of the
Arabian Nights. OD the banks of the river near
Columbo, and three miles above the stream from
the usual p i n t of embarkation, a splendid ballroom was built, so tastefully decorated, that it
resembled a fairy palace : the pillars that s u p

ported the roof were covered with dips of the
d., rhich gave them tbem appearance of being

fluted, .n interval being left between erch
row, rhile tbe capitals were of plaintain leaves
ind bough of the ola interspersed, appmaching
d y to the nrtural Corinthian : the roof was
thatcbed with lemon grsss; and within were
columns and arcbes of the lightest and most
fanciful ap.Variegated lamps hung in
f~toonsround the mom, and, winding about
the pillars, show from among the flowers that
&led
them, like bright jewels: a bridge of
b t s led from the opposite bank of the river to
the banqueting-hall. A t each end of it was a
gate, d in the centre a triumphal
u c b ; rhile w each side was a parapet hung
with lamps and flowers and branches of the m a t
graceful of the palm-trees The company moved
up the stream in large flat-bottomed boats towed
by elephants; and nothing could surpass the
beauty of the scene.
I t was a little before sunset when the eerei
mony began ; but tbe return at night was beyond description magnificent ; the vessels were
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carried down by the stream, and floated away
with sufficient irregularity : in two or three were
stationed band3 of music, that played the whole
time. T h e banks of the river were illuminated;
and constant discharges of cannon and bursts of
fireworks were repeated during the descent. I t
was calculated that there were more than wventy
thousand natives scattered about the banks of
the river. They occtrsionally sho~ltedin admiration of the sight; and the other strains of the
band were sometimes lost in the incessant beat
of the tom-tom, the monotonous sound of which
(a conatant repetition of the two words that give
it a name) is the most tiresome that ever acnoyed the ear.
One of the principal amusements of Meerut
during the cold weather is the theatre, of which
I have already spoken. I t is managed by some
officer, who has the taste for, and who will take
the trouble of, conducting its representations. I
saw, on the night of my return, the performance
of Macbeth so well done, that it was astonishing.
No provincial stage in England could have managed the scenery, the music, or the general
L 6

effect better ; and for the acting-London, alas !
now-a~lays,falls very often short of it. Lady
Mscbeth exhibited the singular novelty of bkng
played by a gentleman, a ~ dremarkably well
played too : this amateur has been long cple
brated for his talents in the persoaihtion d
the opposite sex ; and, as I have seen him in
Mrs. Malaprop and Lady Macbeth, I may be
allowed to say he is the most extraordinary actor, or actress, that ever wore the sack.
The commander-in-chief, with his spledid
array, on his way from Delhi into Robilcud, I
believe, passed through Meerut, and remained in
it a short time : the days were dl activity in coosequence, and the nights all festivity. H e was
accompaoicd by ColooeI Skinner and a l u g e
body of horse; and a greater tribe was collected at Meerut than I think ever could have
appeared there before, merely for the purpose of
pleasure. Skinner's horse is a remarkably fine
M y of men ; ard they added considerably to
the pageantry of the scene. Their commamier
bears the character of a noble fellow, and has all
the air of a brave man and good lender. H e is
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remarkably handsome, although very black ;
and I regretted not being able to see more of
one who does so much honour to the name w e
both bear. I sliould imagine, from his appear
ance, that he ia two or three generations at least
from his English ancestor-if, indeed, he be derived from such a source. He has several sons,
and one of them is adjutant of his father's corps.
Dec. 3rd.-I left Meerut in the evening for
Ghurmoktesir Ghaut-the port, it may be called,
of that station on the Gailges. The distance is
thirty-six miles, and I reached it at daylight in
the morning, having travelled in a palanquin, by
DCk. I am not sufficiently accustomed to this
mode of travelling to co~siderit in the least
luxurious. Lolling in a palanquin may be
thought in the west a mighty fine thing, but to
me it is the most uncomfortable mode of moving
possible. I t is very true, you are able to lie
down, and lounge away; but, alas! you cannot
get up again; and the jumping motion might
put you very comfortably to sleep, if the grunting
of the bearers did not keep you awake. Every
two hours, or so, if you me sufficiently practised
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in the conveyance to sleep, you are sure t o be
roused by the application for " buxees," from
the bearers who are about to be relieved. T h e
new ones, too, generally thrust a piece of paper
into your face, to learn whether you are the
identical person for whom they were ordered,
and whose name is written upon the scroll they
hold.
On entering a town, the bearers vary the
usual grunt, with which they enliven the way,
by extolling the character of the permn they are
carrying in true eastern hyperbole, not knowing even Ilia name perhaps The first trip I
ever made by DAk was from Meerut to Delhi.
I am indeed but little practised; and just before
entering the town I had fallen into adoze, from
which I was awakened by the loud exclamations
of my people in praise of some great man, as I
imagined. They were shouting out, as we moved
through the streets, "Make way for a great
man ;" " A mighty prince ;" " The poor mau's
friend ;" cs The lion of war ;" 66 Our father a d
inother ;" with a hundred other honourable a p
pellations. I expected the Great Mogul, at
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least, to pass me : but not a traveller was to be
seen but myself, and I was the undisputed hero
of all these fine phrases. Am I Giles, or am I
not? thought I, or has some facetious caliph
been playing me a trick ? Like Abon Hassan
I am to be king for a day. On finding that I
had awakened, they roared my titles out still
louder; and I entered a small tent beneath a
tree, by tlie castle ditch, in spite of this magnificent proclamation, without a soul k i n g there
to notice me, and not even a breakfast provided
for the "poor man's protector."
I arrived at the Ghaut of Ghurmoktesir in the
same fiplendid manner, the banks of the Ganges
echoing my stately titles. My palace here was a
very humble one indeed ; at this season of the
year, the water being very low, large vessels do
not come even so high as Ferruckabad : I was
obliged, therefore, to hire a country boat to convey myself and servants down the atream, until
I should fall in with a budgerow. I had sent
them forward a day or two before myself, in
order that they might make my boat as comfortable as circumstances mould permit ; and
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now that I am fairly installed in it, I cannot do
better than deacribe it.
I t in about twenty feet long, aud tolerably
broad in the beam, with a thatched roof reaching from the stem very nearly to the head, and
supported by poles of bamboo ; the sides wattled
with n number of neatly contrived mats, which
overlay each other, and are capable of being
propped up to admit the light, or, what is of
equal consequence, the air. Beneath the roof
there are two apartments divided by a mat, the
first of which is my kitchen, and the second, or
aftermost, my hall of state. In the latter there
is just room for a bed and a table ; and, by way
of keeping the dust and the insects from interfering with my quiet, my servants have hung it
with differentcoloured cloths of cotton-part,
I fancy, of their summer wardrobe, which they
have dedicated to the purpose. The floor is
cor~structedof slips of bamboo, tied carelessly
together, in which I not unfrequently catch my
foot, to the great risk of an overthrow. On the
top of the roof there is a frame of bamboo poles,
from which several posts, of two or t h e e feet
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high, arise, and to which the oars are tied :
these are very long pieces of bamboo, with a
round flat bosrd at the end of them.
T h e men stand to their oars, and it requires
all their strength to move them : the noise of
the rowing over-head, and the frequent bumps
of the vessel upon the numerous sandbanks,
render it no very easy matter to follow any pursuit. T h e crew consists of a manjet! and six
men, with a little boy, the son of the master,
about six years of age, and who is not considered
too young to have the management of the helm :
he indeed is the only one on board sufficiently
vigilant for a Palinurus. When any of the
Inen take his place, they soon fall asleep, and
allow the boat to drift where it will. W e have
a nlast, which is much of a piece with the rest
of the bark, crooked and rickety ; while the sail
is the most ragged and absurd-looking thing
imaginable. The sails of these kind of boats
arc calculated for any purpose but holding the
wind. I have frequently seen a fleet in full sail,
with not a whole breadth of canvass on board any
one of the vessels ; the crew, squatting on the
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top of them, like monkeys on the roof of a cottage, with as much complacency as if they
manned the best-srppointed ship in the world.
Their navigation, to a person unacquainted
with the river, (which all Europeans are likely
to be.) is the most incomprehensible : those,
however, who are fond of interfering, are generally forced to repent it. I have always found
that the best method of rigging and managing a
boat, is that followed by the country you h a p
pen to be in. I t is not easy, however, to wnvince the Sahib bgvce of this; and many are
the
and accidents that occur in cons+
quence. Tllc natives, although indifferent
enough about death wheil it comes, are not prow
to seek it; and a person, careful about his
safety, cannot do better than trust it to them.
Between Rieerut and Ferruckahd the country is sufficiently uninteresting: the river is
narrow and low, and the banks are generally of
sand : the stream is not very rapid either. and
we got on but slowly.
Dec. Sth.-In the afternoon we arrived at
Ferruckahd, and pushed our way to the shore,
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through a number of similar boats, a little btlow the town, and above the military cantonment
of Futteghur. A ghaut on the Ganges always
presents a considerable degree of bustle and interest. Ifre were not exactly in high day yet ;
early in the morning, or sunset, being the great
hours of general rendezvous. I here met my
brother, who had left me soon after we descended
from the hills for Shahjehanpoor, in Rohilcund,
from which, being only fifty miles from the
shores of the river at this point, he had ridden
over to see me. As my apartment was too small
to entertain a second person, we resolved upon
taking possession of a room in a large house
close by us, which stood apparently deserted
above the river. IVe were fastened to a post in
" the compound," as it is called, of this palace,
for it really seemed to be such.
W e wandered through its halls for some time,
without perceiving a human being. A water vessel, to tell the hour by, which was not yet filled,
was the only thing to intinlate a superintendence of son~edescription. This style of clock
is common in many parts of India, and is more
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simple, a d fully as true, as the hour-glass A
brass basin, with a small hole at the bottom, is
pLced on tbe surface of a tub of water : it takes
a fixed time, m
y an hour, to 6ll; and then
it sinks T h e guardian of this clock sooa made
bls rppeuurce, borever, armed with a fonnidable suord and short baton, which latter au for
announciug the time upon a gong, to the mrtme0 of an indigo fact0I-J close st h a d .
This personage was a worthy reprrseotative in
fi=ure,as well as &ce, cd the notorious timebeaters of St Duastaotaos,
to r hamplexion too
h i s r u a w u a p p d . Hem-asddupto
the ears in dark quilted cottoo, and a dh_cp i e
of cloth bound lmder his chin, as if be hd been
badqord up for the mumpi. This b a rmmoklo appendagy to a man's f.rc in :be upper

yurim~s;and, b~ sr$lingout his cherl;s, g i v e
him s~mrthingcd a ludiclwslr pornpus er+m:
I .I--=
frnded it ru for pot&
the rnl~i,till I learned that t h bucLs
aLyt tbe plan for tbe purplme of improeng
t s r whi&ers I do DOC tmr rbrzrber rhi
hip?d r w has
~ reached tbt r t * -yet ; but
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may beof service to many, I think it would
be wrong in me to slippress it. They have nathing to do but to oil their whiskers well ; and,
brushing them in the proper direction, bandage
them lip, to use the phraseology of the receiptbook, as tightly as they can bear ; and if they
do not look the better for it, it is not my fault
at any rate. There is no personal ornament, of
which the Mahometans are more proud than
their beards and moustaches; and the greater
part of their life, I verily believe, is devoted to
their cultivation. I have often seen them sitting,
with a small looking-glass in ode hand, the head
turned conceitedly aside, while the other was
engaged in trimming, smoothing, and curling
the objects of their devotion.
W e found a European inhabitant living in
solitary grandeur in this magnificent mansion,
which had been built by a firm of merchants in
Calcutta, who failed some years ago, and whose
indigo factories are now worked for the benefit
of the estate. The young man, who very kindly
permitted us to occupy a room in the house,
nlade a third to our party : he was a Scotchas it
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man, and had the superintendence of an indigo
concern near Allehghur. The Europeans, iu the
upper part of India, are not generally planters,
but manufacturers only : they buy the plant
from the natives, and encourage them to grow,
by always becoming purchasers, and securing it
to themselves by outbidding the native merchants. Their profits this way are not so great,
perhaps, although I should imagine they must
be more secure from low. They have the superin tendence of very large establishments, and
should have an intimate knowledge of the native character, in order to conduct them with
advantage both to their employers and their servants I am inclined to suspect they are deficient in this quality, principally because I seldom hear an indigo planter speak well of the
people under him.
At night I returned to my little nest; and,
in order to be out of the way of noise, had my
boat removed to the side of the sandbank in the
middle of the stream ; and after breakfast w
the 9th again dropped downwards.
Between Ferruckabad and Cawnpore there is
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little to interest in the scenery on the shores of
the river, or in the towns and villages that oc
cupy them. T h e women, coming down to the
river-side for water ; the bathing in the neighbourhood of a ghaut, with now and then a pious
brahmin repeating his prayers in solitude and
nakedness in the stream ; or, as evening closes
in, a devout Mussulman kneeling on the end of
a cloth, bowing his head towards the prophet's
shrine--constitute the variety of native manners.
This latter is not very common ; but when it
does occur, it is the most striking of all the ceremonies. I n a perfectly Mahometan country it is
never omitted; but I do not think the faithful
in India are so particular about the matter. I
have seen the banks of the Nile, at sunset,
scattered with the pious of the villages around,
who happened tobeaway from theneighbourhood
of their mosques at the call to prayer ; while
the stillness of the evening was only broken by
the loud " Alla hu !" of the muezzin. I must
do my own servant, however, the justice to say
that he never dispenses with the needful ceremony. Soon after we halt for the evening he
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retires to the shade of a tree; and, placing his
carpet on the grouud, kneels upon it, looking
towards the east ; his turban (which upon these
occasions only he takes off) is placed upon the
other end of the carpet; and as he bows his
head, it just measures his length.
The Hindoos, at this time, are very di5erently
engaged, preparing their dinners ; they seem to
be as happy as possible when this hour comes
about, un the banks of the holy stream. I am
very anxious to hasten down to Calcutta. and
wish to remain as short a time as I can on the
water ; but ao elaborate is the ceremony of
cooking and eating, that I am forced to sacrifice
several hours to it. I t was with somedifiiculty
I overcame their desire to cook in the morning
as well as the evening ; but at length we
promised the matter. A t ten every morning I
agreed to allow them to go on shore for a quarter
of an hour, to eat meal and water : this they
accomplish with much greater celerity than I
should ever wish to do. They throw two or
three handfulls of flour into a brass dish ; d,
sprinkling it with water, swallow it with as

TRE LOST KEYS.
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much greediness as if it were the most savoury
mess in the world.
The suttoo of this morning (for that is the
name of the meal) has cost me a great deal of
inconvenience; for my sirdar, or head servant,
who always bore my keys in a bunch at .his girdle, has thought proper either to sacrifice them
to the river-god, by dropping them into the
stream, or abandon them on the bank, to be
washed off at his leisure. I must allow that he
feels the annoyance much more than I do; for
he has been sitting for nearly an hour in front
of a trunk, peeping curiously, from time to
time, into the key-hole, as if to discover some
charm to open it, some " open sesame" to burst
its fastening asunder. So devoted are all the
servants to their particular employments, that I
am sure he feels as miserable as if he had lost
an only child; for my keys being hitherto his
sole care, deprived of them, he knows not where
to turn ; I refused to have the trunks broken
open, and the sorrow of the sirdar suddenly pervaded the whole party. If I had been Bluebeard himself, and the lost bunch contained the
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key of the fatal clowt, there could not have
been greater consternation :--one man instantly
proposed to return in quest of the keys; and,
as the river was very winding, hoped to be able
to overtake the boat. H e set off in high spirits
with an encouraging '' acha " from all around,
and we floated quietly down the stream.
I t was beautifi~llycalm, and by no means uncomfortably hot, even when exposed to the sun
on the roof of my barge. I could not persuade
my crew to row, and lazily indeed we drifted
on. They threw a plank overboard; and,
fastening it by both ends to the head of the
boat, left it to assist our descent. T h e Little
ripple that this caused, gave me an idea that I
was going faster, and I was obliged to be satis
fied with the thought. T h e banks on each side
were high, of loose sand which crumbled and
fell into the stream whenever we approached
them, which we generally did with a good
bump ; for when the current sweeps past a headland, they never attempt to fend off the vessel,
but let it take its chance of going to pieces, or
pushing its way through the obstacle. T h e

water is shallow, and the river about as broad as
the Thames at London bridge, with occasionally a long ridge of sand just above the surface, well tenanted by crocodiles. These animals lie basking in the sun, and may easily be
mistaken for logs of wood : on the approach of
a boat, they quit their resting-place, and take
to the water; but so slowly and indifferently,
that they do not appear to be in the least
alarmed. I have seen the natives, when towing
a vessel u p the stream, walk boldly through the
water, to the very bank from which the animals
were moving; while they sink into it to hide
themeelves. I never heard of a man, while thus
engaged, being seized by one, although they have
been known to haunt the neighbourhood of a
ghaut, and draw the bathers under the stream.
I t is a death, however, rather to be desired by
the Hindoos than avoided; so that I believe a
place so selected by the crocodiles will attract by
its additional sanctity rather than frighten by
its danger. I know no sight so truly clisgusting as a sandbank covered with crocodiles : it
makes the blood run cold to look at it.
VOL. 11.
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tbe servant, who had gone to
s d fcx tbe kejs, returned, and was greeted
Gth hod e l k He had lost his labour, and
m r P e d without tbem. rben the mysterious
&!
cleared u p '' Break open the

Abmt

nmset,

tnmts,orre

shallbedlstarvd,"wasthecry

I found be had chosen to lock
up the meel belooging to himself and fellov-

d my

bevprsm

&ref-

ow af my trunks; I was f d ,
to -ply,
and restored them all to

+umwr.

Ikc.1lth-At ten in the morning we arrived
at tbe ghrut of Campore, which may be called
tk
port upoo the Ganges of any impor-;
for below this the river is wider, .Dd
alrigde fbr larger dthrrn those that u n
be mrd above i t Guods of any bulk are fm
qneatl~d e n trPm the boats that bring them
hitba, rad divided amoog smaller ows for the
p r p e of more easily e n d i n g thestream : the
b t s , therefom, u e full of business and bustle
I d lure dun,ged my little bark for a more
+adid olre if I had deairpd ; but I f o u d myd f m s p u g i n i t , that I didnot areabout
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the dignity of a budgerow," which my servants urged as a reason for my making the
change; (Nam-ka-wastie), " on account of your
name;"----a feeling, that has great influence with
"

the natives, as indeed it should with all people;
I hope, however, mine is not likely to be disgraced by my continuance under the thatched
roof.
Brydone, in his lively Tour of Sicily, relates
the horror of hie valet de place, lest the reputation of their whole household shduld be lost by
his master walking across the street in Palermo.
The risk I run is pretty much of the same nature. The native town of Cawnpore is nothing
very extraordinary; but a number of pretty
bungalows are seen from the river, the habitations of the English officers. I t is a large military station, equal in extent and consequence to
Meerut, and more full of dust and disagreeable6
than ever that place was. I was more concerned,
however, in the scene around me; for, anxious
to move on, I would not quit my boat, lest all
should take advantage of my absence, and disperse themselves through the bazaar.
M 2

'

-
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I found myself in the midst of a singular and
an active people. Every description of vessel
that can be imagined was collected along the
bank : the pinnace, which, with its three masts
and neat rigging, might have passed for a ship;
budgeroms, the clumsiest of all clumsy things,
with their stems several times higher than their
bows ; and bauleahs, ugly enough, but lightly
skimming along, like gondolas, compared with
the heavy craft about them ; tlie drifting haystacks, which the c o u n t y boats appear to be
when at a distance, with their naked crews
straining every nerve upon their summits, and
cheering themselves with a wild, and not unfrequently a sweet song; panchways, shooting
swiftly down the stream with one person only oo
board, who sits at the head, steering with his
right hand, rowing with his foot, and in the left
hand holding hie pipe. A ferry-boat, constantly
plying across the stream, adds to the variety of
the scene by its motley collection of paasengem
-travellers, merchants and faquirs, camels, bullocks and horses, all crowded together.
T h e vessels fastened to the shore are so closely
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packed, that they appeared to he one mass, and
from their thatched roofs and low entrances
might easily pass for a floating village. Their
inhabitants are scattered along the bank, some
cooking, some smoking, and many abusing each
other to the utmost of their power. When a
newly-amved vessel endeavours to take up a
position among those which have already assumed their stations, the uproar is tremendous.
The people of the moored boats, who perceive
that a concussion is inevitable, never attempt to
ward it off, but join in loud and unmeasured
abuse of the crew of the intruding one, who
spring to the roof of their boat, and, waving
their arms in a wild manner, return it with
double energy. I have watched these scenes of
wordy war," till I thought I should have
dropped with laughter. As the " impending"
bark draw5 near, the noise becomes greater and
greater; till at length, bump ! and all is terrible
confusion. T h e boats below the one thus struck
are moved from their position, and up rise their
crews to vindicate their prior right of ground.
Any of the dandees, boatmen, who may be on
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the shore engaged at their meals, fly fmm them
to unite their voices to those of their matea;
indeed the passengers, who should be indifferent
to the matter, cannot resist the attraction: all
seem to be impelled by some magic spell to
hasten to the spot, and join in the clamour:
like the negro in the beautiful tale of Vathek,
who by some uncootrollable impulse drew the
inhabitants of every place through which he
roved, to kick him in his course.
I have just recovered from an unexpected descent caused by such an invasion as I have described. Bfy boat got so entangled with two or
three that had been loosened from above, that we
were swept bodily down the stream, and had
proceeded some hundred yards before we could
regsin our ground. I determined to draw out
of the crowd, and am now fastened to the bank
a little below the cantonment. I have placed
myself, however, in the midst of the washingground, and am entertained by the thumping of
tlie linen upon a stone, and the pvior-like grunt
from the washermen that accompanies the action.
I meant to have quitted Cawnpore at twelve

o'clock; but when once, after a short absence
from such an attraction, the natives can get into
a bazaar, it is no easy matter to collect them top t h e r again. I shall be delayed till slinset in
consequence, and the people are coming down in
crowds to bathe and draw water. Under a
peepul-tree a little above the town, there is a
small lingam, which has a wreath of flowen,
round it, and several are lying on the altar on
which it is placed, I observed many men and
women touch it on their passing by after bathing;
and then, returning the hand to their foreheads,
pour a little water upon it, and pass on.
am now passing the city of
Dec. 13th.-I
Sirajpoor, a very pretty one, but apparently in
ruins : this is generally the appearance, I think,
of a native town when viewed from any distance,
on account of an irregularity in. the mode of
building, and an unfinished look that the houses
have; one portion, perhaps, being painted,
while the rest have the bricks exposed, or the
plastering but partially completed. Such a want
of method, however, has the effect of improving
the picture; and as they generally are well

surrounded by trees, they make most intensting
objects A distant view of a native town is certainly the best: they are all pretty much alike
in their interior arrangements, and few have m y
objects within them of great interest. I am
talking only of the common towns on the banks
of the Ganges, not the placea of note, as A h habad. Benares, &c.
Sailing rapidly down the river, as I am obliged
to do, I find few incidents to vary the scene
At night, I am very careful to have my little
bark moored in the centre of the stream to some
sand-bank, of which there are a great many;
for my people declare, as long, at least, as we
are skirting the territory of the king of Oude,
that there is great probability of being attacked
by Decoits These marauders commit their depredations in too large numbers for my party to
oppose, even if they were more warlike than
they are likely to prove : having the water be
tween us and the enemy, therefore, is a prudent
arrangement.
The motley passengers of the Ganges were increased this morning by a large party of my

own countrymen and women, formed by a division of the sick, and soldiers' wives belonging to a king's regiment on its march from
Ghazeepore to Cawnpore. When the corps moves
by land, the hospital and women are sent by
water, under the command of an officer, whose
service is by no means to be envied.
They were all packed into boats similar to
the one I am sailing in, at the rate of fifteen or
twenty to each, not including the children, who
seemed to me to be without end.
There was a light breeze, and their vessels
were sailing u p the stream; the women were
lounging upon the roofs, and thechildren peeping
through the matting at the sides : shirts, gowns,
and caps were stuck upon every part of the
rigging, and fluttered away in the wind ; while
pots, pans, and kettles were fastened about the
bamboos on the chopper (thatched) roof. There
were at least fifty boats, and they were spread
irregularly across the river; and many a bump
I received in my passage through them, and
many a curse, I am sorry to say, "both loud
and deep," when the head of my boat, (which,
31 5
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by-the-bye, is painted like an alligator's,) poked
into the table of a breakfasting party, as my
unskilful little helmsman endeavoured to thread
his way through the fleet.
In the rear of this division of Amazons came
the sick, who gave a still more singular variety
to the party. They were in their dressinggowns and nightcaps, and perched about the
different parts of their boats : they are allowed
more room than the healthy; and although I
think the hospital transport might be better
managed than it is, they seemed tolernbly comfortable. When there is no wind, the boats are
towed up; and being obliged to follow each
other, have not so amusing an appearance as
when thus scattered over the surface. I learned
that this formed the first division, and that the
second was a day or two in the rear. The fleet
attracted the observation of all the neigbhuring
villagers : the women paused on the banks, with
their pitchers on their heads, to notice their
white sisterhood with astonishment.
I have often wondered what these sable damsels can think of the extraordinary beings of
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their own order, in European aociety ; for they
are, in every possible respect, as opposite to each
other as if distinct animals; and the native
women look at them as if they believe they
really have nothing in common.
I soon lost sight of the Amazonian fleet, and
fell into uninterrupted quiet till the end of the
day. Just before sunset, I had my boat fastened
to the right bank of the river, beside a little
village; and, on my return from paying it a
visit, I found I was not to be the sole tenant of
the ground; for the second division of the
women had arrived, and their boats were moored
in a line above mine.
It was now j ust dark, and they were all landed,
and running wild and half-naked among the long
grass and few trees around-screaming, laughing, and capering like so many bacchanals The
boatmen were cooking their dinners in front of
their vessels, under great apprehension of pollution from the uncontrolled pranks of these
furies, who threatened to overturn their messes
at every step. I am not surprised at the pleasure these women feel at liberation, after twelve
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long hours of such confinement. They make a
much greater sensation in a native village than
a whole regiment of men ; for the villagers fly
at their approach. Such a command is a novel
one, somewhat, for an officer; although I
shrewdly suspect that I am miscalling it sadly
when I say a command.

CHAPTER VIII.
Alhhbd-Chnnsrc-Ben-A

Suttee-A

and Patna-Monghyr-Begmicly

feny-Dinspore

Gully- h j d -

the Bhagirathi-Conclunion.

DEC.
14th.-At daylight in the morning my
neighboure and myself got under weigh; and
by two o'clock I arrived at Allahabad, and
moored on a bank close to the point of the fort
where the Jumna and Ganges join : an annual
fair happened to be held in the very spot, and I
found a large party of both sexes assembled to
celebrate it. It waa a religious fair, and took
place on the very spot of the confluence of the
two rivers. There did not seem to me to be any
thing sold : bathing and praying were the great
occupations. A great number of platforms,
about eight or ten feet square, with long legs to

them, stood in the water: they had canopies
above them, and were as booths in English fairs ;
for in them people frequently sat, as if to rest
themselves after having waded through the river
to reach them. The brahminq however, seemed
to be the peculiar masters of each, for they never
moved from their seats; but, occupjing the
centre with their rosaries in their hands remained at their posts, to administer to the spiritual wants of those who visited them.
I t was a very pretty scene : the women had
their holiday clothes on, and shone in rosy
scarfs among the crowd. Some of the shorter
ones were frequently up to their shoulders in
wading through the stream ; and I observedthat
they all felt great pleasure on reaching the line
that marked the meeting of the waters, which is
now very clearly defined-the Jumna being a
bright blue, and the Ganges having still its sandy
colour. From a little distance the concourse had
a curious appearance. The seats, which the
brahmins occupied, were on the surface of the
river, and they seemed to be floating u p it, in
the positions in which those suspected of being
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witches in the good old times, were forced to assume to undergo the test of their virtue.
The fort has a very fine appearance from my
position: there is now a long tract of sand between it and me, however, which, when the river
is at its height, is under water. This is the
season it is at its lowest. My Hindoo servants
joined in the operations that were going on, and

I rather think related some of their travels to
places of even superior sanctity to Allahabad ;
for they seemed to excite a great degree of interest in their hearers, in some of which I shared,
if I may judge by the looks that were every
now and then directed towards me.

There is an

invisible cause of the greater holiness of Allahabad, over other places where rivers join ; for a
subterranean one is supposed to unite in this
'

spot with the Ganges and Jumna.
I descended a species of cave within the fort
by a flight of steps to a dark narrow passage, at
the end of which there is the trunk of a tree
still alive, although the air is quite excluded,
and the rock which finishes the cave is moist
with water, which the people believe arises from

tbe amrr of the Seeinswattee, the mysteriun
r i m Be that as it may, the belief is not 8
=hit mxe f&
tban that held by the Maltese,
rbo dean that St Paul's Cave, in their island,
nem Ekini&s,
though thousands every day
Oa its chalk.
I k 13th-For mme time after quitting AlUmbd, I thought I could distinctly trace the
CWUEXS
ai tbe two rivers, and I was pleased to
rimes their junction, after having toiled so
much to
the mighty barrier that divides
['heir mums: to have seem the first and last
habitatiom, too, watered by the Jumna, was a
p twishda~
is Cursali hy the side
d the king of d p p e d places; and poor
little I h d to tbe sacred city I am now a p
pnaching? We sma, however, floated past the
b:w stmiam of the Jumna, and went merrily on
bethigh banks of very little interest, until,
about sunset, we reached Minapoor. I t is a
rIarge pie, and stretches along the bank
of the rirer for mme distance: its ghaut was
full of people, and its port crowded with vessels.
I n the t o m were all the varieties of mosques,
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temples, and houses; and, as my boatmen assured me, very capital bazaars.
T knew the consequence of permitting my
people to land ; and preferred passing its a t
tractions, and remaining a few hours near some
small village. I t is evident, from the greater
number of boats on the river, that we are fast
reaching a country of more consequence and
greater population. W e pass every hour a
number of fishing-boats, and are well supplied
with descriptions of their contents: I do not,
however, like more than two or three kinds of
the fish of the Ganges. The quantity that
swarms in its waters is beyond all belief; they
would be nearly as difficult to enumerate as the
fish of the sea ; and the lives of those who follow the trade of fishermen are neither laborious
nor unprofitable. They seem to be quite satisfied if they catch two or three tolerably large
fish, which may bring them something even
under a rupee, for the rnatdriel of the service is
very simple and cheap.
A large town, like Mirzapoor, springs up so
suddenly on the banks of the river, without any
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long suburb to announce its vicinity, that you
would be struck by its size, even were it much
less than it really is. When it 7
m
large a population, however, as nearly XW,OOO,
how great must the contrast be to the little dlages above and below it !
When it was nearly dark I stopped, to enable my people to cook and dine, determined to
reach Benares to-morrow. There is a s d
village not very far from us; and close to the
banks of the stream lies a charpoy, or native
bedstead, which has lately, no doubt, been the
bier of some Hindoo, whose body has, by this
time, regaled the vulture and the crow in its
progress down the holy river. Such memorials
of mortality are not unfrequent : the cots, on
which the bodies are placed, are put sufficiently
near the water to allow them to be washed off;
and, floating along the surface, they are often
seen in a voyage up the river, with birds uf
prey seated upon them.
Dec. 16th.-We had a most beautiful night,
as calm as possible ; and I was kept awake (that
1 might observe it) by the voices of my rowers,
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who murmured a very sweet air, for I cannot
call it singing, to keep their oars in time. A
most discordant yell rose from the banks, which
drowned, now and then, the softer accentsof my
boatmen: it was caused by the united tones of
the jackals and the watchmen ; the latter sat
among their cucumbers and sugar-canes. I
know not which screamed the loudest. I could
not gather the meaning of the song the crew of
my boat chanted, but the words sounded softly
enough. T h e moaning of their voices seemed
to me to be like what is understood in Scotland
by a " sugh," and might very well have passed
for a hush-a-by, when the nurse had nearly succeeded in murmuring herself to sleep, as well
as her infant. I think the words of the Hindoo
melodies are scarcely worth recording; such I
mean as are sung by the working classes. They
celebrate eating and sensuality generally so
much, that they might seem to disprove the
Indian's claim to great abstinence, which, from
their devotions to their meals, I have already
questioned.
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As
'I

The jocund day

Stood tiptoe on the miaty morn&-top."

we came within view of the fort of Chunar;
and, by the time we were abreast of it, the
haze had cleared away from the Ghoruckpoor
hills, an uneven range, and the first elevations
we had yet seen in the whole length of the river
from M e e ~ t . The fort stands upon the top
of a high rock hanging over the river, with
towers and walls down its sides to the water.
I t is conspicuous from the rocks around by itn
dark-grey stone ; and, as we passed it before
sunrise, appeared to frown gloomily upon us
from its inaccessible height A seapoy entry,
pacing up and down one of its platforms. was
all the indication of life it displayed. I t rs
minded me much of the castle of Dumbarton,
although it had more works to the water side,
md there was nothing in the scenery around to
destroy the fancy.
A turn in the river made the fort appear in
the middle of the stream, and it seemed well
calculated to guard the pass. I t was altogs
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ther a beautiful scene; and rising as it does
above such wide and unvarying plains, like a
green spot in the desert, I was loth to quit it.
I n our progress towards Benares, we kept close
to the east bank of the river ; and when distant
from it two or three hours, had an amusing
variety of travellers towards the sacred city to
enliven the route. The road on the shore a p
peared so crowded, that I imagined some fair
was to be held ; but I learned that that was not
the case, and the concourse was by no means
unusual. There were even whole families : there
was a father carrying two baskets balanced
across his shoulder on a pole ; his cooking-pots
and meal in one, while in the other, " nestled
curious, there an infant lay." The little thing
sat as comfortably as possible, covered up to its
chin in clothes, and turning its black head about
in the most independent manner. If I had not
seen this sort of travelling-cradle before,I should
have taken its inmate for one of a litter of p u p
pies, with its muzzle poked out of its bed. The
mother followed with a bundle on her head, and
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a child upon her hip; while two or three other
little things trotted away by her side.
I was much struck with the business-like manner in which all parties were pursuing their
journey : there was no lounging nor pausing on
the road; men, women, and children pushed
on as fast as they could. There were crowds
of beggars, however, who were very glad to
stay their course for the chance of a few pice,
and their whining exclamations were incessant.
"Something to eat," was the universal cry,
which was always accompanied,' by the women
most particularly, by an expressive display of
their emptiness, the gathering up of their
wrinkled skins in their hands, to prove bow
much room there was within for more nourishment.
Some grave-looking brahming well covered
with clothes, were moving soberly along upon
little tattooa; while others sat more at their
ease beneath the conid-shaped canopies of
their carriages, almost lost in the midst of their
goods and their clothes. The bullocks that
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draw them are generally handserne animals,
very fat and very sleek : some of them have
the honour of bearing the charms of the other
sex, as we may gather from the occasional
glances that their bright black eyes shoot forth
from between the folds of the curtaiud that
seem envious to conceal them.
Among other adventurers to the city, was a
snake-charmer, who took advantage of a pause
in my passage to sit down on the bank, and
pipe to his pupils, which reared their crests,
and appeared to take real delight in the music.
He had two which he took from a boy, and
handled with the most perfect indifference.
They seemed to be equally ctlreless a b u t his
touch, and wound round his arms and his neck
as familiarly as possible.
The approach to a fair or a horse-race in our
own country, cannot afford more variety or interest than an everyday assemblage in the neighbourhood of Benaree, if these be the common
objects, which I am assured they are. I saw
also mme of tile pilgrims, with whose errand 1
k a m e m well acquainted at Gungoutri, carry-
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ing vessels of water into the city: they we=
slung over their shoulders in little baskets ;
and among the crowd, was one mau with his
arm fixed above his head and his fist clenched,
the nails of his fingers hanging in strings darn
the back of his hand.
I am not going to give a description of the
city of Benares ; for that has been m frequeotly
and so well done, that it would be unnecessary,
even if I had passed sufficient time at it to enable me to do =. So large a town (for its
population is nearly six hundred thousand)
must form a grand object from the river ; and
where all, or the greater part of its inhabitants
are engaged in the cleanly right of bathing in
the sacred stream, the scene is beyond all belief beautiful. Soon after daylight, the daily
ceremoi~y begins; and until the sun grows
warm, the crowds at the river, with the p h t r
drawing towards it, or returning from it, thmw
the whole place into animation. While I w u
floating before the ghauts in admiration of the
scene, it seemed to me like some fairy dream80 unlike was it to any thing I had ever wit-
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nessed. In Hurdwar it is a more hasty ceremony, and I think a purely religious rite;
but here the devout, the indifferent, and the
profane are so mingled together, engaged in
their different occupations of praying, washing,
and playing, that it is hard to say which party
predominates.
The women seem to be in fully as great number as the men, and have not a separate ghaut
from them : they always, however, stand lower
in the stream, and the deference that is paid to
their situation by the men is very great. Both
sexes stand up to their waists in the water, and
occasionally dip their heads beneath i t ; but I
never observed any one swim out. There are
many who do not like the dipping part of the
affair, any more than the fair hathers on our
own coast: they always carry with them a
brass vessel, which they fill constantly, and
pour over their heads. I have seen them repeat this operation twenty times at least without pausing.
I could observe brahmins performing their
POL. XI.

N
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prayers, and others making offerings, rBih
tbeir neighbours were washing their
and splashing away at a rate quite enough to

shake the gravity of any but a brahmin. It
was amusing to see a fat old priest vaddk
from the stream like a turtle, and take up hb
position on the steps of the ghaut ; while, not
far froan him, the light forms of tha wornerr
mie fmin the wave, and stood with their trans
parent d m p q floating about them, to comb
their loog locks-like mermaids in all but tbeir
want of mirrors.
When their hair is nearly
dry, they bold tbeir clean robes like a
rwnd their figures ; and shaking the wet ones
d them, draw. the others c l w , and are dressed
in a moment. The figures a p p d n g the
ghaut, some af them in blue and rosecoloured
&a,
as well as white, with their pitchers on
their hende and their children by their sides,
give a still more picturesque effect to the scerra
The number of boats that rue passing up md
down the river, the splashing of the oars, and
the song of the rowere, with the acreams of tbe
children, who, without their consent to the oere-
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mony, are getting well ducked, complete the
picture; and such a picture can certainly be
exhibited no where but on the banks of the
Ganges, and in no part of those populous
shores so well as at the ghauts of Benares.
The sun was not so high, but that the domes
and minarets of the Holy City were reflected in
the stream below; and it appeared that the
town, as well as its sons and daughters, had
fled to the bosom of the sacred river.
I was not able to linger long before so lively
an assemblage, and floated away towards Ghageepore. The banks on each side of the river
improve very much in their soil and cultivation,
J U I ~ towns come really quickly upon us.
At a
short distance, in a direct line, but a long way
off from the windings of the river, I saw a
thick column of smoke rise to the sky: I looked
,atit from the roof of my boat through a glasg
and could plainly perceive a large crawd of
people assembled round the pile, which I was
convinced it was. My boatmen said they had
no doubt it was a suttee, for they were freqi~ent

h the neighbourhood of Ghmeepore. I deN 2
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aired them to push on, in hopes that I might be
in time to witness the conclusion of the ceremony;
for, alas ! from the thickness of the smoke, the
sacrifice had begun. I t happened unfortunately,
as it generally docs, " the more hurry the less

speed ;" for we ran upon more sand-banks than
we had ever done before: and although I did
not draw any dire omen from the mounting
blaze of the funeral pile, it seemed very likely
to drive me from my course, or shipwreck my
bark ; and it was dark before I reached the
point.
The crowd had dispersed, and some stragglers
on the shore confirmed our belief that it was a
suttee. The woman, they said, was very young,
and had just been married : she had no children, and was burnt by her own desire. I felt
gorry I had not reached the spot in time, from
a better motive, I hope, than mere curiosity.
m e n the most eloquent persuasion fails, however, (the silent appeal of a babe to its mother,)
it is not likely that an accidental visiter could
have any influence : yet I think the opportunity
of expressing horror at such rites should never be
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lost by a European ; for although no good may
immediately spring from it, it must tend much
to the discouragement of it.+
If a writer were in search of pathetic subjects
for his pen, he could not do better than seek for
them among the annals of devoted widows in
India. I remember reading in a number of the
Missionary Register of some years ago, a very
sad tale of a young bride, whose betrothed
husband was seized by the cholera morbus on
the very day the nuptials were to have been
completed. The relations of both parties had
assembled in the town where the ceremony was to
take place ; and many had come from a great distance. As the lovers were of rich and high caste
families, graud preparations were made to do honour to the occasion. Instead of the joy and merriment that all were anxiously awaiting, death of
the most dreadful nature called for their assistance. In a few hours after his attack, the
husband died ; and his young widow, (for so she
resolved to consider herself,) although but his

' When this p w a g e rraa written, the Government had not
imued their prohibition of the crime.

affianced bride, declared her intention of being
burnt upon his funeral pile. At first some
doubt arose as to the legality of the sacrifice,
the marriage not having been completely solemnised. The laws of Menu, alas! do not
give the benefit of a doubt. The result of the
deIiberation between her relations and the
brahmins was, that she wae every way his wife;
and the shaster, considering the bride fully
bound to the husband by the vow she had
plighted to him, permitted a voIuntary immolation. Funerals must be sudden in this country : so the Mine noon that was to have seen
her happiness, now witnessed her destruction ;
the same crowd eurrounded the pile, that was
to have hailed with shouts of gratulation the
bridal procession. I t was still a holiday to
them, however; for music accompanies the
ceremony, and shouts of mirth read the air.
sc I am persuaded that the English breast has
not a more joyous sensation on beholding the
launch of a ship, than these inhuman beings experienced at the launch of an immortal spirit
into an awful eternity !"-So says a writer in the

same pages from which I have g a t b e d the
story, in his description of a similar act.
The widow, whose expiring flame I had witnemed, was very young, and had but just married : her husband might have died equally unexpectedly with the unfortunate hem of the foregoing tale. I t was no wonder that her fate should
have occupied my thoughts during the rest of
the night ; and I may be excused for dwelling a
little longer upon the subject. They had no buiness, I confess, to assume the shape they have
done; but as I passed Ghazeepore and its fields
of roses by night, 1 was not able to dwell upon
their beauties : although at this season of the
year the garden of Gul was rich in bloom, I
had no other employment for my pen.

THE SUTTEE.
The evening ma-beam thraw their golden light,
And .miling ruher'd in the bridd night ;
The gay proasuian wound itr happy way
In c01oum brillimt u the jocund day.
Tbe pipe, the viol, md uncedng dmm,
Proclum to dl, the blooming bride in aome !
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Light dancing maids the gaudy train prolong.
And Gunga's banks are startled too with song.

Thousands rush forth tbe joyous m e to bail,
And lend theii voices lest the muaic fiil ;
The bride reclined, in costly jemela dresr'dJewels lesa bright than hope within her b m t ;
Of sweetly-scented flowen a mowy braid,
Pure es the fancies of the espoused maid,
I n her black hair a striking contraat lay,
Wbile o'er her neck the sable ringlets play.
The bride reclined ; a crimson littar bore
Her blushing charms dong the gcred shore.
What joy is breaking fmm her luge dazk q e .
The vivid lightnings of a tropic sky !
The rosy veil is archly drawn aside
To show the glances sbe d e c t s to hide.

Tis all a modest maiden dare betrayTbe sudden sparkle of a meteor'. phy.
No hand may give those feature8 to tbe light,
Save his who takea her to his hall to-night.

Hark, from that hall what happy spirits brd; !
What joyous revelry the echow wake !
Lo, the young lord awaits her at tbe

@.

While mid-day bursts from each attending torch.
The mud baa reach'd her bridegroom'# home

.t L.1:

The morning came, and all her joy had p w ' d ;
Death had gone over like a wild aimoom.
And marlr'd her youthful husband for the tomb.
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And mnst he only auEer? Still the pride
Of youth and beauty liver, the lovely bride.
Sbe too mart die : mme ravage god, unknown
To Chhtian climer, demmda her for h b own.
The pile now reur,aloft ita awful head,
Where late the bride her gay procession led :
Still ring the n o w of memment : the amio
Of mirth rtill rweepa along tbe crowded plain.
Why rash the t h o u ~ n d?s Why t b i grand display
Of pomp and pride ? A widow burns today !
Mort the m e mirth, the same bright huea appear,
To gnce the bridal, and to deck the bier ?

Is there no norrow in the hurrying throng 1
Will the wild herd rtill pour the maddening song !
No b m t to aympathbe, no tear to fall,
No trembling hand to elevate the pall l

It ia rome jubilee ;-it cannot be,
That death ir bail'd with ouch a savage glee.
Another bridal ! a w Lho gathering 6m ;
The altar atando upon that burning pyre !
There, in still death, the bridegroom wait. bin spouse,
To bind their union, and renew her vow8 ;
C W y she standa, and gazes o'er the scene,
Unnerved by thonghtu of what rbe might have been.
How changed that day, on which. almort from birth,

A m the star of all ber hopes on e d ! ~
For, pledged in childhood, all her cbrrma bed grown
(So fondly thought h e ) for that day alone ;
N 6

Tobleaahh+tt,uhlumc~mnttO*
I n m ' ~ r i a b . o d e v a r y ~ ~ ~ .
Since 6st abe

wsl tbe m+y

Bmbmlb's

!

Yet now nnawed .be riewa tba s p m d h g h u m ;
With hlsa devotion g u ~ r
on the pile,
And movea to die-m-ith s cootented smile ;
Waren a &well ; md, s t e d k t to the Isat.
Smrm on this world one lingering look to

Wf

Yes ! she rejects thir m-orld witbout m e b g h t
Of all the blia but ycmtarday had brought;
Seer nnconcern'd an aged father shnd,

And d

y owns the preglus of hin h

d;

Heara s loved brother urge her on to die

W'ith cold indifference : not a rebel aigb
Bumts to declare that yet one p
A@

hremh.

her w i l l to throb at human paiM.

Beyond this tnnaient e u t b het hevt u mt ;
She dreams that happinem may meet bar yet ;

Thinh, like a phanix, 'ti.her hts to rise

Pure from Ber dm,
to adorn the skies ;
And hear (for all her torments d but thia)
Her husband with hsr to divide bet b l k .
For this rhe suffers, and for this she dim ;
Disowns, for this, d l nature's dearest tier.

0 noble spirit l In a Christian's caom.
A martyr's crown. uid a whole rrorld'a appl-,
To buoy tbe hopes, and mitipte the p i n ,
Have oft diaplay'd their tempting loma in rri. :

TEB SUTTEE.

Heroes h v e shrunk Ware the torture'r wheel,
And er'n in martyrdom have rtoop'd to feel.

Yet here, each day, in agonising fires,
For rinful man some gentle dame expires,
Gel& and pure, with e v q tender f e u
A WOM
II

b w r , yet all forgottan b r e .

A cheerful victim, lo, she mountn the pile,

While tbe flrme qnickana in the frsgmnt oil :

The thickaPing mnob now cirales o'er her head ;
Her b u s h d b borom f o m an euy bed.
Here she reclines, nor w k s a d e r rest ;
No coucb ro sweet u his unconsciour breut.
While the 6re wreathes around each quiv'ring limb.
Sbe feels it not, h e dumbera upon him ;-

A &ring reat : with him rhe wakes, to reach

Ebmrl joy, for thu rbe Ved.hr teach.
Too f a d error ! oh ! that suob a mind
To truth divine should still continue blind !
She will not doubt : devoted to her creed,

She c l h the glory, and demands the meed ;
Court. tbe p m d triumph of s Hindoo bride,
Bebotbed in life, in d a t h to be Jlied.

About two o'clock in the afternoon I passed
the fort of Buxar, which looks very prettily
from the river, which is here of a good breadth.
Several European bungalows rise from thc.
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banks, and give a lively and English appearance to the scene. This is one of the stations of
the Company's stud, and their stables are on
both sides of the river: the high road from
Calcutta to Benares passes through this station,
and by a ferry crosses to the opposite side. The
shores present therefore an animated picture:
groups, collected on each side, awaiting tbe
passage-boats, and the crowded and rarious
travellers in them, afford plenty of amusement,
t o which the little uproar that generally ensues
upon gathering the fare adds considerably.
I t is difficult to conceive a more bustling
affair than the passage of the Ganges by a large
body, composed, as it ever must be, of such
different materials In October, 1826, I c
d
over it at this place, when marching with my
regiment from Dinapore to Meerut. We arrived
at the point of embarkation about sunrise, and
found agreat number of boats awaiting us. Tbey
were of all sizes and of several shapes. Some
had decks to them of bamboo rafters, with earth
laid over them ; others had choppers or roofs ;
and many were witllout decks of any description.

SCENE O F TUMULT.
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Into these latter the soldiers were crowded,
while the others were filled by horses, ponies,
carriages, gigs, tents, camels, bullocks, palanquins, hackeries, drivers, and servants of all denominations, with every species of trunk and
package that can be imagined.
The tumult in getting the fleet afloat was tremendous: many horses refused to enter the
boats; and bullocks, frightened. at 'the noise,
threw ofT their loads, and scampered along the
banks-their owners running and screaming
after them with all their might-the camels
groaning in the painful manner they always do
when any thing uncommon in their course
occurs -the stubborn elephants declining to go
into the water-their mahouts abusing them,
and digging their iron instruments into their
heads-the quarrelling of the boatmen,-the
screaming of the servants to protect their m a s
ter's property-formed but a slight catalogue of
the confusion that prevailed on commencing our
passage across the river. The pencil of the caricaturist would have been incessantly employed in
catching the absurdities of the scene. " The

mwch to Pinchley," (although I hope, as far as
the Europeans were concerned, we were military
enough,) did not present half of the ludicrous
scenes that our ferry did.
The common way of embarking obeti~te
horses was very amusing. The saees sat in tbe
hat, and pulled with all his strength at the
halter : the unwilling animal naturally backed,
and a sec06d groom clasped the first about the
wdst to prevent his being pulled over; and,
according to the power required, other men
clapped themselves on. Two stood behind the
poor horse, holding a long pole at his hams, to
prevent his retreating too far; and frequently
ao-operated with the pulling party in fmnt, by
pushing in concert. Thus goaded, the animal
was soon driven to make a leap into the boat.
The moment this was done, the horses already in
powssion b q p to kick at the new arrival : the
frightened p m s let go ; then commenced a general fight: the men rushedout, and left the field
to the chargers, eome of which jumped into the
water, and,'swimming ashore, galloped off with
half the campfollowers shouting at their M s .

THE SOAUE AXD TRR GANGES.
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The eccne of the passage, when dl the boats
were fairly afloat, was extremely beautiful :
there were, at least, a hundred, if not more,
cmming in two or three divisions; and as the
river was broad, and the stream very irregular in
its course, they appeared to be rowing in several
opposite directions. Now that the shouting of
the people was at an end, we had the songs of
the rowers, and the sounds of our own bugles ;
and very seldom, I fancy, does the Gangea present 80 animated and entertaining a spectacle. It
took nearly the whole day to effect the passage
of " the general camp, pioneera and all."
At night-faU this day, we amved at the
mouth of the Soane, and stopped at the gbaut
near to the point of that river's junction with
the Ganges. I think mme antiquarians have
been inclined to believe that this meeting took
pIace at one period Iower down, close to Patna;
which town has, among others, been selected
for the honour of representing the ancient Yalihothra, founded upon the probability I have
mentioned, that the Soane and the Ganges once
united in that neighbourhood. This river is,
,
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GHAUT OF DINAPOBE.

tolerably broad, and of a more bIueish tint than
tlie one into which it flows.
The Ganges now grows wider every day, as
we proceed, and the stream has become more
rapid. Before noon, we were anchored at the
ghaut of D i n a p e , where there was the usual
crowd and bustle. The cantonmeuta are very
good ; they form two quadrangles. The west
side of the larger one contains the barracks of
the British regiment, a long line of buildings
tolerably cool and comfortable ; the others are
the houses of the officers. Those at the northern
extremity have gardens to them, but the rest
are generally close and confined. All around is
very flat; and the area which the station occupies stands but a few feet above the river, which.
during the rainy season, is a perfect sea ; so
broad, that the opposite shore appears but a
faint line on the horizon.
I think the Ganges is seen in its greatest
glory here. The white peaks of the mountains
of Nepaul, which are directly eastward of tbis
spot, are frequently very plainly seen d u r i q
the hottest weather. \Ye have the advantage,

A LIFE OF INDOLENCE.
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therefore, of a refreshing prospect in the most
trying portion of the year :-but
" Who can bold a fire in his band
By thinking on the froaty Caucasus 1"

T h e hardest life that any person can lead is a
life of idleness. There is so much difficulty in
overcoming this hardship in such a cantonment
as Dinapore, during tne summer months, that
it is not surprising many fa11 victims to it.
Having nothing to do, has always been a r s
proach against officers of the army in quarters :
and it is most deplorably true in this place. A t
the season of the year I allude to the troops are
never employed, and the men are forbidden to
be out of their barracks between the hours of
seven in the morning and five in the afternoon ;
the officers, therefore, have nothing to engage
their attention, beyond what an hour or two
will be ample for, during each day. From
sunrise to sunset what a weary time many
have to toil through; and, when the close of the
day enables them to turn out, how little is there
to relieve the dulness of their situations !

ma
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The country round is flat, sandy, and uninteresting ; the society very small ; and the extent of the evening exercise is, perhaps, a ride
or drive round and round the quadrangles I
have mentioned; the view being bounded by
the low whitewashed buildings on each side.
The civil station at Bankipore, nearly nine miles
off, is too far to take all the advantage of, that
its agreeable residents and pretty situation invite them to : they are of necessity confined very
much to the squirrel-like revolutions of their
own cage, which, I think, few would p s s a
year in without sighing for liberty.
When I was last in Dinapore, there nas no
church, and the service was performed in a room
fitted up for the purpose: one has now beeo
commenced, however, and is already some feet
above the ground. I t will add much to the
beauty as well as benefit of the station. It is a
singular thing, that the last buildings tbougbt
of in the military posts of the British, as well
as in the civil stations, are the churches ; yet
no part of the world requirea good places of
worship more than this. Many persoos, I am

ABBIVAL AT PATNA.
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convinced, are deterred from frequenting p u b
lic service from the impossibility of bearing the
heat of the rooms they would be obliged to sit
in, from their general unfitness, and the restlessness and close contact of all clrwses that attend.
About eight miles from this, on the road to
h a r e s , is a very pretty mosque standing above
a tank, at a place called Moneea. I t is going
fast to destruction ; but it hw some of the prettiest carving about it that I have seen in India;
plantain-leaves, and flowers, cut in stone most
admirably. Several buildings surround the
water, and the mosque is well sheltered by
trees. I t is, indeed, the moat quiet and romantic spot I have ever been in.
I did not remain very long at Dinapore ; but
standing again to sea (for although at this seawn the river is not mom than two-thirds of its
greatest breadth, it desewes that name,) I soon
reached Patna. I t was not prudent to approecb
it closely, from the difficulty of quitting it
ngain, without being lodged on some of its sandbanks; and I found a great number of boatr
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moored to a dry ridge abreast of the town, to

which I caused my bark to be fastened also. I
was in hopes, being eome little distance from
the bazaars, that I might have kept my people
all together, and been able to quit it again during
the night. I soon discovered, however, that
the manjee, and most of his crew, were natives
of Patna; and they came to me with tbeir
hands clasped. and fawning, as if some terrible
calamity had happened to them, to ask leave to
visit their friends. They promised faithfully,
if I granted it, to return before it was dark. I t
wasimpossible to deny what so many whimsical
mntortions were used to obtain: the smileq
grimaces, and twistings of native petitioners
'are very singular, and prove how much tbey
have always been taught to consider themselves
slaves
I suspected I was to be deceived, however ;
and hour after hour passed away without tbe
return of my boatmen. My servants had gone,
one after the other, in pursi~itof them ; and I
was left half the night in solitary possession of
my boat. I should have been glad to have

A NATIVE CITY A T NIGHT.
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gone too, but was literally obliged to be my
own sentinel, and could not abandon my post. I
had several convivial parties in my neighbourhood: the tom-tom, and the screaming of the
singers, made the Ganges echo. A party seemed
to be giving a feast to some of the same caste, and
positively all ceremony was banished from the
board. The dinner was over, and the evening's
entprtainment consisted of the most awful drumming and singing I ever heard. I found myself, although an unbidden, a much-honoured
guest; for their exertions were redoubled on
perceiving my vicinity. I t was a happy meeting, and coat but very little to the donor--a
rupee or two : there seemed to be no inclination
to intoxicating liquors or herbs; and with
the exception of the concert, they were extremely orderly.
There is no light or liveliness in a native city
at night. Large as Patna is, there is scarcely a
lamp to be seen, or a sound to be heard, but
what proceeds from the immediate banks of the
river, and the lungs of my own neighbours.

,
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RETURN OF THE CREW.

The houses all face inwards; and the people
prefer sitting in clusters, gossiping, in the front
of their shops, to enjoying the purer air of the
river. I t very seldom happens that a native
has the lounging part of his house towards tbe
water; and, provided it be near enough to
visit occasionally, it is all he appears to care
about.
A t daylight, my crew had w t returned, and
I felt some apprehension of being deserted. At
length, about seven, a long and trembling train
appeared. I thought it necessary to c d to
them with some degree of anger ; but could not
continue it long, for the still more ludicrous pimaces that were made to propitiate me. The
manjee stood a t eome distance, and writhed
about in the most absurd stjle; while, to
heighten the picture, three or four women, the
wives of some of the party, with their children
in their hands, joined him in a more subdued
manner. He who was the principal flugelman of
the crew, pointed firat to himself, next to his
family, and then towards me, ae if dedicating
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them all to my service ; when, clasping his
hands, he seemed to say, '' I now leave our fate
with you."
I thought it proper to scold ; but every fresh
word of anger only seemed to renew the gttotuws : I simply ordered them, therefore, to get
into the boat, and make all haste for departure :
this called forth fresh action on all sides.
' There is something, surely,' I thought, ' in all
this, more than their sorrow for what is past !'
and I sent for my sirdar to gather it from them.
They said, as they were not likely to return for
some time from Calcutta, they hoped I would
give them a certain sum of their wages in advance, to leave with their families. While he
was interpreting this to me, the anxious looks
of the boatmen and their wives were too much
to resist. If, while I listened, my eye fell upon
them, their eccentric appeal recommenced.
When I consented to their request, they were
perfectly delighted : it did not seem, however,
to create great harmony among themselves ; for
a furious argument began upon the mode ot
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division, which I put a stop to by sending them
into the boat. T h e women were not satisfied
with what they had received, and the crew
seemed averse to part with more. As they
were pushing off, one of the women ' kilted' her
clothes ' abune her knee,' and, marching into
the water, insisted upon one more rupee ; and,
after a long and stormy harangue, she succeeded in gaining her point. They then all
collected on the shore, and stood gazing at us
till we were out of sight. They seemed very
poor and ragged, or they had not been able to
do honour to the occasion by coming in their
best attire.
I know not whether, at such a parting, the
manly cheek of a British aeaman would have
been bathed by a tear ; but the crew of my adventurous bark bore the calamity with much
greater philosophy, albeit to them it is a long, and
not unfrequently a perilous voyage. T h e man
who gave up the additional rupee to the winning
tongue of his wife, seemed to feel the matter
the most, perhaps from a consciousness of the ill
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grace with which he had yielded it ; for, generally, they are very ready to give all they have
to their families.
The pay the boatmen receive is not much;
but it is necessary, on hiring a boat, to stipulate
that the greater portion should be paid on the
conclusion of the voyage ; otherwise, you might
be left in a helpless plight from the desertion of
your crew. I have heard many people complain
of having found themselves in this dilemma,
and I can conceive none more disagreeable.
There are not many situations on the banks of
the Ganges where one would like to be delayed
for more than a day ; and, when a boat is abandoned in this manner at any great distance from
o town, it will take some time to gather together a sufficient number of dandees to get it
off again.
The river hasnowbecome acomplete thoroughfare ; and scarcely a moment passes that we do
not pass vessels of ever-y description. The water
is deep enough to admit pinnaces ; and " they
drag their slow length alongn without much difficulty. They generally have eighteen or twenty
VOC.
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TRADE O F MONGHIB.

men to tow them, who seem to be much strained
(as they creep along the bank) by the effort. One
long line is attached to the mast, to which each
dandee fastens a piece of bamboo by a short
string, at intervals of five or six feet apart, and
resting it on his shoulder, pulls with all his
strength. If a breeze siring up, and render it
unnecessary to tow, they immediately cast off
their lines, and, jumping into the water, like
otters, swim on board their vewL At times,
fifty or even a hundred boats may be seen, following each other in a rtring up the stream ;
wlule their numerous danBees ore filing along
the bank : ten miles a b y , however, (the rate
at which they usually go,) is weary travelling.
In the afternoon, we reached Monghir. On
the ghaut of this place thewe is generally a considerable degree of bustle, from the number of
beggars, travellere, bird-fankrs, barbers, and
blacksmiths, that asspi1 you with their several
commodities and importunitics The town is
falnous for its manufacture of guns and pisto4
and every aort of smith's work ; and it is hard
to pase an hour near it without king talked in to

T R A D E OF MONGHIE.
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the purchase of some of them. T h e guns are
extremely cheap, but I cannot say much for
their utility. Out of six that I once saw tried,
four burst. They may do very well to frighten
the thieves with; but I would rather be shot
at by one, than shoot with it. T h e small tools
of iron and steel, which they present to you,
although neat enough to the eye, are very little
better in reality. They are the most persevering
dealers under the sun, and seem disposed to
accommodate their prices to the most zealous
chapman. Some men brought monkeys down
to the ghaut for sale, and several had cages of
wire, with birds ready to put into them, if we
were inclined for the purchase.
Not very far from the ghaut is the gate of the
fort, within which are most of the bungalows of
Europeans, and through which you must pass to
the native town, a remarkably g o d o n e . Besides
the quantity of hardware made and sold by the
natives, there are "Europe shops," containing
many good and necessary articles, and kept by
native merchants. T h e principal street is so
much broader than usual, that you might fancy
02
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at the ghaut of Monghir, a:id until nearly dark
was plagued by the importunities of the blacksmiths and the beggars, who were in great
numbers. There ate no more wretched objects
than these latter, who collect on the banks of the
Ganges to gather alms from the travellers : they
are sometimes seen in the neighbourhood of a
ferry, in crowds of thirty or forty, men, women,
and children, naked and miserable; and while
your boat is drifting slowly down, or being
dragged up the stream, they follow it with their
whining lamentations along the bank. They
seem generally to choose spots where there is
likely to be some impediment offered to your
course, as their fraternity in England select the
foot of a hill, for the purpose of continuing
longer with you. T h e men are often mutilated
in a disagreeable manner from accident or disease: sometimes they are without toes, and
have their hands cut OK The women are more
healthy in appearance, and are remarkably well
made: a tattered coat about their loins to serve
for a petticoat is all they wear : their long limbs
carry them nimbly and unfettered after you, for
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a few pice or a little food, which last they an?

certain to obtain ; and if they take up their
ground in a judicious position, their lives are very
far from lives of want. A flimsy shed, or tent of
mats, is sufficient to protect them from the weather; and with towns they have as little commerce, as the trampers through the woocly parts
of our own country, to whom they bear as strong
an affinity in their habits of begging and living, as
the gipsies of this and the rest of the world do to
each other. They have always a number of
naked children to join in their cries; for, like
the trampers, to whom I have compared them,
they take good care to increase and multiply to
the utmost. IYhen the boatmen or servants are
at their meals, they stand at a little distance,
soliciting a portion, which is generally collected
from each, and placed apart for them to remove
without polluting the donors by a close contact.
The Hindoos are very charitable, and it seldom
happens that the poor go hungry away from
them.
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AT daylight we left Monghir, and soon entered
an ocean ; so wide is the river even at this season
of the year. It was necessary to keep in the
middle of the stream, and I saw but little of the
banks There is nothing of great interest, except
the station of Boglipoor, which, as it stands very
ow, we could not see, and the hot spring of
Seetactmn, between it and Monghir, until within
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sight of the Rajmahiil hills, when the whole face
of tbe country is changed. Independently of the
beauty of the saewry at this point, it is evident
that re are entering a more southern climate :
h e trees, bc. of the tropics incin number,
and tbe people are already blacker and more
effrmiuate in their appearance. The change to
the pro*
of Bengal, after a long residence in
the upper part of India, is very striking.
I am&o, for a short time, at the village of
,
C
which is beautifully situated on a point

of land forming the boundary of a deep bay made
between it and Pattergotta by the river. The
sides of the bay are thickly wooded, and a very
dark forest bounds it; while the hills of Rajmahd
rise p t t i l j above. Nearly opposite Colgong is
a duster of high rocks ascending in the centre of
the stream,with trees growing among them : it is
a fine object ; and nothing can be more picturesque than the oddly-shaped boats, with their
ragged sails, issuing from the shadowy p it
seems to be the gate of. The high rotxi from Calcutta lies through this village ; and not very far
h v e it, stands a rest-house or bungalow imme-
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diately over the river, and in the midst of a tope
of trees : it has a verandah round it, from which
there is a lovely prospect.
There is no part of the Ganges where the
lovers of the picturesque could better place a
house; but it is seldom destined to be occupied,
but by people in a very great hurry to get away
from it. These houses are very numerous on the
road as far as Benares, and are amply provided
with rooms, but totally destitute of every thing
that can make them habitable. An old woman
presides over them, a d very prudently keeps her
guard without the walls; for more tumble-down
edifices never were erected. In a stormy night,
all the adventures of a11 old romance may be
realized by even a moderately imaginative tmveller: creaking of boards, banging of doors,
the whistling of the wind, the flitting of bats,
and other proper accompaniments to the freaks
of aghost, with the additional one of the screaming jackals,-are
enough to give the air of u
haunted castle to any of these rude habitations.
A worse intruder than even a ghost may occasionally summon you to rise ; for both a tiger
o5
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and a snake have been known to carry their
researches to the very centre of these buildings.
I t was only for the morning mess of meal and
water tliat I stopped at Colpng; but I was not
displeased to pass a much longer time at it tban
necessary for that purpose, to enjoy the beauties
of the scene. Unfortunately, I may say here,
the stream carries my little vessel so quickly
down, I am no scmner within sight of a beauty
but it is gone; and the fuss and confusion to
get the boat to shore and off again, render it
impossible to approach it nearer than the point
from which I Rrst discern it.
I passed the pretty village of Sicly Gully
without being able to stop to pay a visit to the
Mussulman tomb on the summit of a rocky hill
behind it, and which is well worth seeing. I
climbed up to it on my way up the river in the
month of April, when the face of the cou ltrp
was neither so livcly nor so rich, and should
have been glad to have seen it at a more p y
season. The juilglc is thick a b u t i t ; and on
that occasion I met wnlc of our party running

STORY O F A TIGEB.
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down the hill, at a great rate, as I was going
up it, who declared that they had been interrupted in their examination of it by a tiger, who
seemed to be familiar enough with the spot.
Whether their fears magnified a jackal into
one or not, I do not know; but when, after a
little deliberation upon the prudence of continuing my ascent, I reached the height, he was
gone. I t is singular enough, that the same story
is believed here regarding a periodical visit to
this tomb from a tiger, as one or two that I
have already noticed in similar places. Thursday, the day at Bowanee Mut, is also the day
here; so these animals are governed by an understanding that they can never have received
credit for, even from the showman of a menagerie, who is seldom guilty of suppressing any
of the marvellous deeds of his p t i g k u . I am
very much inclined to think, however, that no
tiger made its appearance at Sicly Gully on the
day I allude to, although there is no doubt that
they infest the neighbourhood. One saw his
eyes glare, another plainly saw his tail above
the grass, while a third heard him roar. This

evidence was certainly sufficient to have established a very formidable animal ; but, as the
party could not agree upon the roaring, the
least difficult part to be deceived in, I felt myself bound to dismiss the case, and I reached
my boat again in safety. I conceive, therefore,
I was not far wrong.
Pattergotta, between Colgong and Sicly
Gully, is a very pretty and interesting spot.
Here, as I have said, the river winds deeply
into the shore, making this place and Colgong
mark the mouth of the bay ; while the mcks in
the bed of the stream rise like a miniature Ailsa
Craig near the entrance to a very wee" Loch
Ryan. On that part of the rock that juts from
the shore into the river are carved many figures
of Hindoo gods and their 'attributes ; and as we
sailed near to it, I observed a faquir sitting
among them, apparently in contemplation of
matters above this world ; for he fixed his eyes
upon the sun, and seemed to heed little some
passing observations that we made to him.
A short time before dusk we reached Rajmah&l,and anchored close beneath the w a b of its
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ruined palace : it must have been very extensive, and its appearance from the river very
grand, and in a noble situation for a royal re
mdence. The foundation, on which its outer
wall rests, is all of rock ; a great rarity iudeed
throughout India. All the way from Chunar
to this spot, and from hence to Calcutta, there
arc no rocks to be found but those that are between Colgong and Rajmaha. The Sultan
Sujah, who built this palace, was brother to
Aurengzebe, and it was erected, I think, in
1630 ; an ancient building in this country certainly : when it was abandoned, I do not remember. There is now but one apartment in a perfect state, and that is a most beautiful one, with
two smaller ones leading from it : they open over
the river, and command a magnificent view.
Night closed in without my noticing it, before
I had explored the ruined halls and desolate
quadrangles; and I might have been lost in the
labyrinth of little apartments and broken terraces, if I had not called lustily for a light from
my boat, which was moored close below them.
Marble seemed to have been lavished in great

q
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T O M B O F HB. CLEVELAXD.

profusion upon all the chambers : where the
m f had disappeared, and exposed the courts to
the air, it was a complete wilderness ;and as the
rooms would d o r d admirable shelter to rob
lx?rs, so might the courts to tigers and snakes
Bly boatmen scrambled up different parts of
the wall, and ran in numbers through the place,
shouting and laughing ; while I followed, with
most unromantic caution, attended by my old
lampbearer, whose frequent stumbles threatened to plunge me into darkness, and leave me
to seek adventure without an esquire. The
crew, however, soon joined in my train ; and
seemed so pleased with the echo they had created, that we left the Sultan Sujah's palace with
*' loud whoop and holloa," for they continued it
till the last.
I t is near this place that the tomb erected to
the memory of Mr. Cleveland (which has been
so ohen n o t i d ) stands; and I think this menw
rial of a usehl man generally excites more interest than the vestiges of splendour in its neighbourhood. It would be fortunate, wem it oftener
so. I should have been glad to have found the

THE EAJMAHAL HILLS.
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means of visiting the highlanders of these hills,
and cornpared them with my friends of the Himalaya ; and I look forward, at some future
period, should I ever revisit these scenes, to
gratify this desire: but it is not easy in a country of such extent, where only a few months in
the year can be safely used for travelling, to
say, " I will go here, or go there;" and where
there is so much to remind us of " the vanity of
human wishes," my forming such a desire is
tolerably presumptuous.
T h e RajmahGl hills are mere hillocks, compared even with the first range of the Himalaya :
indeed, they do not appear above half the height
of the ~nountainsat the mouth of the Clyde:
but from the rarity of such sights here, we are
disposed to view then1 with more respect. My
servants (who, now that they draw so much
further from the field of their great exploits,
consider more highly of the feat) cannot disguise
their contenlpt of the little mountains of Rajmaha, to which they once looked, I have no
doubt, with great veneration.
I t seemed to give delight to all the people in
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my boat that we had at last entered Rengal.
My airdar was of Calcutta, and he felt such pleasure in living again within sound of his mothertongue, that he lost his usual taciturnity for a
time, which is very great, and allouted out in
Bengalee to every traveller he saw upon the
banks ; and laughed and podded when he heard
the reply. He seemed to have some well-known
jokes to pass, for they were received as understood things, and elicited, I suppose, a humorous retort; for the answer was hailed with
applause very frequently. I could not, however, share in the amusement, and I hope I lost
nothing by my ignorance.
We had some difficulty in passing safely into
the Bhagirutty, from the shallowness of the
water among the low islands at its entrance.
There was a strong breeze against us, and it
required all the persuasion that I was master of
to induce the manjee to struggle with it. I was
alarmed at the prospect of spending twentyfour hours at a marshy island, which he would
have been too glad to have done. After we had
quitted the prospect of the Rajmah$l hills, there
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was nothing in the least degree inviting on the
shores of the Ganges : high reeds upon a sandy
soil, with banks so mucl~above the water, that
the roof of my boat was frequently lower than
them, alone met the eye.
My manjee and crew were disposed to make
a jubilee of our entrance upon the Bhagirutty,
which is the most important branch of the
Ganges, although it loses its name for the more
holy one, by which the river within the moun
tains is also called. Here the Delta of the
Ganges commences the eastern or main stream,
which we have just left, running on past Dacca,
till it joins the Megna. From Allahabad to
this spot it is about six hundred miles; and
even now, when the water is at its least depth,
I have every day. in my descent from that city,
met with so many vessels, that I have been constantly in a crowd, some of them tiny frigates
in full sail, floating as safely as if they had been
in the midst of the Rea.
I had no reason to refuse the petition of my
crew; and I made them a present, to do honour
to the occasion of their quitting the p a t branch

for the most sacred one. They strung a garland
of flowers on the prow of the boat, and sprinkled
it with water from the venerated stream; and
thus decorated, we floated merrily down. The
head of the boat was cut to resemble an all&&
tor; and a large eye was painted on each side.
The vessels are generally carved in imitation of
fish, and are seldom without their eyes; they
have this custom in common with some parts of
the Mediterranean ; and, indeed, a speronaro is
very little different in appearance from a large
panchwrry, nor are its sailors much more courageous than the dandees, as I can testify from
experience, having been once driven into the
island of Stromboli in a slight gale of wind,
from which we could not induce our crew to put
off for four days, although there was very little
sea, and nothing more than a good breeze
remained.
The banks are much prettier, and more thick- with villages than those on each
ly interspersed
side of the main stream ; and there is a greater
concourse of people towards the river, particularly of women, who are very active in carrying

Both sexes w e n fiber d whiter dotbes,
a d remilin a h g e r time at their toilette after
bathing. The m a do not cut their hair, but
allow it to grow bng behind, as the mmeu do,
and are obliged to wait till it becomes dry
eoollgh to turn up: besides, they have to paint
themselves m aU maooer of ways, and of all
shades, before their daily dressing can be deemed
complete. I t is a ludicrous sight, to see a string
of fellows squatting upon the shore with a small
glass in their hands, "picking" out their figures
with yellow, white, or red, as the case may be,
or their castes may require. I t is not the custom for the women to do this, although it is
difficult to obtain a glimpse of their countenances
to judge from ; a red line, between the division
of their hair in front, being the only mark 1
have observed, which is used to denote marriage.
My sirdm could not resist the opportunity of
being marked ; and, having gone early in the
day to bathe, when a little below Jungypoor,
which we passed this morning, he returned to
me such a figure, that I had some difficulty in
recopking him. He had several streaks of
water.
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yellow on his forehead, in the centre of which
was a white circle, a line of yellow on his nose,
round his ears, and on his cheeks, with three of
the .same colour, I think, on the tips of his
shoulders, and his chest. I do not remember
seeing him similarly distinguished in the upper
provinces, though in all respects a very rigid
Hindoo. T h e natives of Orissa and Bengal,
who are the most scrupulous in their own p m
vinces, are prone enough to paas slightly over
many necessary rites when away from home :
they resemble strongly, in this, most of their
Christian brethren, who are always very glad to
avail themselves of the license of the proverb,
" When in Rome, do as they do in Rome."
T h e first place of any size in the Bhagirutty is
Jungypoor, which is a large and bustling town.
T h e river was full of vessels of all descriptions,
and a custom-house boat pushed off immediately
on our appearing, to board us. T h e peon had
a book, which he presented to me to write my
name in, and which exhibitd a long catalogue
of travelling Sahib tc;rgue. T h e villages are
very picturesquely situated among palm-trees
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and mangoes. The houses are thatched or roofed
with mats; and pumpkins creep about them,
and enliven their appearance with the yellow
blossom or the ripening fruit ; while a little
cluster of plantain-trees, with their graceful
leaves, stands near every cottage.
Nothing can exceed the cleanliness of these
houses. There is generally a verandah in front,
the floor of which is of earth, plastered with
chunam, and quite hard and free from dust.
Here the women sit to grind corn, two at one
stone; and I need not observe how interesting
such a sight must be. Almost every domestic
custom of this country is a scriptural illustration.
I have seldom observed one woman carry
more than one pitcher of water from the river:
a great portion of the day, therefore, must be
b
passed in the trajet backward and forward :
neither is the practice itself so common on the
shores of the Ganges, as on those of the Nile;
and there they have a much greater distance to
come, their villages being situated on the skirt
of the cultivated land. I have counted five
pitchers of a good size at one time, upon the per-

son of an Egyptian female ; one on the h d one on the left shoulder, held on by-the left
band-the third in a sling at the back, which is
kept on by a band passing over her forebeadthe fourth on the right shoulder, and the fifth
in the hand ; and, tbus loaded, the pitchers are
brought many times to the stream witbout being
broken.
I think, althoi~ghthe banks of the Nile are
much richer, I should give the preference to the
sceuery of the Ganges within the province of
BengaL T o those who love to lead a simple life,
I would recommend a cottage beneath the broad
leaves of the plantain, or in the neighbourhood
of a copse of bamboo, on the banks of the Bhagirutty. I should be very much inclined to exclaim, in the words of the song,If there's paee to be found in this wodd.
A heart that is humble may look for it here ;

for, of all quiet situations on earth, these are the
quietest
We anchored on the left bank of the river st
sunset, about midway between Jungypoc~and
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Moorshedabad. Some large tamarind trees grew
near the river ; while a grove of the a r e a palms
stretched, like a forest of high masts, beyond it.
I n the branches of the tamarinds were crowds of
large bats, hanging in clusters by their feet, and
so tenacious of their hold, that all the noise and
beating of the tree we made did not induce them
to relinquish it: I believe they are the vampire
bat, and are quite harmless. They have a most
singular appearance when hanging in the way I
have described: as the night sets in, when they
drop from their perch, and flit about, they seem
formidable enough, although at first they start
with considerable awkwardness. Buffon, I remember, thinks it likely that these creatures
furnished the notion of the harpies to the
ancients. They are certainly as disagreeable
as tbose animals could have been ; and I
should be loth, indeed, to see them assail
my table. I believe, however, they conthe
themselves entirely to vegetable food, and make
sad havoc in a fruit-tree.
Am,ong other destructive creatures on tile
banks of the river, are innumerable white ants.
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Their nests are the most extraordinary e m
tions, when considered as the work of suchlittle
insects : but what cannot a multiplication of
power perform ? They are often four feet high,
full of ~eaks, and perforated with countless
chambers : it would take a strong arm, with a
pick-axe, some time to demolish one. neneath
the shadow of a tree new me there is a very
large one, in which the work seems to be still
going forward : as they carry on their operations, however, under a covert way, you cannot
watch them as they creep in and out. I am
reminded by it of the situation of a poor Yogee
in a Sanscrit play, translated by Sir William
Jones, '' Sacontala, or the Fatal Ring." He
had sworn to stand all his life under the branches
of the tree, and kept hi8 resolution so religiously,
that he moved not even when the white ants
commenced building at his feet: their structure
rose higher and higher every day ; until, at
length, the virtue of the poor ascetic became a
dire necessity. He was enclosed in the building; and, to the last moment of his life, " the
ants they crept in, and the ants they crept out,"

and his duntary d

'
must have been as

serere as his heart could hare Gsbed.
These ants are not so often seen in bouses in
this part of India, as I hare noticed elsewhere.
In the interior of Ceylon tbep swarm to such a
degree, that tbey have been known to bring the
roof of a house down ; and the doors teem so
with them, that if you leave any thing (a pair of
shoes, for instance*)upon them, they will destroy
it in no time. The ground in the neighbourhood of Candy ie so covered with their nests,
that you might fancy the city surrounded with
the tumuli of former days. Indeed, that town
is soinfested with insects and vermin of all descriptions, that it is appalling to think of them.
During a shower of rain, I have seen scorpions
rush out of their hiding-places by threes and
fours at a time, and crawl about the floor of my
rooms; lizards creeping at all times on the
walls; tremendous spiders weaving away in the
corners ; white ants sapping the floors, or eating
into the roof; leeches stealing under the legs of
my trowsers, or up the sleeves of my coat;
while the rat or snake amuses itself with huntVOL.
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ing its prey, '' up stairs, down stairs, and in my
lady's chamber," till driven to take refuge in the
very bed it self.
These things, however, are more formidable
in description than (strange to say!) they become in reality ; for habit so soon reconcilesyou
to them, that you look with perfect indifference
at all the mighty host. The snakes that travel
about the lrouse, are of a very harmless nature,
and do a great deal of good in clearing it of the
more troublesome inmates, the rats, which are
beyond all number, and so bold, that it is no
easy matter to control their freaks.
January 1st.-This is New-Year's day ; and I
pass it in solitude, although in the midst of a
populous stream, if I may say so. I have
passed the city of Moorshedabad, and am near
the cantonment of Burhampore, below the scene
of the beautiful festival of the Bherah, which I
witnessed some years ago, and have already described. There is some officer engaged, I believe, in erecting a new palace for the Nawaub,
which is not yet finished ; for the same ill-lookirig, unroyal building still stands on the banks

of the river-a model of bad taste, but, I think,
of some originality, which may, haply, be a redeeming point. W e have certainly not introd u d a very high order of architecture into our
posseasions in this country ; for which, in a
great degree, however, the climate must be respotwible. I cannot conceive any thing more
ugly than a British cantonment at B~~rhampore,
Dinapore, or any of the other " pores :" and
the architects of such extraordinary piles cannot plead the having sacrificed ornament for
comfort ; for few contrivances could have been
devised better dculated for heat, and less
adapted for the admission of air, than the
quarters of the unfortunate oEcers who garrison
these stations.
There is generally a king's regiment at Burhampore ; and it is one of the neatest of the stations in outward appearance, particularly along
the bank of the river, above which there is a
delightful walk, where the only pure air is to
be inhaled. On the inner aide, the country is
very beautiful and rich in all oriental trees and
P2
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shrubs : there are some fine rides about it, and
the wooded lanes in the neighbourhood of
Chumpa Poca, may remind you of similar green
retreats in our own country. Here the Resident at the court of Moorshedabad has a magn i k n t house. A native bazaar extends along
the ghaut of Burhampore, and behind it are
huts enough to constitute a good-sized village ;
which, to my mind, with its numerous plantaintrees and creeping pumpkins, is a far prettier
object than the flat-roofed white houses of the
Europeans, which tower beside them.
The bazaar is unfortunately too attractive,
and the boatmen are assembled there in noisy
crowds. I am kept awake by the discordant
sounds of the tom-tom, and divers stringed i n
struments, with the furious accompaniment of
their voices :-alas for such melody ! The pier
is thronged with boats of all descriptions, many
of them occupied by invalids going to Calcutta,
to embark for Englgnd-not before they require it, poor fellows !
Soldiers do not generally wish to return home
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in
after having spent any number of
India ; and, indeed, they are so unfitted for the
colder climate, that they would be miserable in
the exchange. Those men who are obliged to
go from the country, on account of their health,
to be discharged, are very much to be pitied.
They are just enough spoiled by their residence
in the East, to prevent their being able to do
any thing for themselves on their return ; and
lead, I fear, sad lives.
January 3rd.-Yesterday, at noon, I quitted
Burhampore; and went so quickly down the
stream, that I had no great cause to complain
of its want of variety; for between that place
and Hoogly, where the river makes a very pretty
bend, all is suficiently uninteresting. Hoogly
is now only distinguished for giving its name to
this branch, the most navigable and best-known
one of the Ganges. After quitting it, we seem
to enter another world : town after town arises
-magnificent houses, villages without end, and
ships from all parts of the world. I t is difficult
to conceive a more agreeable prospect than the

.

ril d u w n d s , with the wind and tide in your
fi-,
as I ha&? had it ; passing, in quick suecz?sib, Chunderrugore, Serampore, b k par, <=)bsudh, and village after village, emb o c a d m bruit-trees, with pngdxts, tomb
a d ghuts Tbe contrast betneeo a bustling
torn and the quiet w
e
e W e t , is great

iodeed ; a d

it may be said, in praise of tbeir

inhrbitantq that they do not seem to be spoiled
by their ridnity to compIvative riot and disJptirn ; f a tbey are as simple in their habits,
rs much d
d to their customs, as in spots
most removed from the haunts of forvipers
Tbr system of astes appears to be well calcuLted to iaspire amtent: their greatest misery

dbeachmgeofmamem.
It nas past ten at night before we aocbore<l
at tbe gbwt nerr~stthe fort of Calcutta, where
I Fanrined until this morning, the 4tb. I
have been m t l y thirty days travelling from
Ghurmoktgir to Fort William--a distance, I
think, of trelve hundred miles ; and although
a a30ath is a long time to pass in a little b t

!\
I

like mine, (that, however, was my owu fancy,) I
would not forego the pleasure I have received
from a Rail through so large and interesting a
portion of Hindostan, for ten times the inconvenience.
I shall conclude with one circumstance, that,
I think, will serve to corroborate what I have
cluewhere said, about the attachment of the natives to their masters. Their gratitude, I know,
is frequently impeached ; and, from what I
have observed, unjustly. I meant to have d i c
charged several of the least useful of my servants
immediately, and told them that I should do so.
They besought me, with one voice, to permit
them to remain with me, until my final d e
parture; not, as they said, for the eake of
" eating my salt," but for the pleasure of ses
ing me to the last. I should have considered
this a proper eastem compliment, and been disposed to receive it as such, but for the earnestness with which the request was made. Although I did not agree to keep them, their
sincerity was proved by their daily visits,
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until they bestowed their last salaam, on the
deck of the boat that carried me to the sandheads.

THE END.
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